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Abstract
The twentieth century saw tensions between ethnic Chinese and indigenous majorities
throughout Southeast Asia, and Cambodia was not an exception. In the past, the ethnic
Chinese were often considered strangers: their actions and interactions took place in an
environment of pervasive cultural difference, with assimilationist and discriminatory
expectations in the background. In Cambodia, policies to suppress Chinese influence
and culture have been implemented in several different eras.
In recent years it has been suggested that the general diminution of anti-Chinese
tensions in Southeast Asia has been caused by the phenomenal economic growth that
has enriched the region, including Cambodia. It is worth noting that anti-Chinese
sentiments remain in many parts of Southeast Asia. In my research I have been forced to
ask: could the current lessening of ethnic conflict be the calm before another storm? Is
the region's new prosperity a guarantee that anti-Chinese policies will not emerge
again?
The thesis is an in-depth study of the contemporary status of the Khmer-Chen minority
group in Cambodia (also known as Chinese-Cambodians or Sino-Cambodians). Its
purpose is to understand the status of Khmer-Chen as regards their positive acceptance
or otherwise, belonging to, and position in modem Cambodia. It focuses on the
perceived attributes of the Khmer-Chen, examining prevalent stereotypes about their
commercial influence and activities, and documenting their cultural practices,
identifications, political participation and influence in the country.
After providing a description of the research methodology and a historical overview of
the Chinese in Cambodia, the thesis documents and critically contextualises the
contemporary business, cultural and institutional landscapes of the Khmer-Chen in
Cambodia. Providing a set of case studies of businesses owned by Cambodians with
Chinese heritage, it demonstrates the diversity that exists in the scale, complexity and
success of Khmer-Chen businesses and charts new trends, generational changes, and
modes of doing business that challenge stereotypes about the nature of
Chinese businesses and businesspeople. In subsequent chapters, a survey of Chinese
cultural practices and of the institutions that support them provides evidence of the
resurgence of Chinese cultural identifications in Cambodia and of the diverse, dynamic
and shifting nature of what it means to be Khmer-Chen.
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Castigated or labelled as 'others', with a mixture of admiration and envy for their
economic wealth and talent, the Khmer-Chen have been remarkable in their tenacity and
ability to adapt to various setbacks imposed by successive political regimes in
Cambodia. The thesis argues that the Khmer-Chen are no longer suppressed in
Cambodia; instead there are wide-ranging efforts to revitalise and even emulate their
successes for the betterment of the country as a whole. Nuanced reflections by a variety
of Cambodians about Khmer-Chen identity demonstrate that Khmer-Chen are widely
accepted as integral to the make-up of contemporary Cambodia and show appreciation
for the diverse and critical role Khmer Chen have in Cambodian society.

Definitions
Khmer-Chen are Cambodian citizens of Chinese heritage. In the Khmer language the
term Khmer-Chen is used for people of mixed Cambodian and Chinese descent or
people who are Cambodian-born citizens with Chinese ancestry (Khmer being the
ethnic group of Cambodia and Chen meaning Chinese in the Khmer language). Other
terms used to identify this group of Cambodians include Chinese-Cambodians,
Cambodians with Chinese heritage, Sino-Cambodians and ethnic ChineseCambodians.
As ‘Cambodian’ marks citizenship whereas ‘Khmer’ marks ethnic belonging and
cultural ‘authenticity’, an implication of the term ‘Chinese-Cambodian’ is that a
Chinese without Cambodian descent can never be Khmer, i.e. culturally Khmer.
For consistency, unless the context requires otherwise, and acknowledging that ethnic
identification is a social construct and political representation, the term Khmer-Chen is
used throughout this study. As the term ‘ethnic Chinese’ has become a flexible category
in Cambodia that only acquires meaning through the situated representation of the
people concerned, I have preferred to use the term ‘Khmer-Chen’.

Confidentiality
To protect the confidentiality and anonymity of interviewees, their names have been
changed.

Key Terms
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Identity, Suppression, Cultural Revitalisation, Emulation, Adaptation
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Chapter One:
Introduction
1.1 A brief background
Ethnic Chinese business entrepreneurs have been at the very heart of Southeast Asia’s
economic success. Even though they are relatively few in number, it is widely
acknowledged that they are economically pre-eminent and the driving force behind
economic success for many countries in the region. The Chinese are not more than 10
per cent of the population of Southeast Asia, but they produce 86 per cent of its
billionaires. They are the major stakeholders in the region’s economies; the economy of
countries such as Cambodia is very much reliant on the Chinese (Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, Canberra, 1995, p. 37).
A growing interest in Chinese communities outside mainland China has produced over
the years a considerable body of literature on overseas Chinese. In terms of
informational power and leverage, Marks suggested that overseas Chinese have a
unique ability to display immense pride in China's achievements and Chinese culture,
while at the same time acknowledging that they would not willingly live under
Communism (Marks, 2000, pp. 92-108).
There has, however, been little sociological analysis of their importance to the economy
of Cambodia in recent times; very little research was carried out after the end of the
Khmer Rouge era and subsequent volatile coalition governments after the Paris Peace
Accord in 1991. Apart from Willmott’s work in the 1960s (Willmott, 1967), literature
and information on demographic features, ethnic status, economic and political position,
social and legal status and emerging and merging elites of the Chinese in Cambodia is
scarce and inadequate. There has been abundant literature on contemporary Cambodia
but almost nothing on its Chinese residents. Most recent published research on
Cambodia is confined to economic and political development and to the Khmer Rouge
regime and its tragedy. There has also been abundant research on the relationship issues
between Vietnamese and Thai ethnic minorities and the Khmer majority in Cambodia
but almost nothing has been written concerning its Chinese residents since 1967.

There were tensions between ethnic Chinese and indigenous majorities throughout
Southeast Asia in the 1960s and 1970s, and Cambodia was not exempted. The potential
for conflict still remains and therefore any discussion about the role of the Chinese is of
critical contemporary importance. The ethnic Chinese are still considered by some as
strangers to the land where they were bom and a group whose actions, reactions and
interactions often take place in an environment of extensive cultural differences, with
assimilationist and discriminatory expectations in the background.
The recent improvement and diminishing of tensions have been suggested as resulting
from the phenomenal economic growth that has enriched the region, including
Cambodia. What then if the economies decline? Would this again exacerbate economic
conflict between ethnic communities? Is it true that the Chinese have become
disproportionally more wealthy through the economic growth than other communities,
making them the most obvious target for resentment? Is there any possibility that ethnic
hostility on similar levels to those seen in the past could be directed at the Chinese by
those who consider themselves ‘natives’? Could the current lessening of ethnic conflict
be the eye of stillness before the storm arrives?
It is important to reflect that Sinophobia in some Southeast Asian countries over the
past few decades was not illusionary or just a leftover from the colonial past. Examples
of Sinophobia range from the forced expulsions of large parts of the Chinese
community in Vietnam after 1975 to the sufferings and massacres of Khmer-Chen in
Cambodia in the 1970s under different eras and regimes. Is the worst over? Is the new
prosperity a guarantee that it will never happen again?
The genesis of this thesis very much lies in my own early life and upbringing in
Cambodia in the 1960s and early 1970s, and then my contact in the 1980s with
Professor Willmott, who encouraged me to think about updating his early work. Since I
grew up in Cambodia, speak the language and understand the culture and environment,
he pointed out that I would be able to provide an ‘outside-in’ perspective of the changes
and of the thinking in the early work carried out by himself and others. Furthermore, it
is well known that traditionally Khmer people are oral people and most historical events
and incidents have passed through word of mouth and are often difficult to verify and
validate. Being bom and brought up in Cambodia before coming to study in New
Zealand in the early 1970s, having broad academic and work backgrounds and having
had opportunities to visit Cambodia on a regular basis since the early 1990s would
provide me, said Professor Willmott, with great advantages in pursuing studies into

modem Cambodia and adding value to the current body of knowledge, plus offering a
critical viewpoint regarding areas for future research and development.

1.2 Growing up in Cambodia
Growing up in Chrouy Changva village in Phnom Penh (see Map 1 below) and living
alongside Cambodians of different ancestral backgrounds, including Chinese,
Vietnamese, Khmer and Khmer Islam (commonly called Cham1) enabled me to observe
and leam the different aspects of life of these groups. What intrigued me most were the
different ways the groups stereotyped each other and the way they lived as separate
communities but together, having things in common while being separated by numerous
things such as languages, rituals, foods and so on. As could be expected, because of the
differences, misunderstandings and minor incidents - storms in tea cups - would flare
up from time to time, resulting from personal and domestic disputes, but nothing of
major concern on a national scale. In general, individuals from all the groups mixed and
interacted reasonably peacefully, as in most communities, with great tolerance for
others’ traditions and customs and so on.
However, when conflict did occur among individuals I recall they would often resort to
putting labels on one another. For instance, the Khmer would label the Chinese as
greedy and exploitative individuals, using remarks such as ‘Chen Kor Men Dak Teok’
(literally translated as ‘Chinese shave without water’), and tell them to go back to where
they came from. They would be told they don’t speak Khmer fluently like the Khmer
and so they should go back to China. It was the equivalent to what someone said to me
after several years living in New Zealand, that I don’t speak ‘the Queen’s English’. I
speak English with an accent and therefore the underlying message was “You are not
one of us,” meaning you are an outsider, and as such subject to teasing and bullying and
sometimes to great emotional abuse by those who claimed their English was the
Queen’s English, thus enabling them to assert their superiority.

1The Cham are descendants of the kingdom of Champa, which controlled what is now south and central
Viet Nam. In Cambodia today, they form the core of the Muslim community.

Map 1: Chrouy Changva is located on the southern tip of the peninsula between Tonle Sap and
Mekong Rivers, opposite Phnom Penh Port. Source: Ministry of Public Work and Transport

I also recall that the level of prejudice and angst by Khmers against the Vietnamese
became much more pronounced when disputes occurred, with the Khmers pigeonholing
Vietnamese as robbers and thieves stealing their land and goods, and physical
confrontations often ensued. In a similar vein, when faced with personal or domestic
disputes Khmers often talked down to the Chams or reminded them of past rivalries
between the Kingdom of Cambodia and Kingdom of Champa, and how the Champa
Kingdom disappeared from the globe due to belligerent Vietnamese aggressors and
invaders. Champa-Vietnam relations were sometimes simplified or ridiculed by Khmers
in the saying “the Vietnamese swallowed Champa.” As the Chams were Muslims, they
also sometimes faced discrimination by being teased, harassed or mocked with pork
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meat or pigs, and by having the Muslim prayer call in the morning ridiculed, with
Khmers saying it was the equivalent of a dog crying or barking - in Khmer terminology
‘Cham loo’.
When disputes arose, then, different groups often embarked on trading insults in order
to inflict emotional harm, and occasionally physical force was used. Despite this,
however, broadly speaking individuals from these different groups tended to happily
mix and mingle as in any contemporary society. For instance, sporting activities such as
soccer and volleyball teams, musical bands and other group activities were in general
made up of individuals from a number of ethnic groups. I observed individuals in each
ethnic group chose their own friends or team from outside their own group, with
different permutations. At the individual level people tended to peacefully go about
doing their own thing with great tolerance for one another. Ethnic labels and abusive
language would only surface or flare up when disputes arose. In Chrouy Changva,
Khmer, Cham, Chinese and Vietnamese, despite their different heritages, coexisted
without any visible skirmishes. There was friendship among individuals from each
group.
Occupationally, as I recall observing in Chrouy Changva in the 60s and early 70s before
departing for New Zealand, the Chinese were predominantly engaged in retail trades
such as grocery stores, cafes and restaurants. Other Chinese were engaged in vegetable
growing and making bean curd and rice vermicelli for a living. The Vietnamese tended
to focus on fishing, mechanical or technical work, with pockets of involvement with
cafes and restaurants. The Cham were predominantly engaged in fishing as a mode of
making their living but with some engaged in public services; there were also some
small food stalls and a few noodle shops to cater for the halal requirements of the Cham
Muslims. The Khmers were predominantly involved in providing public services. For
instance, Chrouy Changva was under the jurisdiction of District Number 7, with the
Chief of the District responsible for and accountable for all the public and social
activities of the district, and the employees working for the District were predominantly
Khmers. Similarly, police and military personnel were visibly Khmers. There were also
pockets of Khmers engaged in trading, mainly selling vegetables, fruits and so on from
their cultivated land. But broadly speaking there were elements of occupational
specialisation among the groups.
Also noticeable was the congregation of the groups in terms of their residences, which
had clear separated physical boundaries: Chinese, Vietnamese, Cham and Khmer

quarters. If one moves down the edge of the Tonle Sap River which borders Chrouy
Changva, the demarcation of these four ancestral groups was obvious. The Vietnamese
quarter was mainly based to the north of the Japanese-built bridge, with the Cham
village based around the southern part of the bridge. Then I recall a small market place
with cafes and retail stores dominated by Chinese (although with a few Vietnameseowned stores) before one arrived at the next quarter, which was predominantly Khmer.
At the end of the Khmer quarter there was a tiny shopping centre with Chinese retail
and drug stores and cafes. In this tiny shopping centre there were also cafes and food
and vegetable stalls run by Cham, Khmer and Vietnamese people. After this tiny market
there was another Cham quarter and then one arrived at Vietnamese and Chinese
quarters, with no obvious physical demarcation separating them. Leaving the
Vietnamese and Chinese quarters I then recall a predominantly Khmer quarter before
finally arriving at another market place where Chinese and Vietnamese worked and
lived. In Chrouy Changva, the Chinese and Vietnamese very much shared or competed
for common living and market spaces.
Apart from the languages and to a certain extent the occupational preferences that
separated the groups in Chrouy Changva, there were also separate places of worship. In
each quarter there was a mosque for the Cham, a wat for Khmers, and Chinese and
Vietnamese temples. There were two primary schools that all Khmer, Vietnamese,
Chinese and Cham children could attend. However the Chinese, I observed, tended to
send their children to Duan Hua Chinese School in Psar Kandal (the central market),
situated in the business district of Phnom Penh.
Overall, based on my personal recollections and observations, the four groups had
distinct cultural variations, living separately but coming together when occasions
warranted, such as in sport, musical performances, eating and drinking together at a
house or at local eating houses. At the individual level people appeared to get along
with no visible animosities. But why then were ethnic hatred remarks and insults
sometimes exchanged to incite or inflame and put down one another in the usually
harmonious coexistence among members of the groups? This is still embedded in my
psyche, not only seeing the emotional and psychological aspects of human beings
attempting to hurt one another but also observing verbal conflicts sometimes escalate to
physical ones. From time to time, I witnessed not only the trading of insults and verbal
hatred but also physical harm, mainly by Khmers towards the Vietnamese (but not
Chinese).

This is not, however, to suggest that the Vietnamese showed no prejudice against
Khmers, as this was something I personally experienced when visiting Hanoi in 1992.
Because my passport recorded my birth place as in Cambodia and because of my
appearance, different from that of my Kiwi travel companions, I heard Vietnamese
officials talking among themselves and saying that I was Cambodian and therefore my
room allocation should be far away from my ‘white’ Kiwi colleagues. It was a real
discomfort for me to know that I would not be receiving the same treatment as my
colleagues and that I would be under the watchful eyes of the Vietnamese and I should
not be trusted. It was, however, understandable that after years of warfare, under
Communist rule and with a relatively long disconnection with the outside world and
individuals in the West, Viet Nam was suspicious of outsiders. The key concern about
my visit appeared to be that Cambodia was my birth place even though I held a New
Zealand passport. Viet Nam wanted to be cautious as it had just began to open doors
and renew contact with the outside world, attempting to increase the country’s political
and economic engagement with the West.
Interestingly, during my stay in Hanoi I had an opportunity to meet with a French
diplomat and sought his views about the establishment of a training institute to teach
about ‘an open market economy’ to help the countries in the sub-Mekong region move
from a central planned economy to a free market economy. I vividly recollect his
saying, “Don’t establish it in Cambodia or Laos as the Vietnamese believe they cannot
learn anything from these people and countries.” The implicit message from the
diplomat was that the Vietnamese considered these people to be backward. Whether it is
true or not is a different matter but I could only deduce from this that prejudices and
grudges work both ways, and that the Vietnamese too have feelings of superiority and
ongoing angst as regards Khmer and Lao people.
I also recall being told at an early age that the Vietnamese had also mistreated ethnic
Khmers (Khmer Krom) in Southern Viet Nam. Accounts of suppression and repression
and atrocities committed by the Vietnamese were common stories of the day. The
Khmer have, through folk tales passed on from generation to generation, stories about
the sufferings and humiliations of this period and the hatred for those who caused them.
I vividly remember the story told separately by my grandmother and by Cambodian
friends and teachers, two of them Khmer Krom, about the Vinh Te canal incident. This
event occurred during the reign of King Ang Chan (1797-1835) and is remembered as
one of the most horrific examples of the harsh treatment of the Khmer by the

Vietnamese, and emphasising as a consequence that the Vietnamese must not be trusted.
The story is told that at the beginning of the 19th century, the Vietnamese embarked on
building a canal between Phnom Penh and Chau Doc to facilitate transport. They
conscripted a great number of Cambodians and Vietnamese to do the work, but the
foremen overseeing the construction were solely Vietnamese. The Vietnamese were
very ruthless towards the Cambodians, striking them with sticks to ensure they fulfilled
their work quotas. One day, despite being repeatedly struck, the Cambodians were not
able to fulfil their work quota so the Vietnamese picked three Cambodian labourers and
buried them up to their necks in a triangular formation. Then they lit a fire in the middle
and used the Cambodians' heads as cooking stones for their kettle. The incident was
seen as a national humiliation by Cambodians.
Incidents of this nature have remained in the memory of many Cambodians and
implicitly provided the excuse for past and contemporary Cambodians to perpetuate
grudges against the ethnic Vietnamese in Cambodia. It is a tit-for-tat scenario: if you
mistreat Khmer or Khmer Krom in Viet Nam then we will do the same to ethnic
Vietnamese living in Cambodia. It is hardly surprising that the humiliation and almost
total loss of Cambodian land and identity in Kampuchea Krom causes strong emotions
even today.
This is not in any way to suggest that the other side did not also commit brutalities. If
one were to closely examine historical incidents one would find that both sides were
guilty of incredible carnage and brutality. As Jon Swain, former correspondent for
Agence France-Presse and later for the Sunday Times in London, put it, “The French
always talked about the ‘Sourire Khmer’ [Khmer smile] but beneath it, there’s always a
dark interior” (Vachon, 2012). It is never surprising when an individual who in the eyes
of some Khmers is seen at one moment as a most respected person, the flavour of the
month, becomes persona non grata the next. When there is any major conflict of
interest, friends become enemies and sometimes enemies become allies or friends.
Individuals shift camps, often reflecting the saying “an enemy of my enemy is my
friend.”
One should not be too surprised that there are ethnic insults, especially when a
relationship turns sour. Good deeds and behaviour entitle and leverage one’s acceptance

2 Details of The Vinh Te incident can be seen on (The Master's Tea: the tale of forced labour construction
of the Vinh Te Canal). Available at http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=vC i3dTI6e8. Accessed 15 May
2012
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as Khmer or Cambodian. However, when conflict arises your former acceptance and
being known as Khmer or Cambodian may be conveniently changed to being known as
outsiders, and one may instead be known or labelled as Youn, Vietnamese, Cham, and
so on. It is natural to feel threatened when labelled as an outsider and for some it means
constantly living with real fear for personal safety and security. There are good and bad
features in most of us and there is no one ideal, as I personally observed in the pogroms
against Cambodia’s Vietnamese communities in Phnom Penh following Lon Nol’s rise
to power after ousting Prince Sihanouk in 1970.1 saw bodies of men, women and
children floating in both the Mekong and Tonle Sap rivers and there was no widespread
objection. The pogroms resulted in thousands of casualties and some 250,000 ethnic
Vietnamese fleeing Cambodia for Viet Nam (Amer, Cambodia and Vietnam: a troubled
relationship, 2010).
It may well be that now is a particularly good time to move on, as the current generation
and the majority of the population are innocent of the atrocities of the past and the
critical question therefore is whether they should still be judged on the reputation of
their forebears. Is it a good time in Cambodia to say let bygones be bygones, the past is
past, and move forward and not repeat or hold on to past mistakes, grudges or
prejudices? It will not be easy as it will require inspirational leadership and sacrifices
from national leaders and all citizens involved. Breaking down the tensions resulting
from the past will remain a challenge not only for the national leaders of Cambodia and
Viet Nam but for all world leaders. In the case of Cambodia, as Jeff Mudrick puts it,
“The greatest challenge, however, remains in the hearts and minds of the Khmer people
themselves.” (Mudrick, 2013).3
Based on my personal recollections, emotional flare-ups through an exchange of insults
tended to be more frequent and visible between Khmers and Vietnamese than other
groupings. The relationship between the Chinese minority and Khmers was, from my
recollection, less confrontational and more about making fun of the Chinese because
they did not speak Khmer or fluent Khmer, and the insults or teasing remarks tended to
be related to business dealings or exploitation rhetoric. Funny jokes are often made at
the expense of individuals seen as outsiders; it was no different, perhaps, from what the
English and Irish do when they make fun of each other. The teasing and joking at the

3 Mudrick, J. Hatred of 'the Other': Cambodia, Racism, and Ultra Nationalism. Accessed 18 May 2014 at
http://www.khmer440.eom/k/2013/ll/hatred-of-the-other-cambodia-racism-and-ultra-nationalism/

expense of one’s heritage often led to an uneasy or sensitive atmosphere and affected
the levels of tolerance and acceptance of each other’s space and consequently
comradeship. Some would use jokes and irony to ridicule and despise others who were
in a less fortunate or less privileged position, leading to a level of discomfort or hurt and
making outsiders feel they did not belong, thus distancing themselves from meeting and
mixing.
Intolerance and prejudice at this level often went unnoticed by officials and this had the
effect of being seen as an endorsement or encouragement, which led to individual
disputes or conflicts becoming inflamed and escalating into group or community
conflicts. This then resulted in furthering and perpetuating memories of past rivalries
between ethnic groups, making it less easy for individuals to coexist. The unintended
output was continuing separation between communities as they continued to struggle to
overcome the past and ‘them and us’ behaviour, and attitudes of rivalry often became
the norm. The whole environment meant that it was rather unsafe for anyone to express
views or norms which were different from those of the mainstream population. For
some minorities personal safety, as I recall, was only temporary as they could not
predict when the tide would turn against them. They may be seen as Khmer or
Cambodian now but tomorrow could be a different story, depending on the mood of the
ruleT and the views of the majority populace, views which were subject to wide-ranging
manipulation by the country’s leaders. As a result of the potential threats to their
existence based upon the concept of ‘outsiders’, many of those who belonged to
minority groups lost, or at least attempted to lose, their identification with those groups.
The question I often ask myself is why people of different heritages cannot live
peacefully together. What are the sources of conflict? What features of the Chinese
generally allow them to coexist relatively peacefully with the Khmer majority? Why
can’t the Vietnamese do the same? What are the key drivers that attract or separate
communities in Cambodia?
It is common knowledge among Cambodians that historical rivalries, land and border
issues form a large part of the antagonism between Khmers and Vietnamese. As a
youngster at school I was bombarded with stories about the cruelty of the Vietnamese
against the Khmers and the loss of land such as the current southern part of Viet Nam,
which belonged to the Kingdom of Cambodia but was stolen by Viet Nam. Viet Nam
was the aggressor, the invaders and the robbers and so on. Viet Nam had no intention of
stopping there but meant to continue to conquer and eventually take control of the

whole of Cambodia. If Cambodians were not careful the nation would disappear from
the world map, suffering the same fate as the Kingdom of Champa. Similar insinuations
were also made about the Thai and the loss of land to Thailand but they were perhaps
relatively milder in intensity than those made about Viet Nam. The stories and related
attitudes have been passed down from generation to generation and were thus ingrained
in my and many other Khmer minds from a young age. The tendency of Khmer society
to demand obedience, strict conformity and submission to elders left youngsters with
little in the way of enquiring minds but believing in what they had been told as the truth.
The history of encroachment by both Viet Nam and Thailand and in particular highly
unflattering stories of the surreptitious takeover of lands which included Kampuchea
Krom was taught in schools even before the Khmer Rouge takeover. Furthermore, the
stories and attitudes were reinforced regularly by the media and were always implied as
being based upon historical facts.
I recall at primary school in Year 4 or 5 being asked to fill in a biographical form for the
teacher, detailing full names of parents, date and place of birth, nationality and so on.
Under place of birth and nationality slots I entered Phnom Penh and Cambodian
respectively but to my surprise I was told by my prefect that I must put ‘Cham’. When I
asked why he just said, “You are Cham.” I said “But I am bom here and I don’t know
what is Cham and where Champa is and I don’t speak or understand the language.” 1
was told my name was not a Khmer name. The question of name often gave me
discomfort and self-doubt about my upbringing. The end result was that I got bullied
into putting down Cham as my nationality. Frankly, I did what I was told as I did not
have much of a choice if I wanted to be at the school. However, in my own mind and
heart I was bom in Cambodia and spoke only Khmer and therefore I was Cambodian.
Furthermore, all my grandparents were bom and bred in Cambodia, although my
grandparents on my father’s side, I suspect, may have had ancestral linkages to Champa
as my grandfather regularly travelled to Chlon in South Viet Nam and spoke fluent
Vietnamese. The incident at school became embedded in my personal experience and
later formed the basis of my learning how to navigate between cultures.
I also clearly recall as a child many people of different heritages, whether Khmer,
Vietnamese, Chinese or Cham, with different occupational and demographic
backgrounds, from city or countryside, being invited by my father to our home to have
meals together, to play sport or music together, to celebrate festivals whether Khmer or
Chinese, whether Noel or the Vietnamese New Year. My father had a lot of fim

although it was hard work for my mum, my sister and me as we had to facilitate the
hospitality aspect of the relationship, cooking, providing refreshments, cleaning up and
so on, so that the friends could enjoy the occasion with the greatest pleasure and
comfort. I can vividly remember people of different heritages that my father and my
family had close associations with. For example, to name a few with Chinese heritage I
recall Pou (Uncle) Phuc, Pou Saran, Pou Dawn, Pou Sea; from the Vietnamese I recall
Pou Teu, Pou Nam, Pou Kanh, Pou Hong, Pou Tin; from the Khmers I recall Pou
Houm, Pou Vet, Pou Thong, Pou Phin, Bang Veng. These individuals lived and played
together as a community. Looking back it was maybe coincidental that our home was
physically located between the Khmer Buddhist temple and the Cham Mosque, about
100 metres distant from each. About 500 metres to the east of our home there was
another Buddhist temple and Chinese and Vietnamese temples. South of our home,
about 6 kilometres away, there was a Catholic church whose congregation was mainly
Vietnamese. This has inevitably added to my greater awareness of the different cultural
mores of Cambodia and later in life to my appreciation of the diverse makeup of society
and my desire to help pave the way towards embracing and adding to richness of
diversity of thought and insight. It is my hope that I will be able to share my insights
about tolerance, respect and smooth navigation between cultures; as I often said when
teaching, “Differences are the spices of life.”
Because of my family background and upbringing it is interesting to note that most
Khmers, including the contingent of Cambodian students who arrived in New Zealand
with me in the early 1970s, would still label me or see me as ‘Cham’ first and foremost.
(This is in contrast to most white New Zealanders who, even after I have lived in the
country for more than 40 years, still label or see me as Cambodian first and foremost.)
Although it may not contain any particularly malicious or sinister message, continuing
to be seen by those other students as an ‘outsider’ still generates some discomfort at
times. The fact that I was bom and raised in Cambodia, and have lived and continue to
live in New Zealand, appears not to count. The fact is that several of the seven students
from Cambodia who arrived in New Zealand at the same time as me under the Colombo
Plan were of different heritages, namely Chinese, Indian and Vietnamese, so why did
they consider themselves more Khmer or Cambodian than me? At times it was quite
frustrating for me to experience the level of discomfort inflicted on me by some of my
Cambodian colleagues who portrayed themselves as more Cambodian than me despite
the fact that some of their parents could not speak a word of Khmer (they spoke
Chinese).

For me, after over four decades of living in New Zealand, to say I am Cambodian is
only part of the answer. The fact is that I have now lived in New Zealand for much
longer than I have lived in Cambodia, and have adopted many Western values, and the
end result is that I am a product of when East meets West and perhaps a living example
of cultural dispersal. I have learnt to accept that my identity is unique to me and
nationality and ethnicity are not the foremost parts my identity. My identity is my own
and I decide what I want to be and no one can change that.

1.3 A personal dilemma
My past (and present) dilemma in terms of this thesis was that, as someone bom and
raised in Cambodia, if I were to openly criticise the insults and harm inflicted by all
parties in the conflicts in Cambodia, I ran the risk of being misconstrued as
sympathising with one side but not the other. I opened myself up to the real risk of
being outcast or ostracised and possibly subject to physical harm, of being accused of
being a national or Khmer traitor. From my own observations in the past, the general
Khmer mindset or attitude has long been characterised by a lack of tolerance: “If you
are not for me then you are against me.” An acceptance that people may view things
differently was not the norm practised in Cambodia in the past. For instance, if one were
to see or express things differently from the mlers of Cambodia or the mainstream
popular view, one would run the risk being labelled as a Chinese or Communist puppet
or an American or capitalist puppet, a Vietnamese or Thai puppet, a national traitor; and
the consequences could be really harsh. To sympathise with or trust the Vietnamese at
all means you have forgotten the injustice of their taking Kampuchea Krom lands. I
would be reminded of the theme ‘Remember Kampuchea Krom’ and the fact that
Vietnamese is always Vietnamese and Chinese is always Chinese’. Moreover, to
amplify and remind me of the exploitative, cheating or stealing stereotypes of and
prejudices against the two ethnic groups, the Khmer saying “Chen min Choal Kbuan,
Yuan min choal put” would be cited, meaning that the Chinese never give up their
trading skills and the Vietnamese never give up their tricks or tricky nature. This saying
would be voiced to remind one about the past and thus, when personal and private
beliefs differ from traditional attitudes shaped by public fears about the intentions of
Viet Nam and to a lesser extent the Chinese, this must be taken seriously otherwise
discomfort and threats to personal safety would be likely to surface.

I recall going to the movies in Phnom Penh in 1964 and before the actual film was
shown a clip was played showing an individual known as Preap In, cited as a national
traitor under Sihanouk’s rule. He was blindfolded and facing a firing squad. It was used
as a deterrent, to persuade individual citizens to conform to and comply with the wishes
and direction and vision of the ruler. Failure to conform and the consequences for not
conforming could be tragic, was the implication. At the time, broadly speaking only the
state and the ruler had access to state media and platforms and therefore many
individuals alleged to be traitors to the nation had no means of defence and often went
into hiding to avoid prosecution or persecution. In essence, the state controlled and used
the media to shape and control people’s minds. Both visual and non-visual media were
increasingly becoming important as less-informed people made snap judgements on
politicians and issues based on what they heard and saw. The prevalent view and
demand was to ‘fit in’. Dissension was not tolerated and the power of the ruler was
almost absolute. Furthermore, inclusiveness was not in the vocabulary of that time.
Against this background the state and the ruler were seen as powerful forces which used
their monopoly of the media to mobilise and shape the minds and views of the masses,
whether against or towards acceptance of the minorities in Cambodia.
This policy has continued to be adopted and perpetuated by some leaders of
contemporary Cambodia. Past undesirable practices such as finding scapegoats for the
country’s social, political and economic misfortunes continue to be employed by some
leaders. Abdicating and diverting one’s own responsibility for misadventures to others
or to outsiders continues to be used by political factions in contemporary Cambodia.
Past stereotyping and prejudices are still being practised by many under the pretext of
preserving the nation’s moral and cultural traditions, but in reality to perpetuate their
control of wealth and power. For instance as Kleger and Ehrentraut put it: “The essence
of being Khmer for many Khmer is defined in their direct opposition to Vietnamese
identity” (Kleger & Ehrentraut, 2004, p. 55). A similar sentiment was reported by
Christine S. Leonard: “It is necessary that we Cambodians hate the Vietnamese. There
is no why, it’s just a fact” (Leonard, 2010). The recent public pronouncements by
leaders of the Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP), stemming from its desire to
win support from a constituency by using anti-Vietnamese rhetoric, is a case in point,
proving nationalists still employ this method to mobilise support from a large
proportion of the Khmer population. The assumption is that many Cambodians still see
the Vietnamese in precisely the same way as the CNRP does. Anyone arguing to the
contrary faces threats and bullying, as exemplified and experienced by a local human

rights activist, Mr Ou Virak, who in December 2013 criticised leaders of the CNRP for
using the race card (the transfer of responsibility and blaming ‘others’ - and there is noone more ‘other’ than the Vietnamese) to advance its political goals and ambitions
against the ruling Cambodian People’s Party (CPP).4 This is nothing new as the same
rhetoric and sentiments were previously employed by Khmer leaders in different eras.
History keeps repeating itself and we have not leamt from past mistakes and tragedies.
On reflection, it appears that historical animosity between countries may be used by
some Cambodian leaders to shape the view of their peoples about one another, and thus
stereotyping and prejudice become the norm, embedded in the community without
questioning. Prejudices and stereotypes are like rumours or cancer in that if they are not
caught or addressed early they will spread, and the longer they grow and spread the
harder they become to control, and consequently human tragedy and death ensue.
People certainly have opinions but often they are not informed by facts. Hearsay and
rumours appear to be the dominant mode of information leading to judgement calls.
People continue to accept what is told and passed down from their forebears as though it
was gospel.

1.4 Research goals
Assuming that historical land and border issues are the key issues that drive wedges
between Cambodia and her neighbouring countries Viet Nam and Thailand, leading to
discomfort or worse for the citizens of those countries living in Cambodia, what is it
that causes strains on the coexistence of Khmer-Chen with Khmers? What is it that has
shaped Khmers’ views about Khmer-Chen? Is it ethnic-based or is there something else
at play? And is there still such a thing as pure Khmer?
Arising from these questions, the following are the research goals which I have
formulated for this thesis:

4 A vicious backlash on social media (including death threats) started against human rights activist Ou
Virak in reaction to his call for opposition leader Sam Rainsy to stop inciting discrimination against the
Vietnamese. See: Amnesty International (2013). Human rights defender Ou Virak: a lonely voice in
Cambodia against all discrimination. Available online at:
http://thoolen.wordpress.com/2013/12/20/human-rights-defender-ou-virak-a-lonelv-voice-incambodia-against-all-discrimination/ Accessed 15 February 2014. See also: Boyle, David (2013). Activist's
Facebook firestorm. In Phnom Penh Post, December 20 2013. Available online at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/activist%E2%80%99s-facebook-firestorm. Accessed 15
February 2014

1. To review literature and information on demographic features, ethnic status,
economic and political positions, social and legal status and emerging/re-emerging
elites of the Chinese in Cambodia.
2. To examine and analyse the nature of the Chinese community within Cambodia and
its relations with Cambodian society as a whole, from a Khmer perspective.
3. To examine the Khmer perception of the attributes of Khmer-Chen as individuals
and groups in terms of their economic, commercial and financial influence and
activities, their cultural practices and rituals, their political participation and
influence in the country and any political implications of these perceptions towards
the peace and stability of Cambodia.
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Chapter Two:
Research Overview
2.1 Chapter preview
This chapter begins with a short discussion on stereotypes, prejudices and myths both
held about and held by the ethnic Chinese in contemporary Cambodia. This is followed
by an overview of the research approach and the methodology employed for this thesis.
The guiding principles used to help identify an appropriate research methodology for
the research objective are presented. The broad approach and specific methodology
which orient and structure the research are then reviewed, including a brief summary of
deviations made, and the rationale for this. An appropriate paradigm is described which
permits the methodological approach taken, before specific details for each method
used, and rationale for their selection, are given. The overall approach is then re
presented, including a justification and intended contributions, before a brief review of
the research process. The chapter is concluded with a summary of the structure of the
remaining chapters.

2.2 Stereotypes, myths and prejudices
Traditionally, businesses, and in particular Chinese-owned businesses, in Cambodia are
frequently cited as selfish, self-promoting, based purely on self-interest and generating
profits for only a few. To some Cambodians, business is dirty and is the domain of
greedy people such as the Chinese, whose main interest is profiteering and exploiting
the masses for their own self-comfort, luxurious lifestyle and personal or family
prosperity.
Both historical records and contemporary written documents on Khmer-Chen often
portray them as dominating most economic activities in Cambodia. Therefore, there are
seen as capitalists exploiting Khmers for their own self-benefit. The underlying message
is that they don’t care about Khmers and others as long as their own interests are served.
They are only loyal to themselves, not to the country where they were bom and reside.
Their business practices are associated with corruption, cheating and other illegal and

unethical behaviour. They are seen as laws unto themselves and breaking all the rules
and norms adhered to by the mainstream population.
These, then, are some of the traditional prejudices and myths held by the ethnic Khmer
about the Chinese. What of contemporary Cambodia? Characteristics of the ethnic
Chinese in Cambodia mentioned by people interviewed by the author include:
• they are clever with business; they control the business and the economy of the
country
• they are very competitive
• they are greedy
• they are intent on making money at all costs; they are only interested in money and
power
• they are exploitative - Kor Kbal Min Dak Teuk (literally translated as ‘they shave
your head without water’ (or ‘they shave without shaving cream’); they rip you off)
• they can’t be trusted
• they are corrupt
• they only employ their own family and people of the same Chinese ancestry or ethnic
background
• they don’t care about people other than themselves and their family
• they are not loyal to the country
• they look down on Khmers
• they are not interested in or keen on marrying Khmers; they only marry with their
own people.
The image of a grasping, clannish and predatory business mentality came instantly to
the mind of some of my interviewees.
Equally of course, the ethnic Chinese in Cambodia have their own stereotypes, myths
and prejudices about the Khmers. Some of the characteristics of Khmers mentioned by
interviewees include:
• they are lazy
• they are not hard-working individuals
• they are not good savers; they spend what they have earned for today and worry
about tomorrow when tomorrow comes; they are not thrifty
• they don’t understand the value of money
• they can’t be trusted

• they are uneducated
• they blame others for their own misfortune or failure
• they are too passive and relaxed
• they think the world owes them a living.
What is it that drives or influences individuals to continue to hold such views and
prejudices? A detailed examination of this question is beyond the scope of this research
but suffice it to say here that some experts have suggested they are the remnants of a
colonial mentality and strategy, the policy during the French Protectorate of ‘divide and
rule’. Individuals still hold to these mindsets despite the realities evident in modem-day
Cambodia. Some interviewees suggested that oral history being passed down from
generation to generation still has a major role to play in shaping such mindsets - people
accept what they are told to believe by their parents and grandparents without
examining the real situation in current Cambodia.
The normal response of many older Khmer-Chen is that their livelihood depends on
their business; they need to live frugally, save hard, keep costs low by employing family
members, work long hours and provide good service (including credit) to customers. It
is a life that they hope their children will be able to avoid. The majority of my ChineseCambodian interviewees who are small business people and shopkeepers said that their
willingness to clock up long hours and the support of tight family networks are seen as
strengths and blessings. I was told that “the long hours of work often do not reflect
enormous or even substantial returns.” But why then do they do it? The response is,
“because we have to in order to make a living. Imagine if we specialise in what we term
shop-comer and rag trade and these are the only ones we can afford to buy or own,
though both are declining businesses.” Faced with these limitations and choices, an
interviewee asked, would you do anything differently?
It depends on how one looks at things whether elements such as dialect, regional ties
and family solidarity are barriers to outsiders or in-built Chinese power. The legacy of
the original Chinese immigrants may still be present in some ways. However, one must
not assume that all those of Chinese descent are the same; there are many individual
variants such as family background, personal and family aspirations or motivation and
education.
People are often said to be moulded by their history. For instance, one often hears that
the Chinese are instinctive entrepreneurs and bom to do business. People who say this

may be basing it on their own experience or on hearsay, but that experience or hearsay
will be based on a very limited sample of Chinese people and businesses.
Social classes in Chinese society are traditionally based on power, wealth and
occupation. The ideal arrangement of traditional Chinese society was a ladder in which
the top rung was occupied by scholar-officials, the second by peasants, the third by
artisans, and the fourth and last by merchants. In this traditional system the merchants
(traders and shopkeepers) were the lowest of the low. However, these rankings altered
as wealth enabled its possessors to move upward socially and as a consequence the
merchants rose to the second rung of the ladder, relegating the peasants to the bottom.
(The scholar-officials remain on the top rung, however.)
With the above in mind, the following is the approach I used to explore some of the
myths, stereotypes and assumptions of Chinese-Cambodian roles and practices in
Cambodia.

2.3 Overview of research approach
Adopting criteria set out by Kara Scally-Irvine in her 2010 thesis on biodiversity
conservation and poverty alleviation in Cambodia (Scally-Irvine, 2010), my research
context can be characterised as being: complex (many dimensions which are
interconnected); ill-defined (there are no clear boundaries to the issue); perceptions and
influences can come from many directions (at a number of scales); and poorly
understood (has many uncertainties and unknowns).
Based on the nature of the research problem, the research objectives, and directions
given in the literature, it was clear that the research approach taken needed to:
- enable an exploratory approach to ensure opportunities for the generation of new
insights;
- adopt an holistic view of the situation, to cope with its complexity.
Systems approaches are appropriate in such cases, and their adoption has been
encouraged in the literature. Therefore, an appropriate systems approach was sought to
structure the research.

Adopting a systems approach
A system can be simply described as “a collection of parts that interact with one another

to function as a whole” (Maani & Cavana, 2000, p. 7). Research approaches that adopt a
systems view acknowledge this and recognise that problems are often complex and
cannot be understood under simple ‘cause-and-effect’ rules, because the problem is part
of, and embedded within, a larger system. Two important and related concepts need to
be considered when thinking about systems: the primacy of the whole (one cannot
understand bits separately from the system as a whole), and the principle of emergence
(the system exhibits behaviours that cannot be predicted by studying the component
pieces separately) (Kofman & Senge, 1993, pp. 5-23).
Traditional linear and reductionist analytical approaches are insufficient and unable to
examine such phenomena. Consequently, alternative systems approaches have been
developed. These represent a diverse collection of methods and methodologies that
share the fundamental assumptions described above. Many are sophisticated
quantitative modelling approaches which are used to better examine the behaviour of
complex systems. More recent approaches have expanded to include the concept of
thinking from a systems perspective (Senge, 1990). Systems thinking is an alternative
perspective to traditional approaches used to scrutinise modem problems and identify
solutions, and embodies some fundamental principles (Anderson & Johnson, 1997), in
Maani & Cavana (2000, pp. 18-20).
• Thinking in the big picture - seeing both the forest and the trees; the primacy of the
whole; the principle of emergence; problem is situated within a larger context.
• Short and long term - today’s solutions can become tomorrow’s problems so there is
a need to be careful about perpetuating crisis-management mode.
• Soft indicators - only some aspects of a system can be measured in the conventional
sense, however the soft components are important and must be factored in somehow.
• System as a cause - some problems are created or exacerbated by the system or
individuals within it, making them unwitting creators of the problem rather than
victims.
• Time and space - cause and effect are often separated by long time-delays (related to
thinking in the big picture).
• Cause versus symptom - problems are sometimes merely symptoms, and in order to
solve the problem the deeper underlying causes must first be identified.

• Either-or thinking - the choices available to solve complex problems are often
presented as a false either-or choice between two options. This is symptomatic of
belief in simple cause-and-effect thinking.
Systems thinking requires that a system and its behaviour are examined beyond single
events, focusing instead on examining underlying patterns of events, the systemic
structures that influence these patterns (such as policies and regulations) and the mental
modes that influence how the system is understood (Maani & Cavana 2000); Senge
1990). Maani and Cavana liken this to an iceberg, and illustrate this using stock market
fluctuation as an example (Figure 2.1). The event (news report) only represents a
snapshot in time. Deeper analyses require examining the patterns and underlying
structures. The deepest level of thinking, often never touched upon, is the mental modes
which influence how people and organisations act and react, and reflect fundamental
issues such as values and beliefs.

Iceberg analogy
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Figure 2.1: Levels o f thinking in systems (adaptedfrom Maani and Cavana 2000, p.16)
In identifying the most appropriate systems approach to adopt, an essential selection
criterion was to choose a method that enabled an exploratory approach. The approach
needed to facilitate the researcher in keeping an open mind, to maximise the potential
for new insights being identified, and to help counteract being overly influenced by
previous findings. Qualitative methods are well suited where depth, detail and openness
are desirable, facilitating the exploration of a situation or issue (Patton, 2002).
Consequently, selecting a systems approach that included or could cope with qualitative
data was deemed essential.

Soft Systems Methodology
Systems approaches are dominated by quantitative (mathematical modelling)
approaches, however Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) specifically adopts a soft

(qualitative) approach. SSM was developed in response to the failure of hard systems
engineering approaches in solving management problems (Checkland, 1981). SSM is
described as a problem-structuring tool designed to assist managers solve fuzzy
problems that characterise the real world of management (Checkland, 1981);
(Checkland & Scholes, 1990).
A more detailed description of Soft Systems Methodology is included in Appendix B.
Experience suggests that SSM is a useful overall approach, but is of limited practical
use in its current form in many situations if applied in its entirety (Mingers, 2000, pp.
673-691). Nonetheless the general concept of developing a rich understanding of the
problem context and the idea of modelling as a means to explore the situation in a more
meaningful way (particularly to distinctly represent relationships and to try to
understand the dynamics of these) was appealing. Consequently, I elected to use SSM
as a means to structure my methodological approach but adopted alternative methods to
complete each stream of inquiry, an approach not dissimilar to some of those described
in reviews of the practical application of SSM.

Grounded theory
Grounded theory, an open and flexible qualitative method, was selected to assist in the
generation of a rich picture of the situation, including the social and political
dimensions. Grounded theory places a premium on the principle of emergence
(facilitating the surfacing of issues that are of greatest importance). This characteristic,
combined with the richness qualitative data generally possesses, meant it was a good fit
with both the research and methodological objectives (to be open, holistic and maximise
opportunities for insights to be generated) and the intentions of SSM.
A more detailed description and history of the grounded theory approach is given in
Appendix B of this thesis.
The overall research approach taken is summarised in Figure 2.1, and illustrates how
grounded theory is incorporated within the overall SSM approach. The key areas are:
where insights into the views of ethnic Chinese and their development in Cambodia
would be derived from; the products of the grounded theory analysis; insights emerging
from the data and the dynamics of relationships captured by this; and comparing and
contrasting the outcomes of each stream of inquiry (analysis) to generate overall
conclusions, including the utility of the approach taken overall.

Data
• Interviews
• Field notes/personal
reflections/memos
• Observations
• Experience
• Literature

SSM: Understanding a complex system
Rich picture

S tream s of
inq uiry

G rounded
T heory

Examination and analysis of findings from different streams' of inquiry

Overall Conclusions

Figure 2.2: Overall Research Approach
Approach selected and rationale
The overall intention of this research was ultimately to develop a deeper and more
nuanced understanding of the ethnic Chinese in Cambodia and the processes and factors
that influence and drive the harmonious co-existence of people living in Cambodia. In
this way, I hope to be able to contribute to the wider debate about how to improve
understanding among people and successful and prosperous outcomes. To achieve this,
broad, holistic, open and flexible research approaches were sought. Consequently, a
classic grounded theory analysis was selected, as this seemed to be the most consistent
with the research objectives and overall approach being taken.
Following Strauss and Corbin’s approach (see Appendix B) seemed too risky; the
objective was not to produce a detailed account of the Cambodian situation only. I
sought to achieve the kind of transcendence theorising can produce, and the associated
utility of such analytical products. In doing so, the chance that new insights could be
generated that could meaningfully inform official practice and policy was maximised.
Comments by Kelle (2005) regarding the micro-social analysis in Strauss and Corbin’s
approach reinforced the conclusion that their approach was incompatible with the
research objectives stated here.

Charmaz’s constructivist approach (see Appendix B) was compatible in the way that
much of her approach focuses on giving a voice to participants. This study involved
people working in the Cambodian public and private sector sharing their experiences as
a source of data, and their experience was the focus of my study.

Use of grounded theory in this study
To my knowledge, only a handful of published studies exist within the general context
of the topic studied that have applied grounded theory, although in many cases the
application of the method appears to be superficial. Raik and Decker (2007) and Maru
and Woodford (2007, pp. 5-18) are notable exceptions, where conceptual frameworks
and theory were built relevant to the issue of interest. Grounded theory seems especially
popular when investigating perceptions and attitudes (Acharya, Petheram, & Reid,
2004, pp. 401-410); (Ormsby & Kaplin, 2005, pp. 156-164); (Pratt, Macmillan, &
Gordon, 2004, pp. 591-613), and a few theses that fall within the wide context of the
topic of study also utilise grounded theory (Adhikari, 2007); (Conway, 2008); (Tanner,
2007). Again, the depth of the approach’s application appears variable. Those studies
that have applied grounded theory comprehensively have outlined similar motivations
in the selection of the approach to those given here and have facilitated the generation
of new insights.

Methodological approach reviewed
The research approach taken here combined rich qualitative analysis of the situation (via
grounded theory) with an exploration of its dynamics in order to deepen the
understanding of a complex situation and generate new insights that are relevant to
practice and policy. Each method was consistent with the general objectives of the
corresponding stream of inquiry as outlined in SSM, which provided the overall
methodological structure of the research approach (shown in Figure 2.2). SSM and
grounded theory are flexible, can be broadly applied, and can account for (and are
therefore not constrained by) a diverse range of issues. I concluded that the approach
adopted was acceptable, meaningful and suitable for the research objectives and
context.
The immediate objective in pursuing this approach was to improve understanding of
what influences the perception of individuals within the context of Cambodia and the
wider practical and policy discourse of the government, by combining insights gained
via rich qualitative analysis with the analytical power of dynamic modelling. However

the adoption of this approach was also intended to make a more general contribution. It
was expected that the findings from this work would be relevant to the methodological
debate regarding the use of systems approaches to explore complex real world
problems, such as those challenging humanity or governments.

2.4 Research process
Background knowledge of Cambodia
This dissertation involved several methodological phases. First, as discussed in the
introduction, my consultancy work in Cambodia in 1996 through NZODA and UNDP
and the 1998 and 2003 general elections sparked my interest in writing on Cambodia.
Knowing I would need to eventually return to New Zealand to take up my full-time
employment, I used the time I was in-country to relearn some Khmer terms and
terminologies and to become more proficient in the Khmer language again after a
lengthy time living in New Zealand.
While there in 1996 I took the opportunity to mix and mingle with average Khmers and
Khmer elites including parliamentarians from all sides of the political spectrum,
military personnel, business people and public servants, and lived for several months
with a Khmer family, observing and learning about their routines to gain a greater
understanding of their daily lives. During this time, I kept detailed journals of places I
visited, festivals and weddings I attended, new phrases I learned, people I met and
friends I made, and unwritten rules of conduct I unknowingly broke. I collected
newspaper articles in both Khmer and English describing current events and chronicling
the amazing development of that period, read popular Khmer magazines, and gathered
non-governmental organisation (NGO) reports. I also informally contacted and spoke
with the NGO community, to get a sense of what kind of work they had undertaken and
how successful it had been thus far. Mostly, however, I focussed on developing
relationships with those I met, out of a sincere longing to know more about changes in
the Khmer people and Khmer culture.
Next, upon returning to New Zealand I continued to conduct an extensive literature
search on Cambodia, including ethnographic and cultural studies, New Zealand,
Australian and USA government and policy reports, World Bank and ADB reports,
memoirs of survivors of the Khmer Rouge, and histories of the country. I was fortunate

in that the organisations I worked for and their libraries in New Zealand gave me access
to excellent Asia collections, with materials on Cambodia in Khmer, French and
English. The library of The Open Polytechnic of New Zealand, where I worked as a
Senior Lecturer, sourced several Cambodia scholars, including David Chandler, Milton
Osborne, Ben Kieman, Steve Heder, Judy Ledgerwood, William E. Willmott, JeanMichel Filippi and Penny Edwards, which provided me with some excellent background
materials. As I grew up in Cambodia but had been away for over two decades from a
Khmer environment, these readings provided much-needed frameworks for the current
study.
When in 1998 and 2003 I was invited to join the international delegations to observe the
general elections in Cambodia after the first one conducted under the auspice of
UNTAC in 1993,1 took advantage of the opportunity to again learn more about the
country and the people. I was able to make use of some of my supplementary reading to
present background information, including the history, politics and social make-up of
Cambodia, to my fellow election observers around the globe, including, to mention just
a few, representatives from Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand and the USA.
Participating as an election observer presented me with rare opportunities to meet,
observe and discuss a range of issues with Cambodians from all streams of life,
including once again leaders and representatives of all political parties, bureaucrats,
military and police personnel, business people and individual citizens in both urban and
rural areas. These opportunities, combined with consultancy projects funded by various
international agencies for the countries in the Sub-Mekong region, including Cambodia,
over the years enabled me to establish numerous contacts with government officials and
individuals of many levels and backgrounds, and I have in many cases been able to
remain in regular contact with them since then. My lengthy work experience, personal
contacts and interest through regular visits to the country, combined with familiarisation
with numerous publications written by various scholars of Cambodia, have provided me
with a solid background and platform to formulate the current study.

Setting up the study
When I decided to undertake this study and was accepted as a PhD student by the
Australian National University (ANU), I first designed the initial structure for my
dissertation project, outlining groups and individuals whom I might interview, questions
and interview guidelines, and a timeline for the research. All of the aforementioned
were discussed with my committee Chair and subsequently refined, and I made plans to

return to Cambodia to conduct the research. The details of this process are discussed
below. While the majority of the analysis took place after my return to New Zealand,
while in Cambodia, in addition to conducting the interviews, I continued to speak with
individuals from all walks of life and backgrounds, gather newspaper and journal
articles, listen to Khmer radio and watch Khmer television, including live programmes,
and engage with many Khmers in conversations about current issues. The final account
as it appears here was informed by my multifaceted experiences in Cambodia.
Research was completed during two phases of fieldwork in Cambodia. Only two phases
were feasible due to the inevitable limitations of time and money when conducting
research. These two rounds of fieldwork were completed during February - April 2010
(round 1: ten weeks) and June - August 2011 (round 2: eight weeks).
The first round of fieldwork was dedicated to exploratory research so that the problems
of influence and perception could be examined afresh using grounded theory to ask
open questions and explore the responses given to these. Based on this, and the iterative
analysis that followed, enough information, knowledge and understanding was gained
to enable a practical model of the situation to be developed. Then, during the second
round of fieldwork, further interviews were conducted to densify and saturate the
conceptual framework that emerged from the grounded theory analysis following the
first round of work. Conclusions specific to the grounded theory analysis were made,
and were subsequently compared in order to formulate conclusions that related to the
research questions and objectives.

Research questions
In formulating my study, I delineated several broad research questions about modernday Cambodia and Cambodians, and began by asking the respondents to tell me about
themselves, their family, occupation, business and other interests. More specific
questions explored included:
1.

What does it mean to be Cambodian or Khmer?

2.

What would you consider or regard as Cambodian?

3.

What makes up your identity?

4.

What does one (do you) need to do or have in order to be Cambodian or considered
as Cambodian?

5.

Who would you regard or consider as non-Cambodian and why?

6.

How would you make a distinction (discriminate) between non-Cambodians and
Cambodians?

7.

Identify and describe others you would consider as non-Cambodian living in
Cambodia?

8.

How do you know that they are not Cambodians? What would be the critical
features or behaviours or special characteristics you would use to determine
whether they are Cambodians or not? (language, religion, beliefs, customs etc.)

9.

Where do these non-Cambodian people live and what do they do for a living?

10. How would you view or perceive these non-Cambodians, for example, Thai,
Vietnamese, Chinese, etc? Are they kind, helpful to Cambodia or not and why?
(Note: It was intended here to seek the interviewee’s view of the different aspects
of life in terms of the cultural, social, political and economic participation of each
group identified).
More probing questions followed as appropriate, for instance how did they start or fund
their business enterprises, what sparked or inspired them? What are the positive and
negative attributes of individuals and groups seen as not Khmer or non-Cambodian and
why? Where did they get these views from, e.g. media, personal or family experience
and so on?
I also explored the respondents’ thoughts about ethnic Chinese in Cambodia. When they
talk about ethnic Chinese, what do they mean? How do they differ from the Khmer?
What are some key characteristics that they have? What are their attributes? What are
their perceptions of Cambodians with Chinese heritage as individuals and as a group?
Do they or their family have any affiliation through blood linkage to Cambodians with
Chinese heritage?5

5 The interviews and questions were conducted using samples of parliamentarians from all political
parties, academics, heads of Cambodian think tanks such as the Cambodian Institute for Cooperation
and Peace, the International Relations Institute of Cambodia, the Royal School of Public Administration
etc., and bureaucrats in various government Ministries and Departments, plus some key military
personnel and business individuals.
I informed each interviewee that the conversation was anonymous and confidential. Any quotations
made would not be traceable to individual interviewees. Confidentiality would be maintained
throughout. Findings would be meshed together, making it impossible to trace original sources. All
records would be secured.
It was critical to create a situation and condition whereby the interviewee felt safe to talk.
I asked if it was ok to use a tape recorder to record the interview and to take notes.

For full details of interview questions, see the interview guide and questions in
Appendix 5.

Data collection
After several months of preparation - setting interview appointments, refining the
survey, completing background research etc. - the actual interviews were completed
between February 2010 and August 2011. Notably, several respondents followed up
their interviews via telephone and email, and as a result I conducted one final interview
in June 2013. The additional information gathered therein also appears in this
dissertation.
I used a semi-standardised interview approach, by which I conducted the interviews
with a number of predetermined questions, as noted above. I functioned as an
‘announced’ researcher, meaning that before beginning each interview I identified
myself to the potential respondent as a doctoral university student seeking to ask a
series of questions about Cambodian society. All interviews were voluntary, and
respondents retained the right not to answer a question. Most of the interviews with
Members of Parliament, Ministers, State Secretaries, Heads of NGO groups and
influential business individuals were arranged in advance, for practical reasons (most
keep very busy schedules) and cultural reasons (I wished to show respect for the
individual by introducing myself via an initial visit, telephone or email inquiry, or letter,
the purpose of which was to arrange a visit during which I would conduct the
interview). Many of the officials and heads of the NGO groups permitted an on-site
interview during the initial visit and sometimes the target respondent would also suggest
another individual for interview, and that person was brought directly into the interview
process by the original interviewee.

The interviewees
During the fieldwork between February 2010 and August 2011,1 interviewed 57
individuals including government officials and individuals engaged in a range of
occupations in public and private business enterprises, NGOs and universities. Their
main occupations are listed in Table 1 below. It is worthwhile noting that, as is common
practice, many of the respondents also engaged in other work activities to supplement
their inadequate incomes earned in the public service sphere. One should not be
surprised that many in the public service are engaged in two or three additional income
generating activities alongside their supposed main daily work. Their main occupation

does not generate enough income to support their family and save for the future.6 It is
important to note that the great majority o f those interviewed considered themselves
Cambodians first and foremost, even if they have some Chinese ancestry.
Respondents - Occupation
Occupation

Number

Politicians/senior bureaucrats

11

Academics

3

Business owners

12

Private sector employees

9

Public sector employees

7

NGO Heads and employees

13

Others

2

Total

57

Table 1: Breakdown o f respondents by occupation
Respondents - Ethnicity
Ethnicity

Male

Female

Cambodian with Chinese heritage

26

12

Khmer

12

7

Total

38

19

Table 2. Breakdown o f respondents by gender and ethnicity
Respondents - Political Allegiance
Ethnicity
Cambodian with Chinese heritage

Ruling
Party
3

Opposition
Party
4

Khmer

2

2

Total

5

6

Table 3: Breakdown o f political respondents by political association and ethnicity
Respondents - Age groups
Age

Number

20-30

4

6 Because of the low levels of payment in the public service, it is common to hear individuals saying that
"the state is poor but Ministers are rich." This implies corruption by people occupying powerful
positions in the government and therefore that the state is always poor and relies on outside help and
generosity to conduct the business of the nation and the state.

30-40

26

40-50

10

50-60

11

60-70

6

Total

57

Table 4: Breakdown o f respondents by age group
For more details of the breakdown of respondents, see Appendix D.
The interviewees were approached and selected through a combination of snowball and
purpose samplings. Some interview candidates were found through previous
interviewees and acquaintances in Phnom Penh, but at the same time I attempted to
develop a sufficiently diverse group of interviewees in terms of businesspeople,
politicians, academics and bureaucrats, and size, sector, age and gender. The interviews
focussed on their personal and family history and their views on political and economic
development and on what, why and how and by whom.
My intention had been largely to interview Khmers but in practice I found that the
majority of the interviewees had some Chinese heritage.
Although the interviews were conducted between February 2010 and August 2011,1
subsequently maintained contact with many of my respondents through my regulars
visit to Cambodia and via email and telephone subsequent to the interviews.

The interviews
While all of the respondents spoke English, it immediately became clear that some were
more comfortable responding in both English and Khmer. In most cases, the entire
interview was conducted in English but the Khmer language was allowed to creep in
from to time for elaboration and clarification on, for instance, unfamiliar English or
Khmer phrases or terms and terminologies. However, interviews were conducted in the
Khmer language where interviewees spoke little or no English at all, particularly small
stallholders and tuk-tuk and taxi drivers; these interviews were informally carried out
over a bottle of soft drink and small meals or while I was travelling with them. All of
the interviews were conducted in Phnom Penh but many of the interviewees had their
roots in the provinces.
Before each interview, I greeted the interviewee in Khmer and explained the purpose of
my research and the interview, sought permission to make a digital recording and take
32

notes during the interview, and made clear the interviewee’s right to refuse to answer
any question or terminate the interview at any time, and clarified any questions and
issues as necessary. I furthermore assured each interviewee of absolute confidentiality
and anonymity. Once they had agreed, I then asked the interviewee to sign the consent
form as evidence of their consent.
All interview responses are identified by gender and age. Those working for NGOs
were accustomed to being interviewed and expressed no reservations about being
identified by name and organisational affiliation.
I asked the questions systematically and consistently for each interviewee; however, I
allowed each respondent to answer the questions as concisely or as prolifically as they
saw fit. Although I formulated the questionnaire to address certain issues, the questions
were open-ended and the respondents were free to digress, relating personal stories or
examples as part of their responses. The positive and negative consequences of this
methodology are discussed later in this chapter (see ‘Limitations of the Research’
below).
As mentioned above, all interviews were recorded and were then transcribed on my
return to New Zealand for analytical purposes. During each of the field visits, empirical
material including observations and written documents were also noted and gathered for
later reference.

A qualitative paradigm
I began this dissertation effort knowing that I would use a qualitative approach. One
could learn much about the place of the Khmer-Chen in Cambodia by approaching it
quantitatively, by examining census or voter registration and ballot reports and
analysing the data by commune or village, for example. Certainly I could have designed
a survey in which respondents rated their feelings about certain issues, assigning their
feelings a numeric value, and subsequently analysed the responses. However, I wanted
to learn the feelings that Cambodians have about given issues, their definitions of terms
and concepts, the interpretations they assign to events and circumstances. I agree with
sociologist Bruce Berg, who suggests that “qualitative procedures provide a means of
accessing unquantifiable facts about the actual people researchers observe and talk to,”
and allow the researchers “to share in the understandings and perceptions of others and
to explore how people structure and give meaning to their daily lives” (Berg, 1989, p.
6) .

Figure 2.3 below provides a summary of the research process.
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Figure 2.3: Summary o f the research process.

Data analysis
Analysis of qualitative data is not an exact science. Berg comments that “there are no
easy ways to describe specific tactics for developing categories,” and basically, “the
development of categories in any content analysis must derive from inductive inference,
[identifying] patterns that emerge from the data (Berg 1989, p. 115). Following other
ethnographers, I chose to analyse the content of the interviews using open coding,
checking for patterns in vocabulary, phraseology and theme. I then made the link
between what Anselm Strauss (1987) has called ‘in vivo codes’, the literal terms and
phrases used by the interview respondents, and sociological constructs, explanations
and interpretations formulated by me as the researcher (quoted in Berg, p. 108). These
constructs form the framework for the discussion throughout the dissertation. Notably,
these constructs do not follow the original schedule of questions, i.e. in this dissertation
I do not simply provide, in order, an amalgamation of the all of the respondents’
answers to each of the questions. Rather, I draw from the material to recreate the
pictures of Chinese-Cambodian identity and Cambodian society as they impressed me.

Limitations of the research
My research efforts are intended as an initial endeavour to illuminate the issues of the
role of Khmer-Chen in Cambodia, as related by both Khmers and Khmer-Chen. I do not

purport to capture all of the issues which concern Khmers, nor do I purport to capture
the concerns of all Khmers on any one given issue.
I was generally very well received in Phnom Penh. Most of the organisations and
individuals contacted agreed to interviews, and the respondents did not indicate any
unease with my presence.
There were, however, several limitations to the research. Firstly, the very presence of a
researcher undoubtedly affects the ways in which individuals respond in that setting.
Consciously or unconsciously, respondents may have reacted to me as a foreigner and
an expat, answering questions differently from they might do with an indigenous
researcher. A certain amount of distrust was to be expected, particularly given both the
history of Westem-Cambodian relations, and some past frustrated interactions of
Khmers with foreigners. There were undoubtedly cultural implications for me as an
older researcher, as ordinarily in Cambodia foreign white researchers would be more
respected and highly regarded than Khmers, and some may have been surprised to see
an older Cambodian expat conducting a major research project. I attempted to minimise
this first set of limitations by being open about the purposes of my research and
agreeing to provide individuals (on request) with copies of my final report. My
reception was also enhanced by my long association or connections with many of the
interviewees and their careful and kind introductions to their contacts. At all times I
displayed myself as a trustworthy individual they could feel safe and comfortable
sharing their views with. Furthermore, in the case of those who were introduced to me
by people I already knew, they gained assurance from their peers about being safe in
n

talking with me and this, combined with my physical grey hairs , certainly helped
ensure honest and explicit responses. As mentioned, while I conducted the interviews in
English if the respondent was comfortable with the language, I would occasionally stop
as appropriate to allow interactions in Khmer. For small store owners, taxi and tuk-tuk
drivers the interviews and conversations were in Khmer. To optimise time and
information, I consciously reminded myself to listen and asking follow-up probing
questions but not to agree or disagree with my interviewee, as the primary objective was
to understand their views and feelings.

7 From personal experience, in Cambodian culture grey hairs are generally a symbol to be respected, a
sign of trustworthiness and wisdom. An interviewee said, "We know if someone is Khmer or not through
his or her [manner of] speech, politeness, helpfulness, tolerance of each other, obedience to elders,
teachers, parents."

Secondly, representatives of organisations and individuals may have had specific goals
and philosophies about achieving those goals in mind, and thus geared their responses
toward those goals. I attempted to offset these limitations in the study as a whole by
interviewing individuals from various backgrounds and types of organisations.
Thirdly, the current study was limited to Phnom Penh. While many of the organisations
and individuals had affiliates or branches in provincial areas, most opinion leaders
concerning national and business-related activities and issues are located in Phnom
Penh. The timeline for the study did not allow for extensive travel to provincial areas. I
do, however, anticipate visiting these areas in future research efforts.
Fourthly, my background as an interdisciplinary researcher proved both beneficial and
disadvantageous. I was not bound by any set of theories or research strategies going into
the research and I utilised different techniques as situations warranted. During the data
collection, for example, I found it helpful to draw upon both anthropological strategies
and my multi-professional training and academic background. However, as an inter
disciplinarian, my methodology as a whole - design, data collection and analysis - does
not follow the tradition of any one field, and thus may be difficult to weigh against other
studies. My hope is that despite this latter point, I let the respondents tell me what it
means to be Cambodian and Chinese-Cambodian, what its effects have been, rather than
moulding the data to preconceived notions.

2.5 Thesis structure
The thesis comprises eight chapters. The introductory Chapter 1 provided a brief
background to the ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia, my personal upbringing in
Cambodia and the insights and dilemmas experienced while growing up there, which in
a way inspired me for the topic of the thesis. Chapter 2 discusses some of the
stereotypes, myths and prejudices regarding Khmer-Chen and provides an overview of
the research approach and structure of the thesis, followed by the methodology
employed. The guiding principles used to determine an appropriate research
methodology and questions are outlined and followed by an explanation, justification
and boundaries for this from a philosophical perspective.

Chapter 3 presents a background to the origins and historical development of the ethnic
Chinese in Cambodia, in terms in particular of the country’s seven main political eras
from 1853 to the present day.
Chapter 4 presents and contrasts case studies of Chinese-Cambodian business
conglomerates on the one hand and small Chinese-Cambodian business entities on the
other, while Chapter 5 presents case studies of large and medium-sized businesses
covering a wide range of contemporary business activities undertaken by Khmer-Chen
in modem Cambodia.
Chapters 6 and 7 consider questions of ethnicity and identity: what does it mean to have
Chinese ancestry in Cambodia? Chapter 6 considers the cultural maintenance of
Chineseness, its beliefs and ritual processes as they are being practised in contemporary
Cambodia. Chapter 7 considers how Chineseness is enhanced and maintained at
institutional levels and by China’s economic prosperity and influence in Cambodia.
Chapter 8 contains an analysis and discussion of the results of the research and
concludes the thesis. It outlines a conceptual model of myths and stereotypes
concerning Khmer-Chen. It challenges the traditional mind-set concerning the
homogeneity of Cambodians with Chinese ancestry, showing that it is an over
simplification to suggest that all Chinese-Cambodian business practices and acumen are
the same. It raises the question of what actually constitutes the ethnic make-up of
contemporary Cambodia. It also considers issues related to the apparent purity of one’s
background and heritage and asks to what extent ethnicity has evolved over time in
Cambodia, and whether Cambodia is now at a stage where it can move past the past. It
sums up the various perceptions of Cambodians on the place of Khmer-Chen in modem
Cambodia. It outlines possible implications and potential consequences from these
perceptions. It provides conclusions that can be extrapolated from this study. The
strengths and weaknesses of the research approach are discussed as well as the overall
implications of the study.

2.6 Chapter summary
This chapter started with a brief discussion of stereotypes, myths and prejudices relating
to Khmer-Chen in contemporary Cambodia, provided an overview of the research
undertaken, and detailed the methodological approach adopted for this study. A systems

approach orients the research, and the use and rationale for this was presented. SSM,
which structures the approach, was introduced. A suitable methodological paradigm that
allows a combination of methods was then outlined, providing a justification for the
approach adopted. Grounded theory was discussed, clearly identifying the rationale for
its selection. The overall integrated approach was briefly reviewed, identifying the
contribution this research approach would make. The chapter concluded with an outline
of the research process and its limitations, and a summary of the thesis structure.

Chapter 3:
An Overview of the Ethnic Chinese in Cambodia

3.1 Chapter preview
This chapter presents a background to the origins and historical development of the
ethnic Chinese in Cambodia. As G.W. Skinner (1960, p. 55) asserted, “Since the nature
of a people’s society and culture is historically shaped, we cannot in what follows
entirely ignore history.”
An attempt is made to account for some of the assumptions made about the Chinese
diaspora and their activities and conduct in Cambodia. An examination is made of the
reactivation of their traditions and values at the same time as they are contributing to the
rehabilitation of Cambodia’s economic and political progress. Drawing on Cambodia’s
experience, more general questions are posed and potential issues identified. For
example, is it true that Khmer-Chen are homogenous in nature? Is the traditional
assimilation model (‘become like me or similar to the indigenous people’) still a
realistic expectation and relevant proposition for this fast-moving and ever-changing
world? Are there alternatives to assimilation? Perhaps more questions are posed than
answers provided, questions which require further in-depth investigation.
The importance of the ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia has been increasingly
acknowledged and debated over recent years. This is partly due to the increasing role of
China in world affairs and also partly due to the perceived influence and role played by
the ethnic Chinese communities in the region. The topic of the Chinese diaspora around
the world is very complex: the scope of this background chapter is necessary limited to
one nation only, viz. Cambodia.

3.2 Defining the Chinese-Cambodian minority in Cambodia
The first problem faced in this study was to define and identify the members of the
Chinese-Cambodian minority. Variables such as racial, linguistic and religious features

have often been used for identification but have also been considered as inadequate and
irrelevant because of intermarriage. Furthermore, some individuals in groups identified
in such ways did not speak Chinese and observed non-Chinese religion. W.E. Willmott,
in his pioneering study of the Chinese in Cambodia, defines a Chinese as “any
individual who supports or participates in some or all of the Chinese associations
available to him” (Willmott, 1970, p. 5). The problem with this definition is that not all
individuals who consider themselves Chinese will necessarily belong to a Chinese
association. Similarly, in the current Cambodian context, not all members of Chinese
associations necessarily consider themselves as Chinese, but as Cambodian. It is also
possible for them to assume a dual identity, combining their emotional and sentimental
allegiance to their cultural and ancestral homeland, China, with political or economic
allegiance to Cambodia. According to Willmott, his definition is more relevant to an
individual’s perception of himself or herself than that adopted by the Cambodian
Census in 1962, which registered anyone who spoke Chinese language or possessed
Chinese nationality as ethnic Chinese. However Skinner (1963, p. 97), writing about
Chinese communities in Thailand and Java advocated that ‘self-identification’ be
o

employed in determining members of the Chinese minority. Willmott’s and Skinner’s
definitions may have been useful at the time of their studies; they assume that the
political and economic landscape was stable and there was no fear and no repercussions
in asserting one’s identity as Chinese. Unfortunately, in the current Cambodian context
the definitions can be viewed as obsolete, as a legacy of fear has been perpetuated over
recent years by different rulers and regimes, which have shattered confidence in
asserting one’s true identity.
Edwards argues that, until the late 1960s, ethnic Chinese in Cambodia generally referred
themselves as Huaqiao (Chinese living abroad), which carries connotations of
temporary residence (Edwards, 2009, p. 176). However, most Khmer-Chen are said to
be reluctant to use this term today. According to Edwards, this is partly due to Huaqiao
having been treated as fifth columns both in Cambodia and elsewhere in Southeast Asia,
with often tragic consequences. Many have actively renounced Huaqiao identity
because of China’s failure to save the lives of Khmer-Chen during the Pol Pot period of
1975-1978. Today, most ethnic Chinese in Cambodia refer themselves as Jianbuzhai
8 According to his criterion, persons having Chinese surnames are assumed to be of Chinese origin.
However, it has become increasingly difficult over time to identify individuals using this criterion, as a
large proportion of the ethnic Chinese have 'indigenised' their names. Furthermore, there is no longer a
policy requirement for national citizens to identify their ethnic origin, making it more difficult for
researchers to know the precise numbers of Cambodians of Chinese extraction.

Huaren (Chinese-Cambodian), Huaren (Chinese) or Huayi (foreign citizens of Chinese
origin). Hunxue (literally mixed blood) is used to refer to Sino-Khmer. Khmer-Chen
often use the term Zuguo (ancestral land) to refer to China and not Cambodia. This
reference, according to Edwards, does not indicate first allegiance to China but simply
reflects ancestral worship in traditional Chinese culture (Edwards, 2009, p. 177).
Khmer-Chen groups use the following terms when reflecting their attachment to their
dialect: Chazhou (Teachiu); Guangdong (Cantonese); Fujian (Hokkien); Kejia (Hakka);
and Hainan (Hainanese) (ibid.).
In addition to the above groups, there is the emergence of a new community comprising
of the recently arrived Chinese immigrants and temporary residents from mainland
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore, collectively known in Khmer as
Cendaekook (literally ‘dry land Chinese’). This verbal demarcation indicates that
Khmers make a clear distinction between the recent immigrants, who are generally
considered as foreigners, and the long-term Chinese residents of Cambodia, who are
generally accepted as an integral part of the Cambodian social make-up. Long-term
Chinese residents also share this stance and use the term Khmer Yeung to separate
themselves from Cendaekook (Edwards, 2009, p. 176).
Despite its limitations, Skinner’s concept of ‘self-identification’ is nevertheless still
useful, as some eminent Khmer-Chen are proud of their ethnic and cultural backgrounds
and upbringing and are quite happy to assert the linkages.
Ethnic Chinese in Cambodia have lived through much repression and discrimination
over the past century. Edwards suggests they have been denied the right to assert their
Chineseness through such practices as language use, religious ritual and practice, and
cultural celebrations. They were labelled as ‘flexible citizens’ (Ong, 1999) in response
to racist stereotypes, class antagonism, and the communist ‘fifth wheel’ allegations
variously instigated by government regimes since Cambodia’s independence in 1953.9
Labelled as ‘others’ or ‘outsiders’ by the dominant ethnic Khmer, envied for their
economic wealth, and often marked for unsolicited political expediencies, the KhmerChen have shown a remarkable tenacious ability to adapt, respond to and contest
identities that have tended to marginalise them. They were repressed and discriminated
against in different ways under different regimes. For example, there is some evidence
that they were singled out under the Khmer Rouge regime because of their merchant
9 Cambodia gained independence from France in 1953 under King Norodom Sihanouk's rule.

backgrounds and were disliked for their wealth and middle-class trappings. Similarly,
under the Vietnam-backed regimes of the 1980s, they were considered as potential
agents of China and were kept under tight control (Edwards, 2009, p. 207; Chan, 2005,
p. 65).
In spite of these setbacks and repressive policies, the Chinese in Cambodia have
managed to regain their strength and have had the tenacity to move forward again. In
recent years, they have made astounding strides and re-emerged as an influential group.
After three decades of civil war, they have bounced back and have been able to
reintroduce and practise their traditional values and beliefs. There has been a stark
reversal of their earlier fate; they have re-emerged to play a dominant role in shaping
Cambodia’s political and economic landscape since the early 1990s. This is in evidence
both in government and in commerce, with numerous Khmer-Chen in positions of
power and influence in both domains. A number of members of the Government
Cabinet and numerous individuals on national Chambers of Commerce Boards are
Khmer-Chen. The re-establishment of numerous Chinese schools, associations, temples
and media around the country clearly highlights the increase in confidence in their roles
and influence in maintaining or asserting Chinese tradition and identity (Edwards, 2009,
pp. 210-211; Willmott, 1998, pp. 149-150).
The focus in this study is about the locally bom and bred Khmer-Chen, as they are
distinct from the newly-arrived and often transient population of ethnic Chinese from
Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, mainland China etc. who have settled in Cambodia
since the signing of the Paris Peace Agreement in 1991.

3.3 The ethnic Chinese in Cambodia prior to 1863
The historical record of relations between Cambodia and China can be traced back to
the 3rd century AD, but until the Yuan dynasty (1279-1369), recorded contact was
limited to only two-way official delegations and insignificant amounts of trade
transported in non-Chinese ships. In 1296, when the Chinese chronicler Zhou Daguan
visited Angkor city, he wrote an account of the customs of Cambodia and the Chinese
merchants and carpenters living there, noting that some of them had children to Khmer
wives. Evidently, some had settled down permanently and conducted trade with China.
Among the first recorded immigrants were Chinese sailors who swapped the poverty of

life in southern China for the comparative ease of Cambodian living. “Chinese sailors
often desert to these parts,” wrote Zhou Daguan. These settlers did not form a separate
and ethnically distinct community, but integrated into Cambodian society where they
“took advantage of easy availability of food, women, housing, furniture and trade”
(Willmott, 1967, p. 6). In choosing Cambodia, the early immigrants had put their lives
at risk. According to the ancient law of China, the very act of abandoning and forsaking
one’s ancestral homeland was considered as the lowest form of crime and punishable by
death (Edwards, 2009, p. 179).
The fall of the Song Dynasty in 1276 triggered China’s first wave of political refugees.
Refusing to surrender to their new Mongolian rulers, many Song loyalists fled to
Indochina.10 While there were initially few Chinese living in the successive capitals of
Angkor, significant settlement of Chinese occurred with the establishment of Phnom
Penh in 1434. Located at a river crossroads, Phnom Penh became a trading city par
excellence, attracting a number of ethnic populations including Chinese, Malays,
Indians, Annamese and Japanese. The Chinese influence in trade is reflected in the
adoption of Chinese measures for silver (tael) and grain (including the Chinese word
dou), and the inclusion in the Khmer language of the Cantonese numbers of multiples of
ten from 30 to 90 and the Cantonese word for 10,000 (Edwards, 2009, p. 194).
It was reported by a Portuguese visitor in 1606 that there were 3,000 Chinese living in
Phnom Penh. At this time, the system of indirect rule of foreign communities was
through the appointment of a leader (chautea) for each community; the system was later
adopted by the French Protectorate. In Cambodian folklore, the first group of Chinese
immigrated to Cambodia by boat. They were mostly men and came to undertake gold
mining. In subsequent waves of immigration, they came to work on French colonial
rubber and pepper plantations (Willmott, 1967, p. 61).

10 Their flight was echoed some three hundred years later when the Manchu invasion toppled the Ming
Dynasty (1368-1644) and Ming loyalists fled southward. By this time, according to Ming Dynasty archive
notes, there was already a Chinese settlement in Cambodia in the shape of a "wooden city" in Lovek. A
resistance leader, known in the West as Koxinga, is reported to have enlisted the support of overseas
Chinese in Viet Nam, Cambodia and Siam to root out the Manchu rule. According to Willmott (1967), a
Cantonese general gave up the struggle against the Manchu and settled his troops in Mytho in what was
then Southeastern Cambodia. Four years later, Koxinga was routed in Formosa and many of his
followers took refuge in Southeast Asia. Many of these Ming loyalists were scholar-officials, educated in
Confucian values, and therefore they were more inclined to preserve Chinese traditions than were the
sailors and traders. The early waves of immigration saw the coalescence of a Chinese community that
expanded later to include refugees from warlordism, famine and drought that ravaged China's coastal
provinces, and Chinese fleeing the punitive taxes and discrimination of nineteenth century Viet Nam.

The first Chinese settlers were Hokkien (Willmott, 1967, p 26). However, two major
groups of Ming patriots fleeing the victorious Manchu armies at the end of the 17th
century brought Cantonese and Hainanese into the region. In 1679 General Yang Yandi
guided several thousand Cantonese to My Tho, in what was then Southeastern
Cambodia, later moving to Saigon-Cholon, with some of these people going up the
Mekong into Cambodia. It was about the same time that a young patriot from Hainan,
Mo Jiu, settled in Cambodia and quickly rose in the feudal hierarchy to become a
provincial governor of the coastal region. With his encouragement many Hainanese
settled and established Cambodia’s major port at Ha Tien. However, when Saigon
eclipsed Ha Tien at the end of thel 8th century, many Hainanese turned from trade to
cultivating pepper. Thus, Kampot province became a major grower of pepper, mainly
for European markets (Willmott, 1967, p. 6).
Willmott (1967, p. 17) writes that, during the 19th century and the advent of the French
Protectorate in 1864, Teochiu and Hakka immigrants were also arriving in Cambodia,
making a total of five speech groups, each with its own association (huiguan). The
Hokkiens and Cantonese were predominantly based in Phnom Penh until the 20th
century, while the Teochius slowly established dominance in small centres and in the
rural areas.
It should be noted that almost all Chinese in Southeast Asia originated from the two
southern provinces of Fujian and Guangdong, whereas elsewhere in the world a large
proportion came from northern China, Shanghai and its neighbouring provinces
(Willmott, 1967, p.26). Most of the Southeast Asian Chinese have more or less
permanently settled into their adopted counties since World War II and emotionally see
themselves to a large extent as nationals of those countries. This is more generally true
for those living in Thailand and the Philippines, but not so true for those living in
Malaysia or Indonesia, where they have had to endure various forms of discrimination
and occasionally outbursts of violence against them. However, many have prospered
there, and they have not had any economic incentives or motivations to move to other
countries.
The Chinese in Cambodia follow this pattern of origin. They come mainly from the
provinces of Fujian and Guandong and speak five distinctive languages: Hokkien,
Cantonese, Teochiu, Hainanese and Hakka. Prior to 1975, it was estimated that about 77
per cent were of Teochiu origin, 10 per cent were Cantonese, 8 per cent were
Hainanese, 3 per cent were Hakka and 2 per cent were Hokkien (Willmott, 1970, p 7).

Prior to 1920, Chinese immigrants to Cambodia were almost entirely men, many of
whom married Khmer women and had Sino-Khmer children.11 The migration of
Chinese women and children to Cambodia from 1923 onwards dramatically changed the
community landscape, especially in education. With the increase in the number of
Chinese families, the need for education also increased. The first Chinese school in
Cambodia was established in Kampong Cham in 1901, and the Teochius in Phnom
Penh established a school in 1907 that became the Dwan Hua Middle School in 1914.
By 1935, however, there were 95 schools, including two secondary schools. By 1942,
each of the five huiguan ran its own secondary school for its own speech group.
(Willmott, 1998, p. 145-146).
Acknowledging the economic and cultural value of diversity, successive Cambodian
monarchs from the 13th to the 19th centuries had an ‘open door’ immigration policy in
offering asylum to Chinese refugees (Edwards, 2009, p. 180). Kings such as Ang Doung
appointed Chinese, Sino-Khmer and other minority leaders as provincial governors
(with an honorific title called Okhna) for their loyalty and their backing of the King’s
claims to the throne. While recognised as a separate economic community subject to
special taxation and privileged by the King’s leasing of opium and gambling
concessions, the Chinese were considered as an integral part of the Cambodian
Kingdom.12 Willmott has described this policy as assimilation. However, Edwards
(2009, p. 180) refutes this description because assimilation does not accurately describe
the process by which Chinese became integrated into Cambodian political and cultural
life. The process was one of cultural tolerance and mutual exchange, and Chinese were
able to maintain a distinct cultural identity which was not considered as a threat. This
implies that political loyalty and cultural identity are two separate things and they
should not be confused (ibid.). However, as will be seen in Section 3.4, the Chinese
have also been regularly punished over many years for an ethnic identity that they were
no longer allowed to express or assert.

11 Some of the boys were sent to China for Chinese education. From the beginning of 1923, women and
children also migrated to Cambodia. This drastically changed the community landscape, especially in
education.
12 The Kram Srok or 'Law of the Land' promulgated in 1693 established indirect rule by the Cambodian
King over Chinese, Vietnamese, Javanese/Malay, and Japanese populations via a chief (Chautea), and
allowed aliens to be heads of province provided they were born in Cambodia and spoke Cambodian
fluently (Willmott, 1967).

3.4 The ethnic Chinese in Cambodia since 1863
Cambodian history over the past century and a half can be divided into seven political
eras:
• 1863 - 1953: the French Protectorate
• 1953 - 1970: the post-independence (Prince Sihanouk) era
• 1970 - 1975: the Lon Nol era
• 1975 - 1979: the Khmer Rouge or Democratic Kampuchea (DK) era
• 1979 - 1989: the People’s Republic of Kampuchea era
• 1990 - 1993: the State of Cambodia (SOC) era
• 1993 - present: the current era (modem Cambodia)

The French Protectorate, 1863-1953
In order to dispel the threat of Viet Nam and Thai invasions and annexation, King
Norodom formally accepted in 1864 the French protection of Cambodia (Chandler,
2000, pp. 140-146).

French economic ambition was very much focussed on their

Vietnamese colony, but they viewed Cambodia as a buffer zone against rising influence
by the British in Thailand. This view resulted in little economic change in Cambodia
under French protection, and the Chinese continued to flourish with their trade. Under
French mle, the use of Chinese as economic middlemen and as a source of cheap labour
led to rigid ethnic boundaries. The French took careful control of the traffic flow of
Chinese into and out of Indochina. Legislation on immigration, taxation and social
organisation created notions of ‘them and us’ or ‘insiders or outsiders’, impeding the
crystallisation of a nation-wide anti-colonial identity. All Chinese were processed
through a congregation system14 aimed at maximum control as well as for ease of
revenue collection. Fingerprints were taken and craniums were measured for all new
arrivals because of the French concern that “today’s coolies would be tomorrow’s
felons” (Edwards, 2009, p. 181).
The Chinese were effectively blocked from participation in Cambodian politics.
Furthermore, they were increasingly cursed by the French as greedy traders or vice-

13 Even so, at the beginning of the 20th century, Cambodia was bonded with Viet Nam and Laos as
French Indochina. French-educated Vietnamese civil servants, entrepreneurs, and urban professionals
came to live in Phnom Penh, along with ethnic Chinese traders from Viet Nam and China. See Ong,
(2003, p. 28); Willmott (1967, p. 8).
14 Each ethnic Chinese language group was defined as a congregation (Chinese: bang).

ridden workers whose greatest pleasures in life were opium, gambling and extortion.
Although the French reaped huge sums of money from the Chinese population through
discriminatory poll taxes, many colonial officials complained that the Chinese were
returning nothing to Cambodia, and remitting all their earnings home. In French eyes,
the Chinese were little more than a necessary evil whose thrift and industry would
lubricate the wheels for its colonial capital. Although the French imposed a
discriminatory poll tax on the Chinese, they did not impose any cultural restrictions on
them. The Chinese were free to celebrate their cultural traditions such as the Chinese
New Year (Edwards, 2009, pp. 195-196).15
The French colonial rule in Indo-China in the mid-19th century provided greater
impetus for the Cantonese community in Saigon-Cholon to dominate trade with
Cambodia. Dried fish was the major export item, but by the beginning of the 20th
century it was replaced by rice. No Chinese grew rice in Cambodia then, but they
monopolised its trade at all levels. The rural Teochiu, the storekeeper, bought it in the
field and the Hokkien and Cantonese merchants collected and transported it to the mills
in Cholon owned by the wealthy Cantonese. The final product was sold to the French
exporters. Kampot pepper growing and trading were dominated by the Hainanese.
Under the French Protectorate, a system of indirect rule through huiguan was put in
place in 1891.16 Each ethnic Chinese language group was defined as a congregation
(Chinese: bang), and the chef de congregation (bangzhang) was appointed to govern the
group. With the approval and endorsement of their peers and the French authorities, the
chef had considerable power in controlling immigration and emigration, approving
business licences and movement between cities. Each language group constituted a
discrete social unit, forming a base for business relationships, marriage arrangements,
voluntary associations and engagement with the French administration. All related
activities, such as schooling, worship temples and cemeteries, musical and cultural
societies, came under the jurisdiction of the huiguan committees, 17 The five huiguan

15 One first generation Hakka in his 80s recalled the colonial period with nostalgia, when the Chinese
New Year celebration had gone on for a week. "In the French period they never worried about who you
were or where you came from." However, after Cambodia's independence people "began to mind about
such things" (Edwards, 2009, pp. 182-3).
16 The French adopted the Nguyen emperor Gia Long's pattern of indirect rule through huiguan or

associations.
17 A committee o ften chefs and sous-chefs chaired by the Teochiu chef, known unofficially as the Wu
Bang Gongsuo, was an organisation that existed and predated the congregation system. It met regularly
to deliberate on deportation appeals, the building of the Chinese Hospital in Phnom Penh in 1906, the
annual celebration of Yuanxiao and the settlement of disputes among individuals and groups. The

were very much corporate groups that attempted to satisfy the extra-familial needs of
the Chinese community in Cambodia.18 The community was considered as hierarchical
in structure, and none of its members could escape it. The arrangement could be viewed
as an administrative convenience for the French, as the Chinese were governed
indirectly through their own leaders. Furthermore, it was conceivably for political
security that the French rulers adopted ‘divide-and-rule’ tactics. A Khmer-Chinese joint
effort could have threatened French rule, and so it was in France’s best interests to
reduce contact and segregate professional activities between the two groups. The
Khmers predominantly continued to work on the land, and the Chinese and Vietnamese
were encouraged to focus on trade and other administrative work convenient to their
French masters.19 The divide-and-rule tactics would affect and retard the assimilation of
the Chinese into Cambodian society.20 The attitude and policy of both the colonial
masters and the host community were just as important as the attitude of the Chinese
minorities themselves in the assimilation process.

As van der Berge (1981, p 217) put

it “.. .it takes two to assimilate. Assimilation is sought by members of the subordinate
group, granted by members of the dominant group... For assimilation to take place,
therefore, it takes a convergence of desire for it from the subordinates and acceptance
by the dominants.”
In the Cambodian context, the attitudes of the past and especially those of the
contemporary host community is an area which requires an in-depth study. To what
extent or how seriously did the Khmers, as the host community at the time, really want
committee was later known as the Zhonghua Huiguan and was housed in the Wu bang Gongsuo temple.
For details see Willmott (1970, pp. 9-17).
18 The five language groups were Cantonese, Hokkien, Teochiu, Hainanese and Hakka.
19 In the nineteenth century, most male Khmers spent at least three months studying in a Buddhist
pagoda, or wat. The common training at the pagoda, as one commentator asserted, was merely "a
colouration that quickly washed off" and illiteracy was widespread. There were no more than several
dozen students per year attending secondary and higher education. During the 90 years of French rule,
the colonial masters put little effort into introducing the Khmers to modern public education. Only after
1870 was a mild attempt was made by the French at introducing modern education, and this had
reached its peak in 1888 with 23 teaching staff; thereafter the number declined to seven in 1900, when
the only remaining primary school for Khmer students was based in Phnom Penh. By the time Cambodia
gained independence there was a tiny elite that had gained a secondary education; most had primary
education only. For details see Kiernan, Ben (1985): How Pol Pot come to power: colonialism,
nationalism, and communism in Cambodia, 1930-1975. 2nd ed. New Haven: Yale University Press. Short
(2004, p. 32) notes that up until 1945 Cambodia had only two secondary schools, Lycee Sisowat in
Phnom Penh and College Preah Sihanouk at Kampong Cham, staff by French and Vietnamese academics.
One prominent Cambodian elite, as noted by Short, concluded that the root cause of Cambodian's
backwardness was their lack of education.
20 Skinner, G.W. (1960, pp. 87-96) suggested that assimilation will occur more slowly when a foreign
family is surrounded by compatriots than when most or all of its neighbours are indigenous.
21 Chan Kwok Bun and Tong Chee Kiong (1998, pp. 1-23) said "assimilation is not a one-way street and it
is not a linear process."
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to see the ethnic Chinese become accepted or acculturated? This remains to be
investigated. However, it seems safe to surmise that the Khmers, under French rule,
were very much at the bottom of the economic and social structure, the colonial masters
were at the top, and the immigrants, whether Vietnamese or Chinese, were in the
middle. It is conceivable that the Vietnamese and the Chinese at this time would have
liked to emulate their colonial masters but not the Khmers, as the latter were at the
bottom of the heap. The Chinese would not have had much incentive or motivation to
emulate the Khmers as they were not regarded as upwardly mobile or educated people
like the French. As Willmott (1967, p. 100) noted, “It is possible to speak of the SinoCambodian upper class whose power and prestige places them just below the royal
family in the hierarchy of Cambodian society.”
Even at the beginning of the 20th century, Cambodia was yoked with Viet Nam and
Laos in French Indochina. French-educated Vietnamese, including civil servants,
entrepreneurs, and professionals, came to live in Phnom Penh along with the Chinese
traders from Viet Nam and China. Vietnamese fishermen settled along the waterways,
particularly around Tonle Sap. The French viewed the Vietnamese as a stronger race
than the Cambodians and thereby intensified the enmity between the two populations
(Ong, 2003, p. 28).
This may be corroborated by comparing the contrasting assimilation patterns of the
Chinese in Thailand and Java as observed by G.W. Skinner in 1973. Skinner singled
out certain factors as having a primary effect on the assimilation rate of Chinese in
Thailand. First, he points out that the historical experience of the Thai, with no direct
subjugation by any colonial power, gave them a sense of pride, confidence and security
in expressing or manifesting excellence in their traditions. Thus Thai culture, by virtue
of its vigour and continuity, was attractive to the Chinese, and this in turn helped
accelerate the assimilation process. In this case, the Chinese looked up to the Thai as a
benchmark and role model to emulate and learn from. In Cambodia, they looked up to
the French colonial masters as a benchmark for their personal progress, which in turn
would have retarded any assimilation process with the Khmers.

22 Skinner, G.W. (I960, pp. 87-96) defines acculturation as "the progressive incorporation of the way of
life of the other society becoming more pronounced at each successive generation."
23 Skinner has estimated the Chinese population of Thailand in 1942, including the local-born and Chinaborn Chinese, at 1,876,000 or 11.7 percent of the total recorded population of 16,066,000 (Skinner,
1957, p. 183). Skinner has also pointed out (ibid., p. 323) that Thailand's Chinese Communists were
active in a number of legal associations in the post-war period but, until 1948 and the start of the
Communists' final drive on the mainland, the pro-Kuomintang Chinese formed a clear majority.

The post- Independence era, 1953 -1970
After Cambodia gained independence from France in 1953, Prince Norodom Sihanouk
was wary of the pro-American regimes in Thailand and South Viet Nam; he sought
China’s protection in order to maintain Cambodia’s neutrality and autonomy from the
widening Indochina conflict. For almost two decades after World War II, Prince
Norodom Sihanouk developed a close relationship with China, and the Prince’s
domestic policy did not cause any concern for the predominantly Chinese-run trading
houses and local economy.24 As in neighbouring Thailand, there were a large number of
political elites in Cambodia with mixed parentage - the Sino-Khmer or Khmer-Chen.
With their great wealth, protection and influence, the Chinese community was able to
prosper and advance their causes at the highest level. Large-scale immigration following
World War II had brought the number of Chinese in Cambodia to over 400,000 - just

24 Chinese-Camodians under Sihanouk were not incorporated fully into the nation but implicitly they
were required during visits by mainland China dignitaries. Although discriminatory laws against Chinese
were passed, including restrictions on business practices and Chinese schools etc., they were seldom
rigorously enforced. However, the Naturalisation Law of 1959 implicitly banned ethnic Chinese and
Vietnamese from participating in the Civil Service Edwards (2009, p. 183). It is also interesting to note
that while Cambodian legislation on employment and nationality promoted notions of a separate
Chinese identity, the Chinese government on the contrary was urging Chinese in Cambodia to identify
with their host country. Cast as outsiders by both China and Cambodia, the Khmer-Chen felt homeless.
Formal relations between China and Cambodia were established in 1956 with China's pledge to protect
'the just rights and interests of Chinese residents abroad'. However, the PRC applied this pledge
selectively, in line with its wider strategic and ideological interests. During Premier Zhou Enlai's state
visit to Cambodia in 1956, he made a public plea to Chinese "to respect the laws, customs, habits and
religion of the Khmers, and to intermarry with them, become Cambodian citizens and, if they do so, to
refrain from further involvement in Overseas Chinese organisations." Despite this open plea, the PRC
was quick to exploit the presence of powerful ethnic Chinese in Cambodia (Edwards, ibid.); see also
Willmott (1970, pp. 63, 120). When Zhou Enlai and Liu Shaoqi visited Cambodia in 1956 and 1963, ethnic
Chinese were mobilised nationwide through Chinese Associations to stage a mass welcoming ceremony
and to display confidence in Sino-Cambodian friendship; this was reflected in Sihanouk's mobilisation
effort of the Chinese community to construct Maotsedong Boulevard in Phnom Penh (ibid., p. 183).
Sino-Cambodian relations later turned sour in the wake of China's cultural revolution. Sihanouk in 1967
took a firm determination to "end China's interference and to stop the Khmer Reds' communist
subversion." This was reflected in the closure of the General Association of Khmer Students and the
Khmer-China Friendship Association. On April 30 1967, Sihanouk publicly disclosed for the first time that
some overseas Chinese were engaging in illegal foreign exchange dealings and in smuggling with
Vietnamese. These activities, he said, were seriously hurting the national economy. He further asserted
that Sino-Khmer "who, however, have remained very Chinese at heart" were engaging in circulating
communist propaganda in schools, newspapers, movies etc. which were insulting to Khmer and
Sangkum (see Gurtov (1971, p. 77)). Three of the pro-Chinese deputies (Hu Nim, Hou Yuon, and Phouk
Chay) went into hiding and a great quantity of propaganda material was found in their houses (Edwards,
2009, p. 184). So Nem, head of the Khmer-Chinese Friendship Association, was dismissed from
government by Sihanouk. In the midst of the outbreaks of anti-government violence in various provinces
in April 1967, Sihanouk's administration also had to confront an upsurge of pro-leftist activity carried
out by some Khmer-Chen. Influenced by the Cultural Revolution in the Mainland, the Chinese Embassy
in Phnom Penh became a centre for the distribution of Maoist propaganda and for the encouragement
of local Chinese to emulate the Red Guards. Before this episode ended in early September 1967, SinoCambodian relations reached breaking point and Sihanouk critically questioned the sincerity of China's
friendship. For further details, see Gurtov (1971).
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under 10% of the total population of Cambodia as estimated in the early 1950s.
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A

third lived in Phnom Penh, while the rest were scattered in smaller towns. In these
smaller towns, Willmott observed that a single language group tended to take the
leading role. For example, the Hainanese dominated Kampot, the Hakka predominantly
lived in Rattanakiri and the Hokkien in Battambang. Most had temples, ran their own
cemeteries and supported Chinese primary schools.

Over a third, mainly Teochiu,

lived in the countryside, whereas the Hainanese pepper growers lived in Kampot. The
rural Teochius were mainly involved with retail and the rice trade, as well as providing
credit to Khmer peasants. They were also involved in market gardening and growing
vegetables for the urban markets. The Chinese also dominated the retail, restaurant and
hotel sectors, export-import trade (including rice) and light industry such as food
processing, soft drinks, printing and machine shops.

A Chinese banking service also

emerged after the war, although the French continued to dominate the finance service
sector.

Community boundaries were not as clear-cut as previously because of greater

social interaction with the local Khmer population who were their neighbours and
customers. Where the presence of ethnic Chinese among the Khmer population was at
its thinnest, assimilation would be most rapid. Furthermore, many rural Chinese often
spoke Khmer as their household language.

9Q

Two years after Cambodia’s independence, Sihanouk decided to abdicate the throne and
formed a national political movement which swept all seats in the national elections.

25 Willmott (1967, p. 12) puts the Chinese population of Cambodia at about 400,000 (as of 1964), with
150,000 in Phnom Penh.
26 The more homogenous and smaller the communities the more tightly organised they were, with the
school committee serving as a local huiguanl, and a single leader dominated the organisation.
27 Economic specialisation among dialect groups is not an intrinsic cultural characteristic. It is generally
acquired after emigration, and is influenced by opportunities and obstacles in the land of settlement,
the demographic spread of a given dialect group and its corresponding level of access to resources
(Edwards, 2009). Colonial economic planning and labour policy also influenced dialect-group economic
specialisation. For example, Teochiu dominated big business and were the earliest funders of Chinese
schools.
28 A law was passed in 1956 to nationalise some occupations by excluding aliens but by this time many
Chinese had already taken out Cambodian citizenship.
29 Willmott (1967, pp. 100-101) says there was a high degree of assimilation of the Chinese into
Cambodian society despite their dominance in transportation, trade and rice-milling industries. Control
of commerce by the Chinese and the emergence of a Chinese-Cambodian elite, economic and political,
had not, he argues, created a conflictual situation inasmuch as direct competition between Khmers and
Chinese had not occurred. Racial antagonism was directed far more at the Vietnamese (numbering
around 300,000) than at the Chinese, as became apparent with the violence against Vietnamese in
Cambodia following the deposition of Sihanouk.
30 Sihanouk became Cambodia's monarch in April 1941. He abdicated the throne in March 1955 to
become Head of State. Cambodia was a constitutional monarchy in 1947. When King Norodom
Suramarit, Shihanouk's father, died in April 1960, the prince did not appoint his successor but in June
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This event, combined with the disappearance of a significant political opposition, gave
Sihanouk confidence and he sensed himself to be the father of Cambodia’s
independence. In 1963, he nationalised the import-export sector of the Cambodian
economy. According to Chandler (1991, p. 9), this action was prompted by Sihanouk’s
increasing pessimism about the fortunes of non-Communist armed forces in Viet Nam.
Chand reports that the nationalisation of exports and imports ended in economic disaster
but had the effect of fulfilling Sihanouk’s aspiration of reducing the economic power of
the Chinese and the Khmer-Chen commercial elite.
After independence in 1953, the congregation system collapsed and a profusion of
Chinese voluntary associations emerged. This included clan or same-surname
associations, native place associations (tongxianghui), sports and cultural clubs. With
strong support from the Cantonese, the Kuomintang, the breakaway faction from
mainland China, briefly came to prominence before its main opposition organisation,
established by the Teochiu proletarians, called the Lianyou Mutual Aid Society
(Lianyou Huzhu She), appeared (Willmott, 1998, p. 146).31
With five daily newspapers and 170 Chinese schools in operation, Chinese language
and education continued to flourish and prosper. Among over 50 Chinese schools in
Phnom Penh, six were public and governed by School Boards reflecting and responding
to broader community needs and requirements. There were only three Chinese middle
schools, as many Chinese families sent their children to Cambodian state secondary
schools to learn Khmer literacy. Although Teochiu was the most commonly spoken
language, after 1950 all Chinese schools used Mandarin as the medium of teaching.
However, one could also hear Cantonese, Hokkien, Hainanese and Hakka spoken in the
streets and shops by older Chinese; the young Chinese normally spoke Mandarin or
Khmer. The Chinese were clearly differentiated from other ethnic groups by their
religious rituals (temples, household shrines, funerals and burials) and by their festivals
(Willmott, ibid.).
Chinese nationalism stemming from the Cultural Revolution in China in 1967 led
Prince Sihanouk to take drastic countermeasures, closing down all Chinese newspapers

I960, held a nationwide referendum on his leadership which received almost 100 percent popular
approval from his subjects. See Gurtov (1971, p. 49)
31 In 1956, when Cambodia established diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of China,
Kuomintang power and influence rapidly faded away and its leaders were continually harassed by the
Cambodian police.

and clamping down on the Chinese content in the school curriculum.

However, after

the swearing of an oath of allegiance ‘to the Prince and fatherland’, Chinese newspapers
were gradually allowed to publish, and Chinese students were allowed to continue their
education (Willmott, 1998, p. 147).
As the proportion of Cambodian-born Chinese grew, the five distinct speech groups
were no longer clear-cut due to a degree of merging of the different cultural identities.
Furthermore, Cambodian nationalism competed with Chinese nationalism among
Chinese, many of whom had a Khmer parent. This was also complicated by the fact that
the Cantonese enjoyed a historical alliance and ongoing connections with the Chinese
community in Saigon, while the wealthy Teochiu were closely linked with their
counterparts in Bangkok (Willmott, 1998, p. 146).
The international political landscape jeopardised the neutrality policy that Sihanouk
wanted to follow. To keep Cambodia out of the Viet Nam War, Sihanouk tried to
balance American and Chinese influences in Cambodia. However, as the American
presence in South Viet Nam grew, he leaned further towards China and the Chinese as
reliable supporters and friends for Cambodia. This was the beginning of many changes
and sufferings for many Cambodians over a period of more than 20 years (Willmott,
1998, p. 147).
The Lon Nol era, 1970-75
In the late 1960s, anti-Chinese sentiment began to appear in Cambodia. Then, during
Prince Sihanouk’s state visit to Europe in early 1970, General Lon Nol staged a coup
against the prince, established a pro-western government, sought assistance from the
America and South Vietnamese governments and cut all links with China. This led to
serious repercussions for the ethnic Chinese, whom Lon Nol neither trusted nor
supported. Lon Nol’s anti-communist regime resulted in the repression of and
discrimination against ethnic Chinese. Chinese schools and newspapers were closed
down because of the alleged spreading of communist propaganda and ideology,
followed by the closure of all Chinese temples and the disbandment of Chinese clan and
hometown associations. The forced closures were based on the concern that the Chinese
32 In dealing with the leftist Chinese, additional measures were also authorised by Sihanouk. He was not
only imposing controls over the Chinese schools' curricula but also their teaching practices and Chinese
language training in order to stop the spread of Mao's doctrine. Smuggling and black-marketing were
more severely dealt with than before, resulting in two Chinese being deported to China for their
involvement. Chinese leftist sympathisers were closely watched by the authorities. However, Sihanouk
appeared to have concerns about the effect of his countermeasures on Sino-Cambodian relations and
spoke out against commentaries in the Cambodian press hostile to China. See Gurtov (1971, p. 77).

would become agents for Communist China. It was alleged that both the Chinese and
the Vietnamese were gradually making the Khmer lose their traditional customs and
moral values through the spread of communist propaganda. Like Sihanouk, the regime
under Lon Nol emphasised the ethnic homogeneity of Cambodia, affirming that all
ethnic groups in Cambodia, except the Chinese and Vietnamese, belonged to the great
Khmer race.33
At the same time, having been established in early 1967, the guerrilla militants led by
Pol Pot based in Battambang were strengthened through the defection of a number of
urban leftists from Sihanouk’s government. Included among the defectors were some
radical Chinese youth. This guerrilla force had by 1970 enlarged its territorial control of
the remote southern region of Cambodia. Lon Nol’s coup had also provided a platform
for the guerrilla leaders to petition Sihanouk, who was then in exile in Beijing, to join
forces with them in the struggle against the Lon Nol government. Sihanouk consented
to their invitation and consequently the United Royal Government of Cambodia (known
as GRUNK from its French acronym) was established in exile and gained wide support
from many patriotic Cambodians. The later carpet-bombing in the countryside by the
Americans to crush the Khmer Rouge only resulted in greater support for the
movement. To counteract the growing strength and support of the Khmer Rouge, the
Lon Nol government stimulated and encouraged anti-Chinese influence and sentiment
by alleging that the Chinese were undermining the Khmer culture and morality. This
encouragement, combined with the country’s low economic growth and activity,
sparked anti-Chinese riots in Phnom Penh, Battambang and Svay Rieng, where Chinese
businesses were burnt down and some Chinese traders were killed. The riots, which
were unprecedented in Cambodian history, caused many Chinese to lie low and
frightened them into abandoning their distinct cultural heritage, community associations
and language. Speaking Chinese and Chinese education became an underground activity
at home for this minority group. The ethnic Chinese bent over backwards to avoid any
suspicion of loyalty towards the People’s Republic of China and, to demonstrate their
loyalty to the Lon Nol regime, adopted local folkways and downplayed their
Chineseness (Willmott, 1998, p. 147).
To further control the Chinese, the Lon Nol government set up the Federated
Association of Chinese in Cambodia to replace the previous community structure and
33 See also International Centre for Ethnic Studies (1995). Minorities in Cambodia. An MRG International
Report 95/2. London : Manchester Free Press. Available online at:
http://www.minorityrights.org/download.php@id=418. Accessed 15 May 15 2012.

organisation, issuing special Chinese identity cards and levying special taxes on them.
Moreover, wealthy Chinese were also expected to contribute heavily to the national
defence. It is ironic that the massive American bombing intervention during 1970-73
resulted in the destruction of many Chinese communities outside the main cities.
Numerous Chinese temples and schools, along with most rural buildings, were
destroyed, and this resulted in many Chinese and Khmer staking refuge in the cities to
avoid the bombs. By 1975, only a few Chinese remained in the countryside and, with
the radical Chinese, many of them joined the Khmer Rouge forces.34 Although some
wealthy Chinese had benefited from the war, the rapid deterioration of political and
economic development caused hardship to both Chinese and Khmers. It was
unimaginable that the worst was yet to be experienced under Democratic Kampuchea
(Willmott, 1998, p. 147).
The Khmer Rouge or Democratic Kampuchea (DK) era, 1975-79
In 1970, The United States began aerial bombardments of Vietcong sanctuaries in the
Cambodian countryside. According to David Chandler, the merciless bombardments
and air attacks resulted in two political developments. Firstly, it reinforced the claim by
the Communist Party of Kampuchea (CPK) that the United States was the principal
enemy, and secondly, it provided an inspiration for many Cambodians, including
Khmer-Chen, to join an anti-American crusade.

Increased number of traumatised and

displaced peasants subsequently joined the armed forces of the CPK headed by Pol Pot.
Approximately two million refugees flooded Phnom Penh, which was kept afloat by US
aid. In April 1975, the Khmer Rouge entered the city and instituted a utopian
programme for total change. Confronted with millions of refugees without adequate
food supplies, combined with its obsessive commitment to self-reliance and instant
equality principles, and its paranoia about the Vietnamese and American threats, the

34 Pilger, J. (2009) writes, "it is highly unlikely Pol Pot would have come to power had President Richard
Nixon and his national security adviser, Henry Kissinger, not attacked neutral Cambodia. In 1973, B-52s
dropped more bombs on Cambodia's populated heartland than were dropped on Japan during the
Second World War - an equivalent of five Hiroshima." Prior to the bombing, the Khmer Rouge had been
without popular support. The bombing, in Pilger's words, "delivered a catalyst. What Nixon and
Kissinger began, Pol Pot completed." For a view of American foreign policy that led to the murderous air
attacks on Cambodia, see Shawcross (1980).
35 Chandler (1983), as quoted by Ong (2003, p. 28), says "The bombing destroyed a good deal of the
fabric of pre-war Cambodian society and provided the CPK with the psychological ingredients of a
violent, vengeful, and unrelenting social revolution." This was to be waged, in their words, by people
with "empty hands." The party encouraged class warfare between the 'base people', who had been
bombed, and the 'new people', who had taken refuge from the bombing, and thus had taken sides, in
CPK thinking, with the United States.

Khmer Rouge emptied the city of its inhabitants. They became ‘new people’,36
dispatched at gunpoint to undertake brutal physical labour in the countryside, controlled
by the revolutionary organisation called Ankar Padevat (usually referred to as the
Angkar). The move resulted in widespread starvation and suffering for many who could
not adapt; this included the Chinese, as none had been peasants before. The repressive
regime even tortured and killed their own supporters and leaders. Among them were Hu
Nim, Hou Yuon and other Khmer-Chen (Willmott, 1998, p. 148). A strict mono-ethnic
policy was applied in some areas, forbidding the minorities, including the Chinese, to
speak their mother tongues or practise any cultural and religious beliefs. In a few areas,
the Chinese were allowed to practise their customs and maintain their identity without
drastic consequences but, like everyone else, they suffered economic hardship.37 To
survive, many Chinese adapted to living with the Khmers.
Equally traumatic was the massive desecration and destruction of Buddhist temples, the
forced defrocking of virtually the entire Sangha (Buddhist monastic order), and the
killing of thousands of monks and members of the Buddhist royal family. In its attempt
to swiftly build socialism, the CPK banned all ‘feudal’ institutions such as the
monarchy, Buddhism, family life, private property, freedom and the right of people to
move freely, and anything else it considered as an impediment to the revolution.

In the

words of outside observers, this was Year Zero, a start from scratch to build a new
IQ

#

society by abolishing currency, evacuating cities, eliminating the elites , and wiping
out religion.

36 While the communist utopia sought to abolish classes, it developed a polarised scheme of people who
were assessed to be useful or not useful to the state, i.e. citizens or enemies. Peasants in their home
areas (bases) were called 'old people' or base citizens (bracheachun mulathan): see Marston (1994, p.
112), Metaphors of the Khmer Rouge, and Ong (2003, p. 44). As the true agrarian subjects they had the
right political status and enjoyed better access to all kinds of resources. Displaced urban dwellers were
called 'new people' in the countryside and were considered as relatively worthless in building the
agrarian utopia. They were collectively considered enemies of the state [kbot cheat) and were harshly
treated (see Chandler, History of Cambodia, 1993, p. xiv). 'Old people' were given positions of political,
social, and economic superiority over highly educated, former wealthy and powerful urbanites See
Ledgerwood (1996, p. 145).
37 China was just in the middle of recovering from its Cultural Revolution, and the Chinese in Democratic
Kampuchea received no support from its representatives in Cambodia. Indeed, overseas Chinese were
regarded as "evil capitalists", and China's advisers in Cambodia simply allowed the Khmer Rouge to
persecute and punish Khmer-Chen.
38 Chandler (1993, p. 1) reports that by the time of the Vietnamese invasion in 1979, Democratic
Kampuchea had lost one and a half million lives to warfare, starvation, diseases, and mass execution.
The leaders of the revolution were "confused but unrepentant" about a loss of such magnitude.
39 "The Khmer Rouge attitude to those with qualifications was uncompromising: 'To leave them alive
contributes nothing. By exterminating them, nothing is lost to the Revolution.' Educated people were
simply threats to be eliminated." (See Ong (2003, p. 46), quoted from Pin & Man, (1987, pp. 170-171).
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Under the Khmer Rouge, which was backed by China, anti-Chinese sentiment became
even worse. The Chinese were seen as a merchant class, seen to live comfortably at the
expense of the Khmers, and so were disliked by the Khmer Rouge for their wealth. As a
result, they also suffered tragically.40 To survive, many resorted to a variety of means,
including crafting their names to sound like Khmer. Ong (2003 p. 47) reports that, for
its victims, the Pol Pot years shattered any sense of security and trust in social relations,
even within the family. In the midst of life-and-death choices and the extremity of daily
survival, people depended on subterfuge, disguise, lying and silence. Individuals tried to
vanish into or mesh with the local ‘base people’ among whom they had settled,
passively followed orders and changed their behaviour. They became adept at
dissimilation and dual consciousness in order to escape unwelcome attention or the
detection of their real selves. Kieman (1986, pp. 18-29) asserts that, during the three and
a half years of Democratic Kampuchea rule, more than half of the Chinese population
died. He suggested that 225,000 Chinese died and argued that their fate was dictated by
‘social and ethnic considerations’. In fne countryside, the local population detested the
‘instant peasants’ wished on them by the regime, who included many Chinese who
previously lived in the cities. Some were coerced to be Khmers, banned from speaking
Chinese, separated from family members, community and other ethnic groups. Like
some Cambodian individuals, many Sino-Cambodians were not accustomed to physical
work or manual labour, and died through overwork and starvation.41
It is important to remember that human rights violations under the Khmer Rouge were
beyond imagining. There was, however, evidence of regional variations and exceptions
in the means of persecution and treatment of the population at large. As Michael
Vickery (1986) concluded, the Chinese were not specifically disadvantaged compared
with other ethnic groups, as a high degree of intolerance for other cultures and
minorities such as the Cham and Vietnamese was also recorded (Vickery, 1986, p. 165).
Chan (2005, p. 61) suggests that the use of Chinese language appears to have been a
predominant reason for justifying persecution, and this could be viewed as ethnically
40 It is interesting to note that the second most important member of the Khmer Rouge, a Sino-Khmer
was initially named as Long Bunruot when he studied at Thammasat University in Bangkok and joined
the Thai Communist Party. By 1970, he was known as Noun Chea. When the Khmer Rouge came to
power, one of his first actions was to see his cousin, who was half paralysed, lured from his home with
promises of rewards as a 'father of the revolution' and put to death. See Chandler (1991, p. 33).
41 Kieman (1986, pp. 18-29) notes that the ethnic Chinese suffered the most because they were not
used to labouring in the fields even if they had rural origins. They had to work harder and in worse
conditions than the rural dwellers. However, Ong (2003, p. 45) says Khmer-Chen living in the provinces
fared a little better because they could be embedded in peasant society. They were not punished or
persecuted simply because they were ethnic Chinese.

based. However, this persecution could equally be compared, as David Chandler (1993,
pp. 285-302) suggested, to the persecution by the DK of the Cham minority. Illtreatment was particularly directed at those who challenged the orders of those who held
power rather than as punishment of a particular ethnic group. In other words, the DK
cadres may have hated those who defied their instructions and orders more than they
hated ethnic difference. There was at first no explicit anti-Chinese policy adopted by the
Khmer Rouge. The Chinese schools in the region initially controlled by the Khmer
Rouge were not subject to close scrutiny by the regime. Furthermore, after Sihanouk
joined the rebel movement in 1971, Overseas Chinese Associations were established in
the liberated zone, to support the exiled government he led. However, the Khmer Rouge
disrupted the trading base of the rural Chinese by eliminating the local markets,
destroying the market stalls, and drastically reducing the price of goods. This was an
added reason for many rural Chinese to flee to the cities, in addition to the avoidance of
American bombing.
In its policy towards minorities, including the Chinese, the Khmer Rouge appeared to
change drastically in 1974, from multi-ethnic support to an emphasis on Khmer identity
and a mono-ethnic policy. It further warned other ethnic minorities against splitting the
revolutionary forces. The Chinese began to experience discrimination and resorted to
withholding their identity wherever possible. Consequently, Chinese associations
disappeared from the GRUNK zones. The extreme repressive policy and practice
became apparent when the Khmer Rouge took power in April 1975. It has been
estimated that the Chinese population of Cambodia was reduced from over 400,000 to
under 200,000 in less than four years under Democratic Kampuchea.42 There was no
evidence that the regime especially targeted the Chinese. However, in its pursuit of and
obsessive elimination of social inequality, many of the Chinese population were
affected (Willmott, 1998, p. 148).

The People's Republic of Kampuchea (1979-89)
Anti-Chinese incidents increased considerably over the final years of Democratic
Kampuchea, to the extent that many Chinese and others welcomed the invasion by Viet
Nam in 1979 which established a regime change and installed Heng Samrin to head the

42 See also Amer Ramses (1992, p. 29). Accessed 15 May 2012 at
http://www.minoritvrights.org/download.php(a)id=421.

new era known as the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK).43 The PRK promised
that “all Cambodians have the right to return to their old native land and to build their
family’s life in happiness, the right to vote, freedom of thought, association and
religion, work and education.” According to the 1983 Constitution promulgated by the
PRK, there were no barriers for Khmer-Chen to participate in any field of work.
However, due to China’s support of the Pol Pot regime and the animosity between
China and Viet Nam, the new regime was still anti-Chinese and suspicious of their
loyalty. Consequently, Khmer-Chen still experienced repression and discrimination.44
Under the PRK regime, Chan (2005, p. 58) reported, the state did not allow KhmerChen to enter military service, and any members of the armed forces discovered to have
Chinese relatives were dismissed. To protect the state, there was an unofficial practice
to hire only ethnic Khmers for the civil service and the military. It is pertinent to note
that from 1979 to 1983, there was forced labour conscription across the country. The
Chinese were included among those rounded up but some, if they could afford it, bribed
their way out of the conscription (Willmott, 1998, p. 148).
Policy 351
On October 24 1982, the then deputy Prime Minister Mr Chea Soth announced the
state’s policy for the Chinese in Cambodia who had survived the Khmer Rouge era. The
policy demanded that the provincial, municipal and central ministry party officials, plus
district chiefs, carry out an investigative exercise to uncover Chinese networks in
Cambodia. The policy instructed state officials to enquire into Chinese people’s
background and citizenship status plus geographical origins etc. The policy discouraged
Khmers from marrying Chinese. State school books painted a negative picture of China
and Chinese as greedy for Cambodian land. All Chinese had to be photographed and
were given a registration number (Chan, 2005, p. 59). However, Khmer-Chen with
money to bribe officials became ‘Khmer’ without great difficulty. Edwards (2009, pp.
208-210) records that those who admitted at the time to having Chinese ancestry or
relatives in the People’s Republic of China faced discrimination in areas such as
housing, jobs and placement of their children at schools. To secure a job in a local

43 The Vietnamese army entered Cambodia on 7 January 1979 and overthrew the Khmer Rouge (Pol Pot)
regime.
44 Mainland China's invasion of Viet Nam in 1979 has been suggested as another reason why KhmerChen continued to suffer discrimination and repression from the new regime. Some argued that the
discrimination reflected the proxy war between Viet Nam and China and that Viet Nam had transferred
her anti-Chinese practices to Cambodia.

administration, a second generation Chinese Hokkien, who now holds a very senior
position in the public service, claimed to have Khmer peasant parentage.45
The Policy 351 campaign determined Chineseness based on skin colour, fluency and
clarity of Khmer language, the display of cultural artefacts such as Chinese couplets and
ancestral shrines in the home, and Chinese names (Chan, 2005, p. 61). It was another
scary period for many surviving Khmer-Chen, as it reflected a negative perception of
the state toward Chinese. To stay alive, those who could afford it opted to bribe officials
to become Khmer. Others darkened their complexions or stopped speaking Chinese in
public, and some fled the country. According to Chan (2005, p. 63), from 1980 to 1992,
the Chinese were willing to become Cambodian. They had trained themselves to speak
Khmer clearly and were willing to change their Chinese identity, such as changing their
names in order to become Cambodian. Some Cambodian public servants changed their
Chinese names to Cambodian ones. Many Chinese opted to marry into Cambodia
families, then changed their names to sound Khmer.46
Policy K5 (Kar pram)
If Policy 351 was not discriminatory enough, the PRK also enacted another policy
known as K5 (Kar pram). During 1982 and 1983, the Vietnamese military authorities
decided to construct roads to consolidate their territorial gains, and to create barriers
such as dikes and walls along the western border with Thailand to protect the front line
troops against the resistance forces.47 The K5 policy demanded that somewhere between
150,000 and 400,000 Cambodians work on this intensive construction programme for a
duration of up to six months for any individual citizen (Chan, 2005, p. 27). The
intensive manual labouring work resulted in numerous hardships, causing workers to
defect en masse. A lack of food, outbreaks of malaria and danger of landmine
explosions were cited as reasons for defection. Chan (2005, p.28) notes that, by the end
of 1986 when the policy was terminated, over 30,000 Chinese workers had died.
Despite being targeted for conscription, some Chinese managed to bribe their way out
from K5 conscription and hard labour. According to Chan (2005, p. 67), many Chinese
45 Although Policy 351 has been abolished, this individual is still afraid to reveal his Chinese lineage.
Furthermore, the Hokkien Association of Phnom Penh is aware of many Hokkien civil servants who have
assumed a Khmer identity but deliberately avoid making contact with the Association. See Chan (2005,
P-41).
46 Even the Prime Minister Hun Sen's wife changed her name from Sam Heang to the Cambodian name
Bun Rany Hun Sen. See Chan (2005, p. 63).
47 After the Pol Pot regime was overthrown in 1979, the PRK was supported by an occupying Vietnamese
army of 50,000 soldiers who fought with the remnants of the Khmer Rouge and the coalition forces
stationed at the Thai-Cambodian border.

paid Khmers from 26,000 to 40,000 riels (about US$60 to $100, equivalent to six
months’ salary at that time) to take their place.48 Those Chinese who were able to used
their wealth to avoid being drafted and poor Khmers, at a terrible price, saw the K5 as
an opportunity to help their families and make a living.
The Vietnamese authorities tried to keep the Chinese from returning to urban centres for
trading. As a result, many Khmer-Chen fled the country to refugee camps in Thailand or
risked their lives through dangerous ocean journeys to distant shores (Heder, 1980, p.
19); (Willmott, 1998, p. 148). Many who remained were once again disadvantaged as,
when registered as Chinese, they continued to be repressed and discriminated against in
business and various aspects of public life. Many Khmer-Chen continued to opt to hide
their identity through various means such as bribery, or have their dead cremated rather
than buried in order to appear to be Khmer (Heder, 1980, pp. 25-26).
The anti-Chinese policy was gradually softened in the final years of the regime, 198689, when permission was granted for a Chinese association to be informally operated as
a welfare agency in Kampot. This informal operation was later formalised as the
Chinese Association of Kampot in 1988. The gradual mellowing of the anti-Chinese
policy was also evident in the opening of a Chinese coffin shop in Phnom Penh in 1986
and the reopening of the famous Chinese Buddhist temple at Takhmau in 1987.
Gradually and until 1989 and the establishment of the State of Cambodia, the Chinese
cultural renaissance began its journey once again (Edwards, 2009, p. 210).
Policies 351 and K5 implicitly offered a choice between life and death and in order to
survive, people with Chinese heritage resorted to a wide range of measures including
lying, bribery, having multiple identities and taking extreme risks. People became as
flexible as necessary in their approach to staying alive. The policies showed that when
people are rich and wealthy, they have more options than poor people. They can bribe
and corrupt officials to buy their way out of conscription, discrimination and so on in
order to stay alive. Modem ethical and social responsibilities and common human moral
dignity and decency become virtually non-existent or non-applicable.
The policies also suggest that when people are poor and stmggling, they have limited
options and take greater risks in order to make a living and support their families. In this
48 The government was not aware that the Chinese had paid others to take their place under Policy K5. It
was later noticed that the injured and dying under K5 were Cambodians and not Chinese and the
requirement was adjusted to ensure that everyone, including the Chinese, did their duty as required by

respect, who is discriminating against whom? The poor could conceivably feel they
have been discriminated against and oppressed by rich and powerful individuals. The
ethnic Chinese may well have been entitled to cry foul for official policies that
discriminated against them. However, who would speak or cry for the weak and
vulnerable poor Khmer peasants when they were being discriminated against and
oppressed? What is required here is to have a balanced perspective. Corruption and
discrimination require involvement by individuals in order to happen. The unfortunate
thing is that the world has not had much opportunity to hear what the poor or oppressed
Khmers felt about the policies. They, too, may have felt discriminated against and
oppressed.

The State of Cambodia (SOC), 1990-93
The establishment of the SOC in 1989 resulted in a gradual removal o f restrictions for
the Khmer-Chen. This was in tune with changes in the international political
landscape.49 The PRK was re-named as the State o f Cambodia and on 23 October 1991,
the four main political factions signed the Peace Accord in Paris, in the presence o f the
five members of the UN Security Council. The state then opened its door for
international trade and began to privatise state-owned enterprises. A large sale o f state
assets such as offices, land, buildings and factories then took place in an unregulated
fashion. Kawa (1991, p. A8) notes that, from late 1990, the SOC took steps to improve
the freedom o f the Chinese community and allowed the revival o f Chinese education in
order to improve and renew ties with Beijing and to isolate and distance the Khmer
Rouge from its Chinese patron. The Vietnamese withdrawal from Cambodia in 1989,
coupled with peace initiatives for Cambodia undertaken by the UN, had led to the first
meeting between Beijing and Phnom Penh at the October 1990 Peace Talks in Jakarta,
Indonesia. This was followed by a call for a dialogue with Beijing by the SOC Foreign
Affairs Minister Horn Nam Hong in 1990.
Chea Sim, the National Assembly Chairman, then gave tacit approval for the
reestablishment of Cambodia’s first Overseas Chinese Association since 1975. Chea
Sim appointed a board of 11 Chinese businessmen to represent Cambodia’s Chinese
community. The SOC then further restored the rights o f ethnic Chinese to practise their
religious beliefs and customs and to celebrate their festivals. In 1991 the Chinese New
Year was officially permitted for the first time since 1975 (Edwards, 2009, pp. 21049 The collapse of the Soviet bloc left Viet Nam and Cambodia more impoverished and by the end of
1989 it was time to welcome Khmer-Chen and Chinese back into business.

211). These changes, combined with the improved relations between Phnom Penh and
Beijing from 1990, meant that the ethnic Chinese began to gain greater confidence in
reasserting their identity. They began to set up many areas for local trading such as
retail, restaurant and hotel, mechanical repairs, light manufacturing and import
businesses in Phnom Penh.
In 1990, the government established the Association of Chinese Nationals in Cambodia
(Jianpuzhai Huaren Lishihui), which had a cultural mandate and was prohibited from
engaging in politics. The association was for Cambodian citizens of Chinese descent. 11
local Chinese merchants were appointed to govern and run the entity. Its first mission
was to reopen Dwan Hua School. The Chinese were then also allowed to celebrate other
festivals and cultural events plus their religious practices. The return of Sihanouk from
exile in 1991 also provided a platform of confidence and security for many CambodanChinese, who considered his return as the turning point of their cultural freedom of
expression. In Phnom Penh, the traditional five huiguan were resurrected, starting with
the Cantonese huiguan in 1991, followed by the other four in the following year, fhese
associations were once again able to renovate their temples and cemeteries. They were
centred in the temples and, as before, each ran a school. They gradually managed to
reclaim much of the property that had been appropriated by successive antagonistic
regimes, and they are now once again well endowed (Willmott, 1998, p. 148).

Contemporary Cambodia, 1993 present
-

Contemporary Khmer-Chen are better educated than their ancestors and many are
involved in professional occupations such as doctors, dentists, architects, technical
specialists etc., hence they are even more prosperous than their parents. One also needs
to reflect on the number of expatriate Khmer-Chen returning home after several decades
of absence living in various parts of the world such as the USA, Australia, France and
New Zealand, who have made great contributions to the redevelopment of the
Cambodian economy since the 1991 Paris Peace Agreement. The returnees are a highly
educated and professional group in various fields and have been successful in their
endeavours to help rebuild Cambodia. Many of them are now very influential and the
government has conferred honorific titles on these individuals for their efforts and
contributions to Cambodia. One example is Kith Meng, a Chinese-Cambodian returnee
in 1991 from Australia, who has been at the forefront of Cambodia’s transformation
from a backward, war-torn country into one of Asia’s fastest growing economies, with

an average of 9 per cent GDP growth per year over the past decade.50 Whether they will
continue to think of themselves as Sino-Khmers or Khmers, and become more fully
integrated or assimilated into the host community, is another question. However, they
are unlikely to buy into the song sung by diaspora enthusiasts about building a global
Chinese solidarity that also embraces mainland China and Chinese. Evidently, Kith
Meng himself also experienced the repressive regime of the Khmer Rouge first hand, so
it is reasonable to infer that he knows quite well how difficult it is to survive under
repressive regimes. His past suffering has shaped his present conduct: as he said, “all
this suffering (under the Khmer Rouge) has made me stronger, made me see that I had
to be somebody” (Minder, 2008, p. 3).51
Khmer-Chen have become much more involved in the past 50 years or so in the
political activities of Cambodia than were their ancestors. To name just a few politicians
since 1970 with Chinese heritage: Lon Nol, President of the Khmer Republic; Khmer
Rouge leaders Pol Pot, Ta Mok, Khieu Samphan, Noun Chea and Kang Kek lew
(Comerade Duch); Sam Ransy, President of the Cambodian National Rescue Party; Son
Chhay, Senior member and Chief Whip of the CNRP; Bun Rany, wife of the
Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen and Head of the Cambodian Red Cross.
Chinese influence and contributions can also be seen in the ministerial positions and
composition of the present Cambodian government. Within the Cabinet, prominent
ministers like Sok An, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister in charge of the Council of
Ministers, Keat Chhon, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Economy and Finance,
Chea Sophara, Minister of Rural Development, Cham Prasith (his other name is Aik Tik
Yu), Minister of Commerce, and former Deputy Prime Minister Ieng Kieth all claim
Chinese ancestry.

50 In the aftermath of the Khmer Rouge regime, Kith Meng spent his adolescence in Canberra, Australia.
His Royal Group's businesses include the country's biggest mobile phone company, its first broadband
provider and the Royal ANZ Bank that pioneered ATMs in Cambodia. He carries the title of 'oknha',
formerly denoting a provincial governor but now something akin to British peerage.
51 Minder, Raphael, 2008. Cambodia's catalytic converter. Financial Times, 18 August 2008. Accessed 15
May 2012 at http://www.ft.com /intl/cm s/s/0/24d6a940-6cbb-lldd-96dc0000779fdl8c.html#axzz3Tz5Kdv7v.
See also Lee, Yoolim & Ismail, Netty, 2008. Pol Pot Victims from Killing Fields Plan Resorts By Ankor Wat.
Bloomberg Business, 27 August 2008. Accessed 15 May 2012 at
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=email en&refer=home&sid=aJg8Wk4lkfpO#; and
Gluckman, Ron, 2008. Bringing Commerce to Cambodia. Forbes, 2 January 2008. Accessed 15 May 2012
at http://www.forbes.com/global/2008/0211/03Q.html.
52 Lintner, Bertil, 2007. Asia Times in March 20, 2007 published a family tree revealing how top leaders
use old-fashioned Cambodian and Chinese custom-arranged marriages to become more closely aligned;
growing family ties run all the way to the top of Cambodia's political pyramid. For instance, the Prime

The re-establishment of Chinese culture in modern Cambodia
It is generally considered that the Chinese in Southeast Asia exhibit a strong sense of
cultural persistence and continuity. Mallory (1956, p. 258) writes of the “amazing
loyalty of the Chinese to their own culture century after century... so that they
perpetuate their language and social customs and hold firmly to them”. Similarly, Ohki
(1967, p. 5) points out that “the Chinese culture is highly resistant to being worn down
by other cultures during the acculturation process”.
With this observation in mind, how did the Chinese re-establish their culture in
Cambodia in the 1990s? After the Paris Peace Agreement signed in October 1991,
Cambodia made a start towards rebuilding its nation and this provided great impetus for
the re-establishment of three Chinese cultural pillars: Chinese organisations, Chinese
mass media and Chinese education.
In late 1990, Cambodia’s State Council passed a decree giving ethnic Chinese the same
rights as other Cambodians, allowing them to establish their own associations, temples
and schools and to celebrate Chinese festivals. A formal association known as the
Chinese-Cambodian General Assembly was formed in 1990, with its headquarters in
Phnom Penh. Its members are reported to be well-connected with politicians, military
personnel, bureaucrats and other eminent and highly influential individuals and to play
very important roles in business. With the support of the Chinese Government, the
assembly also had a mandate to oversee the establishment and revival of Chinese social
institutions that had been dormant for many years. The re-emergence of Chinese
Minister's brother, Hun Neng, currently governor of Kampong Cham, has a daughter, Hun Kimleng, who
is married to Neth Savoeun, the deputy commissioner of Cambodia's National police. Hun Neng's son,
Hun Seang Heng, is married to Sok Sopheak, the daughter of Sok Phal, another deputy commissioner of
the national Police. Prime Minister Hun Sen's son, Hun Manith, is married to Hok Chendavy, the
daughter of Hok Lundy, the then National Police Commissioner who died in a helicopter crash in late
2008. One of Hun Sen's daughters, Hun Mali, 23, is married to Sok Puthyvuth, the son of Sok An, Hun
Sen's right-hand man, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of the Council of Ministers. Lintner (2007)
notes that the friendship between Hun Sen and Sok An dates back to the early 1980s, when Hun Sen
was Foreign Minister and Sok An was director of the office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Now the
personal ties are blood deep as in-laws. Another premier's son, Hun Many, 24, is married to Yim Chay
Lin, the daughter of Yim Chay Li, Secretary of State for Rural Development. Just another sampling of the
connection at the highest level is that Heng Samrin, former Cambodian Head of State from 1979-1991,
now serves as President of the National assembly, is Honorary Cambodian People's Party President, has
a daughter, Heng Sam An, who is married to Pen Kosal, an adviser to Sar Kheng, Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of the Interior as well as the brother-in-law of Senate and CPP president Chea Sim. Heng
Samrin's adviser, Cham Nimol, is the daughter of Cham Prasidh, Minister of Commerce. Another of
Cham Prasidh's daughters, Cham Krasna, is engaged to Sok Sokann, another son of Sok An. Sar Kheng's
son, Sar Sokha, is married to Ke Sunsophy, daughter of Ke Kim Yan, Commander-in-Chief of the Royal
Cambodian Armed Forces. And Hun Sen's wife, Bun Rany, currently serves as President of the
Cambodian Red Cross, while its second Vice President, Theng Ay Anny, aka Sok An Anny, is Sok An's
wife.
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schools, associations and organisations, temples etc. can be safely taken as indications
of the Chinese desire to retain some degree of Chinese identity (Willmott, 1998, pp.
149-150).

Identifying Khmer-Chen in modern Cambodia
It is difficult to narrowly define Khmer-Chen as they are engaged in a wide range of
business activities. In addition, some of them have dual nationalities and they have
different values and beliefs. Perhaps it is this diversity that provides them with strength
and durability. Also, as pointed out by B. Gilley, the re-emergence of the Chinese in
Cambodia has not all been glorious (Gilley, 1998, pp. 22-24). Their names are often
associated with illegal activities, including drugs trading and exploitation of the
protected forests of Cambodia. Connecting with the Chinese living abroad, the
Cambodian bamboo network at times sounds like the global network of triads, or
Chinese gangs. Chinese-owned nightclubs in Phnom Penh, for instance, were often seen
as meeting places for Chinese gangsters dividing up the local entertainment and drugs
market. However, all in all, Khmer-Chen have been seen as the biggest investors and
promoters of Cambodia since the signing of the Paris Peace Agreement in 1991 by
various Cambodian political factions.
The 1921 census registered 91,000 Chinese in Cambodia (Stuart-Fox, 2003, p. 126).
Willmott (1967) estimated that in 1963 there were 425,000 Chinese in Cambodia,
forming about 7% of the total population. Willmott estimated that 41% of them lived in
rural areas, a substantially higher proportion than in most other Southeast Asian
countries. Sowell (1983, p. 44) claimed that, before the Khmer Rouge takeover in 1975,
the Chinese in Cambodia comprised about 5 per cent of the population but controlled
approximately 70 per cent of industrial investment. Ethnic Khmers, on the other hand,
still mainly worked in agriculture.
Willmott (1998, p. 148) later estimated a population of some 350,000 Chinese in
Cambodia. Edwards (2009, p. 174) suggests that while estimates of the Chinese
population vary from 300,000 to 340,000, there is general consensus that at least 90
percent of Cambodia’s ethnic Chinese were bom and bred in Cambodia. Indigenous
Khmers and Cambodian-bom Chinese make a clear distinction between long-term
ethnic Chinese residents of Cambodia and the more transient and recently arrived
Chinese population from Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and mainland China who
have settled in large numbers since the signing of the Paris Peace Agreement. It is

problematic to accurately quantify the numbers, as the boundaries of the Chinese
community are rather fuzzy. They are not a homogenous group. They are divided by
their dialects, political orientations, economic background and citizenship. This is
evident by the fact that many Chinese speak Khmer and there is a growing rate of
intermarriage, especially in the rural areas. Furthermore, estimates are complicated by
the increased number of Chinese returnees and a growing number of Chinese
immigrants (legal and illegal) from China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore
and neighbouring countries. The Chinese population is more heterogeneous than before.
There are more professional Chinese such as doctors, dentists, financiers, architects etc.
from other parts of the world joining the five traditional Chinese speech groups
(Willmott, 1998, p. 149).
Willmott (ibid.) claimed that nearly three-quarters of the Chinese in Cambodia were
Teochiu, with decreasing proportions of Cantonese, Hainanese, Hokkien and Hakka
respectively. There was occupational specialisation among the speech groups, with
Teochiu engaged widely in commerce, Cantonese in mechanical and repair trades,
Hainanese in cooking and baking, and Hokkiens in clerical occupations and as public
servants , while Hakka concentrated on food stalls and peddling fruit.
Although persecuted by the Khmer Rouge, Cambodia's Chinese have historically been
relatively well-integrated members of Cambodian society. The relations between
Chinese and Khmers have been relatively cordial when compared with those in other
countries. The comparative lack of animosity has been said to result from the presence
of other sizeable minorities in the form of the Cham and Vietnamese ethnic groups, who
at times were also subjected to hostility from the Khmers and experienced both formal
and informal discrimination. This was because these ethnic groups often directly
competed with the Khmers for valued resources and occupations such as rice-growing
and fishing. The Chinese, on the other hand, had always remained predominantly in
commerce, an area without Khmer competition until recent times. Even before the
period of the French Protectorate, the Chinese acted as economic middlemen between
Khmer peasants and the aristocracy, leasing monopoly farms from the king, collecting

53 It has been suggested that the traditional Hokkien emphasis on government careers resulted in a
disproportionate number of Hokkien executions by the Khmer Rouge. This was because of their status as
Lon Nol cadres rather than as Hokkien. Hokkien preoccupation with government service continued even
after the fall of Pol Pot and to obtain and retain government positions under the PRK, they had to deny
their Chineseness (Chan, 2005).

revenue from his subjects, and facilitating rice and fish trade from which the ruler could
obtain substantial revenues (Willmott, 1967, p. 8).
An outstanding feature of Khmer-Chen in post-Khmer Rouge Cambodia remains their
high representation in the commercial elites of the country. They are the predominant
economic force of Cambodia. They are commonly perceived by the indigenous Khmer
population as ‘economic creatures’. The continued existence of ethnic stereotypes and
prejudices can be considered as an indication that ethnic differences still persist. For
example, there is a strong sense of occupational differentiation between the Chinese and
the Khmers. There appears to be a general belief that the Khmers tend to predominantly
occupy bureaucracy and the military, while the Chinese are in the business world
(Verver, 2012, p. 38). The Khmers work as soldiers, policemen and teachers and the
Chinese are businessmen and merchants.54 There is certainly some degree of truth to
this statement. However, there has been an observed increase in the number of Chinese
finding jobs in the Cambodian public service, and there has been a growing awareness
among Khmers who feel that they, too, can be businessmen or businesswomen and are
increasingly engaging in commercial activities. Potentially, this could lead to conflict
between the Khmers and the ethnic Chinese. This is because of the possible disturbance
of the finely balanced relationship between the two groups. For example, ChineseCambodian businessmen could ally with the Khmer elites, leading politicians and the
military to protect their business and financial interests with promises of high
remuneration and rewards (Hughes & Un, 2011, p. 17-18). If the protectors decide to
enter the business sphere themselves, then the business and financial interests of the
Khmer-Chen would be threatened and they would be no longer friends but foes. On the
other hand, it presumably could lead to greater understanding and acceptance of one
another as they work more closely in the same occupations.
It is problematic to find accurate statistics on Khmer-Chen, as there is no consensus on
what and who Khmer-Chen are, even among Khmer-Chen themselves. Ethnic Chinese
have been living in Cambodia for many generations and have experienced different

54 Coughlin, 1960 argues that in Thailand the occupational separation of the Thai and Chinese is a major
source of friction between the groups. He says that "this occupational separation has given the Chinese
minority immense economic power, and at the same time excited fear, resentment and a growing
measure of intolerance on the part of many leading Thai. Their present economic position, related as it
is to so many fundamental institutions and values, is the major obstacle to the further integration of the
Chinese minority."
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political attitudes towards themselves.55 Not surprisingly, the different political regimes
under different leaderships since Cambodian independence may have resulted in an
unwillingness and a lack of confidence among Khmer-Chen to identify themselves
publicly as Chinese, and as a consequence accurate statistics on Khmer-Chen are not
possible to obtain. Inter-marriage has, over the years, enhanced the cordiality between
the Chinese and the Khmers. It has also been enhanced in recent years by King
Sihanouk’s long association with the government of Beijing and the continuing
tendency of the Khmers to be less tolerant of Cambodia’s minority ethnic Vietnamese
community56. With a new and positive attitude towards Chinese and Chineseness under
the current leadership of Prime Minister Hun Sen, Khmer-Chen now have the
confidence to assert and declare who they are, though they themselves may be confused
in their understanding of their ethnicity. They identify themselves as Cambodian,
Chinese or Chinese-Cambodian, depending on the situation: different identification is
applied according to the circumstances.

Cambodian perceptions of the Chinese
Even though there has not been any overt anti-Chinese feeling or anti-Chinese riots in
Cambodia, this does not mean that there is no problem or that the future is guaranteed.
Individuals and countries may choose to express their views, both positive and negative,

55 Some of them married Khmers and their children formed a confused generation in defining their own
identity. This is a common phenomenon in mixed marriages. Some cannot define themselves, as there is
no strong attachment to either of their parents.
56 Generally, there are four foreign minorities in Cambodia: Chinese, Cham, Indian and Vietnamese.
Some are Cambodian citizens. They may have lived in Cambodia for many generations and may even
consider Cambodia as their home. Some may no longer identify themselves as Vietnamese, Chinese,
Indian or Cham, but consider themselves belonging to the local ethnic groups. Yet, they are often called
'foreign'.
57 The dominant view in anthropology suggests that ethnicity can be best seen as a phenomenon
emerging from "a constantly evolving interaction between the nature of the local community, the
available economic opportunities and national or religious heritage of a particular group" (Yancey,
Ericksen, & Juliani, 1976). The human being is seen as an active agent selectively and strategically
presenting and displaying his or her ethnic emblems in ways he or she sees fit. Ethnic identity is merely
'a thing' subject to manipulation and differential presentation; it is not a reflection of the true self. This
is further expanded by Rosaldo (1988, p. 164), who says, "Ethnic identity, a thing that groups put on and
take off to signify their difference from other such groups, comes to resemble clothes, masks, emblems
or badges." Barth (1969) further clarifies the situationists' view of ethnicity more as a form and process
than a content, and one that is most expressive along and visible along the ethnic boundaries, not in the
'centre'. Nagata (1974) further argued for a model of 'ethnic oscillation', whereby individuals with no
single or fixed reference group interpret situational requirements, adjust and display themselves for,
among other reasons, social affinity, expediency and concern with social status and mobility. This line of
thinking was also echoed by Foster, who says, "An ethnic identity is not necessarily an all-or-nothing,
permanent thing. One may claim one identity in one situation and a different identity in another
situation, depending on the relative payoffs (Foster, 1977). Both Nagata and Forster argue that in coping
with particular exigencies of survival, some individuals would develop a double identity and
consequently, lead a double life.
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and their frustration, anger and resentment in different ways. Common sense suggests
that perception and reality come and go, often in surprising ways. R. Crocombe, (2007,
p. 84; 444) says perceptions of ethnic relations and reality differ for each individual and
it depends on the context and who is asking and why. It is not easy to accurately
respond to the question of Cambodian perceptions of the Chinese but one must try to
provide answers as the subject matter is of wider public interest. For instance, Boulding
(1971, pp. 6, 97) claims that perceptions significantly influence and often determine
policy formation.
This is further amplified by other writers, for example by John Farrell & Asa P. Smith
(1967) and J.P. Stoessinger (1971), when discussing the importance o f ‘perception’ in
relation to human behaviour and its application to the study of international politics. Ole
Holsti (1967, p. 16) succinctly describes the role of perception as follows: “an
individual responds not only to objective characteristics of a situation, but also to the
meaning the situation has for him; the person’s subsequent behaviour and the result of
the behaviour are determined by the meaning ascribed to the situation.”
The perceptions of Cambodian leaders concerning the Chinese minority often seem to
be different on the surface and yet there has been a dominant perception under different
regimes. The Khmer perception of the ethnic Chinese minority under the Lon Nol
regime did not significantly differ from that of the Khmer Rouge era. The dominant
perception is often manifested in various government policies toward the local ethnic
Chinese and to a lesser degree, toward China, as put forward by the ruling elites.

3.5 Chapter summary
The ethnic Chinese in Cambodia are not a homogenous group. They differ in terms of
dialects and economic, political, social and cultural aspirations. They appear to have
suffered from different degrees and levels of discrimination, resentment, suppression
and atrocities through different eras and regimes by a range of means instigated by the
regimes’ leadership. Whether the policies and practices were consistently applied across
the country or not, the facts suggest that there was discrimination and resentment
against the ethnic Chinese minority at various times and under various regimes and
therefore it is prudent that complacency should not be allowed to set in and to assume
that past events and tragedies cannot happen in the future.

Ethnicity has often been used as a scapegoat by nationalist movements to mobilise the
masses to rally against minority groups whose efforts and presence are critical for the
economic development and survival of nation states. Discrimination may be dormant at
present in Cambodia but the country is not future-proofed against it. It is critical that the
country’s leadership constantly monitors the indicators, whether economic, political or
cultural in nature, for the factors that might again trigger ethnic tensions. Even though
there is no apparent tension at present, this does not mean a total absence or elimination
of potential conflicts; an analysis of perceptions could hopefully alert the country’s
leadership to the need to address and resolve issues that have the potential to inflame
ethnic tensions and divide society.

Chapter 4:
Contemporary Business Practices in Cambodia:
Perceptions and Realities
4.1 Introduction
This chapter and the following one include a series of case studies, based on personal
interviews and material from publicly available documents, about perceptions and
realities of contemporary business practices in Cambodia.
Ethnic Chinese businesses are often assumed to have similar, if not identical,
characteristics throughout Cambodia and Southeast Asia, if not through the world. It is
implied or suggested, and sometimes explicitly claimed, that there is a certain common
but unique Chineseness to the organisation, culture, norms and practices of businesses
owned and managed by ethnic Chinese. This is usually attributed to their common
condition as ethnic minorities, often subject to discrimination and exclusion by hostile
states dominated by indigenous majorities (Jomo & Folk, 2003, p. 1), (Alilunas-Rodgers
& Reid, 2001).
Some variations to this basic theme can be found including, sometimes, an implication
that genetic differences are responsible, even if not openly acknowledged (Chan &
Chee, 1984), but more often than not, cultural differences are emphasised.
There has been scarce debate on ethnic Chinese business or entrepreneurship in
Cambodia, although there is extensive discussion and literature on ethnic Chinese
business in Southeast Asia (Dahles H., 2010, pp. 184-198); (Hamilton G. G., 2006);
(Yeung H. W.-C., 2004); (Ong & Nonini, 1997); (Fukuyama, 1995); (Redding, 1990).
Although it is essentially outside the scope of the thesis to include and compare the
Cambodian situation with that of other Southeast Asian countries, a brief examination
of the regional discourse and discussion can provide a valuable context for the
characteristics that distinguish and or are ascribed to the ‘Chinese way’ of doing
business.
For example, Redding (1990, p. 184) suggested that Chinese businesses have their roots
in a Confucian cultural tradition based on paternalism, personalism and defensiveness

and that through family ties and guanxi networks, crony connections with powerholders formed reciprocal social relationships and informal trust. They were thus able to
expand their economic might while avoiding state disciplining. Furthermore, such
family and ethnic loyalties purportedly accommodated transnational networks among
various Southeast Asian and mainland Chinese business communities (Fukuyama,
1995). However, other scholars have refuted such culturalist statements of a presumed
fixed ethnic culture that propels entrepreneurial behaviour, criticising the predominance
of the family business model, trust-based ethnic networks, and the Confucian culture
that purportedly underpinned these relationships; for example (Can-Seng & Koning,
2007); (Tong, 2005); (Gomez & Benton, 2004); (Gomez & Hsiao, 2001); (Kwok,
1998).
Numerous articles tend to view the ‘Chinese diaspora’ or ‘Chinese overseas’ as a
homogenous group with common interests and ethnic bonds (Chan & Tong, 1998, p. 2);
(Edwards, 2009, p. 175). They appear to make little allowance for differences within
and between Chinese groups in a country and for differences between the Chinese in
various countries where they have taken up residence. Widening wealth gaps and
diversities within and between groups are often overlooked by enthusiasts of a
homogenous Chinese diaspora, the assumption being that all diaspora and individuals
around the world are basically united by their ethnicity, language and culture. As
Edwards (2009, p. 175) put it, “pigeonholing facilitates both research and policy
formulation, but creates illusory patterns of ethnicity.”
What has evolved over time is the vision of one country, one culture, one ideology, one
way of feeling, viewing, thinking and doing business with the assumption of oneness,
homogeneity in entrepreneurial business practices. I argue that this is far from the truth.
The debates on the Chinese diaspora touch on and extend to a wide range of arguments,
from economic, political, ethical and legal to emotional. In many cases, the debates are
influenced by incomplete or unreliable or misleading information. Participants in the
debate face a trade-off between conveying a concise message or information and
oversimplifying an inherently complex issue. For example, it often passes unnoticed or
without comment that there are many poor Chinese, mainly in rural areas, as well as
rich ones.
Jacobsen (2009, pp. 69-91) argues that no coherent ethnic and cultural nature can be
ascribed to the Chinese diaspora. In fact, it is divided into many smaller and nonaffiliated fractions economically, politically and culturally. The presence of local

national loyalty, combined with other contextual aspects of the local economy, cultural,
social and religious preferences and constraints alongside historical colonial rivalries
among the population, give the lie to the homogenous concept of the Chinese, and this
can be demonstrated by case studies showing the stark contrasts and variations in
Cambodia between the business practices of Chinese business conglomerates and those
of the Chinese business people who barely make ends meet.
The following four case studies of business conglomerates and five case studies of
struggling small businesses may shed some light on the reality of the many stereotypes
and prejudices about Chinese-Cambodian business practices in modem Cambodia. The
case studies also highlight differences between the new breed of ethnic ChineseCambodian business conglomerate leaders in Cambodia and small and struggling
businesses, with the former being seen as highly connected and the latter as
unconnected and marginalised.

4.2 Business conglomerates
Case Study 1
Company: Pheapimex, owned and managed by Lao Meng Khin and Choeung
Sopheap (also called Yeay Phu); Cambodian with Chinese ancestry
Business:

Forestry, salt iodisation, iron ore extraction, bamboo cultivation,
pharmaceutical imports and hotel construction

Sources:

Media58

58 Including the following websites:
Global Witness, 2007: Cambodia's family trees: illegal logging and stripping of public assets by
Cambodia's elite: a report. Accessed October 10 2010 at http://
www.globalwitness.org/librarv/cambodias -family-trees
- http://www.globalwitness.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/cambodias family trees low res.pdf
Global Witness, 2009: Country for sale: how Cambodia's elite has captured the country's extractive
industries: a report. Accessed October 10 2010 at
http://www.globalwitness.org/sites/default/files/librarv/countrv for sale low res english.pdf
Asia Times Online: http://atimes.com. including:
- Lintner B., 2007. One big happy family in Cambodia. Accessed on April 14 2011 at
http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Southeast Asia/IC20Ae03.html
Open Development Cambodia: http://www.opendevelopmentcambodia.net. including:
- Fear accompanies summons over land disputes. Accessed on March 12 2013 at
http://www.opendevelopmentcambodia.net/tag/pheapimex/
The Cambodia Daily: http://www.cambodiadailv.com, including:
- Aun, 2014: Governor pledges to help evicted families. Accessed February 20 2014 at
http://www.cambodiadailv.com/news/governor-pledges-to-help-evicted-families-50888/
Phnom Penh Post: http://www.phnompenhpost.com. including:

Pheapimex Development Company has 4 subsidiaries:
1. Shukaku Company
2. Wuzhishan Company
3. Cambodian Development Company
4. Pheapimex Company
Pheapimex is a registered local company based in Phnom Penh. It is the local partner of
Chinese plantation firm Wuzhishan LS, which secretly acquired a huge illegal economic
land concession in Northern Mondukiri. The Pheapimex company is named after its
head, Ms Choeung Sopheap (also called Yeay Phu), thought to have a close association
with Prime Minister Hun Sen and his family, and a main donor to the Cambodian
People’s Party. Her husband, Mr Lao Meng Khin, is the Director of Pheapimex. He is
also the Cambodian Director of Wuzhishan LS, and the Director of the development
company Shukaku Inc., which was alleged to have illegally leased a 133 ha area
(Beung Kak) in central Phnom Penh. The deal had led to the displacement of 3,900
families and hundreds of businesses. Lao Meng Khin has been a CPP senator since
2006.59
Global Witness, an international environmental NGO, describes Pheapimex as having
“perhaps the worst record of logging and bad forest management in Cambodia.” (Global
Witness, 2009) The company holds at least five concessions in Cambodia with a total of
- Pye, 2014: Power couple linked to Sinohydro project. Accessed on June 20, 2014 at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/power-couple-linked-sinohvdro-proiect
- Mom, 2013: Pheapimex opponent arrested. Accessed on June 20 2014 at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/pheapimex-opponent-arrested
- May, 2013: New land titles not recognised: villagers. Accessed on June 20 2014 at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/new-land-titles-not-recognised-villagers
- May, 2012: Pursat Pheapimex protest. Accessed on June 20, 2014 at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/pursat-pheapimex-protest
- May, 2012: Villagers wary of Pheapimex olive branch. Accessed on June 20 2014 at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/villagers-warv-pheapimex-olive-branch
- May, 2012: Pheapimex under fire again. Accessed on June 20 2014 at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/pheapimex-under-fire-again
- May, 2011: Hundreds join Pheapimex protest. Accessed on June 20 2014 at
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- Ernst, 2007: Case study on Mr Oum Huol, Community Leader of Ksach La Eth village, Ansa Chambak
commune, Krakor district, Pursat Province. Prepared by Anne Ernst. Accessed on June 20 2014 at
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over 7.4% of Cambodia’s territory. Global Witness showed evidence that the company,
together with the Cambodian military and the Cambodian Prime Minister, has been
involved in illegal logging activities in different provinces.60
In a US embassy cable released by WikiLeaks in 200761, the US embassy in Phnom
Penh outlined the symbiotic relationship between the Hun Sen government and corrupt
cronies: “These business leaders contribute money to the ruling Cambodian People’s
Party (CPP) and Hun Sen, and these symbiotic relationships illustrate the networks of
business tycoons, political figures, and government officials that have formed in
Cambodia, which reinforce the culture of impunity and limit progress on reforms such
as Hun Sen’s self-declared 'war on corruption’.”
The US embassy cable called the owners of Pheapimex, Yeay Phu & Lao Meng Khin, a
‘Power Couple’ and said the business owners were “One of the most politically and
economically connected couples in the country (after Prime Minister Hun Sen and his
wife and Commerce Minister Cham Prasidh and his wife),” and said that they “are the
co-owners of Pheapimex Fu Chan Co. Ltd, a controversial logging company that has
expanded to cover salt iodisation, iron ore extraction, bamboo cultivation,
pharmaceutical imports and hotel construction....(and) now has access to at least
315,028 hectares of land for agribusiness.”62
The cable continued, “Phu, who is of Chinese origin, uses her contacts in China to
attract foreign investment from Chinese companies such as Wuzhishan LS and Jiangsu
Taihu International. Her husband, Lao Meng Khin, is a Vice-President of the
Cambodian Chamber of Commerce, and he serves as a CPP senator and advisor to Hun
Sen. Together, they have a joint venture with Sy Kong Triv through Wuzhishan LS for a
pine tree plantation in Mondulkiri Province. This dynamic duo has a rather strong
relationship to Hun Sen and his wife, Bun Rany. Lao Meng Khin has accompanied the
Prime Minister on more than one trip to China, while Yeay Phu, who is a board member

60 Global Witness, 2009: Country for sale: a report by Global Witness. Accessed October 15 2010 at
http://www.globalwitness.org/sites/default/files/librarv/country for sale low res english.pdf
61 Wikileaks Cable Viewer, 2007: Cambodia's top ten tycoons. Accessed May 18 2013 at
http://wikileaks.org/cable/2007/08/07PHNQMPENH1034.html. Also in Wikileaks, 2011: Cambodia's top
ten tycoons. Accessed May 18 2013 at http://editorials.cambodia.org/2011/07/cambodias-top-tentvcoons-wikileaks.html
62 Ernst,2007: Case study on Mr Oum Huol, Community Leader of Ksach La Eth village, Ansa Chambak
commune, Krakor district, Pursat Province. Phnom Penh : STAR Kampuchea and the AIM -M irant Center
fo r Bridging Societal Divides : Accessed June 20 2014 at
http://www.landcoalition.org/sites/default/files/legacv/legacypdf/07 castudv STAR.pdf?q=pdf/07 cast
udv STAR.pdf

of the Cambodian Red Cross, is reportedly a close friend and business associate of Bun
Rany. Yeay Phu is also a business associate of Tep Bopha Prasidh, the wife of the
Minister of Commerce, and Ngyn Sun Sopheap, the wife of the Director of the National
Department of Customs and Excise. The Pheapimex couple’s son is married to the
daughter of Lim Chhiv Ho, the Managing Director of Attwood Import Export Co. Ltd.
In addition to Khmer, Lao Meng Khin speaks Mandarin Chinese and Yeay Phu speaks
several Chinese dialects.”
The case highlights how important it is for large businesses to have high connections
and protection from government officials and leaders. The company's connections can
be seen as a major factor in resolving and preventing conflict with the public at large
and thus illustrates the mindset of the power-holders, who see public interest as weak
and able to be persuaded so that conflicts can be resolved. The company is alleged to be
making decisions without taking good care of social and ethical responsibility, but
solely for their own benefit. In alliance with the government, the company’s decisions
are imposed on the public. Despite fierce protests from the public, their concerns are
ignored and they are branded as lawless, violent, dishonest or self-serving. The
company’s business operations have been considered to show a lack of understanding
towards people and the public in general. Other than handing out rice and sarongs to
villages early on in past conflicts, it was reported that no key individuals from the
company make themselves available to discuss with all parties their concerns in order to
seek a resolution.64
The company was reported to keep proposed development plans secret. In working
through the economic land concession (ELC) granted, the company never issued a
statement of benefits to the area, in terms of planned jobs or primary income generation
to the province or region. However, it could be argued that it is the responsibility of the
government to provide the public with information on a proposed business development
that has already been enshrined in the application for any ELC. However, it is said that
the attitude of the company has been to rely on intimidation (armed police and
gendarmes, guards, threats, fences) rather than cooperation. Therefore, the public and
the community affected by the decisions feel threatened and fearful instead of seeing
opportunities for their future. This can be exemplified, for instance, by an incident on 12
63 Bertil, 2007: One big happy family in Cambodia, in Asia Times Online, March 20 2007. Accessed at
(http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Southeast Asia/IC20Ae03.htm) and GlobalWitness, 2007: Family Trees
at http:// www.globalwitness.org/librarv/cambodias -family-trees
64 Ernst, op. cit., p. 19.

November 2011 when an explosion occurred involving a group of some 800 villagers
from Pursat Province who had gathered in protest against Pheapimex, which was
preparing to clear some 300,000 hectares of land in order to make way for a eucalyptus
plantation.65 It was at 1.40 am, while the protesters took shelter in a nearby mosque for
the night, that a grenade was tossed into the group, injuring nine persons. The
immediate reaction from the authorities was that the incident was organised by the
group: a form of self-infliction aiming at tarnishing Pheapimex’s image and reputation.
The assailant remains unknown. The grenade attack is a sad example of various violent
land disputes among communities, businesses and government.66
This is not an isolated, one-off incident in Cambodia. There have been other land
disputes concerning villagers and economic land concession holders that are said to
have had a negative social, cultural, environmental and economic impact. Land disputes
such as the one highlighted above cause massive displacement and dispossession of the
local population and, consequently, a not-so-positive view about business ventures. The
disputes, in my view, tend to reinforce a negative view about business in general and in
particular about some of the major local companies such as the Mong Reththy Group
(Case Study 2 below), the Royal Group (Case Study 3), the Sokimex Group (Case
Study 4), the KT Pacific Group (airport project, construction, tobacco, food and
electronics distribution), Canadia Bank (banking and real estate), L.Y. Phat Groups
(leisure and hospitality, real estate, infrastructure and utilities, plantation, trading and
distribution), and Men Sarun Import and Export (agro-industry, rice and rubber exports).

Case Study 2
Company: Mong Reththy Group of Companies (MRG)
Business:

Construction, agro-industry, rubber and palm oil plantations managed;
owned and managed by Mong Reththy, Cambodian with Chinese ancestry

Sources:

Media

65 LICHADO, 2012: Cambodian League for the Promotion and Defence of Human Rights. Five Shooting
Incidents at Land Dispute Protests in the Past Two Months Show Alarming Increase in Use of Lethal
Force. A press release on 26 January 2012. Accessed at http://www.licadhocambodia.ore/pressrelease.php?perm=269. Also in Licadho Report Human Rights Review 2012, at
http://www.licadhocambodia.ore/reports/files/176LICADHOEnglish.pdf
66 Ernst, op. cit. Also Yun & Reynolds, 2004: Grenade blast injures 8 land demonstrators. In The
Cambodia Daily, November 15 2004. Accessed June 20 2014 at
https://www.cambodiadailv.com/archives/grenade-blast-iniures-8-land-demonstrators-44097/
67 Including:
- The Mong Reththy Group website:
http://www.mongreththy.com/index.php?page=mong reththy group. Accessed June 12 2013.

Oknha68 Mong Reththy is the owner of the Mong Reththy Group of Companies (MRG).
The company was established in 1989, with its principal objectives involving import
and export, infrastructure and building construction, and agricultural and agro-industrial
development in Cambodia. According to Mr Mong, his company has become one of the
leading pioneers in the agricultural and agro-industrial sector in Cambodia, and over
10,000 people rely on his company for employment and to maintain their livelihood.
The company is also assisted by family members, for example, Mr Mong Reththa, the
General Director of M's Pig ACMC (Cambodia) Co. Ltd, Samnang Khmeng Wat Co.
Ltd, Vinacomin Reththy Co. Ltd.69
Oknha Mong’s birth name was Ka Seak Heang, but he changed it to Mong Reththy after
the Pol Pot regime because of its poverty connotations. “I was bom in Trapeng Roum
village, Takeo province in a family of 13 brothers and sisters. Due to poverty, I left
school at Grade 4 in 1968.” He struggled through life. At an early age, he recalled,
“Every morning I got up very early and had to sell Khmer cakes until 8 am. My school
started at 7 am, so I always got beaten with a stick by my teacher for being lazy and
always late.” To further emphasise his childhood poverty and struggles, he said, “When
I was 12, my father sent me to work as a Chinese noodle waiter in Phnom Penh city
with the idea of wanting me to become a man and to know what living life was really
like. My father told the Chinese noodle shop owner that he needed only his son's bones
and skin back home. Then I had to work from very early morning, from 4 am to cook
Chinese noodle soup, and after finishing selling in the afternoon, I had to look after their
sons and daughters until late at night. I usually went to sleep at 10 pm, and over time
both my hands became thick-skinned (the skin become hardened and dried).” Two years
later, he left and went to work as a constmction worker, plastering walls. This new job
also came with new challenges. He quite often got kicked and knuckled on the head and
bottom by his employers. Life, at that point, according to Oknha Mong, “was very

- Mong Rithv Biography, 2012, by Kan Sophano of Radio France International. Accessed on June 20 2013
at https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=F0fa3uMDhi4.
- Interview with Mong Rithy, a millionaire, Parts 1 and 2 by Buriram27. Accessed May 20 2014 at
https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=-DIQM70H0R4.
68 Oknha is a prestigious title that any wealthy Cambodian aspires to hold. This award of honour was
created more than ten years ago and is aimed at those men and women who contribute to the
construction and development of the Kingdom. These men and women are mostly influential business
people who are connected with the high circles of the ruling power and know, for some of them, how to
use this title in order to obtain preferential treatment. Oknha is granted by royal decree to generous
donors.
69 The Mong Reththy Group website:
http://www.mongreththy.com/index.php?page=mong_reththy_group. Accessed June 12 2013.
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miserable and awful.” To overcome his life struggles, Oknha Mong entered monkhood
at the age of 16 at Neakkavoan pagoda in Phnom Penh, to study and to collect alms for
a living. He left the pagoda when he was 21.
Like many others, he said that he worked as a slave during the Khmer Rouge regime,
and consequently, death was always in his mind as a likely probability. He was forced to
get married in a collective group of 13 couples, where neither bride nor groom had ever
met one another. He lamented, “We had only half a chicken to celebrate the group
marriage and had to remember which wife belonged to which husband by changing
scarves called Kroma.” The celebration was without any traditional Khmer music or the
presence of either side's parents. He said, “We spent 30 days getting to know each other
and to begin going into a real life of marriage... For that reason, I have lived with my
wife from that time until today.”
It is remarkable to hear his description of events after the Khmer Rouge regime was
ousted. “In January 1979, right after the liberation day, I came to Phnom Penh city to
look for a job, carrying three fishes and four tin cans of rice. I cooked my food on the
streets and slept in the Independence Monument. And when I ran out of food, I begged
and worked for food. When it rained, I ran and sought shelter from the heavy rain under
the trees.”71
Oknha Mong said that he started to do some small business like patching bicycle tyres,
selling grilled bananas and meat, using the capital of US$10 derived from selling his
wife's earrings, which she had inherited from her mother. He said, “This is the capital
that led me to become Oknha / official philanthropist / Doctor Degree / millionaire /
Senator / famous dignitary as I am today.” He further amplified his life struggle and
hard-working ethic, including working as a porter in Phnom Penh port, plus having to
get up at 4 am to sell morning glory (a vegetable) at Pochentong Market (situated near
the airport). With careful spending and saving, he managed to buy a small motorbike
and a trailer, which he used as a business, transporting passengers in and out of Phnom
Penh and also bringing charcoal back to sell in the capital. Life was not easy then,
Okhna Mong lamented.
He started up the company known as Mong Reththy Imports and Exports to export raw
rubber and to import construction materials and cars with only US$1,000 as capital.

70 Mong Reththy biography: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=cl7y7Plxcg8. Accessed June 15 2013
71 ibid.
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After his initial success, he then established more firms, including Samang Khmeng
Wat, Mong Reththy Investment, Cambodia Oil Palm, Mong Port and so on, combining
them to form the Mong Reththy Group today. The company has a diverse industry
portfolio, from pig farming to a port, and even economic land concessions.
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Oknha Mong is proud of his achievements but never forgets his struggling past. For
instance he said, “I put my KR shoes on display in my office because I walked in them
from my homeland to find a job in Phnom Penh in 1979.1 keep these sandals, since I do
not want to forget about the time when I was the poorest. Whenever I turn around, I see
them behind me and I think of it. In the past, when we had KR shoes, they seemed
magic because we had to go everywhere on foot. Nothing was more important than
them. Obviously, the main reason I put them here is because I want to remind myself
not to be taken up by my assets and to remind myself that, in the past, I owned only one
pair of worn shoes, but I still live; and why now I have everything, I should not do bad
things. Sooner or later, I will be cremated...and why do I need to leave behind an
unpleasant name?”73
He further elaborated on his philosophy with the following remarks: “Dead tiger leaves
skin; dead man leaves reputation. Everything I have, I got through hard work and sweat,
but when I pass away, I then can take nothing with me... so I do not want my next
generation to curse me.” The sandals Mong Reththy kept to remind him of his poor life
before he became wealthy also remind him of the time he was in hiding under the
Khmer Rouge rule. Like others, he lost family members, and Oknha Mong's father-inlaw was also murdered by the Khmer Rouge regime.
To share the reason for his success, Oknha Mong commented, “I became a well-known
businessman when I was 36 years old, and I can tell everybody that hard work and work
hard is the best way to build a name. I have spent over 30 years working in simple jobs.
Life is about struggle. Nothing comes easily without sweat and tears.”74
Case Study 3
Company: The Royal Group
Business:

Telecommunication and information technology, banking and insurance,
media and entertainment, hotel resort, property development, trading,

72 ibid.
73 ibid.
74 Mong Reththy Group website: History of Mong Reththy Establishment. Accessed 15 June 2014 at
http://www. mongreththy.com/index. php?page=history_establishment

transportation; owned and managed by Kith Meng, Cambodian with
Chinese ancestry
Sources:

Media
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On its website, the Royal Group positions itself as an investment and development
company in Cambodia. It lists a number of business portfolios that it is engaged with,
including Investments, Telecommunication & Information Technology, Finance, Media
& Entertainment, Hotels & Resorts, Property Development, Trading and Transportation.
The Royal Group Chairman is Mr Kith Meng. He spent most of his youth in Australia
and returned to his birthplace, Cambodia, in early 1990. He said he realised then that for
Cambodia to survive and develop as a nation, “Cambodia required strong and
committed business leaders.” He provided a comparison of his personal journey and the
growth and expansion of the Royal Group with that of Cambodia, which also began
with “almost nothing.” He said that the cornerstone of his business success is based on
“transparency, good governance and social conscience.” In his efforts to continue to
attract foreign investment to Cambodia, Kith Meng encouraged outside expertise. As he
put it, “We welcome your expertise, and together, we can take the nation to the next
stage.” Unlike the established elite who tap into family member networks, Kith recruits
Western talent. "And he treats them well," said one interviewee.
Reflecting on his background, he said that he has been “viciously uprooted many
times.” Since he was born in September 1968, war had darkened his life. His father, a
well-off businessman, was seen as a class enemy by the Khmer Rouge. He recalled his
family being told to leave their home in 1975 and ordered to walk 300 kilometres to a
commune, where “we were separated.” The Khmer Rouge put him and other children in
a pig farm: “We slept with the pigs.”
In 1980, he and his sister were found in a refugee camp in Thailand and brought to
Canberra, Australia by his older brother Kith Sophan. Kith Meng went to Melba
secondary school in the outer suburbs of Canberra, where life was rather demanding,
especially with not much English. “In Canberra, it’s very cold. You deliver pamphlets to
earn your living; you walk. You feel you are very alone. I worked for an Indian

75 Including the Royal Group Cambodia website: http://www.royalgroup.com.kh/. Accessed 17 June
2013
76 This quote and subsequent quotes from Kith Meng in Case Study 3 are (unless otherwise
acknowledged) from Royal Connections by Powell, 2011 in The Australian, March 21 2011: Accessed 20
July 2014 at http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/the-deal-magazine/royal-connections/storye6frgabx-1226025478119

restaurant as the dish washer, and I cleaned a fruit market on Sundays. I mowed lawns,”
he said.
Kith Meng has Australian citizenship and a house in Canberra, where his relatives live.
He visits Australia occasionally. He returned to his birthplace in the early 1990s to help
Kith Sophan develop the resurrected family business called the Royal Cambodia
Company. The enterprise began modestly, supplying furniture, food and office
equipment to the United Nations Transitional Authority for Cambodia (UNTAC) that
steered Cambodia's civilian and rival conflicts through to parliamentary democracy.
In 1991, the Royal Group earned an exclusive contract to distribute Canon copiers
throughout the country, and it swiftly poured profit and revenue gained to form a joint
venture with Motorola for the first wireless communication networks in Cambodia in
1993. It later reached an agreement with Luxembourg's Millicom International Cellular,
which over the years has grown into the country's leading mobile telecom company,
Mobitel.
In 1994, Kith Sophan died and, as the youngest sibling, Kith Meng took control of the
family business. He currently serves as both the company's Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, and his business expansion has continued to transform the Royal
Group into Cambodia’s leading service sector conglomerate.
Kith Meng is regarded as one of the youngest businessmen to ever receive the honorific
Oknha, and his meteoric commercial rise includes his election to head the Cambodian
Chamber of Commerce. As Cambodia becomes more integrated into the global
economy, Kith Meng is seen as the government's de facto spokesman for marketing the
country to potential foreign investors as a profitable and desirable place to do business.
He regularly appears on local television, wining and dining foreign business
delegations. As a former refugee from political violence, Kith Meng's story has been
nn

labelled as “a real rags-to-riches story.” Kith Meng acknowledges that he does often
travel with the Prime Minister, Mr Hun Sen, representing Cambodia’s interests abroad,
but the suggestion that he sits in on Cabinet meetings makes him laugh. He denies
having much influence with the PM: “I’m just a businessman. He knows me, and I
know him. He’s the leader of the country. Of course we must know him and respect
him.”

77 Gluckman, op. cit. Accessed June 24 2014 at http://www.forbes.com/global/2008/0211/03Q.html.
Also Crispin, op.cit., at http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Southeast Asia/IIQlAe01.html.

It is reported that he works long hours and rarely takes a holiday. He is seen as a sharp
and sometimes ruthless businessman, an early mover, a risk-taker and an operator who
takes full advantage of his close connections to Hun Sen. As reported on Asia Times
Online, soon after launching a joint venture with ANZ Bank, Kith Meng pushed to
expand the bank's local branch network much faster than ANZ first planned. Even
before the joint venture commenced, Kith pressured ANZ to reconsider its participation,
suggesting that it fly people in for a new look at Cambodia. If they didn't like what they
saw, he would pay for the trip.
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Kith Meng, for his part, considers that what sets him apart from others in Cambodia's
new economy is his work ethic. He describes workdays that start at dawn, ending long
after dark. Only recently have friends persuaded him to devote time to short workouts;
he likes the treadmill, perhaps because he can still field phone calls.
Growing up through the war years and the Khmer Rouge era, fleeing Phnom Penh to a
refugee camp in Thailand with his sister in 1981, then migrating to Australia can be seen
as defining years for Kith Meng. Like most Cambodians bom before Pol Pot took power
in 1975, he experienced the repression first-hand. His view on life is summed up in his
firm saying, "Justice must be given.” It is conceivable that his intransigence is shaped
by his past. "All this suffering has made me stronger, made me see that I had to be
somebody," he says.

Some would say his personal history explains his ‘go-for-the-

throaf business style. "He is ruthless," said one close friend, "but Cambodia is a ruthless
place. And you have to remember where he comes from. It made him a closer. He
doesn't mince around."

"Kith is raw and unpolished, but I think he's genuine," reported

a long-time business consultant. "He doesn't read books or magazines, but he reads
people."81
His business activities and conduct have put Mr Kith Meng and his Royal Group on a
very different path from that of his fellow Khmer-Chen, who generally have declined to
rely on others outside the family and have built family businesses in traditional sectors
such as trading, farming, mining and logging. As Raphael Minder of the Financial
Times put it, “Mr Kith Meng has been at the forefront of Cambodia’s transformation
from a backward, war-torn country to one of Asia’s fast growing economies... Kith
Meng [is] on a different path from his fellow ethnic Chinese, who have tended to build
78 Crispin, op. cit.
79 Minder, op.cit.
80 Gluckman, op. cit.
81 Gluckman, op. cit.
84

family businesses in the traditional sectors such as farming, mining, logging.” The
entrepreneur was quoted as saying, “We are going into every sector we can because
Cambodia needs every sector to grow.” His business has exclusive distribution rights
in Cambodia for a gamut of multinationals, including Canon, Siemens and Motorola, as
well as the restaurant chains Pizza Hut and KFC, and he was further quoted as saying,
"We, as Cambodians, need outside expertise."83
Critics such as Ou Virak, the President of the Cambodian Centre for Human Rights,
have tried to negotiate with Kith Meng and the Royal Group to stop Cambodians being
thrown out of their homes on newly purchased land. “He’s a cutthroat business
operator,” says Ou Virak. “That’s the reality. He doesn’t entertain any of the suggestions
we make. He’s willing to do what he has to do to get what he wants. He doesn’t hesitate.
He’s quick on his feet, trying to do many things at the same time. He’s very aggressive.
He’s stamped on many people’s toes, and probably worse than that. It is fair to say his
connection with Hun Sen and the government is not just friendly relations. There are
business interests in being close to the government.”
Cambodia is considered to have significant business potential. Entrepreneurs appreciate
Cambodia’s ease of doing business, its liberal trading regime and its relative political
stability. It is a member of ASEAN and has joined the World Trade Organisation. Yet
there are significant drawbacks. One of these is that Cambodia ranked equal 154th out
of 178 countries in the 2010 Transparency International corruption perceptions index.
But according to Kith Meng, Cambodia has a different culture, and the term ‘corruption’
is difficult to define. “You have to remember that Cambodia is recently developed.”
Kith Meng is happy to contribute to a booming Cambodia with solid economic growth,
a thriving business community and a prosperous nation. He said, “I feel that I have
contributed something to the country and to the people. I am very proud of what I have
achieved here, to be able to develop a company that gives jobs to the people. If my
parents were here, they would be happy.” However he rarely talks to the media, which is
surprising because he travels around the region touting investment in Cambodia at
various conferences. "I'm an ambassador for Cambodia," he says proudly.84 His
reluctance to talk to the media is understandable because the coverage he gets tends to
be negative. He has been linked to numerous scandals - fairly or unfairly - including
82 Minder, op. cit.
83 Minder, op. cit.
84 Gluckman, op. cit.

real estate deals in which residents or monuments were reportedly moved aside to give
the Royal Group development rights. His response: "I don't move people. That's the
government's role. I'm a businessman.”
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It has been said that other Cambodian tycoons prefer quiet backroom deals, but quiet
isn't in Kith's vocabulary. On the Royal Group's website, Kith Meng says in a statement
that the company's origins trace "back to the early days of the Khmer Rouge
occupation,"

oz

implying that the property and businesses his father maintained before

the Khmer Rouge killed him and drove his family, including Kith Meng, into exile,
formed the basis of the company that was restarted in 1989.
In Cambodia's latest revival of a market economy, as Shawn Crispin puts it,
“Government connections often trump historical claims and reassert old social class
divisions, of which Kith Meng's and the Royal Group's fast-expanding commercial
87

domain is living proof.” For instance, when signing the purchase agreement with
Alcatel-Lucent Company to allow major expansion of MobiTel’s rural network, thereby
increasing access to modem communications to many more people throughout
Cambodia, he was reported as saying, "Today we signed the purchase agreement of
telecommunication materials from Alcatel-Lucent Company to further advance the
availability of world-class cellular phone services in Cambodia ... MobiTel borrowed
money from banks of the United States and Australia to finish the purchase, and the
Cambodian government also provided support.”88 Kith Meng and Pierre-Alain Cadillon
(CEO of Alcatel-Lucent) signed the agreement in the presence of Cambodian Deputy
Prime Minister Sok An. This shows that his business is very different from the
traditional Chinese business practices that relied on family, relatives and friends for
capital investment. It can be argued that the nature of business expansion in the modem
world is huge and therefore it is critical and fair to gain support from the government, as
it is conceivable that any policies made at the national level may affect the bottom line
of the business, and this practice is no different from what is being applied in the West.
Kith Meng studied economics at the University of Canberra, but he spoke little of the
decade he spent in Australia, except when on tour to Australia with Prime Minister Hun
Sen. Despite having Australian citizenship and maintaining a home there, Mr Kith
85 Gluckman, op. cit.
86 Royal Group Cambodia website: http://www.rovalgroup.com.kh/
87 Crispin, op. cit.

88 Cambodia's MobiTel to buy telecomunication materials from Singapore, 2007. Accessed 15 June
2013 at http://english.people.com .en/90001/90778/6255763.htm l#
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Meng has ‘mixed memories’ from his youth in Canberra. "In the late 1980s, Australia
was a very discriminatory society," he says. "I think that society has now changed
completely."89
Like many other tycoons and VIPs in Cambodia, to ensure personal safety and security
he is normally surrounded by bodyguards.90 His means of transportation around the city
and country is usually by chauffeur-driven vehicle, protected by bodyguards riding on
motorbikes positioned behind and in front and on both sides of the vehicle. It is the
equivalent of a motorcade that normally paves the way for VIPs’ vehicles to pass
through congested traffic with ease. Some may not be sympathetic and forgiving of this
type of privilege and conduct, but negotiating through traffic, especially in Phnom Penh,
can be very challenging and demanding, especially when safety and security issues are
at stake and time is a factor. It can also be argued that these privileges enable the VIPs
concerned to field phone calls or catch up with important reading or have a chance to
work and reflect before scheduled meetings.
It is revealing to note that, as one source reported, “One Phnom Penh-based Western
businessman, who spoke on the condition of anonymity, claims to have personally
conducted the due diligence research on the Royal Group's recent joint venture with
Australia's ANZ Bank, and says that his in-depth investigations failed to turn up any
‘dirty laundry’ in the Royal Group’s past or present business dealings.”91
The suggestion that he, Kith Meng, might one day stand for office makes him laugh.
“No, I like what I’m doing. Leave politics to the politicians.”
Local media note that Kith Meng has been at the forefront of Cambodia's transformation
from a war-torn country into one of Asia's fastest-growing economies, averaging nine
per cent growth a year over the past decade. Royal Group's businesses cover a number
of sectors. "We are going into every sector we can because Cambodia needs every
sector to grow," Kith is quoted as saying. "After that, we'll see in what industry we want
to be an Asian player."

With such a vision, he has visited financial centres in

Singapore and Hong Kong to see how and when Royal Group should widen its presence
in the region as well as listing the equity of a company that has already made him a
billionaire. (It was reported that he refuses to value his assets precisely.) Mr Kith Meng
Minder, op. cit.
90 Minder, op. cit.
91 Crispin, op. cit.
92 Minder, op. cit.
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also has casino interests in Cambodia and one of his trips abroad was to Macau, the
world's largest gaming centre, accompanied by Western bankers. His conclusion is
clear-cut: “Cambodians must shed their inferiority complex towards other Asians.
Macau is already so crowded," he says, "I think people in Macau should be looking
here, not us looking there. " 93
Even though he has so far confined his business activities to Cambodia, his fame has
attracted comparisons of his fortune with those of more renowned Asian tycoons,
including Thaksin Shinawatra, the Thai businessman and ousted former prime minister.
He demurred at that particular comparison, insisting he has no desire to use his wealth
as a political launch pad as Mr Thaksin did in Thailand, where he created his own
political party. Kith’s view was, "I am a businessman and just don't have any of that
[political] ambition. " 94
The Royal Group is very much a conglomerate business whose CEO has grown up
through the tragic recent history of Cambodia and managed to obtain Western education
and, whether perceived as fair and transparent or not, has managed to feature highly in
his contribution to the economic development of Cambodia. It would be overly
simplistic to judge whether his approach to and practices in the businesses that he is in
charge of are typical of the business practices of all ethnic Chinese. There are so many
unknown factors and variations contributing to his meteoric rise.
Case Study 4
Company: Sokimex
Business:

Petroleum, tourism, garments; owned and managed by Sok Kong,
Cambodian with Chinese ancestry

Sources:

Media95

The responses, reported in the local media, from one of Cambodia’s successful tycoons,
Oknha Sok Kong (bom in Preveng province of Cambodia but fled Cambodia to Viet

93 Minder, op. cit.
94 Minder, op. cit.
95 Including:
- Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sokimex
- RFI interview with Neak Oknha Sok Kong, Sokimex, Radio France International. Accessed 25 May 2014
at http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=ktscCSmtvC
- Phnom Penh Post, 2000: All that glitters seem s to be ... Sokimex. Accessed 24 May 2014 at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/all-elitters-seems-be-sokimex
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Nam in 1975 and returned in 1979), of Sokimex gives a different impression about
business. For instance, when asked what has been his successful business model, his
answer was “I do it my own way. It is hard to follow examples set in developed
countries, as the business climate is so different. They have human resources and other
things that we don’t. They can get big loans all the time. Here, it is more difficult. Here,
we must develop step by step, hiring experts from the outside all the time.”96 From this
response, it is clear that there is an acknowledgment that outsiders are required to assist
with the business, and it contradicts the stereotype that people with Chinese ancestry are
not interested in others outside the family to help and build the business.
Furthermore, he says the business setting and climate are different, suggesting
flexibility and that one size does not fit all. When asked how, when and where he got his
business education, the tycoon went on to say, “No one taught me: I learnt by myself as
I went along. I began my business around 1980, just a small rubber business producing
motorbike and plastic tires. My initial capital was 1 chi (of gold - around $100-$ 120
today). At that time, with sanctions imposed on Cambodia, there were a lot of
difficulties. But we grew, and by the time we got to the 1990s, we had built up our
capital to $100,000. We started selling gasoline to the government and later we sold to
UNTAC. We made a profit from the UNTAC time and increased our capital. I extended
my business interests to opening a garment factory in 1994, and 1 have seen the garment
industry rise. We have two factories, but we have only one in Toul Kok [district, Phnom
Penh]. The businesses are going well at the moment. We have reached a point where we
can say that we have succeeded.”97
Sok Kong has six children: three sons and three daughters. His eldest son looks after the
business interests at Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam; his second son is a manager of a
hotel and of garment factory Number 01; his third son is manager of garment factory
Number 02; his three daughters are all studying in Australia.
One can deduce from Sok Kong’s public comments that the business started from a
small beginning and, step by step, diversified and grew. The business interests have then

95 Yun & Quin, 2008: Sok Kong: Business Ventures Keep Growing. Cambodia Daily, 31 January 2008.
Accessed at http://www.cambodiadailv.com/archives/sok-kong-business-ventures-keep-erowine-1232/.
where, in an interview with The Cambodia Daily's Yun Samean and Fergal Quinn, Sok Kong reflected on
his success so far and his plans for the future.
97 Yun & Quin, 2008, op. cit.
98 Sok Kong's biography at http://khmerization.blogspot.co.nz/2008/03/sok-kones-bioeraphv-i-amvietnamese.html. Accessed 12 May 2012.
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expanded to include the tourism sector, entailing building hotels and tourist resorts. The
rationale for entering the sector

was not a blind decision. ...We calculate that, in the

future, tourists numbers will continue to increase.” It is interesting to note his response
to the nature and level of risks inherent with significant investment in Bokor Resort, that
it is impossible to make an initial profit from such a venture. According to the tycoon,
“If you don’t lose to begin with, you will never make a profit. This is the first stage,
which will open the way for other investors. ... Our investment will help provide
employment and improve the living standards of people in that area. Already we see an
effect. The land price in the area that had been $ 10 per square metre has now gone up to
$60. Our decision is the correct one. Even if we lose out, the people will still benefit
from what we are doing.”99
It is interesting to hear the tycoon say that the investment, with a loan from the bank,
was his biggest risk, but he used employment, improved local living standards and
escalating land prices to justify his risk. However, one could ask, does the increased
land price, for instance, actually meet the needs of the poor that he is implicitly trying to
help? Does he pay a fair wage and provide fair working conditions for his employees?
It is a common gripe or myth that, to do business in Cambodia, one requires the right
political connections, but the response from the tycoon claims otherwise. “This is not
correct. As a businessman, it is important to know government officials, but at the same
time we must have the money to invest. I must build up the connections, but I need
money to do the business. Without money, you are no good.”100 It is an
acknowledgment that connections are required, but money is the key driver to do
business. However, in response to an allegation that his company has enjoyed an unfair
advantage, he said, “It is confusing for me that people would say this. The fact is, we go
to try and develop places that no one else dared to because they are afraid of losing
money. But we go in there, and we make a success of it, and people say we got an unfair
advantage.”101 His assertion was supported by the following example: “In 1996, the
government sold off the gasoline storage stations. We offered more money than other
companies for them because we saw the potential.”
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On Ochheuteal Beach in Sihanoukville, another company owned the concession for a
long time and did nothing. “But we turned our plan into action.....When [National Road
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3] is finished, the price of land at Bokor will go up, and everyone will see how. They
may say that I am corrupt. But it was I who took the risk.”

The response begs an

acknowledgment from others that they should be grateful that his company’s land
investments, whether speculative or not, are positive and profitable. Others should be
pleased as his business has also added value to their investment. Furthermore, why
should he be labelled as corrupt when he took all the risk?
One of the commonly cited barriers to doing business in Cambodia is that the country is
rampant with corrupt practices, and bribes are the common inducement used to
overcome business hurdles. It is not surprising that the tycoon denies the use of bribes
to advance his business. His response: “My company has never bribed anyone. We only
sponsor some schools, hospitals and donate to the Red Cross. We legally and correctly
pay all the required taxes to the government. I don’t know how to pay a bribe to a
government official. We work with computer technology, and all the correct auditing
and inspection procedures are followed. I don’t know how it works for smaller
companies.”104 It may be a question of perception or speculation. Some may
misconstrue a donation as bribery, even though the donation is made to the Red Cross,
as the Chair of the Red Cross is Bun Rany, the wife of Prime Minister Hun Sen. Some
may ask, how many people would be prepared to or dare to say “No”, and not donate
when approached?
Another concern of many individuals and of the local and international community is
about overdevelopment and exploitation of natural resources and their consequences,
such as pollution and degradation of the environment. When this concern was posed, his
response was, “It is true when development takes place ... some pollution and
destruction of the environment can take place. This is why I have asked the Ministry of
Environment to ensure ... [we] comply with the correct environmental procedures. We
have a good record in this regard. My company has taken all possible precautions to
protect the environment at Sokha [Beach]. If we pollute these places we lose our
tourists. To pollute these places ... would be the equivalent of burning your own house
down.”105
The tycoon said he has no political ambition but just wants to do business. He says, “I
want the next generation to say I built this and that building, and for me it is not about
103
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making money. You can’t take money with you when you die. I want to pass on a good
reputation to my children.” 106 It is plausible to hear but one must be wary of public
responses. Public responses are constructed to counteract public criticism of alleged
unacceptable or suspicious practices. In response to the question, what could he share
with others about his successful strategies, his key messages included: “Keep trying,
stay focussed, take risks but calculated ones but be thrifty; don’t spend it all at once;
save some and put it back to the business, and move step by step in order to expand and
grow.” 107

Summary - business conglomerates
When looking at very large business enterprises such the Royal Group, Mong Reththy
Group, Pheapimex and Sokimex, the practices are, of course, different. The borrowing
and lending, the political connections, and the patronage relationships are on different
scales and levels. The level of investment and risk is highly significant and can have
national economic, social and political consequences and repercussions. For instance,
the owners and executives of these companies are alleged to be well-connected with
officials and individuals in high places. Many hold honorific titles such as Oknha or
Neak Oknha - whether through personal merit or financial contribution is a matter of
debate and beyond the scope of this study. The owners and executives of these
companies are from mixed backgrounds: some left the country before, during and after
the Pol Pot regime and returned but some stayed on and survived right through the
various periods of turmoil in Cambodia, embarking on varied professions and becoming
more prosperous, visible and influential. They were not overnight efforts and
achievements. Many of them would argue they had to overcome many setbacks, even
life-threatening setbacks, before reaching where they are now. However, suffice it to say
that from evidence derived from various sources, including a range of media, it is clear
that large-scale activities involving such things as economic land concessions, forestry
logging, infrastructure development (dams, power stations, roads, bridges) and so on
require considerable forward thinking and risk assessment and management. These
activities are often perceived as perpetuating corruption, leading some to continue to
scapegoat or stereotype the business behaviours and practices of Khmer-Chen. In the
words of the recurring theme of one of my interviewees: “These individuals and
companies are greedy. They rape the country and the people. So the filthy rich Chinese
106
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don’t care about others and about the environment as long as they can make money.
They are quite happy to offer bribes as long as they can achieve their end result making money, making profit.” It is interesting that these people put the blame on other
individuals but not on the government or the systems.
It is not surprising that these large conglomerate enterprises have collaborated with
various similar overseas entities, whether from the West, such as Australia, France and
the USA, or from the East and neighbouring countries such China, Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Viet Nam for their expansion and growth and to
minimise financial risks. For instance, the Royal Group collaborated with ANZ Banking
Group of Australia, Pheapimex with China, Mong Reththy Group with Malaysia,
Sokimex with Viet Nam, and these are just a few examples. They not only have global
business networks, but their executives and owners often also have relatives residing in
various parts of the globe.
The media-derived accounts of the above business conglomerates and their tycoon
owners appear to fit the stereotype of the ‘big fish’ - the large, successful, rapacious,
corrupt Chinese-Cambodian businessman. However, this is by no means the full picture
in Cambodia as there are also many ‘small fish’, Chinese-Cambodian businesspeople
who are struggling with their businesses and even with their personal and family
existence. The next set of case studies presents a sample of these ‘small fish’.

4.3 Struggling small businesses
Case Study 5
Business:

Cafe and Bar managed by a Cambodian with Chinese ancestry

Individual: Mr Kafy of Cham-Cambodian and Chinese ancestry; in his early 50s;
married to a New Zealander, speaks Khmer, English but not Chinese
Source:

Personal interviews in 2011

In 2011, Kafy was very excited about business opportunities in Phnom Penh. During his
visit to Phnom Penh, he met with a woman who runs a bar along Sisowat Quay in
Phnom Penh. He was impressed with the nature of the clientele and with the income
made by the business and its potential for growth and expansion. Reviewing past
financial transactions and current cash flow projections, which were manually kept,
Kafy was convinced that, if this was a correct and accurate record, then the growth

potential would be significant. He hoped, from this small investment, he would be able
to comfortably retire from his daily job with a bank as a business analyst. Kafy still had
concerns about the accuracy of the financial records but decided to visit the entity
regularly to observe the business routines and verify expenses and income generated by
the business during the period. From these visits and observations, Kafy was convinced
that even with a worst-case sales scenario, he would break even from the business. With
this confidence, he then took a loan from the bank and bought the business.
With ownership, he and his wife took steps to change the atmosphere of the bar by
making changes to the bar’s surroundings and colour scheme, including lighting,
renovating the wash room facilities, installing a new flat screen TV, a pool table etc. The
whole concept that Kafy had in mind was to turn the bar into the first sports bar in
Phnom Penh. To maintain continuity and ensure that regular clients continued to
patronise the bar, Kafy decided to retain the bar manager (a 28-year-old ethnic Chinese),
giving her a raise as an added incentive. Furthermore, to facilitate the management of
the bar and monitor the financial transactions, the ins and outs of money, Kafy also
installed software so that even from a distance, he could still check and verify the
transactions. He spent a copious amount of his time training the bar manager in how to
use the software and program, writing instructions, for instance, on how often and how
soon the manager should bank the cash, and set up regular weekly Skyping times and
emergency contacts so that he and his manager could confer on progress and resolve
any issues the business had encountered.
Kafy returned to New Zealand but initially kept daily and, later, weekly contact with his
manager. From a distance, things appeared to run smoothly for the first three or four
weeks. Sotheary, the manager, gave all the positive indications that the business was
running according to plan, met all the projected positive cash flow forecasts, and banked
the cash weekly. A few months later, things seemed to go astray. Sotheary continued to
ask Kafy to remit extra cash to pay for some unexpected expenses, such as having a
builder alter the entrance door to the bar and having the entrance blessed, purchasing
what Khmer called Kongmar, a kind of altar often used by Chinese to remember their
ancestors and pray and seek their spirits to bring good luck to business. All these
unexpected expenses created mounting pressure on Kafy, as there had been no
discussion and agreement for the manager to embark on her religious adventure.
Furthermore, Kafy did not share the manager’s religious beliefs and did not approve of
the alterations and the purchase of the Kongmar so that the business would grow and

prosper. When he challenged the manager about her decision, her response was, “The
bar next door has it, and its business is well patronised and growing, and we need to do
the same in order to remain in business or stay afloat.” Her mindset, according to Kafy,
was that if everyone does it and it proves successful, then we should do it or copy it.
This example suggests that emotional superstition rather than facts can frame and shape
the views of individuals in Cambodia. However, to deal with the emotional superstition,
Kafy then decided to provide extra cash for the alteration and the purchase of the
Kongmar; trying to respect her perspective and local customs that he had long forgotten,
he succumbed and sent her the funds requested. Armed with her successful request for
cash, according to Kafy, the manager seemed to perceive that, distance-wise, he could
not run or continue the business without her. In his words, “The manager thinks she has
trapped me now, and there is no way out except to rely and persevere with her for the
sake of the business.” According to Kafy, “She thinks there is no way I would be able to
fire her, as the business has a commitment of at least a one-year lease of the premises.”
He added that his manager did not know that he could monitor the ins and outs of
money to and from the bank from a distance. In his words, “I don’t think she
understands that, from the internet, I can see all the banking transactions she made.”
When he confronted her about an unexpected cash withdrawal from the bank, she
became emotional, saying, “Don’t you trust me?” His response was, “It is not about
trust but about removing the surprise element from the business and about being
transparent.” Kafy said, “If I am not careful, the business will slowly bleed me.” In the
meantime, Sotheary enjoyed the upper hand of having relatively full control of the
business and, without asking Kafy for permission, she then decided to bring her family
members to stay in the living quarters reserved only for her, which resulted in an
escalation of water, gas and electricity usage and expenses, making the projected cash
flow rather challenging for Kafy.
Over the following weeks and months, the continued extra cash demands from his
manager were too much for Kafy to stomach, and in the end he called it quits. His level
of trust and confidence in his manager deteriorated drastically over time and the final
step was to close it down. The manager had failed to abide by the agreed commitments
and continued to demand extra cash to cover cash-flow deficits; the lack of financial
knowledge and communication breakdown were symptomatic of the problems, driving
the business nowhere.

This case study highlights some of the pitfalls in doing business in Cambodia. Shortages
of skilled, reliable and honest staff were among complaints from business interviewees.
The recurrent theme from these interviewees was, “You can’t leave them unsupervised
and their level of concentration is rather restricted. If you don’t watch them, you can be
sure there will a lot of mistakes and waste.” However, business failures or erosion of
wealth or status are generally perceived as shameful in Cambodia, and many would hide
their problems to avoid their failure being publicised to outsiders and even to close
friends and family because of the stigma attached to failure; they could be ostracised or
demonised.
Trust and confidence appear to be the critical factors for successful wealth building
among businesspeople. Furthermore, investors or business partners, whether passive or
active, but having access to power and protection, also form part and parcel of
enhancing the building and maintaining of successful wealth creation. The venture in
this case study was not financially successful even though the Chinese-Cambodian
owner employed an ethnic Chinese to run it. Having Chinese ancestry does not always
mean you will do well in business.
Case Study 6
Business:

Market Stall: lady dressmaker and retailer at Olympic Market

Individual: Ms Phally Hean, of Chinese-Cambodian ancestry; in her early 50s; locally
bom; speaks Khmer but not Chinese
Source:

Personal interview in 2011

What, then, is the stereotype for the Chinese-Cambodian businessman/woman? It is
clear that there are different stereotypes for large, medium and small businesses. For the
smaller enterprise, it is very much family run, and the level of protection and
connections required are insignificant. For many small shops and stalls seen in market
places, for instance, borrowing and lending is normally conducted on a personal basis.
For any cash shortfall, one tends to go to local unlicensed money lenders, who charge
an outrageous level of interest, at a rate ranging from 40 to 50 per cent for a small loan,
as there is no collateral required, and it is done based on trust.
A small stall of 9-10 square metres in an area in a market place such as Olympic Market
or Orussey Market in Phnom Penh would cost around US$500-600/month to rent,
depending on the location and traffic flow and would currently cost around US$80,000 $140,000 to buy. Faced with overhead expenses plus local government taxes for the stall

and so on, many stallholders barely make a living. If one is lucky enough to own the
space, then there would less pressure to make a sale and fewer hours could be spent at
work.
Phally Hean, originally from Pea Raing, Prey Veng Province, with just a primary
education, came to look for work in Phnom Penh in early 1996. Initially working as a
beer girl attached to various restaurants in the capital, she managed to save a small sum
of money - about $300 - and set up as a local moneylender. She supplemented the
interest earned with her beer girl income and was able to save and buy a small basic
two-bedroom unit apartment in Kampuchea Krom St, near to Olympic Stadium. It was
in a dilapidated condition through neglect and lack of repairs and maintenance since the
Pol Pot era (when squatters occupied it) and, by Western standards, would not be
habitable, as the whole apartment building was overcrowded and had derelict or faulty
facilities such as drainage and plumbing and electrical supply. It is interesting to note
that, even in this overcrowded living environment, Phally was able to squeeze in enough
space for an altar for her and her family to pray at and remember her ancestors,
especially over the Chinese New Year and the Chinese commemoration of their
ancestors, known locally as Chen Men. She then quit the beer girl job and, with her
daughter, embarked on dressmaking from home. She hired two girls from her village to
help with the sewing, as she and her daughter had the task of designing the dresses and
searching for customers.
She was barely making ends meet by making and selling from home, so Phally decided
to hire a stall at Olympic Market to sell the dresses to a wider public. Phally sighed and
said, “My daughter and I have to sell at least $600 per month in order to survive. We
pay $500 for rent. Some days we sell nothing; some days we make $100. The business
is seasonal. Especially during the wedding season, November-February, we sell a lot of
dresses. Outside this season, the business is slow and I have to supplement the family
income by going to work as a taipan (overseeing and matching the company of
professional bar girls to male clients) as we have food expenses and other bills to pay. It
is really a struggle for my family. It would be fantastic if I would be able to own the
stall instead of paying rent every month.”

Case Study 7
Business:

Market Stall: hairdresser and moneylender at Orussey Market

Individual: Known as Mak A Sambath, of Chinese-Cambodian ancestry; in her early
30s; local bom; speaks Khmer but only a few words of Chinese.
Another small business operator, known as Sambath’s mother (Mak A Sambath),
originally from Siem Reap province, came to the capital city for a job in the early
2000s. She said her father and the rest of the family have Chinese ancestry. She spoke a
few words of the local dialect, Hokkien. She has relatives - cousins and aunties - now
living in the capital and in Siem Reap. Her relatives are involved in retailing building
construction products and equipment. Her father is virtually retired and lives with his
new family in Kampot province. Her mother died as a result of a robbery in 1998. Her
father still relied on his sisters for financial support to allow him and his new family to
maintain their basic living.
Sambath’s mother initially landed a job as a hairdresser at a local hair salon near Psar
Kap Kor, about 2 km away from the Independence Monument. The job enabled her to
earn about $120 per month working seven-day weeks, starting at 9 am and finishing
around 7 pm daily. She relied heavily on generosity and tips from her clients to
supplement her daily income. However, in 2006, with small savings she made, plus
financial support from her boyfriend, she managed to set up a small hair salon
(approximately 8 square metres in total area, at a cost of $150 per month) at Orussey
market. It is important to note that this market environment is very cramped and smelly,
due to food smells and odours from various business activities, including fresh or
smoked meat products, often unprotected from insects or flies. The whole market
environment would not, by many Western standards, be the best place to work and even
to visit. However, it is regarded as okay for the local population to shop, work and make
a living.
Sambath’s mother said that, in order to cover her running costs, including hiring her
space at the market plus her personal living expenses, she needed to earn at least $500
per month. She said the business income fluctuated daily and weekly. Sometimes, the
business made $100-$200 in one day, and some other days, the business made just
enough for her to buy food for the day. It was a question of luck and getting to
understand and acquire regular clients. She said that during the wedding season, around
November to February, she was generally very busy because her women clients wanted
their hair done before attending the wedding reception. During the quiet time of the day,
she also engaged in a small moneylending business with loans ranging from $20 to
$200, lending to people she knew in the marketplace, some of whom, for various

reasons, had a need from time to time for quick cash, often without any collateral or
security. She provided the loan with promises of regular repayments. For instance, if an
individual borrowed $10 today, he or she would have to pay back $1 per day for 12
days. So, at the end of 12 days, she would make a $2 gain. Yet, as she commented, “I
could lose this $ 10 if the borrower disappears and I have no means to find or even chase
him or her.” The loan is made on trust. Recommendations from other people whom she
trusted would increase the chance that the loan would be granted. The risk is relatively
high, but with careful assessment it can be reduced.
Her salon business, combined with the lending business, enabled her to earn enough to
cover all her business and living expenses and make small savings. In 2006, with the
savings she made, she purchased the space she rented for her salon at an outright cost of
$10,000. This way, she said, “I feel less pressure about paying the monthly rental
expense, and if I don’t feel well, I can close the salon down for a few days without
much worry.” She continued to work both the salon and lending business until 2008.
She was then expecting a baby so she decided to sell the salon for $20,000. She then
bought an old one-bedroom ramshackle apartment, at a cost of $ 16,000, that the
previous owner (squatter) and family had used as a temporary shelter after the Pol Pot
era. It is important to note that the conditions of this apartment would not be habitable
by the standards of modem Western nations due to overcrowding and derelict or
decaying facilities.
After the arrival of the baby, Mak A Sambath hired a family member recommended by
her father to help with the household chores, minding the baby and allowing her to rest.
She continued to slowly expand her lending business, but this time involving bigger
sums (from $500 to $1,000), and occasionally some security and personal guarantee
would be required, depending on the level of confidence and trust built up or
experienced at a previous encounter. She said, “So far, I am very fortunate. I have been
dealing with good people; no one has cheated me yet. The business enables me to make
a relatively comfortable living, but sometimes I am rather frightened because I am a
woman and some of my clients are men.” However, she said, “Some of them know that
my boyfriend is a government official, and they would place themselves in danger if
they harm or hurt me.” Implicitly she said, “They think I am protected.”
Her lending business continued to expand and prosper when she met with another
lending business owner who asked her to collaborate in providing loans to gamblers at

the local casino. “Yes, the risk is high, but so is the return,” she remarked. Clients
normally provided some security, ranging from mobile phones and jewellery to motor
cars and properties. Sometimes, they win or lose in a short time. If they win, she gains
not only a good return from her lending but also tips as she brought them good luck. If
they lose, then it usually takes a day or so for them to return the money plus interest so
that they can have whatever they left as a security back. The business has continued to
prosper.
In 2008 she bought a mid-range used car ($8000) and a new two-bedroom apartment
equipped with mod cons for a better life style, at a cost of $50,000. She also purchased a
ready-made altar with a gold-plated Chinese Buddha statue and installed it in her living
room. At the altar, lighting is constantly flickering, and candles or incense sticks are
often lit and offerings are made to pray for and remember the spirits of the ancestors.
Up until now, Mak A Sambath continues to work as a money lender, as this is the only
way she knows to put food on the table and provide a living. It is unclear where she
acquired her business knowhow from and to what extent being born with Chinese
ancestry has contributed to her knowhow and success, or to what extent her personal
ambition, tenacity and hard work have contributed to her business success. One also
must bear in mind that she did not even finish her high school education, being bom just
after the Pol Pot regime.
Case Study 8
Business: Domestic and local transportation
Individual: Mr Teng, a tuk-tuk driver
Source:

Personal conversation in 2014

Mr Teng was bom in 1971 to a father with Chinese heritage and an ethnic Khmer
mother. His father was said to speak a Chinese dialect fluently and worked as a bicycle
repairer based in Pursath Province. His father's father was from Mainland China and
married to a Khmer woman. Mr Teng has one sister and 5 brothers who work
respectively as a male nurse in Phnom Penh, as a teacher, for an NGO, as a pharmacist
and as a motor car mechanic. One is married to a Cuban woman and living in
Switzerland. He has three children aged 15, 14 and 11. All go to Khmer schools. He
does not speak Chinese.
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Mr Teng is married to a Khmer woman with Chinese heritage. He and his family live in
Chhbar Ampouv, a suburb of Phnom Penh, within walking distance of his parents-inlaws’ home. His parents-in-law retired almost ten years ago, help look after their
grandchildren and very much rely on their siblings for daily living and health care.
Before retiring they were engaging in growing vegetables and fruit, selling in a local
market for their living. Mr Teng said his parents and parents-in-law had all lived
through the Pol Pot era, though in different regions and had all suffered hardship like
many Khmers in the country. The difference compared with many of their
contemporaries is that, although they endured much hardship and suffering, they
survived and are still alive today. They all managed to return to their original towns and
cities after the demise of the Pol Pot regime in 1989. They all had to make do with what
they had and start from scratch to rebuild and raise their families and make a living.
Mr Teng completed his schooling at grade 12. Unemployed, he became an alcoholic but
managed to overcome his addiction with the help and support of his eldest brother who
then encouraged and supported him to get a full-time job. Initially Mr Teng had come to
Phnom Penh in 2006 to help a family friend mind a shop that sells construction and
building materials and also oversees other properties, including land and houses leased
to others to live in and work from. His brother later gave him $150 to buy a motor bike
so that he could use it to transport paying passengers around the capital in the evenings
and weekends, after his daytime job. His wife was working in a garment factory in the
capital, earning around $80 per month with regular overtime. His wife was seriously
sick in 2009, forcing them to spend almost all the savings made over years of
employment. His earnings fluctuate depending on the month and seasons. He is
potentially able to increase his income during the period from November to March,
when there is an increased influx of tourists visiting Phnom Penh, but this requires long
hours of work without real decent breaks. The money earned often barely covers
expenses for house rent, food and school fees for the children. The sudden illness of any
member of the family could put a real strain on the family as he struggled to make ends
meet.
Despite these constraints Mr Teng managed to save enough money to buy a small plot
of land outside Phnom Penh in 2010, costing around $5,000. In 2011 he managed to
save enough money, $ 1,000, to build a basic home there to house all his family
members. In this same year he decided to give up his day job with the family friend and
become self-employed on a fulltime basis. So far “I manage to keep my family afloat”
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although "it is hard going.” The escalating cost of commodities and increased expenses,
including school fees for his children, "prove challenging indeed.” However he said
that, because of his past alcoholic addiction, he feels much more proud of his efforts and
the changes he has made for himself and his family. "I am certainly better off than when
I was unemployed." At least "I am able to celebrate in a modest way with my family
and friends over the Chinese New Year. I am able to purchase and make a small
offering to my ancestors and have some decent food with a few friends." Furthermore,
over the Qing Ming Festival, "I was able to visit my parents, who still live in Pursat,
with my family, driving my tuk-tuk despite it taking me more than 12 hours to arrive
there.”
Mr Teng felt it was critical that he remembered his parents and ancestors. "When I am
faced with difficult situations the spirits of my ancestors guide and help me to resolve
them and make decisions. The spirits of my ancestors are often my saviour. They steer
me in the right direction," said Mr Teng. “For me staying connected with my ancestors,
my parents, my brothers and sister and other distant relatives is built into my soul and
conscience and there won’t be anything stopping me thinking this way. It is part and
parcel of my upbringing that blood is thicker than water and your closest confidants and
the people that you can trust the most are your family.” He further elaborated that, for
instance, without his brother’s support he would still be an alcoholic, unemployed and a
hopeless individual. In his words, “The tuk-tuk I now have is due to my brother’s
sustained effort to help me overcome my personal setbacks and self-inflicted injuries
and I am grateful for this. No doubt I will share my story with my children when they
grow up so that they too will remember the good deed that their uncle had done for me.”
Reflecting on his future plans and personal ambitions, he said he very much wanted to
save enough to buy a car so that he could use it as a taxi transporting passengers across
town and between cities, and hopefully the taxi business would offer him and his family
a much better standard of living than what they currently experience. “I would like to
see my children growing up with a good education, healthier and wealthier than what I
am now. I imagine it is a dream for every parent and we all want the best for them.” It is
clear from his response that Mr Teng is not only thinking about the present but also his
own aspirations and his children’s future. In terms of his aspirations to succeed in life,
whether in business or in the practical survival sphere, he feels it is has nothing to do
with his Chinese heritage. In his words, “It is more likely to be nurtured or cultivated
rather than inborn or inbuilt or natural inclination.” He recalled that after school he used
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to assist his parents with their bicycle repair shop and collected money from the
customers. According to Mr Teng his family was not rich but earned just enough to get
by. In his words, “I was constantly reminded to work hard,” and make judicious use of
his time. He was told, “Time is money and wasting time is wasting money.”
It can only be assumed that Mr Teng’s ethic of hard work was instilled into him by his
parents as a child, along with some exposure to business practices. It could be argued
that Mr Teng was luckier than other individuals of his generation because of his
parents’ guidance of hard work and being exposed to real business practices. Many
individuals of his generation may only have been exposed to working on the land or
working for others.
From this case it can be argued that among his generation some were simply bom
luckier than others. A few belonged to rich and educated families but most were poor
and struggled. If there was less focus on hard work and education in their family they
might need state or other outside intervention to help shift them onto a level playing
field and gain a decent life.
This case highlights that all individuals, whether with or without Chinese heritage, are
different and some are more privileged than others. The case challenges the assumption
and myth that all Chinese-Cambodian individuals are more dominant, wealthier or
smarter business people than the rest of the population. We are all bom equal regardless
of whether we have Chinese heritage or not. It is argued that ethnicity has nothing to do
with whether one is smart or a wealthy business individual or not. Individuals growing
up in the right environment, with good parental guidance and support would certainly
have an increased chance of being prosperous and leading a healthy lifestyle. It is
argued that the business mindset is more likely the result of nurturing rather than inborn
and genetically determined.
Case Study 9
Business: Taxi (Phala Transport Service)
Individual: Phala, a taxi driver
Source: Personal conversation in 2014
Phala works as taxi driver, mainly transporting passengers between Phnom Penh and
Siem Reap, where one of the Seven Wonders of World Heritage, Angkor Wat, is
located. Phala was bom in 1979 in the provincial town of Battambang. His parents, of
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Chinese heritage, then shifted to live in Pailin, the border town between Thailand and
Cambodia, in 1982. While in Pailin, his elder brother, who was in the army, was given a
ten hectare plot of land. The family used the land to grow potatoes and com to
supplement their incomes.
In 1990, his elder brother was killed by a land mine. The elder brother’s wife became
sick and died in 1992. As a result, his parents then inherited the land and continued to
grow potatoes and crops for local market consumption. His parents became dissatisfied
with Pailin and decided to move to Phnom Penh in 2000. They hired a local to oversee
the land and the crops they had grown and left behind. However, they visit their
plantation on a regular basis, once every two to three months. Phala said, "You can't
trust people, even if you pay them well. I have to keep a close eye on them, otherwise
my com and potatoes would go missing."
In Phnom Penh, the family chose to live in the suburb of Kien Sway. After their arrival
in Phnom Penh, Phala’s parents, then in their early 60s, decided to retire and chose to
live with his sister, aged 22. Phala then ended up doing bits and pieces - odd jobs here
and there - to supplement and support his parents and the family. He commented, "Life
was such a struggle.... My parents are both dark-skinned, as in their earlier years they
were working on the land, growing fruit and vegetables. Their long hours of exposure
to sunlight obviously must have affected the colour of their skin," Phala said. He then
explained, "My mother does not speak a word of Chinese, but my father does still
remember some words, as they were bom in Cambodia and their ancestors lived here
for at least three generations. I am told,” he said, that "my great great grandfathers on
both sides of my family were from Mainland China (Chen dei kook) but married Khmer
women. Moreover, we all speak Khmer even at home."
Phala said he has two children, aged 10 and 12 years old. He has enrolled them both
with the NGO Christian School, which costs him a $10 monthly fee for each child.
According to Phala, it is value for money as state schools in his view are "... hopeless. I
feel my kids do not learn much." Phala said his wife is also of Chinese heritage. She
does not work but stays home and looks after household chores and the family.
In 2006, Phala was fortunate to be selected to work in South Korea working in a factory
making animal feed. The local Koreans don't like this sort of job as it is labour
intensive, smelly and dirty and required long hours of work. Phala was contracted to
work for three years. He was able to earn about US$950 per month and with overtime,
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he said, "I could double that amount." The Korean work scheme was part of a Korean
Business drive to recruit around 600 labourers to work in an industry sector where its
nationals were not prepared to. Phala explained, "When I returned, I had saved enough
money and bought myself a Toyota Camry, costing me about US$16,000, which I use to
carry out my business transporting mainly between Phnom Penh and Siem Reap but
sometimes to other provinces.” He added, "With my savings from my work in Korea
and my taxi business, I was able to buy three hectares of land in Battambang province
which I use to grow rice.” When he is busy with his taxi business, especially during the
peak season, November-February, for tourists visiting Cambodia, he hires a local to
mind his land and crops. In his words, "I drive a taxi during peak season, but when offpeak I then visit and work at my land, my and my family’s farms at both Pailin and
Battambang.” He said he often has to rent a room in Siem Reap during the peak season,
as driving back and forth twice a day makes him very tired. He said his personal safety
and that of his customers are crucial for his business, and for this reason he does not
wish to drive when he is unwell or tired.
He said that he does not get any hassles from Cambodian officials, including the police.
"They harassed me from time to time, but I just gave them 10,000 - 20,000 riels (US$25), and they left me alone to get on with my business." In his words, "I do not need
connections and backing at higher levels, as it costs me money." He said, "From time to
time, but not very often, I lost my concentration and unintentionally breached the traffic
rules. I got stopped and I just handed US$2-5 to the policeman, and he let me go and get
on with my life." According to Phala, "You can't blame the police, as their salary is very
low and barely meets their family's needs. It is just small-scale corruption but it gets
noticed more, whereas the bigger ones get away with murder, as they have strong
connections and protection.” He further elaborated, "It is common knowledge in
Cambodia that bribery and corruption are the norm and are part and parcel of life. There
is nothing that can change this unless people at the top are prepared to lead by example
and determine to banish the practice. If they themselves are corrupted, how can they ask
others not to be so?" According to Phala, "The public servant salary (police, soldier,
teacher etc.) would need to be addressed by a higher authority, and laws would need to
be followed and adhered to by everyone, not only just the small people." It was also
interesting to hear his final remark that, "In this country, if you have money, you can
buy anything, including positions in the government and any public property or assets."
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Phala said he led an extremely busy life. He commuted between Phnom Penh,
Battambang and Pailin, between his family in Phnom Penh and his land and farm. Even
though he lives in the same house with his parents and sister, they cook and eat
separately.
Phala boasted about his younger brother’s involvement in the taxi business, full-time
and with a bigger car than his - a Land Cruiser. His younger brother had also been to
South Korea in a similar scheme to the one he was on and managed to save enough to
buy a car and a piece of land on the outskirts of Phnom Penh for farming mangoes and
other fruit trees. Phala's younger brother lives separately from his parents but with his
own family. Phala said that, since his elder brother died, he feels he has an obligation to
look after his elderly parents.
He commented that his business activities enable him, after paying tax, registration fees,
insurance, gasoline, maintenance and other expenses, to live with a bit of comfort, better
than most of his friends and neighbours. He elaborated, "I must have insurance,
otherwise the hospitality association and hotels won't recommend my taxi to tourists
and guests.”
In response to questions on his impressions of the Pol Pot era, Phala said he knew little,
as he finished his schooling at age 12 years. In his words, "1 do not recall if history was
taught when I was at school."

Summary struggling small businesses
-

The above case studies are a sample of the many small one-person businesses in
Cambodia whose owners try to make a living from their business. Some are luckier than
others: some have limited success, some struggle to make ends meet and some have to
close down. Businesses which were not successful were generally not visible because,
owing to the potential stigma of having failed in business, the failing businesses owners
have often gone underground. Some learned from their failure and tried again but some
never returned to try again. Important factors in this are perhaps the degree to which
they received family and social support, and having the personal will and resources to
address and overcome business setbacks. Some have more stamina, tenacity and
perseverance than others and therefore greater determination and stamina to conquer
business obstacles.
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The cases in this section have also highlighted that not all Khmer-Chen are successful
with their business endeavours and are rich and prosperous. There are some small
successes but also some failures and many struggles. It is clear that some of them would
argue that they are still much better off than many living in rural areas, but it could be
equally argued that they have to work hard and be prepared to take many risks.
The Chinese-Cambodian business owners are no different from the average citizens of
Cambodia in their attempts to get through life with all its varying degrees of struggles
and challenges. They often have to support numerous members of their family and rely
on them to work in their business, as hiring outsiders would not only be more costly but
they may also be less reliable or trustworthy. The businesses are based on personal
savings, informal loans with or without personal items for security, a clear
determination for survival and the chance of greater prosperity for self and family. They
often belong to families that have lived in Cambodia for generations and the majority
see themselves as Cambodians first and foremost, with their Chinese heritage
component never being the dominant aspect of their identity as Cambodians. However,
they do celebrate their heritage and background, as failure to do so would be viewed as
an insult to their parents and ancestors. As one interviewee said, “I feel very bad
growing up without remember my roots, my heritage, my parents, grandparents and
family.” Not all, however, feel that way as some are now disconnected from the
traditional business practices of the Chinese community. They may want to connect but
no longer have direct links with their past.
It is clear that the owners of the small businesses in these case studies are not well
educated even though they grew up after the Pol Pot era, as none of them completed
high school study. It is also clear that not they do not all employ the same business
practices as medium-sized enterprises and it would be an over-simplification to suggest
otherwise. For example, for the small businesses highlighted in these case studies, there
would be fewer requirements for protection and connections compared with bigger
business enterprises, as the nature and degree of risks would be different.
The nature of the services and products offered means that financial transactions are
informal, manually recorded or rely on personal memory and most likely do not require
bank-assisted transactions. The owners of the businesses are not technologically savvy
and do not own computers to assist them with their businesses. The transactions are
cash based and the cash would not be deposited in the bank but most likely stored or
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hidden under the mattress or in the pillow at home for personal convenience and
control.

4.4 Chapter summary
These case studies provide a sense of the vast range to be found in Chinese-Cambodian
businesses, between those that are big, successful and extremely rich and those that are
small, struggling and of modest means or poor. This range is presented to challenge the
still pervasive stereotype in Cambodia and more broadly in Southeast Asia that all
Chinese are successful at business, or that to be of Chinese heritage is some kind of
guarantee of business success. Considering this wide range of enterprises with different
capabilities, resources, inspirations and fortunes shows that we must take care in
making judgements about the success or failure of Chinese-Cambodian businesses.
Gomez and Hsaio (Gomez & Hsiao, 2001) challenge popular notions of Chinese
business, noting the need to recognise the heterogeneity of practices, scale and success.
The range of cases presented in this chapter similarly shows that heterogeneity of styles
and practices of business organisation and management exists among members of the
Chinese business community in Cambodia. A one-person trading business, such as the
taxi service run by Phala, is hugely dissimilar to a multinational business such as the
Royal Group, operating in different countries and industrial sectors.
The cases reveal some commonalities in the way that business in Cambodia is
conducted. Connections are central in all of the cases presented here and in a way that
conforms to popular stereotypes - including those held by business practitioners
themselves - of what it takes to succeed at business. Some scholarly definitions of the
Chinese Family Business characterise the traditional style of business of the ethnic
Chinese as based on paternalism, family cooperation, reliance on kin and the active
cultivation of personal networks (Chen M.-J., 2001); (Jomo, K.S., 2003); (Redding,
1995). The trust of those in one’s close inner circle is key and when those ties reach
their limits, new ties must be painstakingly cultivated. We see such traits exemplified in
the case of Phala and his taxi business; he has relied almost exclusively on his brother
and family to help run his transport business. At a far larger scale we see the cases of
the tycoons of Pheapimex, Royal Group, Mong Reththy and Sokimex, whose wealth has
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come through the assiduous cultivation of ties to members of the ruling elite and a
tendency to restrict business dealings to within a close network of family and associates.
Nevertheless, the contrast in scale is remarkable and shows that connections alone are
not the key to success in business, for the nature of connections matters greatly and is
highly variable. A powerful, rich and highly connected tycoon such as Mong Reththy,
Kith Meng or Sok Kong, with links to national powerbrokers and international
businesses, is able to draw on resources that are a world away from business people like
Phally Hean, market stall dressmaker and retailer, Mak A Sambath, market stall
hairdresser and moneylender, and Mr Teng, tuk-tuk driver, whose social relationships
are limited to those almost as unconnected and marginal as themselves.
An interviewee in Cambodia referred to Chinese-Cambodian conglomerates as Bang
Thom, with Bang Toch referring to small and struggling Chinese-Cambodian
businesses. In Cambodia the term Bang Thom, literally ‘big brother’ and akin to that of
the ‘Godfather’ of mafia film lore, refers to those who enjoy relative immunity from the
law and can more or less do whatever they please. This is seen to be a result of the
quality of their connections, which are with the primary political leaders of the country.
My interviewee said a Bang Thom is not easy to catch or fault because of his wealth,
size and strength, and furthermore he is often said to have a close association with the
government, the CPP and its leader, and hence greater connections with their tycoon
peers and protection for its patronage-client and symbiotic relationships.
The idea of the Bang Thom conforms to the stereotype that associates the Chinese with
predatory and exploitative business practices. The Bang Thom is seen as a symbol of
the excess and corruption that epitomises Cambodia’s current regime. Bang Thom is
analogous to and closely associated with illicit or unethical business practices,
cronyism, corruption, greed or selfishness, exploitation, and loyalty to themselves and
family but not to Cambodia. Being a conglomerate enables leverage on close
connections to secure monopoly privileges such as land rights and economic land
concessions, favourable tax rates and so on to bolster growth and expansion. The image
of a conglomerate extracted from many interviewees is that they are like monsters. They
ransack and pillage state resources for the benefit of themselves and their masters. They
can decimate stallholders and small businesses and get favourable concessions, in
contrast to small businesses which can be subject to repression, intimidation and
detention.
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It still makes sense to some Khmers to consider such practices as typically Chinese. The
excessive exploitation of conglomerates is indeed true but it is complicated by the fact
that many Chinese businesses in Cambodia are small scale, do not have connections to
political patronage, and are often struggling to exist.
Chinese-Cambodian conglomerates are more visible than smaller businesses and
therefore subject to greater scrutiny by local and social media. However, consideration
of Chinese-Cambodian business success based on conglomerates has to be balanced by
due consideration of the small and struggling ones which often go unnoticed because of
their small size and lack of capacity and connections. As we have seen, many KhmerChen number among those referred to as Bang Toch (little brother). These small-scale
businesses often achieve little more than mere subsistence. They have to struggle to get
by, their luck is frequently down. They are sometimes in trouble with the authorities.
The sense is of uncertainty, instability and frequent difficulties. In many respects their
lot is not much different to the struggles of workers or farmers. In some cases no real
distinction can be made between the three groups.
The case material in this chapter challenges the perception that success in business
comes innately to the Chinese, that Chinese domination of the Cambodian economy is
traditional or inherited. Such perceptions of continuity are contradicted by the cases
explored here which indicate that many of the wealthiest businesspeople in Cambodia
started from relatively humble beginnings. Some of the tycoons have grown their
businesses and pulled themselves up by their own bootstraps from the turmoil of the
Khmer Rouge and Vietnamese occupation eras. These tycoons started their businesses
from small beginnings with their savings and token financial back-up from family and
close friends, and then gained the confidence of local financial institutions which
supported them for expansion and the growth of their enterprises.
The country’s top business families have seen their fortunes vacillate greatly from rags
to riches to rags again during the Pol Pot era and now back to riches again.

Almost

everyone had to start again from ground zero after the Pol Pot era, and successful ethnic
Chinese businesses in Cambodia are far from homogenous. At one end, for instance in
108 Not everyone who became rich has remained rich though. Bun Tek Ngoy was raised by his mother in
a rural village near Cambodia's border with Thailand. He was Chinese-Cambodian, part of a despised
underclass. Ted Ngoy went on to make a fortune in doughnuts in America. Over the years, he led
thousands of his countrymen into the business. Through doughnuts, many Cambodians stepped out of
isolation and into the American mainstream. Today, at 62, the doughnut king is broke, homeless and
dependent on the goodwill of his few remaining friends. See Quinones, 2005. Available at
http://articles.latimes.com/print/2005/ian/19/local/me-donutkingl9. Accessed 29 April 2012.
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the case of the Royal Group, its tycoon owner, Kith Meng is Australian educated, while
Mong Reththy is English educated, whereas their counterparts such as Sok Kong of
Sokimex and Yeay Phu of Pheapimex received just a local level of education similar to
that of the owners of small enterprises.
At the other extreme, many Chinese-Cambodian businesspeople are still struggling,
never managing to break out of the ‘rags’ category, whether through their lack of
connections to government, lack of local or foreign education or from the lack of any
sizable family resources or inheritance to enable them to grow. This is the situation
experienced by a lot of businesses in Cambodia.
Accounting for these vast disparities in size, scale and power among ChineseCambodian owned businesses requires us to go beyond simplistic explanations for
economic success that attribute it to inherent or inherited ethnic characteristics. One
explanation for these differences is that not all business people operate on a level
playing field. Some have had greater access to resources and knowhow than others.
Some respondents pointed out the simple variable of the opportune moment.
Businessmen like Mong Reththy and Sok Kong entered business at an early stage when
Cambodia was still recovering from Khmer Rouge decimation and not a lot of
competitors were in the field. As a result, they got off to a good start and over three
decades later have grown to major size. Others entered the scene much later and owing
to market congestion have yet to break out of the small-scale into the medium-scale
category. Otherwise, in some respects, the differences between businesses are not so
great. Adaptability, personal relations and the simple organisational structure found in
most small-scale businesses remain relevant among the behemoth conglomerates. It is
just that the latter entered the market at a time when those qualities could yield
dividends far higher than those that came later.
Some respondents put the difference down to nothing other than luck. Using a Khmer
metaphor about big fish and small fish, an interviewee remarked that all businesses have
the same beginning but some are luckier than others; not all fish can grow at the same
rate or expand at the same scale. Not all would have access to adequate food sources
and nutrients and a comfortable environment and excellent care and protection.
Business owners such as Phally Hean, Mak A Sambath and Mr Teng may put their
misfortunes and struggles to advance their wealth down to the merits of their previous
life. Phally Hean said, “I am struggling to pay my stall rent and have adequate daily

food for my family. More than often, I do not know where would my next meal be but I
continue on in the hope one day good fortune and Tevada (God) would rescue me from
my struggle. I work long hours every day, seven days a week but I don’t make any
progress. I keep thinking there are other people worse off than me and therefore, I keep
doing; earning small amount of money would be better than earning nothing.”
The plight of Phally would be no different from that of many people in Cambodia,
whether ethnic Chinese or indigenous Khmer. Even though she appears to stick with the
popular recipe of successful Chinese business practices such as the diligence, frugality
and hard work echoed by tycoons such as Mong Reththy and Sok Kong, she is still a
long way away from her goal of a prosperous lifestyle. This suggests that traditional
Chinese business and cultural practices are no guarantee of business success. Perhaps
Phally is right when she said, “Khom heuy khom neuv te kror, Tevada ot chouy.” (I try
and try but am still poor, God has not helped.)
The terms samnang (luck) or kam (karma), by which a person succeeds in this life by
harvesting the merit earned in a previous lifetime are common folk perceptions found
among people in Cambodia to account for acute disparities of this kind. Such
explanations seem to indicate bafflement at the achievements of others and may suggest
a fundamental inability to grasp or predict what it takes to be a success in business.
However, perceptions which stress fortune or mystical factors such as karma also
provide a rather insightful portrayal of the business climate in Cambodia, for they are
suggestive of the murky and non-transparent nature by which many have earned their
fortunes and the inability to really know how it is that a given person has grown
wealthy. This uncertainty and inability to grasp how wealth is created in Cambodia is
perhaps what has led to the continuing popularity of the assumption that Chineseness is
the decisive factor.
In the words of the hairdresser and moneylender, Mak A Sambath, “Ber sen chea mean
chen mend, mean chen kror chen mean; mean chen lo- or chen a krak; men mend akrak teang oh te, yeung chea khmer, ket rus neuv srok nis yu hev.” (If there are Chinese
then there are poor Chinese and rich Chinese; there are good Chinese and bad Chinese;
we are Khmer and were bom and have lived in this country for a long time.) She went
on to say that when people approach her for a loan they see her as Khmer but when they
miss the scheduled loan repayment or instalment and she chases them up, some turn
abusive and label her as Chinese by saying, “Korn tweu doch chen; tro lorn teuv srok
chen ving teuv.” (Don’t do or behave like the Chinese; go back to China.) She said even

though they know her well and that she was bom and bred in Cambodia and can’t even
speak Chinese, they use the ‘Chinese’ label as an excuse to negotiate or delay the
repayment. This suggests that being Chinese or perceived as Chinese is not always a
recipe for success. Some still conveniently use the label ‘Chinese’ as a scapegoat for
their own inadequacy and abdicate their own responsibility.
According to one interviewee, embedded in the alleged use of connections to prosper
and advance personal wealth creation is the motivation of the tycoons and the
Cambodian political leaders of assisting Cambodia to develop its economy. That is,
everything one does is for the benefit of the country, for the people, for the family, and
less for personal benefit and gain. It is similar to the traditional concept that the family
is the basic unit of society and one’s deeds are directed towards the benefit of the family
first, before extending to others or outsiders. As my small business interviewees such as
Phally Hean and Mak A Sambath put it, “I work and do my business because of my
children and family,” and on a similar note they said the tycoons and political leaders
work and expand their businesses in order to help rebuild Cambodia following the
destruction caused during the Pol Pot era.
Tycoons such as Sok Kong and Mong Reththy have publicly stated that their wealth
creation has been through diligence, frugality, hard work and perseverance, implicitly
stated as the traditional Chinese business practices and masking or negating any alleged
abuse or collaboration in illegal actions with political leaders to advance their
businesses. As an interviewee put it, “It is hard to believe that they do not use their
connections to explore their own business interests as they are often seen in public and
media cosy to one another and one has to wonder about what is for public and what is
for private consumption or display, they are two different things.” In an interesting
insight one interviewee said, “Bang Thom rok si dembei kor sang cheat; bang toch rok
si dembei rous.” (Bang Thom’s reason for his or her business is to help rebuild the
nation and Bang Toch’s reason for doing business is for survival.)
What is being suggested here is that the conglomerates and their tycoon owners try to
mask their personal profit and self-interest as their national aspirations and publicly
distance themselves from or downplay the importance of political or military
connections as their business’s critical leverage, just in case the political climate
changes against them. In this way, they mitigate any risk of association when the
political climate is reversed; as my interviewee said “Proyat ke srave chreave neu pell
ke phdo niyou bay.” (Somebody will review your past when there is a political change.)

This implies that the relationship-based or connection-based business won’t last, the
business won’t be eternal. This can be clearly exemplified by what happened after the
downfall of the Suharto regime in Indonesia; companies such as the Salim Groups and
Conglomerates had to go through numerous checks by the new leadership, and in order
to survive the Salim Group had to have a fire sale of a number of its investments and
restructure the organisation, including changing the leadership of the company and
focussing more on market-based ventures (Dieleman, The rhythm of strategy, 2007).
Thus the cultural aspect of Chinese business practices is an inadequate explanation for
the success or failure of any venture. The point here is not that the cultural approach
explanation is not relevant, but rather that other factors such as time, institutional and
environmental factors may also enhance or impede a business venture. If one takes
Chinese culture to be a static set of values and norms, it is clear that these cannot
explain the current business behaviour of both the conglomerates and struggling
businesses in Cambodia. I argue that there is nothing specific about being Chinese or of
Chineseness as the critical determinant of successful business practices and behaviours.
The popular view, as an interviewee put it, tends to overplay the significance of
ethnicity and race as the key requirements of business success when in fact the possible
answers lie elsewhere, such as in understanding market needs and the environment,
(social, political and legal) and developing appropriate responses to reflect and affect
these needs. There are other wealthy and successful business individuals around the
world and they are not all Chinese or of Chinese descent. And the owners of both the
conglomerates and the struggling enterprises in Cambodia consider themselves first and
foremost Khmer, Cambodian and not Chinese.
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Chapter 5:
Contemporary Business Practices in Cambodia:
East meets West

5.1 Learning, teaching and giving: sharing the secrets
This chapter includes five case studies of contemporary-style businesses and four case
studies of businesses involved in education or with a strong education focus, driven in
each case by a family member with training in Western business practices or substantial
exposure to Western culture.
Researchers interested in ethnic Chinese family firms outside mainland China have
formed theories about what is seen as a more or less consistent form of management:
the ethnic Chinese business model. This model is sometimes called the Chinese Family
Business, or CFB109 or more broadly ‘Chinese Capitalism’.110 Labelling it a Chinese
model implies that the researchers tended to look for intrinsic qualities in Chinese
businessmen stemming from their Chinese culture and/or from their specific position as
a culturally distinct group in Southeast Asian societies. Many of these studies emphasise
Confucian values, in particular the social norms for different types of relationships.**111
Hofstede and Bond (1988, p. 8) describe four key principles in Confucian societies:
1. the stability of society is based on unequal relationships between people;
2. the family is the prototype of all social organisations;
3. virtuous behaviour is treating others as you would like to be treated;
4. virtue with regards to one’s task in life consists of trying to acquire skills and
education, working hard, not spending more than necessary, being patient and
persevering.
Confucian values are argued to play a central role for entrepreneurs of Chinese descent
and guide them in their businesses. Hence it is believed that the Chinese have a

109 See for example Davies & Ma, 2003; Weidenbaum, 1996.
110 See for example Redding, 1990; Douw, Huang & Godley, 1999; Crawford, 2000; Jomo & Folk, 2003.
111 See for example Redding, 1990; Haley, Tan & Haley, 1998; Li, Lam & Fu, 2000; Wah, 2001; Westwood,
1997.
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preference for patriarchal family businesses with a frugal mentality. Businessmen o f
Chinese descent are argued to value trust in relationships with others. A leading author
lists ten characteristics o f the Chinese Family Business (Table 1) and other authors have
offered similar accounts of what constitutes the Chinese Family Business.
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Table 1 Characteristics of Chinese Family Business
Characteristics
1

Small scale; relatively simple organisational structure

2

Normally focussed on one product or market

3

Centralised decision-making, with heavy reliance on one dominant CEO

4

Family ownership and control

5

A paternalistic organisational climate

6

Linked via strong personal networks to other key organisations such as suppliers,
customers, sources o f finance, etc.

7

Normally very cost conscious and financially efficient

8

Relatively weak in terms of creating large-scale market recognition for own
brands, especially internationally

9

Subject to limitations o f growth and organisational complexity due to a
discouraging context for the employment o f professional managers, (there are now
some exceptions to this)

10

A high degree of strategic adaptability, due to a dominant decision maker

Source: Redding (1995, p. 64)
The ‘Chinese culture’ argument has been very significant in studies o f ethnic Chinese
business. As McVey (1992, p. 18) puts it: “The arguments explaining the Chinese
continued centrality to the region’s economy, while they may take note o f historical and
economic factors, tend to find the principal reason in culture: roughly, that Southeast
Asia’s Chinese have a value system which elevates business success and promotes
business-like behaviour, while the indigenous populations do not.”
There has been increased criticism o f this cultural model o f Chinese family businesses.
One limitation is that many studies supporting this approach have focussed on relatively
small traditional family businesses113 and only a few have focussed on large and
multinational ethnic Chinese family conglomerates embedded in the context o f global
business.114 Furthermore, by linking the Chinese Family Business to a more or less

112 For example Davies & Ma, 2003; Yu, 2001.
113 Such as Davies & Ma, 2003; Menkhoff, 1993; Redding, 1990 & 1995.
114 Exceptions are Yeung, 2000; Suehiro, 2001, and Ip, Lever-Tracey & Tracey, 2000.
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stable set of cultural characteristics, inherited from a distant Confucian past, many
researchers have been inclined to ignore the swift changes that occurred within firms,
and in particular within those family businesses which were successful and grew
significantly.
What appeared in the early stages like a fairly homogenous management model
influenced by Chinese cultural traits is now exhibiting a much larger degree of variety.
As expressed by Gomez and Hsiao (2001, p. 4), “a small number of scholars have
begun to challenge the popular notions of a dynamic form o f ‘Chinese Capitalism’ and
of mushrooming intra-economic corporate ties by arguing that there is a heterogeneity
of styles of business organisation and management among members of the Chinese
business community.” The question thus arises as to whether traditional approaches to
the Chinese Family Business, which characterises it as based on paternalism, family
ownership, control, personal networks, adaptability and simple organisational
structures, are still relevant as the businesses have passed on to and are now managed
by the next generation. Furthermore, those theories of the Chinese Family Business
pointing only to relatively stable cultural factors tend to ignore the possibility of
strategic change and to downplay the importance of contextual change.
Although many authors subscribing to a cultural perspective have tended to focus on
characteristics of Chinese family business practices that have remained the same, it is
argued that different patterns emerge when considering family businesses in Cambodia.
For example, some conglomerates and small to medium enterprises have become part
and parcel of the globalisation processes: they have formed joint ventures and alliances
with Japanese, Korean, Singaporean, Malaysian and also Western businesses, which
have required them to comply with certain rules and management practices. Many are
now managed by the younger, third and fourth generation Cambodian family members,
usually well-educated and familiar with Western business practices, and as a
consequence they undergo a certain degree of transformation. Those ethnic Chinese
businesses which have been successful over the last few decades may now be faced with
impressive growth and diversification and therefore increasing complexity in the
running of the business, and hence are now calling for new and modem management
practices and strategies. They are forced to hire professional non-family members as
managers and use trading banks to satisfy increasing capital requirements for expansion.
A good many Cambodians such as Mr Chang Bunleang and his cousins of Brown Cafe
and Mr Hok of KF Food, who pursued their academic work overseas, mainly in the

West, returned home bringing different inspirations, innovations and learning to the
world of Cambodian business. They brought back with them their newly acquired
learning, hoping to modernise business practices including adopting new production
techniques and facilities and providing new customer service provisions, labour training
and human resources management and so on. East meets West in their business
practices. These practices continue to be adjusted and adapted all the time in order to
remain responsive and relevant to the changing needs of customers and the dynamics of
the business environment. They are more inclined to make compromises between
foreign and Chinese-Cambodian traditional practices and be flexible or adaptable to
changing circumstances. Their business activities and programmes are seen as hybrid,
non-static and unpredictable. They are relatively sensitive to what I have termed ‘small
fish’ - the poor and the less privileged individuals and employees. They tend to be less
visible, keeping a low profile and staying away from having any association or links
with corrupt, illegal or unethical business practices. Furthermore, these small and
medium-sized Chinese-Cambodian enterprises are not solely concentrated on trading
and merchandising but also on teaching and training, hence building the capacity of the
community through their entrepreneurial and business spirits and traits, so that more
Cambodians can move up the class structure, moving from a poverty-stricken mentality
to a more prosperous mindset. Hence, the success of these business enterprises is
enhanced by developing excellent social capital115 such as sharing the secrets of
business skills and knowledge and participating in various charitable entities, as
demonstrated by contemporary businesses in fields such as private higher education,
private schools, boutique hotels and hospitality, as discussed in the case studies in this
chapter.
The following nine case studies of Chinese-Cambodian business people and their
businesses shed further light, then, on the reality of the many ethnic ChineseCambodian business practices in modem Cambodia. The case studies highlight the new
breed of Chinese-Cambodian business people who are highly educated and exposed to
learning from the West, and as a result adopt different approaches to business from their
forebears, particularly in that they are less visible and less connected, and also engage in
the teaching of their business practices to people outside their family circle. They have
involved themselves in making a business of education and having a wider pedagogic
agenda even when their businesses are not primarily educational.
115 The term 'social capital' was coined by Bourdieu to describe the value of social networks. See
Bourdieu, 1984, p. 17.
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5.2 Contemporary businesses
Case Study 10
Business:

SKD, Import and Export, Hotel, Breweries and Property Developer and
Investor

Individual: Mr Meng Si: of Chinese-Cambodian descent; third generation Cambodianborn; married to Cambodian with Chinese ancestry; speaks Khmer and
English, French, Chinese and some Thai.
Source:

Personal interviews in 2011

The researcher met with the owner of this enterprise, Mr Meng Si, in 1996. At that time,
Mr Meng Si was the owner of a hotel located in the central market area of Phnom Penh.
The hotel used to be a cinema complex but was converted to a hotel after the general
election in 1993. Mr Meng Si’s father is ethnic Chinese, surviving the Pol Pot era. His
father started the business from a small beginning, selling scrap metal and second-hand
goods, but managed to save enough to invest in a discarded building left idle after the
Pol Pot regime. He slowly built up other investments and bought some land and other
properties in Phnom Penh. He then called Mr Meng Si to return from France to help
with the business. At first, Meng Si was given the mandate to oversee the running of the
hotel and, with the support of his father and family, he then diversified his business into
the import/export and transport industries. He basically moved imported goods from the
port of Sihanoukville to Phnom Penh. (Note: In the early 1990s, Cambodia did not have
many goods to be exported. He employed an American to look after this new venture
and later sold this business to the American.)
In 1989 Mr Meng Si took over an old and run-down Sokilait milk factory at the
waterfront along Russey Keo Road in Phnom Penh. He embarked on redeveloping this
idle factory with new equipment and machinery and the required raw materials for the
production of condensed milk. From 1990 to early 1996, the factory’s 100 employees
were able to produce up to 15,000 cases per month. After the domestic instability of
1997, production dropped to 10,000 cases per month. In May 1998, Nestle Dairy
(Cambodia) Ltd (an international company based in Thailand) wanted to expand its
business to Cambodia and bought 80% of the company’s shares, leaving 20% with the
owner. The new shareholder then initiated the upgrading of the company’s human

resources capacity, including staff seminars, on-the-job training and sending people to
train in Thailand, where it has six factories employing 2,600 people.
In 2003, Mr Meng Si managed to negotiate with the government to lease out an unused
Cambodian National Breweries factory. The factory initially produced whisky and other
local products, but due to intense competition from imported goods and fake locally
produced and bottled whisky, Mr Meng Si decided to produce a generic product, an
alcohol distilled from locally grown potatoes, used for medicinal purpose for hospitals.
The factory employs over 80 people.
Mr Meng Si speaks several languages, including French, English, Chinese and Khmer
and some Thai. He is married to a niece of the current Prime Minister and they have two
children, a boy and a girl. The son studied in Melbourne, Australia. Mr Meng Si has a
brother and other relatives living in Thailand; his brother is involved in real estate and
property development. Mr Meng Si is very cagey about his educational background
except to say that he lived in France, speaks fluent French and Chinese, but is less fluent
in Khmer. Mr Meng Si does not read or write Khmer.
Mr Meng Si has kept a low profile and is not interested in becoming a public figure.
Unlike other typical businessmen, he is not interested in having the honorific title
Oknha, as he said, “it costs money and it does not add any value to me.” In his words, “1
don’t want or like copying other people's ways of doing business; it is not important or
critical for me to have or gain this Oknha title. It does not add anything to me, my
family or business. I prefer to stay private and keep below the radar screen of officials
and the public. If you show off, you create envy and jealousy, and it may cost you, and
furthermore, it may put your family and you at greater risk.” Mr Meng Si drives
himself and lives outside the city in a privately fenced and secure three-storey villa.
Some other businessmen, especially nouveau riche individuals, are less modest and
show off their wares and wealth along with the inherent power of what is known as
money, for others to admire and aspire to.
Mr Meng Si has standardised all the operational procedures for his factory, but he
controls all the financial transactions. I recall he told me that it wouldn’t be easy to
access all the financial transactions among businesses in Cambodia. In his words, “You
are dealing with the secret society.” Therefore, when it comes to money, the owner of
the business has to keep it secret and confidential. The final decisions on buying and
selling of raw materials and final products are still in the hands of Mr Meng Si. For
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instance, in acquiring the raw materials, in this case potatoes for his factory from
farmers in the province of Kampong Cham, Mr Meng Si provided clear and explicit
instructions in terms of quality and price for his staff to negotiate with the sellers. He
said “I know the price: it fluctuates daily, and I have to compete with other buyers,
including the Vietnamese, who cross the border to buy potatoes from Cambodian
farmers.” Interestingly, he moaned, “Sometimes it is a question of one or two dollars
extra per tonnage. The farmers choose to sell it to the Vietnamese, and there is no
loyalty from Khmer farmers to regular buyers like me and my firm”. Arguably, the
Khmer farmers may have justification for their transaction decisions. For instance, that
$1 or $2 difference could make a lot of difference to their pockets and livelihood,
especially when they are poor.
Mr Meng Si’s concerns for his employees deserve highlighting. During the financial
crisis in 2008, the company sales dropped drastically, so he had to carefully negotiate
with some employees to take a break for a few months with some limited remuneration
and to return once the economic recovery had resumed. Arguably, this is one way for
Mr Meng Si to show his human face but basically, he would definitely care about the
bottom line and his own business interests. Mr Meng Si virtually oversees all his
business activities himself, but with support from his wife; he employs professional
people to assist him, but has overall control of the financial direction of the business. He
remains in touch with his relatives and friends in both France and Thailand.

Case Study 11
Business:

Hotel and Tourism

Individual: Mr Soun; in his early 60s; married to a Cambodian with Chinese ancestry;
speaks Khmer, English, Vietnamese but not Chinese.
Source:

Personal interviews in 2011

Mr Soun and his family own and manage a 2-star hotel located in the city centre of
Phnom Penh. The hotel is tucked away in a small side street close to the Orussey
Market and Phnom Penh Municipal Referral Hospital and Capital Bus Station. Room
rates start from US$15. It has been modernised; there is wi-fi and cable TV in the
rooms, and it has an elevator, restaurant, coffee shop, business centre and car park, and
offers airport transfers.

Mr Soun, in his early 60s, has lived through various regimes, including Sihanouk, Lon
Nol, Pol Pot and the Vietnamese occupation, and is proud of the standard of services
provided by the family-owned business through careful selection and training of staff in
customer services, so that they are friendly and helpful to the hotel guests.
Mr Soun also has a senior role in the Phnom Penh City Hall and he is known to be
connected to the CPP. He is married to a local Chinese-Cambodian woman and they
have two children. The eldest son, who was educated in New Zealand, has been given
the task of managing the hotel. Mum and Dad pop in regularly or phone through to
check if the business is okay. The family leads a hectic life style, as they also have other
businesses to oversee and manage, including a travel agency and petrol stations. As Mr
Soun is busy with official job, Mrs Soun has to come in to oversee the other two
businesses, including managing housekeepers for household domestic work. For major
business transactions or capital investment and decisions, both Mr and Mrs Soun and
the family will discuss and decide.
Mr Soun has a wide network of contacts, including high-ranking government officials
and other business proprietors. The family also has relatives and friends living in New
Zealand and Australia. Mrs Soun constantly stays in touch with her husband to update
him on any operational issues. Mr Soun has a chauffeur to drive him around. It is a
common success story: the business started small and with humble beginnings and,
through savings and other personal resources, avoided getting into debt. The business is
managed within its means and Mr Soun is careful not to be overconfident and embark
on rapid expansion.

Case Study 12
Business:

Western groceries retailers

Individual: Mr Teng, of Chinese-Cambodian ancestry; in his mid-50s; married to a
Chinese-Cambodian; speaks Khmer, English but not Chinese
Source:

Personal interviews in 2011

The Western Store Group has over 15 locations for its supermarkets and fast foods in
Cambodia. It provides a range of goods, and Mr Teng, the Senior Director who is fluent
in both Khmer and English, said that his stores would be the biggest local fast food
chain in Cambodia.

The first small store was opened in 1993; there were not many goods from overseas,
and Cambodia was still recovering from war. The store was established by a family
member who lived and survived through the Pol Pot regime while the rest escaped and
settled in America. It was not easy for the family to start the business, as it had to battle
with bureaucratic demands for sharing any benefits from the business. The family
member persisted with the business and tried to collaborate with local officials and their
demands. Once the business started to grow, family members living outside Cambodia
were drawn back to be involved in terms of knowledge and providing added capital
required for growth. It was a humble beginning, and as business started to pick up, war
broke out again in mid-1996 between the CPP and FUNCIPEC, and family members
from the US once again fled the country for safety. They did not return until after the
General Election in 1998, when the situation in Cambodia appeared to stabilise. With
some knowledge and qualifications (details of which were not forthcoming, even when
asked) gained from the US, the family started to incorporate modem business systems
and practices into the running of its stores. The family employed outsiders to help, but
with the overall direction and control of the business and its finances remaining with the
closer, trusted family members.
The business has endeavoured to introduce best business practices acquired in the West
into the running of the business, but with a modified version to reflect the local
economic and political environment. Flexible practices enhance the chances of growth
and success. The family members involved have kept a low profile and make
themselves humble when appearing in public. The buying and selling of all merchandise
is the domain of the family members, as this can have great impact on the bottom line. It
does not mean that the business does not want to involve outsiders. However, it is not
easy to recruit and select competent individuals who can be trusted to carry out the
business in the most cost-effective manner. Mr Teng commented, “Some Khmer
employees ask for advances as family back in their home are falling ill and sick and are
in need of medical care. They require money to pay for the care of their parents or close
relatives. I approve the advance and compassionate leave to return home to visit their
families, but often they don’t communicate or even return on time to work. It is rather
awkward for the business.” He clearly gave me the impression that not all his Khmer
employees are reliable. For instance, he said, “When they are off sick they never bother
to ring and let you know... they don’t appear to appreciate that we have a business to
run.”
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Despite Cambodia’s status as a developing country, its grocery stores are, compared to
many neighbouring countries, fantastic. Because Cambodia signed up to the World
Trade Organisation in 2004, the country was flooded with imported goods - maybe not
so great for the economy, but the expats in town aren’t complaining! The owners freely
admit that Phnom Penh’s supermarkets and grocery stores are more expensive than
shopping at a local market, but their sales pitch is that, if you prefer your meats
refrigerated, your prices fixed and want access to Western products, you will find all
that at a Western Store, a chain of Western-style grocery stores in Cambodia, including
seven branches in Phnom Penh. They also carry a large selection of Western and Asian
snack foods as well as traditional grocery products. The stores could accurately be
described as overpriced by Cambodian standards and if one is concerned about price,
then it makes sense to buy local items at a local market for half the cost.
Note: There are other Western-style supermarkets in Phnom Penh, such as Pencil,
Paragon, Bayon, Thai Huot, and Sydney. My interviewee noted that all of them have
poor inventory control; when a particular stock runs out, it is often weeks before new
supplies are in stock. They also tend to change their products quite frequently, which
can be frustrating if the product you regularly buy is no longer being stocked. There are
also now a host of small marts in the city centre (similar in style and size to SevenEleven stores).

Case Study 13
Business:

Foods Processing: KF Food

Individual: Mr Hok, of Chinese-Cambodian ancestry; in his late 20s; single, speaks
Khmer, English but not Chinese
Source:

Personal interviews in 2012

KF Food was founded in 2007 in a joint enterprise between a brother (Mr Hok) and
sister with Chinese ancestry, who initially produced crispy pork floss from home, selling
from a small stall in Ourussey Market in Phnom Penh. From this small beginning and
with growing consumer confidence in the product, combined with the knowledge
gained by 29-year-old Mr Hok, who completed a Master's Degree in Public Policy from
Canberra University, Australia, they decided to expand the business. He is the youngest
of four siblings, with a sister and two older brothers. He is General Manager of the
business, which involves such tasks as crafting the organisational vision, mission, goals
and strategies, managing overall operations in the organisation from back office to front

office, recruiting and training new employees, cooperating with local and international
business partners, importing machinery, raw materials and services, maintaining good
relationships with customers, and managing information systems, accounting and
finance.
Following expansion, the business moved to larger premises located at Chamkarmon
suburb, Phnom Penh. Currently, KF Food sees itself as a meat processor, offering three
main product lines: meat floss, dried meat and oriental sausages, with a variety of
flavours made from locally-sourced pork, beef, chicken, fish and squid. These products
are hygienically sealed and labelled for local market consumption, and available at
supermarkets, food retailers, convenience stores and petrol stations. Bulk purchases are
also made by bakeries, restaurants, night clubs, bars and hospitals. Mr Flok’s aim when
interviewed in 2012 was to make KF Food the leading meat-processing manufacturer in
Cambodia for premium quality and food safety standards by 2014.
To move to their new production premises and to purchase new machinery and
equipment, the business had to borrow some US$100,000 from a local bank. The bank
lent this sum of money subject to the family placing some collateral as a security for the
loan. Mr Hok and his family placed his family home as a security, subject to total
payback of the loan plus interest within three years. The production plant currently
employs 20 people, with Mr Hok’s sister working as production manager, making sure
that the ingredients, process and final product are of consistent quality, meeting the local
market requirements. This is exemplified by the installation of highly innovative food
processing machinery in most production processes, aiming at ensuring safety
compliance, quality consistency and supply capacity.
Mr Hok, as the manager responsible for the marketing and financial aspects of the
business, is currently searching for a bigger retail space near the central market so that
the business can sell direct to the public. Mr Hok is also keen to widen the demand for
his products in overseas markets. His ambition for making his products available to
overseas markets is very much encouraged by financial guidance and technical
assistance given to his business by such institutions such as the Asian Development
Bank (ADB), the World Bank and the Japan International Development Agency (JICA).
They believe the firm has the potential to increase demand not only on the local market
but, with careful implementation of quality assurance, presentation and packaging, the
products can also be made available to consumers in and beyond the ASEAN region.

Mr Hok said that, for now, KF Food is a family-run business, but for his future
ambitions and continued expansion, it will have to bring other investors into the
business and employ more professionals to help the enterprise. This means that the
business would have to bring in expertise from outside the family to help shape and run
the business, as he and his sister won’t have all the knowledge and know-how to do
everything themselves. The business currently has a software package to control and
monitor all financial transactions which is only accessible by Mr Hok and his sister. To
expand further, the business will have to hire professionals such as accountants,
marketing and sales specialists, food technologists and others to ensure increased
demand and ensure the products fit not only local tastes but also export markets.
It is Mr Hok’s dream to have his products meet all international food safety standards
and be made available to all ASEAN member states by 2015. It is conceivable that the
coming into effect of the ASEAN Economic Community in 2015 will widen more
regional business opportunities, and he is keen to capitalise on this full integration
through, for instance, export/import, joint venture or other forms of strategic
partnerships within and outside the ASEAN region. Within this period, he plans to
extend and customise the product range to include, for example, Western sausages,
jerky, and so on.
Following market expansion and cooperation across ASEAN region, it is his aspiration
to see KF Food as a global meat-processing company by 2020. Mr Hok is determined to
incorporate all the knowledge gained during the course of his study in Australia (and
also his work experience as a checkout operator at Coles supermarkets from 2008 to
2011) into KF Food. Moreover, he will continue to seek guidance and advice from
international and local experts in order for his business to prosper.
Mr Hok recognises that moving from a small-medium business such as KF Food, based
on his own education and work experience and with access to family members' support,
to an international business supported by such agencies as ADB, World Bank etc., offers
challenges are at a quite different level. KF Food has already borrowed money from a
local bank and is committed to pay it back within three to five years, otherwise, the
family collateral with the bank would be in jeopardy. According to Mr Hok, “Business
is about taking risk, and if there is no risk, there won’t be any gain either. I am excited
about the challenge and the level of support I have received from my family and friends,
and I am optimistic about the business.” Having seen the business growth in the last few
years has given him a great sense of optimism and confidence that the business is
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moving in the right direction. Having worked at the Council of Ministers in the
Cambodian government before completing his Master's degree in Australia has also
enhanced his confidence in the business. In his words, “I have enough friends and
contacts in different areas and ministries and I believe I would be able to call on them
should I need help from them, but in the meantime, I am happy with what I am doing
for the business and doing it with my sister. You can have a headache with your family,
but it would be harder to cure and recover if you have a headache with outsiders.” This
implies that he is more content and comfortable working with family, and furthermore,
the family is more forgiving and trusting than outsiders (blood is much thicker than
water). This is typical of all business owners, regardless of racial background.
Mr Hok’s background is very relevant to his personal and business outlook. Upon the
death of his father when Mr Hok was aged two, the burden of raising four small
children fell upon his mother, who struggled for daily survival and the children’s
education. Living in a poor family, out-of-school activities at a local food market were
an obligation to somehow help reduce his mother’s workload. Mr Hok said this
experience equipped him very well with general business ideas and practices. Also,
having experienced and deeply understood hardship, the business and family have, since
the birth of KF Food, put a small portion of company profits into a local orphanagefocussed charitable NGO by supplying it with products and study materials and
financial support twice a year.
From my conversation with Mr Hok, I am reasonably confident that his business is not a
typical or traditional ethnic Chinese-run business. He does not believe in or have any
concern about having personal protection or the provision of a facilitation fee or having
connections with powerful individuals to run his business. He said “I wanted to change
the old ways, and therefore I voted for change at the recent general election. I wanted to
increase employment opportunities for the younger generation of Cambodia, regardless
of their backgrounds.” His commitment to others and willingness to share corporate
social responsibility is reflected in his business support of the charitable organisation
Pour un Sourire d’Enfant, whose mission is to provide warm shelter, healthy food, good
care and vocational training for poor or disadvantaged children and youths. This outlook
clearly contradicts the stereotypical mind-set that ethnic Chinese are only interested in
making profits and don’t care about others and the underprivileged. He said, “Each
employee earns US$80 per month, plus any overtime work they are required to do

entitles them to 1.5 rate per hour, and the business hopes to compensate them a bit more
once it gets a better return. Hopefully it won’t be too far distant,” he said.
Case Study 14
Business:

Brown Cafe: coffee and bakery

Individuals: A group of Cambodian cousins with Chinese ancestry; in their late 20s;
single, speak Khmer, English but not Chinese
Sources:

Media

The group of founder-owners of Brown Cafe are five cousins of Chinese-Cambodian
heritage, all under 30; each has studied abroad and brings a different skill set. Chang
Bunleang, bom in Phnom Penh in 1986, said his family was lucky that most of them
survived the Khmer Rouge regime, although his grand-father on his mother’s side was
killed.116 Chang, who has just turned 27, oversees and manages the operations of all
Brown Cafe outlets; the others are an architect, a pastry chef and interior designer and
two structural engineers. Chang went to Baktouk High School in the capital and
obtained a degree in Education from the local Institute of Foreign Languages and later a
Masters Degree in International Communications from Macquarie University in
Australia. On returning to Phnom Penh in 2008 after completing his studies in Australia,
Chang contemplated undertaking a non-profit-making venture such as providing
educational counselling for Cambodian students. At the same time his architect cousin
had also returned home after completing his studies at Washington University in St
Louis, Missouri, USA, and had a similar idea for helping Cambodian students. They
both then assisted students in preparing for admission to US universities with the
intention of establishing an NGO receiving financial support from a number of sources,
but then the Asian financial crisis struck, making the venture less feasible, even
unrealistic. Chang is quoted as saying, “Looking back, we were very naive, but we
wanted to do something impactful. We sat down together thinking maybe we could go
into business, not just doing non-profit work, but giving employment to Cambodians
and making an impact on Cambodian society. That [was when] the idea of a coffee shop
came up.”

The idea reflected Chang’s acquired coffee-making skills while pursuing

his degree in Australia. Along with his co-founder cousin of the intended NGO, Chang
joined up with other three cousins and decided on a coffee shop as an opportunity.

116 Becker, 2013: Four cousins create Brown Cafe. Phnom Penh Post, 12 April 2013. Accessed a t :
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/four-cousins-create-brown-caf%C3%A9
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Chang was reported as saying “ ...there weren’t many coffee shops in Phnom Penh. I’d
seen from Melbourne and other parts of the world that cafes are features o f a modem
city.” " 8
“I started my business in the middle of the economic crisis. Any business could
collapse at any time,” Chang said.119 However, following six months o f planning, which
included consideration of possible problems, the doors to Brown Cafe opened on Street
214 near Pencil Market in Phnom Penh in 2009 and the shop is not only still open, it has
become quite successful. A second outlet opened on Street 51 in October 2010. The
third outlet is Brown 57, only a short distance from Brown on 51, which opened in July
2011.The fourth location, opened in April 2012, is on the riverside in an old French
colonial building. In April 2013, another Brown was to open opposite the Institute of
Foreign Languages in Phnom Penh.
Brown Cafe’s first outlet was, says Chang, in a nine metre by 20 metre house, based on
a minimalist concept, with small pools and gardens, a Zen feeling and a frangipani tree
on the side. “Business was very slow during the first three months, but we learned what
•
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our customers wanted, added new products and business began to pick up.”

From the writer’s observations, every outlet o f Brown Cafe has a different design and
architecture using trees, water features, natural cladding such as wood and bricks plus
its own designed furniture to provide a relaxing and cosy atmosphere. The design,
according to Chang, is more or less very western, “probably because our architect was
trained in the US for a few years, and was also in both Denmark and Tokyo for some
time. But w e’ve adapted it to our market: for Cambodians, convenience is a top priority,
which is why most of our stores are on a comer, so their parking spaces can
accommodate up to 20 cars.” Chang was also reporting as saying, “Brown took many
good ideas from internationally successful coffee shops and adapted them into a local
brand that knows what the growing middle class wants, and it works very well in
Cambodia. They created the trend.” 121

118 Wright, 2013: How a coffee chain conquered Cambodia: Brown's success story. Phnom Penh Post, 3
October 2013. Accessed at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/7davs/how-coffee-chain-conqueredcambodia-brown%E2%80%99s-success-storv
119 Koam & Cheng, 2010: Put together the pieces of your business. Phnom Penh Post, 3 November
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Noting the prevalence of Brown’s outlets around Phnom Penh, it would not be
surprising for the untrained eye to assume it was another Western chain. But its success
is very much attributable to the fact that it is a wholly Cambodian brain child. When
asked what about the name ‘Brown’, the recorded response from Chang was “...well,
English.” But translated into Khmer, it’s ‘tnout’ - also the colour of Cambodia’s palm
tree or fruit ‘tnout’. Rather like the coffee shops themselves, “it’s a catchy name for the
expats to remember, but remaining deceptively Cambodian.”
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Four years after launching its first cafe in 2009, the coffee chain opened its sixth outlet,
on Sothearos Boulevard, in September 2013. The company also owns Fox Wine Bar
next door, which was opened in July the same year. Brown is halfway through
constructing a new outlet in Tuol Kork and planning an eighth outlet that will offer a
grocery, scheduled to be open by the beginning of 2014; it has also opened Gong Cha, a
bubble tea cafe in BKK1, which is a joint venture with a Taiwanese company. It is
contemplating opening stores in Siem Reap in the near future. Overall its operations,
including Head Office, were said in October 2013 to employ 320 people after starting
with eight employees at its inception in mid-2009 and having a total of 150 staff in
2012.123
It is interesting to note that, according to Chang, Brown Cafe began with a capital of
about US$170,000, including a bank loan and financial backing from his family.124 Its
expansion to four outlets after only three years was, according to Chang, “a little bit
fast.” Based on a recorded response by Chang, in September 2012 there were 250-300
guests patronising each outlet per day - about 1,000 guests combined. Each guest spent
around $3-3.50 per visit. Paying $2.50 for a coffee is “quite pricey” and for this, Chang
says, “customers are paying for the service and the ambience - hence the emphasis on
training.” He said, “Every single member of our team coming in has to do our training
programme for two weeks at Head Office: from technical to customer service to
leadership, basic food and beverage, English, the staff handbook and technical
training.”125
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With an informal background in business, Chang said the skills he acquired in English
literature and communication courses have proven highly useful for his business. For
instance, making sure his staff understand the importance of communication has always
been a priority. He elaborated for example, that “If we have good products, but our staff
don’t know how to introduce them to customers, they still won’t know about them.”
Even Chang himself is involved in staff training.
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Another key area leading to its successful venture is the focus on retaining employees
because of the costly investment in training. For this, Brown Cafe pays 15-20 per cent
higher than its competitors. Furthermore, its staff turnover is minimal because of a
planned focus on retaining staff, including more training and providing a notion of
teamwork and a sense of belonging.

As a manager, Chang said he always gives his

staff, most of who are university students, a good work environment. “We teach them to
work in multiple positions. We rotate turns for the staff so that they can learn every
single task,” he said, adding that, “For example, if this time they are a service provider,
the next time that person will be a cashier, and so on.”

He was also recorded as

saying, “We are more structured now. You cannot afford to run a chain of businesses
without organisation and structure for the team.”
Chang was resigned to the fact there are competitors and copycats following where
Brown Cafe innovated. He said that this year or early next year, another international
brand would enter the market. It is obvious that Brown is not operating in a vacuum.
There are a lot of competitors. Gloria Jeans, True Coffee and The Coffee Bean are just a
few of the cafes drawing Phnom Penh’s middle classes to the trendy BKK1 area - not to
mention Costa Coffee, which imprints its unmistakable maroon stamp on the comer of
51 and 294 Streets. Costa is the second largest coffeehouse chain in the world. Express
Food Group, which owns the Costa franchise in Cambodia, opened in Phnom Penh in
2012, and in 2013 it had three outlets in the city and one at the airport. Despite this
intense competition, Chang took pride in remaining focussed on service and the
consistency of his offerings

, ,

. The pastry items are made fresh daily at a central
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baking facility and delivered to each outlet. 134 He emphasised: “Brown took many good
ideas from internationally successful coffee shops and adapted them into a local brand
that knows what the growing middle class wants, and it works very well in Cambodia.
They created the trend.” 135
The partners made a commitment when they first embarked on the venture to reinvest
every dollar back into the business to fund its expansion. “The more we do business, the
more we understand that it’s very important to expand and find the core values. That
drives our team. We invest a lot in staff training,” said Chang Bunleang.

The

partners have invested in a coffee roasting facility for the coffee beans they obtain from
Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai, in northern Thailand. (Initially, the company bought
coffee beans from Italian companies Illy and Lavazza). Chang said he took a trip to
Mondulkiri to source coffee from local Cambodian farmers. Furthermore, he dreams of
growing more coffee in Cambodia in the future, so that products do not need to be
imported from abroad.

1

In addition to this, Brown Cafe, in collaboration with the Royal University of Fine Arts,
designed handmade mugs and logos to enhance its visibility. According to Chang,
“making customers happy is what matters most,”

and this requires a clear focus on

the quality of the products and services offered and delivered, and clear differentiation
of branding.
“We look at important things such as quality and taste of the coffee, service, hygiene
and training to build our staffs capacity. We are not afraid of competition. We’re ready
for it.” 139
He explained that he doesn’t only sell coffee at his shop, but also a concept, service and
atmosphere. Attractive interior design and decoration of the outlet is really critical to the
business. It makes customers feel relaxed and comfortable when they come to chat or
hang out with their friends or read books. Its customers agree that design is an
important part of Brown Cafe’s success. In the words of acclaimed photographer Kim
133 Sreng, 2013: Solution for copycat business raised by Than Sophy. Phnom Penh Post, 15 May. Accessed
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Hak, drinking a latte in Street 51 with a friend, “I feel it’s somewhere between the office
and home - not really like the office, but not really home. I like the space and the
architecture,” he said, before itemising the wi-fi, air conditioning and comfortable seats
as particular enticements. “The design is somewhere between warm and cold, Western
and Asian,” he added.140
Chang explained that Brown’s design is heavily influenced by independent cafes in the
West. “We looked a lot at independent cafes in Melbourne, and I was travelling quite a
lot in the US last year. I was in Portland, which they say is the coffee capital of
America, Seattle and New York, where they have very good coffee.”141
Reflecting on his initial target market for his business, he explained that the first
expectation was for 50 per cent of Brown Cafe’s customers to be expats as not many
Cambodians drank coffee. Furthermore, it would take time to educate Cambodians as to
what, for instance, a cappuccino is, or what a macchiato is. After a short while he
observed the trend tilted towards Cambodians. He suggested this was due to the
growing demand for quality Western-style coffee among young Cambodians after
returning from their studies in the West. In his words, “Lots of Cambodian students who
are educated overseas are coming back, and they’ve been exposed to this kind of coffee
shop. They want a place to hang out and good coffee to drink.” 142
As for words of advice, Chang’s remarks included, “Every second of running a
business, we face challenges. But we just handle it and keep going. We cannot run
away from mistakes and unexpected problems, but after they come up again, we can
avoid them and improve ourselves.”143 Furthermore, he said, regardless of prior
planning, beginning a business still poses significant risks. Having a plan will guide a
business and help the people involved stay focussed, but owners must also prepare for
unexpected risks. “Starting and running a business is risky, but it can also be more
rewarding than the alternative options for employment.” In his words, “If [people] have
a clear goal and business plan as well as the courage to take risks and overcome
difficulties, they should start their own business rather than wasting their time working
for others.”144 It is important to be clear on the kind of business that one wishes to
venture into but also to ensure resources are efficiently and effectively spent. Do what
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one likes and enjoys most in order to achieve ultimate goals or dreams. In his words,
“Do not spend too much, especially compared to your competitors. Also, do a business
which is your interest because if it is not, you will stop doing it in the future.” 145
Individuals need to clearly identify their own interests and hobbies, and any aspirations
and dreams need to reflect these if one is to be successful in any activity in life.
He recounted his own experience: “At first it was a challenge to run our business since
my team was quite young and had little business experience. Plus, our product was not
very popular among Cambodians yet. People did not fully believe in us, even my
parents and the landlord of the house we rented to open up the first shop, because we
needed to remodel the inside of that house to turn it into a cafe shop.” He explained that
“... having a clear and detailed plan, we got them to believe in us.” It is clear from his
experience that building confidence and gaining trust from all involved is of paramount
important for any successful venture and relationship. Mr Chang was reporting as
saying he is cooperating with some companies in Thailand, where he said he is
struggling to earn the trust of fellow businessmen.146
Chang’s daily schedule, as he described it, is very tight. He oversees and manages the
shops, and is also constantly thinking about new ideas and approaches to innovate and
update his business. In addition to his daily routine and his contribution to corporate
social responsibility, he also gave talks and shared experiences with other young
entrepreneurs in universities and on TV shows. For instance, he shared his experiences
at Global Entrepreneurship Week 2011: Startup Cambodia in Phnom Penh, about the
topic ‘Youth Self-Employment and Sustainability’.147
As a result of his success, he was nominated by the US Embassy in Phnom Penh to
participate in the International Leadership Program, a business event initiated by US
President Barak Obama in 2012. The programme is aimed at linking young
entrepreneurs in small and medium-size enterprises from countries around the world
with US businesspeople. The Phnom Penh Post included the following information:
“The programme lasts for three weeks as candidates from 30 countries, including some
Southeast Asian nations, will be in attendance. There are meetings with big American
businesspeople, which will offer the opportunity to learn from them about how they
manage their businesses successfully and bring those lessons to Mr Chang’s own
145 Sun, 2012: Young entrepreneurs and businesspeople in Cambodia. Phnom Penh Post, 25 January.
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business. The International Visitor Leadership Program mainly focuses on small and
medium-sized enterprises as they are considered to grow fast. They saw Brown Cafe as
growing fast, creating a lot of jobs, and so they nominated Mr Chang.”
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Even though Chang had financial backing from his family at the beginning, this by no
means guarantees success. When there is a competition from local and international
rivals, a business has to evolve to attract investors, which will be the biggest challenge.
Finding ways to push competitors away, strengthen and expand the business is always
critical for its continued existence. The case highlights the importance of building
confidence and gaining trust from all involved, including fellow businessmen, for
continued business success.

Summary - contemporary businesses
What the owners of businesses such as Brown Cafe, KF Foods, SKD, Western Store
group and Mr Soun’s 2-star hotel have in common is that they have had exposure to the
West through education and living experiences in various countries such as Australia,
France, Canada, New Zealand and the United States. They combine the best of learned
and local business practices and experiences with what they have acquired overseas.
This signifies that Cambodia is a changing society. The business executives are mostly
of the younger generations, bom after the Pol Pot era. They are more adaptable to the
outside world and ready to leam and adjust that learning to the local business
environment. They represent the new generation of Cambodia and are less hung up
about the past and past traditions. Their business practices are more innovative,
collaborative and flexible, and are refined as necessary to meet the best way to grow and
expand the businesses. They continue to diversify their products and revenue streams in
order to grow and to minimise business risks.
Western influences have given the owners and executives of the enterprises more
transparent systems and processes. They are more connected with their stakeholders,
rules of law and modem banking, accounting and human resources business practices
than their local business ancestors. They display a sense of social and corporate
responsibility similar to that of the business owners of the locally educated small and
medium enterprises with similar age brackets. They are more aware of the skills and
capacity they lack and bring in outsiders to help run and grow the businesses. They are
more attuned to business risks and market needs and demands and are aware of what
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their competitors offer, taking steps to continuously refine their systems, processes and
best practices to keep ahead of their competitors and expand their own businesses.
It is not a question of personal greed or exploitation that drives them to pursue growth
and expansion but more of business survival and sustainability. There are mixed
messages and tensions at play; for instance, they can be said to make personal gains at
the expense of the poor, but would argue that the poor also benefit by having greater
employment opportunities when the businesses continue to grow and expand. The
owners also undertake financial risks so they would argue that they too deserve benefits,
including their bottom line.
Even though the business owners in these case studies all have Chinese heritage, they
consider themselves first and foremost as Cambodians as they are bom and bred in
Cambodia and their families have lived in Cambodia for several generations. It is
absurd to suggest they are other than Cambodian.
The cultural argument that the ethnic Chinese have a unique way of doing business and
have static business practices based on personal and business connections as the key
ingredient of successful business, is not consistent with the cases outlined in this series
of case studies. The old myths such as ‘greedy Chinese employers and lazy Khmer
employees’ can be seen as convenient stereotypes that are no longer true or relevant in
the modem Cambodian business environment.

5.3 Making a business of education
The owners of the businesses in the final four case studies that follow take
contemporary practices one step further by making education in business techniques
central to their business practice. The businesses include two schools that teach business
and related subjects to Cambodian students and two companies that place a great deal of
emphasis on training in the workplace. These four businesses therefore have a reflexive
approach to business, extracting the lessons and principles of business and sharing them
with their students and employees. This trend is significant for it takes us beyond the
typical economy of knowledge associated with Chinese family businesses, according to
which specialist knowledge is kept close to the chest and within the family. In this latter
model, knowledge is learnt 'on the job' within the family, and is rarely made explicit.
Certainly it is not shared with outsiders, who are mistrusted and seen as competitors or
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as threats. The businesses profiled in this section break that mould by making the
transmission of knowledge central to their business practice. In a sense they democratise
business knowledge in Cambodia. In the first two cases it appears this is done simply to
make a business of education. However, as in the final two cases, sometimes owners do
this with an explicit developmentalist and nationalist agenda of not only making a
profit, but of also contributing to human development in their society.
Case Study 15
Business:

Private Higher Education enterprise; large business

Individual: Mr Kiang: of Chinese descent; fourth generation Cambodian-born; married
to a non-Chinese Muslim; speaks Khmer and English but not Chinese
Source:

Personal interviews in 2011

Mr Kiang spearheaded the setting up a Cambodian private vocational and English
language training institute in 1993, straight after the United Nations-sponsored national
elections in Cambodia that year. It was the first private tertiary education provider
established in Cambodia since the demise of the Pol Pot regime. According to Mr
Kiang, Cambodian people in the late 1980s “were hungry for English language and
computer literacy, and demand for education was phenomenal.” He said his private
education venture began with an informal conversation with friends and a professor
from France who was pushing students to be entrepreneurs, saying that “one has to start
with a very small thing and expand day by day. So this was the initial idea that started
me off; start something whether big or small.” In the mid-1990s, he commented, “it was
quite trendy to have vocational training in computers, like certified courses of Microsoft
and computer repairs, administration and secretarial and other short professional courses
offered by an education and training provider.”
According to Mr Kiang, his grandfather came from Guandong Province of China and
engaged in trading: “He did very well in the 50s and 60s.” He further elaborated in
terms of the skills and knowledge gained from his family: “I did see my grandparents,
my grandfather especially, and I also learnt from my relatives, especially my uncle who
was a good trader, and I think his business mind is very very sharp, and ... if it is not
generating enough demand then close it down. My uncle did trading in the last 30 years,
producing and packaging some alcoholic beverages in the family house, behind the door
and in the kitchen and selling them at the local market. It is a small family-style

business and my relatives are still doing this up until now.” According to Mr Kiang, as
regards his family, “they are quite successful.”
Mr Kiang speaks fluent Khmer and English but not Chinese. His CV shows his
qualifications as an MBA from Ateneo de Zamboanga University, Philippines in 2005,
a BSc (Economics) from the University of Law and Economics, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia in 1997, and a Diploma of Teaching (Maths and Physics) from Battambang
Regional Pedagogy in 1992.
The success of the vocational and English language training institute venture provided
the impetus and confidence for Mr Kiang to set up a university in 1996. This university
is regarded as a good success story, with its development of a wide range of courses, the
internationalisation of its Masters courses and a very good level of growth in student
numbers for several years. However, in the 2011-2012 year the numbers of enrolments
and students attending the university had dropped away.
The enterprise is the oldest private university in Cambodia. Its establishment
complemented the government’s tertiary institutions in providing higher learning to a
growing number of qualified people who were eager to advance their knowledge while
at the same time allowing the establishment and the owner to effect its main purpose of
making a profit. The vision for the university is for it to become a Centre of Higher
Learning that would be open to all, regardless of beliefs, national origin, gender or
social background.
On paper the university is under the direction of Mr Kiang as Rector. He has titled
himself Professor and his Deputy Rector carries the same title. Mr Kiang oversees all
the running of the university programmes and virtually all financial decisions are made
by him. It is interesting to note all financial records and transactions are very much in
the hands of, and monitored by, Mr Kiang and his relatives; behind the scenes his
brother and his wife keep close control of all financial transactions. Yes, on paper he
employs a finance director but the details remain in the hands of Mr Kiang’s family
members. It implies outsiders cannot be trusted. Financial details are out of reach of the
public domain.
It is interesting to note that Mr Kiang’s business activities began with a small beginning
involving only close-knit family members and relatives before embarking on expanded
programmes offering different qualifications. Despite receiving professional advice on
the need to involve professional outsiders in leading and directing the university, Mr
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Kiang continues to ignore the advice but bemoans the stress involved and his depressed
mental state. The ability to let go and let others do the driving and managing of the
entity has become a major road block for the university to achieve international
standards and be recognised as one of the top learning entities in Southeast Asia.
In the last seven years a significant amount of Mr Kiang’s time has been focussed on
the development of a new campus and from the anecdotal evidence available this has
been one of the primary reasons why some business issues have arisen. The university is
not only a large educational institution but it is also a large business and as such it needs
focussed and dedicated leadership, particularly for the day-to-day operations and
guiding the staff towards the achievement of a vision.
Mr Kiang spends long hours trying to oversee the university operations and scoping
future development of the university by himself as his level of trust in his staff and
others are minimal. As Rector he is responsible for hiring and firing staff, who as
outsiders are treated with suspicion and consequently many of them are discontented.
This has resulted in many of his staff and associates feeling alienated and worthless, and
as a consequence many competent and able staff have left the organisation, taking
students with them. However, Mr Kiang continues to stretch his hours and rely heavily
on new and inexperienced personnel, many of whom are graduates of the university.
The focus of Mr Kiang is not so much about the quality of the education and
programmes as the bottom line and the funding of the newly built campus, and his other
investment activities such as land and properties.
The new campus has the potential to open up significant opportunities for the business,
however there are many aspects of the new campus to be completed before this can
happen. Therefore the ongoing development of the new campus and the continuing
operation of the university, which will have two campuses for the next three years (as of
2012), require careful planning and management. The university is in a sound financial
position but investment is concentrated in the new campus, the acquisition of more land
for future expansion and the maintenance of the old campus, to the neglect of
improvements to the administration systems, curriculum, staff quality and morale etc.
This case highlights how a large business is still run like a small ‘Chinese’ business in
that the family, and especially Mr Kiang as Rector, holds tight reins on all the decision
making but, because the business has grown too large and the problems too many and
too diverse for this type of operation, there is an overall lack of decision-making leading
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to numerous problems. The concentration of decisions and investment on the new
campus and the university’s infrastructure, as previously mentioned, leads to these
problems. Why does Mr Kiang concentrate on the buildings? Obviously he has had to
concentrate on a manageable subset of the problems but why the buildings? Is it
because of Mr Kiang’s personality? Or is there something particular to Chinese
regarding this? Is it because the buildings give him prestige and a cause for pride where
solving the other problems, which are more intangible, do not? The solution to the
staffing problems - their disgruntlement, their moonlighting, their lack of dedication to
their roles, and perceived subversion in some cases - can only be solved by showing
more respect, paying higher salaries, giving targeted training and then allowing them
more decision-making, and also perhaps sacking some staff who are not competent.
Note that this applies only to some of the staff (especially the Deans) and many staff
show a high level of dedication beyond the call of duty (working in their free time),
though this is also a cause of disgruntlement in that it is expected of them and is not
properly acknowledged by the Rector. It is perhaps a Chinese trait (at least a stereotype
of one) to treat employees in a menial manner. It is perhaps also a trait of Chinese to
find it difficult to compliment/thank/respect people who are their employees (lower in
rank), and especially if they are not Chinese. This is possibly not a problem if staff are
simple labourers but in a university the staff are highly trained and this does not work.
Mr Kiang is a Chinese-Cambodian in his early 40s, bom and bred in Prey Veng,
Cambodia; his forebears have lived in Cambodia for four generations. It is reasonable to
infer that Mr Kiang has some traits corresponding to the stereotypical Chinese
businessman (at least a small businessman) as mentioned above - keeping decision
making and financial responsibilities in the family and not tmsting outsiders, treating
staff poorly and not trying to raise their skills and responsibilities with training.
However he has many traits that are different. He married a non-Chinese who is a
Muslim. He is unwilling to have a cosy relationship with the CPP (unlike Chinese big
businessmen). As far as I am aware he has no close friends or relatives with a high
position in the government, army or police and this is normally a requirement in
Cambodia for a business the size of this private university. This may give him a means
to avoid or minimise problems (such as extortion) with the CPP or police.
Mr Kiang said only two of his relatives are working in the public service and he thinks
“maybe from our family inheritance we just enjoy developing business.” Despite
increased numbers of other ethnic groups entering trading occupations, he is still
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hearing many people saying the rich people are Chinese. “I hear people saying the rich
people are Chinese and government officers. The Chinese have been selling gold in the
market in the past 25 or 30 years and many are still selling other things in the market so
they presume the Chinese are all rich and this is not totally true.” The interviewee
suggested that there are also struggling Chinese in business but one does not hear about
it. Furthermore, he said, “things have changed as other ethnic groups are also doing
business. Business is longer dominated by ethnic Chinese but somehow people still
think the rich are the Chinese.” However, at the same time it is quite illuminating to
hear this interviewee say, “I think in a big or a small way the ethnic Chinese are still
better off than the Khmers because they are quite entrepreneurial spirits.” He went on to
elaborate: “Just look at the banks in Cambodia. Canadia Bank for example, the
owner/manager is Chinese, he speaks Chinese.” His further remarks included: “I am
pretty sure there are also a number of Cambodian success stories like ACLEDA Bank
whose President and CEO is Mr In Chhany, who started the business with just
US$100,000 capital now it grows to around US$185,000,000 of registered capital. It
started as a micro-financing organisation and now it becomes a leading commercial
bank with a substantial ATM network and branches around the country employing
about 10,000 employees.” Having an entrepreneurial spirit is not always seen as
positive because of jealousy and envy, not just because of being wealthy but people
don’t see that you are bom here. “Just like Negro in France, they say you are Negro and
you cannot get along with the society.” In here, there is “unspoken discrimination and
sometimes with implicit and explicit death threats, suppression and restrictions of
business activities.” He further affirmed this is “just an unspoken aspect of things
depending on what and who is related to who but discrimination still exists and it can be
at lower and higher levels; you never know, it is difficult to predict.” It is revealing to
hear this interviewee say the fear of threats and suppressions are not for the domain of
public discussion but “still in the family way and space.”
Some stereotypes and prejudices appear to emerge in Mr Kiang’s responses to his view
of the Khmers. He said, “They, the Chinese, don’t see the Khmers as entrepreneurial.
They see them as lazy farmers and not creative,” and this, he acknowledged, “is a
problem too.” But he said that with increased levels of education many things have
changed, suggesting the stereotypes and prejudices appear less common.
Another sentiment that can be extracted from the interview with Mr Kiang is the notion
of being seen as ‘outsiders’ despite being bom into a family that has lived for several
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generations in Cambodia. What does one need to do to be fully accepted as ‘insiders’,
be seen or accepted as Cambodian and Khmer? Public and private displays are different
things: “On the surface it would not be so obvious to many that ethnic discrimination
still exists.” Over the last 30 years Mr Kiang has encountered remarks such as “Who are
you, where are you from? You come and live in my country, you come to do business
here. Why did your parents come here? Your government sent you to come and stay in
this country as a spy, a spy, and as you are a spy you cannot be living here peacefully.”
He added, “I was interrogated almost every week by the locals, so it’s really disturbing
your business and activities, disturbing your individual peace.” He continued, “This sort
of allegation has now changed but occasionally I still hear it behind doors.”
His personal and past experience appears to shape his anxiety about and the
predicament of his Chinese ancestry. For example, as he puts it, “Sometimes I feel I am
well respected because of the Chinese, and sometimes I feel discriminated, and this is
also an issue, because the Chinese is smarter or whatever, but sometimes I feel
discriminated because people don’t want to talk to me, don’t want to deal because they
feel ethnic Chinese are maybe exploiting something from them, or are stingy, they see
Chinese as very stingy and exploiting and so on.” With respect to the issue of
exploitation he responded by saying, “How can we exploit certain things from society
when we live in the same village, the same place, we have to find a way to develop
together and to upgrade everyone, and if we live in a society, society has to move
together. Whatever we eat we have to eat together.”
Current and past predicaments and anxiety have, according to Mr Kiang led to a total of
20 of his relatives, including his mother and uncle, seeking a third country as a place to
live. These relatives are now in Boston, USA.
It is revealing to learn that even though he was bom in Cambodia and his family are
fourth generation Cambodian, he still retains contact with relatives in Guangdong
Province in China. He commented that, “I prefer to live a simple life, as a very simple
Cambodian, and I can just go and see my grandfather’s house in China, he left an old
house there in Guangdong province, on the mountain, and nobody is there to scrub it
down, sooner or later I will show it to my students, I will show this is me and this is my
grandfather’s house. [And you have been there?] I have been there seven years ago, I
saw my second cousins living there. And they are still doing the same business as the
last hundred years, they grow tea, and they have to get up at 4 am and pick the leaves
before the sun shines, before 7 am, and the culture is still the same, you know, China is
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a tea country. A couple of years I was thinking of bringing my father there, but he
couldn’t go because of his stroke.”
Mr Kiang does not involve himself with Chinese Associations or the Chamber of
Commerce but his father and relatives do. He said he still can understand the local
dialect (Teochiu) but is unable to respond, and furthermore he said he is not well
connected with the Chinese community as “we don’t speak the same language.” This
interviewee’s only friend of rank is the owner of Vattanac Bank. This suggests he is,
surprisingly, running his business in a very independent manner. This is not typical other business of similar size run and owned by individuals with Chinese ancestry tend
to cultivate a network of associates and help each other out (at least according to the
myth). Of course, as Mr Kiang said, “I am sure the Chinese do not divulge financial and
strategic details of their businesses to their associates.”
Many big Cambodian businesses tend to cultivate relationships with the government
whereas Mr Kiang does not. He is unwilling to offer bribes for favours though he does
pay his dues when asked because he has to, e.g. Hun Sen scholarships; donations to
soldiers during the fighting with the Thai over Preah Vihear; accreditation "fees"; it is
possible that there are many others not mentioned. This anti-corruption moral character
trait, even if it is detrimental to business, is not typical of the Chinese businessman.
Mr Kiang is a somewhat paranoid character and suspects that some of his staff have
been undermining him. It is unclear how justified he is in these suspicions.
Mr Kiang’s mother has been living in America for the past ten years as she did not like
the living conditions and political environment of Cambodia. The culture of impunity,
extortion, corruption and the use of force to resolve disputes do not resonate well with
her wishes. She left her husband behind. He has had a stroke and is now cared for by Mr
Kiang’s wife. The couple have one son. Mr Kiang, his wife and family commute
between two places of residence, one outside Phnom Penh and the other one located
near the newly built campus in Phnom Penh. Mr Kiang has a driver, a relative of his
wife, who drives him for both work and leisure. A lot of Mr Kiang’s and his wife’s
relatives are working for them.
Case Study 16
Business:

Private schools
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Individual: Mr Peng: o f Chinese descent; fourth generation Cambodian-born;
grandfather on his father’s side was from mainland China; married to an
ethnic Chinese and speaks Khmer and English, some Thai and Vietnamese
but not Chinese
Source:

Personal interviews in 2011

Mr Peng was born in 1980 in Kratie province, in an average family o f four siblings, and
moved to and grew up Kandal Province when he was a baby. His father was a
government officer at the Ministry of Agriculture and his mother was a housewife. He is
now married and has 3 children. His wife is working in a private bank. Mr Peng and his
wife drive themselves to work and have a housemaid and relatives to help with
household chores.
The most important achievement to date for him is in providing leading education
opportunities and inspiring development in Cambodia: “Recently, I have attracted one
foreign investment firm (Emerging Markets Investment) to invest in my 3-year-old
company. EMI has invested US$0.8 million to help my company expand more schools
in Cambodia. I have made many positive changes and challenges to the Cambodian
private education market. I also received ASEAN-CHINA Young Entrepreneur Award in
2011 in Hanoi, Vietnam.”
His business belongs to a consortium of educational conglomerates which is now
investing solely in education and training. Besides being the CEO and President of the
group, Mr Peng's other roles include Vice-President of the Young Entrepreneurs
Association of Cambodia, member of the Board o f Directors of the Help Our Homeland
Organisation, and member o f the Board o f Directors of Cambodia Investors’ Club.
He shared his background: “I got the Bachelor o f Education in French, and also in
Journalism, and then I also [obtained] Masters Degree in Human Resource
Management. When I finished school in 1996 I also started working in the education
field in 1996-7 so I worked for the biggest education community in Cambodia at that
time, I studied as a teacher in 1997 and then [was] promoted to the general director...
we managed 50 schools in Cambodia.”
After he graduated from high school in 1996, Mr Peng started to earn a living as a
teacher of English. His career moved very quickly, as he became a branch manager of a
private school in 1997 and became the deputy general director o f a large private
education conglomeration from 1999 to 2008. Armed with the knowledge and
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confidence gained during the course of his work for this private sector, he then started
his own school, the W School, in May 2008, then a second school (the N School) in July
the same year. He then established an Educational Development Institute - a training
and consulting company - in 2011. It is interesting to hear from this interviewee rather
contradictory purposes in setting up his own schools and businesses. He said, “Actually
I do not consider education as a pure business, let’s say if we invest in one school, you
have to spend at least 250K or 300K, so if you consider investing in business, you
would not invest in education, but I wanted to see change in Cambodia through
education, because I believe, if you want to see ... more positive change in Cambodia,
you have to do this through the Cambodian children and young people now. That’s why
I consider a child three or four years old: in the next 20 years they will be somebody
[who runs] the country, that’s why I love that concept, I love that spirit.” He further
commented that, “If you want to have good leaders for next ten, 15 or 20 years, then
you have to provide a very good education system to the young people and children
now, this is the main reason we invested in education.” Arguably, this is a plausible
remark and vision for Cambodia given the current state of its development.
He further reiterated that “Actually I have worked in education for over 10 years... I do
not consider education as a business, so I do not run a business, I run schools, I run
education.” This interviewee said, “if we decide to run a business, we would rather
invest the money in other fields, not education”. He went on to say the schools charged
fees in order to cover overhead costs and other expenses but donate any surplus or profit
back to the community. Perhaps, the apparent contradictions are due to the interviewee's
definition of what he regarded as business. It is revealing for the interviewee to
implicitly suggest the schools are his social entrepreneurial activity. He said that no one
of his close family or his parents’ generation were involved in business, and so the
schools activity is very much his attempt to contribute to the social development of
Cambodia. He commented, “Even my parents, at first do not support me to do the
business [the schools]. They thought if you got six thousand dollars a month, why do
you take risks in doing a business?” He said, “My main motive [for the school] is social
development.” It is also revealing to hear him say his father had really pushed him to
work for the government, but as he commented, “I was not a good match for the
government work... so I decided to do something in private.”
According to Mr Peng, who acknowledged that he had Chinese ancestry, most
businesses in Cambodia are still owned and run by ethnic Chinese. For instance, he

noted, “I think we believed that it used to be the ethnic Chinese people: they have the
business blood from their parents, they do the business, and the children also follow
their steps. Mostly I think the majority of the business people here in Cambodia are
ethnic Chinese.” It is somehow contradictory for Mr Peng to suggest that, on the one
hand, children will follow their parents into business and, on the other hand,
acknowledge an exemption to the stereotype, in that his father did not follow his
grandfather's footsteps. “Even my grandfather [who] was a real businessman in the 50s
and 60s, but after [his generation] - my father’s generation - nobody was interested in
the business.”
Furthermore, in Mr Peng’s words, “Most Cambodians don’t want to take risks, they just
want to stay in their comfort zone... they don’t want to think... just live day by day,
especially in the provinces... if they do business, it is just a very small [one], they don’t
want to expand their business... it is a cycle of tradition... they do not try to learn
something outside the box.” He suggested that the entrepreneurial and business mindset
is still underdeveloped among Khmers, as many individuals aspired to obtain good
qualifications with the main purpose of acquiring a good and decent job, but not to
establish a business and be the employer. “Getting a job is the main purpose or main
goal of studying,” as he put it. However, despite this low entrepreneurship mindset Mr
Peng boasted that, through the Young Entrepreneurial Association and the Cambodian
Government’s favourable policies towards business and investment, many people are
starting to think about business, although the ethnic Chinese still dominate the business
aspects of the economy.
Moreover, Mr Peng said, “[the ethnic Chinese] have much more money than most
Cambodians [how do you know?] because they get money from their parents, their
parents have been doing the business, they have accumulated a lot of money, and they
can give to their children to do the business. In addition to the financial and technical
support from the parents as they have been doing the business for 20 or 30 years, so
they pass their business to their children....[children] were able to observe and learn
how their parents do business and make money from a young age, [so] there is no need
to go to university.” He also claimed “their entrepreneurial spirit and motivation were
developed at an early age.” His view was supported by his own observations and by the
experience of other people. He said “Some of my college friends... did not go to
university when they finished high school; they started their [own] business with their
parents, and they became very rich, even though they never went to university. Some
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friends didn’t have the money so when they finished high school, they tried to get to a
good university to have a good job. They spent four or five years in the university and
then after that, they try to find a job earning two hundred, three hundred dollars a
month. But my friends that are being supported by their parents, financially, technically,
they only finish high school and already become owners of the business.”
This interviewee appears to stress that individual upbringing, family support and early
development of a business mindset are the key ingredients to successful business, and
this is the key difference between Cambodians and their compatriots of Chinese
ancestry. Mr Peng added, “I think there is quite a good lesson to learn from the ethnic
Chinese. The way they manage their business, their entrepreneurial spirit, their struggles
in life, their persistence and commitment in doing business: they really sacrifice a lot in
their lives for a better life later. They work hard in their early life, but when their
businesses grow they can have a good life later. That is something the Cambodians can
learn, they should not just stay in their comfort zone and in traditional cycle of their life.
If their parents just own a small farm, and their children continue that small farm, they
should think about expanding the farm or that business.”
Arguably, this is a rather simplistic assessment and judgment, as the whole issue is
much more complicated than this, and Mr Peng's view would not be shared by all
concerned. For instance, as he articulated, some Cambodian people think Khmer-Chen
don’t want to spend money. Furthermore, they only think for themselves, they are
selfish. Some, he said, would be willing to express criticism of Khmer-Chen along the
following lines: “You see, they are rich because they are selfish, so if you want to be
rich, you have to be selfish like Chinese people.” Does it mean Khmers are less selfish,
more generous? Mr Peng was bemused as to how to respond, as he does not know the
reason, but commented, “Even as a stereotype, the Cambodian people think Khmer
people are very generous, they share [foods and things] with people in the villages, they
help each other.”
It is interesting to note that this stereotype is also heard from Khmers about their
compatriots with Chinese ancestry. The interviewee said that, based on his personal
observations at village level, some Cambodian people may not feel comfortable with
their Chinese-Cambodian neighbours because of their ‘financial influence’ and ‘selfish
behaviours’. “Just think and look at the business tycoons in Cambodia,” Mr Peng said.
“Mostly, they are ethnic Chinese people.” He added, “They are very influential, not only

in business but also in politics... they do business, so they have to be close to
government officials... they use money so they can have very good friends.”
But when asked, would this not be typical for people involved with big business right
around the world, or is it only confined to ethnic Chinese business practices in
Cambodia, he clarified by sharing the following remarks: “Everybody can see clearly
and everybody knows, it’s no secret, that some ethnic Chinese people, the business
tycoons, they also have seats in the Senate, and as advisers to the government for
example... they have money, they can play politics, and politics also supports
business.” It was very enlightening to hear an element of jealousy and fear at play. For
example he said, “Let’s say, in the community where they invest their business, if there
is conflict between a business tycoon and the villagers, even though they don’t do
anything to make us fear, we still have fear of them.” He further commented, “Let us
say a conflict arises, and they have the money, and most Cambodian people believe that
way, they have the money, so they have more chance to win over the poor people...
money can do anything... one side is the rule of law, and the other is the rule of men. It
is not very visible but is something behind that everybody can feel.”
Mr Peng is implicitly suggesting that corrupt practices, including business and personal
protection, are normally initiated by business people, who are generally considered as
Cambodian with Chinese ancestry. They are the people who are offering bribes. But
little criticism is made of those who accept the bribes, mainly perceived as public
servants, predominantly made up of Khmers. It is revealing that stereotypes and
prejudices come from both sides.
Surprisingly, Mr Peng also remarked that what would provoke Khmers is the abuse and
use of money by socially irresponsible ethnic Chinese to take advantage of the poor. He
cited numerous land disputes between business people and the mainly poor Khmers. In
his view, many Cambodians still think Khmer-Chen are very influential and take
substantial advantage of the poor. To highlight his sentiment he quoted the saying often
mentioned by some individuals that “Chen denh Khmer; Khmer denh Khmorch.”
(literally “The Chinese chase out the Khmer and the Khmer chase out the ghost.”) In
English, it is equivalent to “[when] Chinese people move to the heart of the city, then
the Khmer people will move to the suburbs, and when the Chinese people move to the
suburbs, then the Khmer people will move to the forest.” He amplified this saying with
the following remarks: “They have the money, they buy the land in the city, not only a
piece of land, but sometimes the whole neighbourhood, or even one village for
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development... so those Cambodian people have to move outside the city, and when
they move outside the city, some other business people, of course most of them are
ethnic Chinese, also move there [and buy the land] and develop so they [Khmers] have
to move to another location.” It is in a way a vicious cycle.
Interestingly, words of wisdom from Mr Peng included: “Don’t blame the ethnic
Chinese people but ourselves. The Cambodian people have to be wiser, have to stand up
and develop ourselves. In every part of the world, it happens the same: the wiser, the
richer, the quicker win over the slower, the less wise, the less intelligent. So we have to
develop our people, the Khmer..., if we don’t have the entrepreneurship spirit, we don’t
have the business concept and so will just work for the ethnic Chinese people, so the
ethnic Chinese people are still the owners, the boss. The boss is usually the ethnic
Chinese, and then the role of employees, the servants [remains the domain of] the
Cambodian people.” His advice for Khmers is to be more adventurous and think of
business as a means to be socially and financially independent and to counter-balance
the current domination of society by Khmer-Chen.
It was fascinating to hear his observations. Even though he himself has Chinese
ancestry, he was fully aware of the prejudices and biases of both Khmers and KhmerChen. Socially irresponsible wealthy individuals and the lack of entrepreneurial spirit
by the poor majority are some of the underlining causes of disparity, he considers, and
have the potential to destabilise peaceful coexistence among the individuals that make
up Cambodian society.
His belief in social responsibility is shown in his company’s funding of and
participating in various social and community works. Mr Peng cited examples of the
charitable activities which his business had initiated or participated in, including Youth
Community Involvement, charity concerts, donations to many disadvantaged groups
(orphans, poor communities - the company supplies study materials and food, helps
build houses, dig wells, harvest rice, and plant trees in the community), scholarships and
financial assistance to students in many local charitable organisations, providing
education programmes through local radio, TV, seminars, forums and local newsletters.
As Mr Peng put it, “My greatest ambition and pride is to work with parents, guardians
and the government in order to develop the education sector in Cambodia.” He said he
has served as an education administrator and a programme developer in both local and
international institutions for more than ten years. All these years of academic experience
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have developed in him a great passion for children, students and parents, and also a
great willingness to develop the children of Cambodia to become valuable assets for the
country. While some parents have sent their children overseas or to international schools
and pay very high tuition fees in order to receive quality education, Mr Peng said, “I
decided to establish the W School which offers the same education quality in Cambodia
with a very reasonable tuition fee.” What is a very reasonable tuition fee is, perhaps, a
question of perception.
Mr Peng appoints key staff to oversee different branches of the schools with clear sales
targets, spending power and responsibilities, but he himself has the final control on the
financial performance of his enterprise. The financial information remains confidential
to trusted associates and family members only. Even though bom with Chinese ancestry,
he appears to delegate responsibilities more than Mr Kiang who owns the private
university, although, like Mr Kiang, he also keeps financial controls within the family.
From the conversation I had with Mr Peng, I gained the impression that he would treat
his staff well with fair pay, as many are what he termed as “professional teachers and
administrators” and are appropriately remunerated. His business seems more organised
towards a large business than Mr Kiang’s private higher education enterprise. It sounds
as though he is more altruistic than Mr Kiang. Whether altruism and a commitment to
his vision have a higher priority than the bottom line or are just a major factor would be
difficult to judge. However, it appears that Mr Peng, like Mr Kiang, has tried his best to
avoid getting favourable treatment or favour from the government. In his words, “I
would like to be above board.”
Case Study 17
Business:

Business consultancy and training and development (including payroll, tax
and accounting, HR advisory, Executive search and selection)

Individual: Mr Beng: married to Cambodian with Chinese ancestry; speaks Khmer,
English, Vietnamese and some Thai but not Chinese
Source:

Personal interviews in 2011

Mr Beng was born in the Kampong Thom province of Cambodia during the Pol Pot
regime in 1977. He grew up in a poor family. This provided him with many experiences
of the ambiguities and challenges one faces in a life of poverty. This experience has also
given him a rich understanding about life, particularly the characteristics of a life of
chronic poverty and how one can escape that path and move toward a mindset of
leadership and sustainability in its place. With this life journey, he said, “I am very
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passionate about life development, entrepreneurship, and helping others to grow to their
best potential.” Mr Beng is the Founder and Chairman of the CEO and Entrepreneur
Development Centre School for Professionals. He said he brings more than 15 years of
local experience as well as limited international experience in both the commercial and
NGO field, from leading start-up organisations to the development and growth stages of
the organisation’s life. Mr Beng is also the Vice-President of the Young Entrepreneur
Association of Cambodia and a member of the Cambodia Chamber of Commerce.
With very limited financial resources through personal savings, help from his wife and
family members and support from friends, Mr Beng has since early 2010 successfully
founded and led a number of private and social institutions, including A Consulting,
CEO and Entrepreneur Development Centre School for Professionals, Cambodia
Microfinance Institute, Help Our Homeland Association, and Cambodia Trainers
Association. In his words, “I carried out several local and international consultancy
assignments for microfinance institutions, private companies, and NGOs and trained
more than 10,000 persons, including entrepreneurs, CEOs, managers, employees, civil
servants, and students”
Mr Beng served as the CEO of an international microfinance agency in Cambodia from
2004 until 2009. The agency employed more than 600 staff, had total assets of nearly
US$27 million, and branch offices spread all over Cambodia. Prior to his experience
with this agency, he served as a member of the Board of Directors of Cambodia
Microfinance Association, as an Internal Audit Manager for World Vision Cambodia,
and as an Auditor for Ernst & Young. His qualifications include a Master's Degree in
Business Administration and a Bachelor’s Degree in Management with an accounting
specialisation. Mr Beng speaks Khmer, English, Vietnamese, and some Thai but not
Chinese.
He is locally known as “a social entrepreneur, as an expert in organisational
development and leadership, and as a human development activist,” In addition to being
a frequent guest speaker for many events and occasions, he has also featured on
television and radio broadcasts, in newspapers and in business magazines with topics
related to youth empowerment, life leadership empowerment, organisational
development and entrepreneurship development. Mr Beng is married to a Chinese Cambodian woman who works for an international NGO and they have one son. He
said “my family and I live a very modest lifestyle, considered middle income family in
Cambodia. I drive myself to work and [like many elites] in Cambodia I have a house

helper to help with domestic work such as cleaning, washing and cooking.” His firm
employs a number of young graduates from local universities. He commented that, “It is
my intention to groom them to be entrepreneurial and become financially independent
in the future.” He said he has devised clear job descriptions detailing explicit
responsibilities required of them and offers relevant training to all staff to ensure
effective and efficient functioning of his enterprise.
Rather than control or micro-manage his staff, he endeavours to encourage his staff to
think for themselves and allows ample autonomy to fulfil the tasks required of them, but
he is still available for guidance and mentoring whenever required. His ambition is to
instil an entrepreneurial mindset in the younger generation: “Not to always be the
employee but the employer and financially independent in the foreseeable future.” It is
remarkable to hear that he is not afraid to share his success recipe with others. “Why
should I be frightened or afraid of sharing what I have learned?” He said he wanted to
share the learning with his colleagues and others so they, too, can have a better life style
and harmony in life. However, when it comes to financial details, he said it is critical
that “I have an overview and control of all the financial transactions for the business, to
ensure the business remains viable and sustainable.”
One of his main challenges is help develop the business mindset of the poor and the
disadvantaged in Cambodia. He said that traditionally Khmers were very much reliant
on working for others to make a living and depended on only one source of income.
Compared with Chinese families, they have not been brought up to think business and
be the employers. In his words, “When I look at the whole population of Cambodia,
where 80% live in the rural areas... they depend on the same source of income - rice,
farming, and [not] business - and they expect to work for others, like my parents and
others do. [And] people are saying 'Go to school and get a good grade, get a good job,
and get a good pay' but [not] saying 'Go to school and get a good grade, get a good job
and get a good pay, and get to become an entrepreneur, get a business..

[I] never heard

that, so I am advocating this to my generation and the next generation, because, if we go
back to the Chinese families... they educate their children to inherit their habits of
doing business... they can even do better than what their parents are doing if they get
higher education and think more about how to grow their family business. So from this
experience, I see we need to do a lot of things.”
Mr Beng suggests that a commercial mindset, diligence, a hard work ethic, being thrifty
plus other Chinese business practices must be emulated by the Khmers to help them

improve their standard of living and overcome poverty. He substantiated these remarks
by saying, “I grew up... and I saw Chinese families, and I did not really differentiate
whether they are Chinese or not: they are human, they have their own families, they do
business and they live as neighbours in the same village... they became Khmer from the
older generations, so they became part of our [society]; [they] integrate very well,
normally they do business... normally they own a small shop... if you look at the
differences between Chinese and Cambodian families, the Chinese are more business
oriented, more commercial. The big difference is that they focus more on business from
generation to generation... this is the big difference I notice.” Moreover, based on his
observation and interaction, he said, “They work hard... they are connected to their
Chinese group, they help one another in their own network.”
Surprisingly, he said, “Many ethnic Chinese still don’t want to share their business
success, [keep secret] their way of making money from others.” He went on to
acknowledge, “There are some good Chinese people that I have associated with, and
they share.” However, he added, “I also see the area where [the Chinese] need to
improve... sometimes it is too much commercial, although commercial is important to
lift up the standard of living of the families, it should be taken into account how they
share, how they allocate the opportunity, the resources to others, surrounding them, the
success is not only [about] money, but how do we grow together in different aspects ...
what I call [it as] physical success, good health, good feelings... success in terms of
mentalities, success in terms of spiritual, security, finance, family [and] society
relationships, environment we live in. So we want to encourage everyone, not only
Chinese, Cambodian, Vietnamese, everyone, we should see the bigger picture of why
we are here in this world... how we share, how we help one another to grow.”
It is revealing for Mr Beng to admit past prejudices he had about outsiders and why he
has changed. As he admits, “My thinking has changed; before, to be honest, I didn’t like
Vietnamese, I didn’t like Thais. Why? Because history has taught us, and people say a
lot of bad things about them, about invasion, occupation, the way they treat our Khmer
people, the way they look down on us... I felt so angry about them. But as I grew up I
have become more mature... I have come to see that one does not want to be wrong, but
because we grew up in an environment where different information came into [our]
brains, it made up who [we] are, so if we stand anywhere we see things from that angle,
and to me, when I try to learn about life myself and lives of others, I see that everyone is

the same: we want to be successful, we want to have joy... but because we are different,
there is conflict because of different thinking.”
Mr Beng said his view won’t be the same as the general population, as they are still
constrained by history, information and education, and he commented, “Khmer people
have gone through a lot of war, a lot of difficulty, so our thinking just focusses on where
we are, mainly still attached to the past, [we] bring along a lot of fears, adversity,
difficulty, a lot of bad experience, so [we] lose trust, lose hope, lose commitment, so this
kind of thing is still a drama for many of [us], so that’s why [we] want to protect and
defend ourselves [based] on what we know and understand, based on their experience,
find reasons to support what we understand and think. So it just needs another step,
another effort, another education to ensure peaceful co-existence.”
From his viewpoint, ethnic Chinese become part of Cambodian society a long time ago,
and they don’t form part of Cambodia's past conflicts. In his words, “People don’t have
much fear of the Chinese; and people don’t realise who is Chinese anymore, because of
a mixture of blood, so they already regard those people as Cambodian but with whiter
skin.”
It is not surprising to hear Mr Beng remark, “Many people I meet, they never complain
about Chinese, but they complain about Vietnamese and Thai.” However, the only gripe
about the ethnic Chinese is, “For example, if they want to arrange their son's or
daughter's marriage, they want to have the same Chinese blood, [why] because they
believe the Chinese work hard, they are smart, they are enterprising, so they want to
arrange their children’s futures in the same way as they did. They fear the Khmers are
lazy, not intelligent, do not work hard, and are not very good at doing business.”
However, he added, “They may be right to some extent, but not all Cambodians are like
that.”
Case Study 18
Business:

Boutique hotels and hospitality

Individual: Mr Hour: of Chinese-Cambodian descent, third or fourth generation
Cambodian-born; married to a Thai with Chinese ancestry; speaks Khmer
and English, some German, Thai but not Chinese
Source:

Personal interviews in 2011

Mr Hour, an owner and co-founder of a hotel, considers Cambodia as a melting-pot
community. As he puts it, “I think Cambodia is a mixed society. My Mum is mostly of
Chinese descent; however, we have some association or marriage with Cambodian
original Khmers [mixed marriage] and my father is mostly Khmer ethnic, so for me, I
realise I have the blood combination between Chinese and Khmer, and I was bom here,
so I call myself Cambodian, or Khmer; however, I have also got Chinese ancestry.”
Mr Hour got his Bachelor's degree in Architecture from the Faculty of Architecture and
Urbanism, Royal University of Fine Arts (RUFA), Phnom Penh, Cambodia in 1998,
then worked for a United Nations Agency as a Technical Assistant from 1998 until
December 2000. He got a full scholarship and achieved his Master's Degree in Urban
Management from the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), Bangkok, Thailand in
August 2002.
He returned to Cambodia at the end of 2002 and has been working as a National
Consultant, Project Manager, and Team Leader for various UN agencies and
development partners such as UNDP, UNESCAP, UN-Habitat, World Bank, ADB, City
Alliances, JICA, DANIDA etc. He then served as Country Manager for UN-Habitat
from February 2007 until June 2010. He also spent his spare time serving as a part-time
lecturer for the Urban Development Course at the Faculty of Architecture, Norton
University, from 2003 until September 2011. He and two other partners decided to
invest in the hotel sector in 2006 and he started his first hotel operation in 2007
followed by a second in 2008, a third in 2010, fourth and fifth branches in 2011 and a
sixth hotel in September 2103. They have also opened their first Spa business in Siem
Reap and wish to open more branches.
They recently signed a contract to transfer construction technology from Malaysia into
Cambodia in order to provide five-star technology for the construction sector in
Cambodia. They are also assessing the possibility of investing in Kampong Thom and
Sihanoukville. They also have a passion to provide a thousand jobs for the Cambodian
people.
Mr Hour has appeared several times on SEA TV, CTN, Radio France International, a
German newspaper, German TV, and some respected local magazines and newspapers.
He has also been invited to talk in universities and leadership and entrepreneurship
institutions (CJCC and RTC), etc. He and his team are full of passion and energy to
extend their businesses to become leaders in boutique hotels, spas, restaurants and

construction technology in Cambodia and in the Asia-Pacific region. Mr Hour speaks
Khmer, English, Thai and German but not Chinese.
It is revealing to hear Mr Hour's view of outsiders, non-Khmer. He said he is different
from other Cambodian people. He commented, “When I was young, I was more
nationalist... so we were mostly taught a lot about Cambodian history... we were taught
that the Thais and the Vietnamese were our country’s enemies... In the past our land
was very big... and we learned about our history related to Viet Nam and Southern Viet
Nam.. .we hated Viet Nam. But during my studying, I had a lot of multi-national
friends... and once again, we are all friends... my mentality mostly changed... so I am
not nationalist anymore... I have a new mentality, the world is about friendship,
collaboration, cooperation, so I care nothing about the nation, about the nationality, but I
care about good people. For me, I think as long as you grow up here, you can speak the
language, contribute to the society, I don’t think it matters whether you are Khmer or
Chinese.” He further elaborated, “As long as they contribute to the society, we live
together, we grow together, we should do something together, we are all human beings.”
Mr Hour then provided the following interesting comparison: “There are Cambodians
who live in France, so they talk a lot about the government and allowing the Vietnamese
to stay here, and I said 'You are Cambodian, why you live in France, why the
government over there allow you to settle in France?' I don’t mind if the Vietnamese or
Thai are allowed to stay here, I saw my people [Cambodian] migrate to live in Thailand
a lot... thousands of them there, and the Thai should treat the Cambodian people well,
and I expect my people [Cambodian] to treat the Thai or Vietnamese and Chinese well
also, if they come here [to] positively [contribute to] the society.”
It is also revealing to hear Mr Hour suggest that politically influential individuals still
employ historical issues such as territorial boundaries and ethnicity as a means to
mobilise the masses to demonise those whom they regarded as outsiders. In his words,
“[Opposition] political party... they want to fight the ruling party... one thing they want
to talk about is border issue and ethnic issue. They accuse the government of allowing
many Vietnamese to come here, or border encroachment... For me, it is a free world,
that is why we have ASEAN to work together...Vietnamese workers come because
during the war time we lost a lot of skilled workers... we don’t have enough local
skilled labour to fulfil current economic growth.”

It is also illuminating to hear his remarks, “Here [is] a free society, if you are pure
Khmer in Cambodian society, you mostly prefer to work for the government, but the
real ethnic Chinese or Vietnamese want to run businesses or do something by
themselves.” This remark suggests a clear demarcation of occupational preferences
between ethnic groups and broadly categorises that public services are the preferred
occupational domain of Khmer, and business and trading are the domain of the ethnic
Chinese. He then articulated and enlarged his remarks with his words, “If you go to
Orussey Market or Central markets... [the ethnic Chinese] mostly prefer to live near the
market... make their money and living... and this contributes a lot to the city and
society as a whole... even though the new [younger ethnic] Chinese generation prefer to
work for the government... but the Chinese still dominate [the business] there, [they are
very enterprising], they are good at it [as] they grow up in that environment.”
According to Mr Hour, the ethnic Chinese are “hard working people... they are very
smart.” Based on his personal experience, he said, “The pure Cambodian or Khmer are
like when I was young, I preferred to work for the government and NGOs, but as I grew
up I attended a lot of entrepreneur workshops, and came to love entrepreneurship.”
Perhaps it is to be expected that, through education and training, Mr Hour has grown in
confidence in his business and commercial mind.
Mr Hour said his grandparents and mother are ethnic Chinese and were good at
business. His mother had a very short education, as she had to help his grandfather take
care of his business. During the Khmer Rouge rule, his father was arrested and
disappeared, leaving his mother alone to look after him. His mother wanted him to have
a good education for better job opportunities, as business is tough and risky. For
instance, when he was planning to leave his UN position, his mother commented along
the lines of, “You have good position, good salary - why leave? Hang in there and wait
for better salary. Why do business? Business is tough.” He had much sympathy with his
mother’s sentiment as, after the war, it was very hard to make a living, and many
parents wanted their children to have secure jobs by working for the government.
However, Mr Hour ignored his mother’s advice. “I already started my part-time
business in the last 4 years, and my business can support me already. Now I have
financial freedom and don’t have to work for others.”
His personal challenge is “to create job opportunities for the people, and business is
another way to achieve this.” His accounts suggest that shifting from what his mother
wanted and moving from government and NGO work to business is a step-by-step

process, as he started his business on a part-time basis in the previous 4 years. It was a
planned process and was not an overnight or spur o f the moment decision. The business
began with a small capital derived from savings amounting to a few thousand dollars.
The combined start-up fund with his two other partners amounted to a little more than
USS 10,000. To begin the hotel business, he and his partners required around US$80,000
and therefore they had to borrow the rest from various family members and relatives.
Mr Hour said that, even if they did not support us, “We committed ourselves to find
other sources of funding and support.”
Reflecting on a close friend of Chinese ancestry who did not go on to enter university in
1992 but managed to set up and successfully own a number o f enterprises including CD
World, T & C Coffee House and Pizza World and make a wealthy living, he challenged
himself to do the same. He felt he would be able to do the same or better because o f his
university qualification and work experience gained over the period when he was the
employee of other organisations. In his words, “He [the Chinese businessman] doesn’t
have a Bachelor's degree, but he runs a business and is very successful financially... I
wanted to test my capacity, and I wanted to show the world that educated people are not
useless... so when I started a business I grew [it] very quick... I view [his success] as a
model and I don't [get] jealous.”
His mindset, he said, w on’t be shared by some Khmers. He might be frowned upon by
some whose view of business tends to be less positive. As he put it, “[Some people
think] running a business, you must be Chinese, selfish and greedy; it is about money
and wealth and you don’t really care about others.” He added that he might be called in
the Chinese language ‘Tor Hear - just make money and know nothing.” Personally, he
does not share this view at all. At the end, it boils down to individual values, education
and emotional and professional experience. The new and younger generation wants to
do something positive for their society. “I think recently a lot o f young entrepreneurs are
business owners... they contribute the most to charity... people who contribute a lot are
business owners.”
Mr Hour is married to a Thai woman. His in-laws are still living in Bangkok and he and
his family visit Bangkok on a regular basis. Mr Hour drives himself and lives in a
modest villa with a housemaid to help his wife with the domestic chores.
Because of the number of branches he has for his hotel chain, Mr Hour and his business
partner have established standard operational procedures for all the hotels and carefully
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recruit and select staff to manage the affairs and day-to-day management of the hotels.
He occasionally drops in to the branches to talk with managers and staff and to
enlighten them about his plans and listen to them about any operational issues and
suggestions to improve the operations. He feels it is important to have clear
standardised operational procedures, whether front desk, housekeeping, food standards,
customer services and so on, and to leave staff to self-manage within those standards.
He has a hands-off approach to the day-to-day running of the hotels. His business
partner, however, is very much in charge of finance. Income and expenses, revenues and
regulations, compliance etc. are the domain of his partner, and they meet at least once
per week to go over major business decisions. Mr Hour runs his hotel business as a safe
and secure place for his guests to enjoy by implementing strict policies of no prostitutes
or children from outside allowed in the hotel premises.
Mr Hour holds regular meetings with the senior staff managing each branch of the hotel.
He said his job is to listen to all the suggestions they have, in order to enhance greater
comfort for the hotel guests. As they are at the coalface of the business, he must be seen
to acknowledge their contributions and to share his own observations about what work
practices needed implementing or improving. He said that, to grow his business, it is
imperative that he recruits and selects people with the right skills and attitude and that
he continues to provide encouragement and training to ensure greater organisational and
personal satisfaction for all involved. Mr Hour felt he could not realistically run the
business without outside help. His view of the business is: “It is not solely looking at the
bottom line but also being a fair employer offering employment opportunities and being
part of the moral and corporate social responsibility. It is not about making money at all
cost.”
Furthermore, as he commented, “It is about getting individuals with the right skills and
attitudes to help with the business.” Mr Hour said, “It is not that easy to train and retain
competent employees. Competent employees are in high demand, and Cambodia does
not have enough of them. It is rather difficult to have loyal employees. They would
leave you even for just a small rise they could get from somewhere else.” He went on to
suggest they sometimes don’t think about other intangible benefits the business has
offered them, such as bonuses, continuous training and learning, career advancement
with the hotel and so on. Some of them are being stretched by family expectations,
especially when they are from the countryside. The family expects some financial
support for basic living and sometimes to pay for medical care, and the employees quite

often ask for an advance to fulfil the required of their own and extended family. It is not
easy to find an employee who is competent and reliable. Moreover, it is revealing to
hear him talking about Khmers: “If you are pure Khmer in Cambodian society, you
mostly prefer to work for the government, but the real ethnic Chinese or Vietnamese
want to run businesses or do something by themselves, so it is a real combination. There
is not enough local skilled labour to fulfil current economic growth in Cambodia.”

Summary -making a business of education
Reflecting on the above four case studies, it is clear that some are in a service sector
treating education as a medium of business, as demonstrated by the owners of a local
tertiary education institution and primary schools. However, there are also businesses
such as the boutique hotels and the consultancy outlined above which, even though their
business focus is not primarily educational, also have a wider pedagogic agenda such as
encouraging and providing staff training to enhance the knowledge and skills required
for effective and efficient business operations. They have come to a realisation that they
need skilled human resources in order to grow and compete and to remain relevant. For
this to happen, some but not all are prepared to share their business knowhow and
secrets with outsiders, as highlighted in the case of the owner of the tertiary provider,
whose owner is rather distrustful and secretive despite the fact that his business is
education. One could argue that the owner does not practise what he or his business is
supposed to be preaching as he fears losing control and the threat from competition, and
can thereby be seen as preserving traditional Chinese family business practices. Perhaps
his prevailing or primary motivation is about profit and the bottom line but not releasing
or sharing his business secrets.
In sum, these are all home-grown initiatives started by Chinese-Cambodian individuals
within much the same age bracket who lived as children in the Pol Pot era, who were
exposed to various overseas experiences, mainly with neighbouring countries. They are
individuals who earned mainly post-graduate qualifications from local tertiary
providers, who began their careers by working for others but who then took steps to
embark on their own business and entrepreneurial initiatives.
There are mixed messages about the inspiration and motivations for having their own
enterprises. All portray themselves firstly as wanting to help construct and develop
Cambodia’s economy and society by focussing on capacity building and employment
for others who are less privileged than them. The motivation of making personal gain or
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profit and the business bottom line was secondary or hidden. There is a disconnection
between social construction and development and profit orientation motives, with the
latter being seen as less obvious or as unintended motivations.
The cases also highlight that education played a very crucial part in shifting the mindset
of these individuals in widening their horizons and removing their prejudices about
others who are different from them. The cases certainly lead one to a greater awareness
of individual differences within groups and societies. There is no uniformity in the
business practices, as an individual such as Mr Kiang relies more on his closest relatives
to help with the business and with his personal tight control of any financial delegation
to his staff or subordinates, whereas others tend to use more of an open system and
process, with a policy of delegation of responsibility and accountability to smooth
business operations. There are variations in degrees and levels of traditional and
contemporary business practices incorporated to control operations and to build the
often unspoken word ‘trust’. Breaches of trust and confidence are often the reasons for
distrusting outsiders and therefore relatives and close friends are the main pool of
recruitment for many businesses to minimise any fears of cheating or stealing from the
businesses. It can be argued that this practice has nothing to do with favouritism and
ethnicity but is purely based on pragmatic objectives, in particular when a business is
operated in a volatile, unstable and polarised segment of the society where wealth and
power gaps are widening. After all, the nature of each business is different and thus
businesses and individuals subscribe to different risk averse policies and therefore,
different business practices towards such matters as control and delegation.
Overall, however, there is an increasing trend seen in these case studies that business
knowledge and knowhow have been democratised, which is something of a drastic
departure from the mode of doing business typically associated with the ethnic Chinese
in Southeast Asia.

5.4 Chapter summary
Chinese-Cambodian business practices are no longer confined to the traditional models
and practices based on family, cronyism and connections. East meets West practices
have been adopted by younger Khmer-Chen, bringing new perceptions and attitudes to
the modem world of doing business in Cambodia. They deliberately want to be less
visible with their success and try to avoid having any great association with the old
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guard for favour and protection. They deliberately want to dissociate themselves from
the past and past practices. They are not just taking care of themselves but also
benefitting their community by putting what they have earned and learnt to help build
capacity for Cambodia. The enterprises discussed in the case studies in this chapter lean
a bit more than traditional businesses towards corporate social responsibility and
charity; these businesspeople are not only looking after themselves and their businesses
but also helping reconstruct the social fabric of Cambodia and rehabilitate the country’s
economic development. They are more socially conscious than their ancestors were.
They want to change the world and share their knowledge with others. They mix
business with doing good by sharing their knowledge. They break the stereotype of
business knowledge as being something that is inherited from the family or learnt on the
job. They open schools and universities of business in order to share their knowledge
widely. There are of course tensions arising from their disseminating of business secrets
to the rest of the population regardless of family background.
Many of the Khmer-Chen in the newly reconstituted Cambodia are relatively highly
educated. They build their businesses not so much on connections as on contemporary
knowledge and knowhow that is different from that of their parents and ancestors. The
degree of connection and protection required to run a successful business is different
from that of past practices by their ancestors, such as the client-patronage system.
It can be argued that the adoption or incorporation of Western business practices was not
originally by deliberate choice or design but rather by chance and opportunity. When the
country was under the Pol Pot regime, the political turmoil resulted in large numbers of
people fleeing Cambodia and becoming refugees in Western countries. Here they often
had to acquire new skills in order to survive and, when they returned to Cambodia, they
brought these skills with them. The political and economic turmoil following the Pol Pot
regime and the Vietnamese occupation also resulted in a need for international
assistance for the reconstruction and rehabilitation of the country, which gave many
opportunities for the exposure of Cambodians, whether Khmers or Chinese, to other
cultural and work practices brought to Cambodia by organisations and individuals from
overseas.
East and West business practices therefore essentially came together by chance rather
than as part of a deliberate plan. Culturally the businesses described in these case
studies still adhere in many ways to the traditional Chinese family business model but
practically they have adopted a Western model.
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The case studies discussed demonstrate a degree of evolution of ethnic Chinese business
practices. There is a mixture of local or traditional practices, combined with
international, standardised practices being incorporated into Cambodian business, and in
this, too there is no ethnic distinction. It is most likely a matter of the business
remaining resilient and this requires the owner to be relevantly responsive to both
internal and external changes.
The stories told in the case studies in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 have shown that there is
no ‘typical’ ethnic Chinese business practice in contemporary Cambodia. What was
listed in Table 1 as typical characteristics of Chinese Family business by Redding and
others could also apply to most small firms around the world, and so cannot be said to
be so uniquely Chinese. The ‘Chinese culture’ business argument and perspective is not
adequate to explain the behaviour of many large businesses in Cambodia which have
undergone changes from inside, through generational change, and from outside, through
globalisation and institutional changes. Although small ethnic Chinese family
businesses may still be informed by cultural values, larger ones exhibit more variety and
complexity in business behaviours. The case studies show that there is a significant
departure in modern Cambodia from what has been described as being the standard
characteristics of ethnic Chinese family firms. Enterprises such as Brown Cafe, the
Boutique Hotels chain, Private Higher Education, SKD and so on are longer confined to
the domain of ‘family-only business’ as they are required, whether through the forces of
globalisation or to continue to exist as business enterprises competing with national,
regional and international offerings and joint ventures, to seek outside help, including
hiring professional staff and using contemporary trading, banking and financial systems
and protocols to assist and comply with the requirements of various stakeholders and
agencies. The force of globalisation and competition continue to make businesses such
as Brown Cafe, Boutique Hotels, the Private Tertiary Education provider and private
schools to remain alert and pro-active in responding to the competition and the constant
changing demands on and requirements of their products and services in the market.
This by no mean applies only to ethnic Chinese businesses but to all businesses. If
businesses are to remain in existence they have to be continually refined and adopt new
business practices and trends to reflect the ever-changing requirements of the market.
Therefore, the argument that successful business practices are inherent in being Chinese
or of Chinese ethnicity and remain static over time is far from a complete explanation
nowadays.
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It is argued that different patterns emerge when considering family businesses in
Cambodia. For example, they may form joint ventures and alliances with Japanese,
Korean, Singaporean, Malaysian and also Western businesses, which have required
them to comply with certain rules and management practices. They may be managed by
the younger, third and fourth generation Chinese-Cambodian family members. They
may be faced with the need for new technology and modem management practices and
strategies. They may be forced to hire professional non-family members as managers
and use trading banks to satisfy increasing capital requirements for expansion.
Furthermore, they are more inclined to focus on a market-based rather than a
relationship-based approach. In addition, mobility between the private and public
sectors is less of a barrier and many Khmer-Chen also aspire to participate in the public,
NGO and professional sectors and not be involved in the business sector at all.
Ruth McVey’s ‘Chinese culture’ argument summarised at the beginning of this chapter
has become problematic for Cambodia. As one of my interviewees put it: “Cambodia is
now the product of the melting pot. Who is indigenous or Khmer has become rather
murky because we are bom, bred and lived here for many generations and who is ethnic
Khmer or Chinese is longer an issue for us. The most important thing is we are all
Cambodian and each of us is different.” He went on to say, “there are many successful
businesses in Cambodia but not ethnic Chinese run. In the similar vein, there are ethnic
Chinese run or trying to run but failed.” This sums up the assertion that the ‘Chinese
culture’ argument about Chinese business has become less relevant or indeed no longer
relevant as regards the ethnic Chinese in Cambodia.
Business practices and knowledge are no longer the exclusive domain of secretive
Chinese families. As shown in the final four case studies in his chapter, business
knowledge may now also be shared and has become the domain of business education
that everyone is entitled to learn in order to remain competitive.
The pedagogic agendas described in the final four case studies in this chapter are very
different from the classic familial transmission practices and secretive outlook
stereotypically associated with traditional Chinese business practice. They differ in
being explicit rather than implicit about business knowledge and thus constitutes a
reflexive mode of business practice. They differ in broadly disseminating knowledge
rather than hiding and monopolising knowledge or keeping it restricted to trusted family
members. And they differ in being - in cases - motivated by the desire to transform
society and uplift people rather than being solely about the pursuit of profit. Sometimes
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this is done with a nationalistic agenda by people whose goal is to improve society by
making knowledge more accessible. This attitude appears to be the biggest departure I
have observed and uncovered from the mode of doing business typically associated with
the ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia. It may indeed change the very nature of business
in Cambodia.

Chapter 6:
Ethnicity and Identity
6.1 Introduction
This chapter and the following chapter address the question: what does it mean to have
Chinese ancestry in Cambodia? Chapter 6 highlights the views of local elites and
individual professional and educated people in Cambodia concerning the cultural
maintenance of Chineseness, its beliefs or ritual processes and systems as they are being
practised in contemporary Cambodia. Chapter 7 outlines how Chineseness is enhanced
and maintained at institutional levels and by China’s economic prosperity and influence
in Cambodia. The two chapters highlight what is expected or seen as traditional, and
what changes have occurred over the years after Cambodia and Cambodians achieved
peace in the early 1990s after many years of conflict. The chapters conclude by
summarising the trends, assumptions and stereotypes of the individuals concerned as
regards their views and about the current practices of Khmer-Chen.

Assimilation and ethnicity
Two main issues relating to the process of assimilation are considered here: firstly its
directionality, and secondly its influence differential in terms of the relationship
between the assimilator and the to-be-assimilated (Teske & Nelson, 1974, pp. 363-364).
Much of the literature on the subject either implicitly or explicitly regards assimilation
as a one-way process, suggesting “an essentially unilateral approximation of one culture
in the direction of the other,” (Siegel, Vogt, Watson, & Broom, 1953) basically in the
context of unequal status and power between the two parties involved. Consequently,
when assimilation occurs it is assumed to operate in the direction of the dominant group
exerting influence on the less dominant one - a unilineal process of social change. Such
a view was articulated in Park’s (1950) influential theory of the cycle of race relations;
embedded in it is a sense of inevitability and irreversibility. The eventual absorption of
minorities into the dominant culture and the gradual disappearance of ethnicity are to be
understood and accepted not only in terms of what they are and what they will be, but
also in terms of what they should be. A theory of ethnic relations and social change
becomes an ideology in disguise which, in spirit and in practice, prescribes rather
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describes. What is prescribed here is the vision of one country, one culture, one
ideology, one way of feeling, thinking and doing - a loopback into a tribal existence of
oneness and homogeneity (Chan & Tong, 1998, p. 2).
This dominant view of assimilation evokes images of an eager majority group
moulding, shaping, influencing and, if necessary, coercing minority groups ‘to become
alike’ and ‘to come in line’. The view is based on the assumption that the assimilator
and the to-be-assimilated are both willing players of the game, the former to affirm their
sense of cultural superiority as well as the ideology of racial homogeneity, the latter to
gain cultural acceptance and structural integration. As simply put by Van den Berghe
(1981, p. 217) “...it takes two to assimilate. Assimilation is sought by members of the
subordinates group - granted by members of the dominant group... For assimilation to
take place, therefore, it takes a convergence of a desire for it from the subordinates and
acceptance by the dominants.” This eagerness or willingness to be assimilated on the
part of the subordinates is thus not to be taken for granted on both theoretical and
empirical grounds. Van den Berghe argues that a desire for assimilation must be
motivated, oftentimes in a context of initial unequal relative positions, such that
assimilation through a change in group membership would confer advantages on the
individual while looking after his or her need for self-maximisation. In hypothesising
“the more unequal their relative position is, the more of an incentive members of the
subordinate group have to be accepted into the dominant group,” Van den Berghe
(1981, p. 216) is cognisant of a contending hypothesis which points to the persistence of
ethnicity and ethnic sentiments, as well as the natural tendency of humans to prefer and
behave favourably towards those presumed to be kindred. This contending hypothesis
makes it theoretically imperative not to treat assimilation and the demise of ethnicity for
granted.
In endeavouring to develop a realistic model of assimilation, Chan and Tong (1998, p.
2) advocate that theorists need to develop a good grasp of the concept of ethnicity and
its role in model-building. What then is ethnicity? Van den Berghe (1978, p. 403)
advocates a sociological view: “My central thesis is that both ethnicity and ‘race’ (in the
social sense) are, in fact, extensions of the idiom of kinship, and that, therefore, ethnic
and race sentiments are to be understood as an extended and attenuated form of kin
selection.”
This view is based on Van den Berghe’s interpretation of the sociobiological concept of
‘inclusive fitness’ first set forward by W. D. Hamilton (1964), a phenomenon associated

with the natural propensity to “prefer kin over non-kin, and close kin over distant kin”
(Van den Berghe, 1978, p. 402). Van den Berghe’s view of ethnicity in terms of
maximisation of the individual by behaving nepotistically and, therefore,
ethnocentrically is essentially in consonance with that of the primordialists who see
ethnicity as ascribed, “deeply rooted, given at birth, and largely unchangeable” (Van
den Berghe, 1978, p. 401). The primordialists, accentuating the ‘subjective’ feelings of
ethnic experience, argue for the irreducibility of ethnic membership to class
membership. As van den Berghe (1978, p. 404) argues, ethnic groups, for nearly all of
human history, were what geneticists call breeding populations, in-breeding super
families, in fact, which not only were more closely related to each other than to even
their closest neighbours, but which, almost without exception, explicitly recognised that
fact, and maintained clear territorial and social boundaries with other such ethnic
groups.
This preference for members of the same ethnic group as well as the deliberate attempt
to maintain clear spatial and social distance with other ethnic groups is at the root of one
anthropological school, which sees ethnicity as a phenomenon deepening as one moving
from the boundaries toward the centre (Rosaldo, 1988). It is at the centre, in the middle,
not the boundaries or edges, where things or events ethnic ‘concentrate,’ ‘gather
together,’ ‘thicken,’ and ‘pile up’ - some strong concepts used by the Ilongots of
northern Luzon in the Philippines in describing and explaining ethnicity (Rosaldo,
1988). In this view, ethnicity is cumulative over time, maintaining and preserving the
condition prior to the point of cultural contact as well as resisting and defending
attempts at cultural penetration, dilution or absorption on the part of the dominant.
Collectively, members of ethnic groups enjoy the experience of gathering together and
concentrating. In so doing, in “a state of healthy vitality and well-being,” as Rosaldo
puts it, the group becomes “strong and thick.”
In contrast to the primordialist and sociologist views of ethnicity, the other dominant
view in anthropology suggests that ethnicity can be best seen as a phenomenon
emerging from “a constantly evoking interaction between the nature of the local
community, the available economic opportunities and the national or religious heritage
of a particular group” (Yancey, Ericksen, & Juliani, 1976, p. 397). The theoretical
concentration here is how members of a particular group go about manifesting
themselves while in full view of the opportunity structures in the wider society.
Meanwhile, ethnicity emerges, unfolds and takes shape. Human beings are seen as an
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active agent selectively and strategically presenting or displaying their ethnic emblems
in ways they see fit. Ethnic identity is merely ‘a thing’ subjected to manipulation and
differential presentation; it is not a reflection of true self. As Rosaldo (1988, p. 164)
argues, “Ethnic identity, a thing that groups put on and take off to signify their
difference from other such groups, comes to resemble clothes, masks, emblems or
badges.” The situationists view ethnicity more as a form and process than as content,
and as being most empirically expressive and visible along the ethnic boundaries, not in
the ‘centres’ (Barth E., 1969, p. 15). Hence Nagata (1974) argues for a model of ‘ethnic
oscillation’ where individuals with no single fixed reference group, interpret situational
requirements, adjust and display themselves to reflect, among other reasons, social
affinity, expediency and concern with social status and mobility. Added to this line of
thinking, Foster (1977, p. 114) says, “An ethnic identity is not necessarily an all-ornothing, permanent thing. One may claim one identity in one situation and a different
identity in another situation, depending on the relative payoffs.” In a similar tone
Nagata, like Foster, argues that in order to cope with particular exigencies of survival
some individuals would develop a double identity and lead a double life.
Rosaldo (1988) argues that ethnicity is neither completely expressive (and primordial)
nor completely instrumental (and situational); rather it “usually is both instrumental and
expressive, and theories that oppose the two perspectives have posed a false
dichotomy.” On occasions of cultural ‘get-together’, ethnic identity thickens while past
traditions are being selectively re-enacted, not simply repeated. However, his attempt to
‘reconceive’ ethnicity by criticising the distinction traditionally put up the primordialists
on the one hand and the situationists on the other as being “more analytical than
empirical” was foreseen by De Vos and Romanucci-Ross (1982, pp. 378-389) in their
analysis of the instrumental and expressive uses of ethnicity. The vectors of
expressiveness and instrumentality of ethnicity interpret, define and regulate
interpersonal relationships both within and between ethnic groups. Instrumental
behaviour is essentially goal-oriented, a means to an end, while expressive behaviour is
an end in itself, “a result of a prior need or emotional state” (De Vos & RomanucciRoss, 1982, p. 379). It is uncertain whether De Vos and Romanucci-Ross’s formulation
of instrumental ethnicity in terms of the five thematic concerns of achievement,
competence, responsibility, control-power and mutuality applies to interpersonal
relations both within and between different groups. However, their ‘expressive
ethnicity’ dimension in terms of harmony, affiliation, nurturance, appreciation, pleasure
and fortune denotes social relationships within a particular ethnic group.
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Relating to and synthesising the formulations of Rosaldo and De Vos and RomanucciRoss, as well as those of the primordialists and the situationists, one may propose that
interpersonal relationships ‘in the centre’ are typically characterised by an excess of
‘expressive’ over ‘instrumental’ ethnicity. Within the centre of an ethnic group, in such
private places as homes, community halls, clan associations, social get-togethers or on
such ethnic ritualistic occasions as celebrations of festivals, religious worships and
ethnic holidays, ethnicity is manifested mainly expressively to meet a personal
emotional need of appreciation, affiliation, harmony and pleasure. The person is
engulfed willingly in a larger whole and expresses his or her subjective sense of
belonging and continuity within a past, a heritage, a tradition. Yet, at the same time, as
De Vos and Romanucci and Rosaldo are quick to point out, the persons and the group
are also conscious of pleasure turning into suffering or even death when the gatherings
are penetrated by outsiders, threatening loss of their own identities and possibly,
eventually, group survival.
Yet in private places, on such ethnic ritual occasions, there is no shortage of
manifestations of instrumental ethnicity either. Rituals not only explain but also affirm
group and, therefore, personal origin. As De Vos (1982) says, they solve the perennial
human problems of where we are from, what we must do, and how we are different. In
the centre, ethnicity is primarily primordial and expressive at the personal level. Yet it is
constructed, used and utilised at the group level, noticeably toward group cohesion.
In responding to questions of why humans are social and why they cooperate, Van den
Berghe (1978, p. 409) has provided three main principles of human sociality: kin
selection, reciprocity and coercion. In kin selection, humans are envisaged to cooperate
within the same kin group and, by extension, within the same ethnic group. Ethnic
groups attract individual loyalty because they are ‘supra-families’. Furthermore,
relations within ethnic groups are essentially cooperative whereas intergroup relations
are typically characterised by competition and conflict, visibly observable along the
fringes, in common public places where boundaries intersect and overlap. Sometimes,
competition and conflict are muted. As Van den Berghe (1978, p. 409) puts it, “ethnic
groups may enter a symbiotic, mutually beneficial relationship based, for instance, on
the expectation of two specialised and non-competitive niches in the same market.”
Reciprocity can work between non-kin, between ethnic groups. It is a cooperation of
mutual benefit, for the exploitation of opportunities and maximisation of interests, with
expectations of exchange and return. Relations within and between classes, and between
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trades, occupations, associations, organisations, institutions and communities that are
not ethnically based, are thus typically in the realm of reciprocity.
It is at the fringes of ethnic boundaries, in common public places where materialistic
transactions are negotiated and completed, that one witnesses the visible emergence of
the instrumental use of ethnicity. It is also in these places that the situationist view of
humans began to gain plausibility. Ethnicity becomes changeable, culturally and
ecologically defined, and situationally sensitive. It is at the boundaries that ethnic action
happens, more dramatically so when either cooperative or conflictual relationships
between ethnic groups need to be strategised and enacted, with obvious political and
economic consequences.
It is at these moments of boundary-crossing that Hoadley (1988, p. 504) demands that
inquiry be focused “on those aspects of cultural and public life most likely to reveal
ethnic boundaries and evidence of individuals having crossed them.” What then is the
motivation for crossing boundaries? Hoadley (ibid.) contends that, all other things being
equal, “the authority and status enjoyed by the majority group within the society exerts
a natural attraction for minorities.” The situationist view of human beings is once again
referred to here: he or she is strategising realities, constructing and reconstructing them,
with the overall aim of self-maximisation, both psychologically and materialistically, as
van den Berghe would maintain.
Other than the questions of motives and motivation, the next important question is how
do the ethnic actors conduct themselves in their public lives? Among other things, this
would depend on the balance of power and available strategic resources between the
ethnic groups on the one hand and the fluidity and ease of flow across the ethnic
boundaries on the other.
In majority-minority relations, members of the minority may be tempted to engage in
‘passing’, a form of denial of the authentic self. As De Vos (1982, p. 28) proposes,
passing requires maintaining a fa$ade or veneer and a variety of intra-psychic and
external behavioural manoeuvres. Conversely, in relationships of balanced power and
relatively equitable distribution of resources, ethnic actors would cross boundaries for
instrumental ends. Under these circumstances, entry into class, interest and opportunitybased relations does not typically demand a complete abdication of one’s ethnic
identity. Instead, ethnicity is being worked on. At one moment, the person may want to
temporarily submerge it in favour of a fatpade closer to and, therefore, more readily

identifiable with his or her interactant. At another moment, he or she may even decide
to be deliberately expressive of his or her ethnicity when emblematic usage of language,
clothing, culture and customs of their own ethnic group is judged to favour them in the
transactions. There are times when transactions are best negotiated when ethnic
boundaries and ethnic stereotypes are separately maintained.
So, in the fringes as well as in the centre, ethnicity is instrumental and expressive in
usage. The ethnic actors are fully aware and alert. They do not assimilate. They neither
engage in "passing’ into or among the other dominant group, nor do they have a ‘double
identity’, lead a double life. They are not marginal people either but have a primary,
core ethnic identity, best expressed and nurtured in private. This is their master identity.
They also have a secondary ethnic identity, the acquisition of which is sociologically
and psychologically problematic and therefore demands more rigorous explanation than
we presently have. Just like the primary ethnic identity, this secondary ethnic identity
needs to be acquired, internalised, nurtured, presented and validated. As Foster (1977, p.
114), as cited by Chan Kwok Bun and Tong Chee King (1998, p. 7), argues, “validation
is accomplished by showing that the individual in question has certain critical
behavioural attributes that define the ethnic category.” The person does not present it,
superficially, for situational gains. He or she must have it ‘down pat’, yet in such a way
that it will reconcile with their primary ethnic identity in the sense that they are fully
capable of enacting the many critical and necessary emblems of the other ethnic group language, cultural practices, behavioural comportment, values, etc. In addition to this,
he or she is most natural and spontaneous in one language (Sapir, 1968), one ethnic
group, one centre and one place.
Conceived as diametrically contrasting with assimilation are two conceptually and
ideologically related theories of ethnicity and ethnic relations: first, cultural pluralism
and multiculturalism; second, integration. Deriving from John Dewey’s concept of
democratic pluralism, Horace Kallen (1924, pp. 122-123), as cited by Chan Kwon Bun
and Tong Chee Kiong (1998, p. 7), stresses, “cultural pluralism is possible only in a
democratic society whose institutions encourage individuality in groups, in persons, in
temperaments, whose programme liberates those individuals and guides them into
fellowship of freedom and cooperation.” Pluralism articulates a pattern of ethnic
relations whereby diverse groups that are different from each other in many
fundamental ways come to share a common culture and a common structure of
institution within the confines of a plural society, while allowing for the preservation

and perpetuation of ethnic distinctiveness in business, religions, voluntary associations,
clubs and media, as well as among families, kin networks, friendship cliques and
intergroup marriages.
As an ideology, pluralism promotes cultural and social heterogeneity and, therefore,
self-awareness and self-direction in the private spheres, as well as unification and
cooperation in the public domains, without necessarily creating ethnic division and
social conflicts. To further extend the notion of cultural pluralism, Louis Adamic (1938)
used the poet Walt Whitman’s phrase ‘a nation of nations’ to underline the multicultural
character of America as an immigrant country.
In the process of integration, what emerges is a synthesis of two or more ethnic cultures;
such a process unites but does not homogenise the two groups. Following Glazer and
Moynihan (1970), who first stressed the processual quality of integration, Femminella
(1961) coins the concept of impact to articulate “a booming collision (of two cultures)
resulting in a forced entanglement.” Postiglione (1983, p. 23) suggests that “out of the
process of impacting and integration evolves a new synthesis which gives meaning and
importance to the developing nation,” and the complex forces of this ‘cultural collision’
yield a creative aftermath (Postiglione, 1983, p. 22).
Reflecting on these viewpoints found in the literature, I argue that, in terms of
Cambodia, assimilation cannot be seen as a straight-line, one-way, lineal process of the
Chinese becoming Khmer, and that assimilation must be conceived as a two-way
process which, in the long run, leaves the Chinese with something Khmer and the
Khmer with something Chinese. The important question is no longer whether the
Chinese in Cambodia have been assimilated or not, but rather how they, as individuals
and as groups, go about representing themselves in their transactions with the Khmers
and other Chinese and why. Furthermore, ethnicity is also subject to construction and
presentation on the part of both the ethnic actor himself or herself and his or her
observers. Ethnicity is instrumentally used: it either feeds on one’s secondary ethnic
identity, ‘an identification with the other’, minimising the differences and social
distance between the majority and minority groups, or it does not.

6.2 Identifying ancestry
For some of my interviewees Khmer is the only group considered to be indigenous,
original people or ‘people of the land’ and they are the only group entitled to be called
or known as Cambodians. The original people are considered by some to have close
associations with the Angkorian era and the construction of the Angkor Temples. Most
interviewees identified the Khmers according to their darker-skinned appearance and
being predominantly rural based and engaging in subsistence activities such as rice
farming. They speak Khmer and believe in Buddhism. As one eminent Member of
Parliament with Chinese heritage said, “Khmer, mostly farmers and practise
Buddhism.”
Khmer-Chen are predominantly urban-based and dominate the country’s business
sphere; they are identified as having lighter skin and often can speak not only Khmer
but their own Chinese dialect and other languages. My interviewees considered that this
group tends to be more wealthy and educated than the indigenous Khmers and adheres
to Chinese rituals, customs and traditions. The view is that even though they are bom
and bred in Cambodia, culturally they are still Chinese. In other words, “they are Khmer
in the physical sense but their soul can be viewed as both Chinese and Khmer.”
For many of the interviewees, to be Cambodian one has to be bom in the country, speak
the language, understand the traditions, culture and the belief system of Buddhism being
enshrined in the constitution as the national religion. For instance, an interviewee
commented, “I see Cambodia is made up of different types of people, we have our own
origins from the people who are original Khmer, and with the mixtures of other people
from other countries, like Chinese, Vietnamese... so it's kind of mixed blood, ChineseCambodian, Vietnamese-Cambodian, Chinese-Vietnamese, so it is a mixture.” Another
interviewee said “Cambodia is a melting pot,” as there is no longer purity.
It was interesting to hear many of my interviewees say that the colour of the skin
continues to be used as an instant or immediate basis on which to distinguish between
native Khmers and Khmer-Chen. This is illustrated by an interviewee who said that,
“because of my lighter skin I am commonly greeted as hia 149 at local eating houses and
restaurants.” Identification based on the colour of the skin is in reality not always

149 A Chinese term used to address an elderly male or uncle meaning 'elder brother'. It is similar to the
Khmer term 'Pou' (uncle).

accurate as some of my interviewees have darker skin and don’t speak Chinese but said
they have Chinese heritage with both Khmer and Chinese grandparents.

6.3 Khmer-Chen
Background
As stated in Chapter 1.1, the term Khmer-Chen is used in this thesis in the general sense
of any Cambodian who has Chinese ancestry. During the late 1960s and early 1970s,
the Khmer-Chen were the largest ethnic minority in Cambodia; there were an estimated
425,000.150 However, by 1984, there were only 61,400 Khmer-Chen left (Schliesinger,
2011). The dramatic decline has been attributed to a combination of warfare, economic
stagnation, Khmer Rouge and Vietnamese persecution, and emigration. However,
claimed figures for the number of ethnic Chinese in Cambodia have varied greatly over
recent years: an official with Xin Hua news bureau in Phnom Penh put the number in
1984 at about 70,000, but Taiwan's Overseas Compatriot Affairs Commission claimed
as many as 343,855. A 1995 Ministry of the Interior report claimed only 47,180.
According to statistics maintained by the Teochiu Chinese association (2012),151 the
number of Khmer-Chen currently amounts to almost 700,000. The massive variation in
these figures may be due to the definitions used; the lower figures may, for example,
only include Cambodians with at least one Chinese parent.

Assimilation?
Ethnic Chinese have been living in Cambodia for centuries and have been increasingly,
since the 15th century, an integral part of the Kingdom's overall population, primarily in
urban areas. Also, over the years, many Chinese - through marriage with Cambodians have become assimilated into the culture to such an extent that, while they may be
aware of some Chinese ancestry, they consider themselves wholly Cambodian.
The major theme commonly expressed by the interviewees was that many Khmer-Chen
continue to maintain their own language, rituals and belief system but at the same time
150 Wikipedia: Chinese Cambodian, at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese Cambodian. Accessed 10
February 2014.
151 China Network Television, 2014: Interview: Chinese New Year 2nd largest celebration in Cambodia:
cultural experts. Xinhua, January 29 2014. Available at http://english.cntv.cn/20140129/103303.shtml.
Accessed 10 February 2014. Also Minority Rights Group International, 2008: World Directory of
Minorities and Indigenous Peoples - Cambodia: Chinese. Available at
http://www.refworld.org/docid/49749d4443.html. Accessed 15 April 2013.

also absorb and adapt themselves to local traditions and practices. As an interviewee put
it: “...so the Chinese, they became Khmer from the older generation, so they became
part of our society. They integrated very well, normally they do business in the
village... they own a small shop, so if you look at the differences between Chinese
families and Cambodian families, they are more business oriented, more commercial,
and the big difference is they focus more on business, from generation to generation,
they have business, this is the big difference I notice.” In the words of another
interviewee, an eminent lawmaker, “The Chinese easily adopt a new country as their
own if you give them an opportunity, they are not just interested in business any more,
they are moving into politics.”
Another interviewee in his 70s made the following remarks: “Many Chinese here have
acquired Khmer customs and they are citizens of Cambodia. Legally, they are
Cambodians. In public they will say they are Khmer. However, in cultural terms,
because of their upbringing they are still Chinese because they have retained many
elements of Chinese culture. It is like tea and sugar. When you pour sugar into a cup of
tea and stir it, they mix and it is difficult to separate. But, they are still two separate
things. I can speak Khmer like any other Khmer but culturally I am more of a Chinese
than Khmer. To be Khmer or Cambodian is not to deny my Chineseness and to
emphasise Chineseness is not to deny my Khmemess.”
As reported in a local newspaper, it is remarkable that, despite the fact that their
families have lived in Cambodia for generations, many Khmer-Chen continue to retain
and embrace Chinese traditions. In this way, they are able to retain their cultural
identity. For instance, a 27-year-old graduate in Banking and Finance from the Royal
University of Law and Economics said, “I want to continue practising Chinese culture;
otherwise, I will lose my Chinese identity and we will forget our traditions (Kaing &
Kim, 2012).”
Over the years, many Chinese, through marriage with Cambodians, have assimilated
into the culture to such an extent that, while they may be aware of some Chinese
ancestry, they consider themselves wholly Cambodian. It was illuminating to hear an
interviewee with Chinese ancestry say, “They (Cambodians) think they have Chinese
blood but they are not accepted by Chinese mainland as Chinese. So they have their
own identity, Chinese-Cambodian. In Cambodia they identify themselves primarily as
Chinese more than Cambodian, but when they are outside Cambodia, the Chinese [in
mainland China for example] say they are Cambodian, not Chinese. So they look and

say, hey I am so stupid to belong to the Chinese where they don’t even recognise me as
Chinese, so when they return back to Cambodia they are still proud of their ancestors
and Chinese but have their own identity as Chinese-Cambodian.” He added, “Most of
them would fight to protect this country like anyone else.” The same interviewee
further elaborated, “Even me, I have some Chinese blood, but I don’t feel I have much
Chinese, so who am I? I belong to this country, I have been in New Zealand longer
than I lived in Cambodia, but everybody [in New Zealand] still looks at me like a
Cambodian refugee, or with Cambodian origins, so when you come back here this is
where you belong.”

The place of Khmer-Chen in contemporary Cambodia
It was a common view among interviewees that the Khmer-Chen are leading a relatively
easy life in Cambodian society. The majority of them make a fairly comfortable living.
They are economically more prosperous and they hold high positions in the
government. However, even when they are poor, said one interviewee, their level of
poverty is not viewed as being as great or as drastic as that of the poor Khmers, who are
predominantly rural based. It must be emphasised that this is the perception of a
significant number of interviewees through their own observation. As one interviewee
put it: “You just walk around the market place and see who do what, who live where,
who in or outside the restaurants or eating houses, who walk and who drive.” It is an
interesting remark as what is visible helps shapes views and judgments. Yes, it may be
obvious and noticeable to some that there are not many darker skinned (if one assumes
darker skinned means predominantly Khmer and poor) people patronising the hotels or
restaurants where the elites go, unless they are educated and wealthy. It is really
dependent on the type and location of the restaurants. In some business premises one
would observe both Khmer and Khmer-Chen working and serving the customers
together. In other premises one would notice the majority of the waiters or waitresses
are Khmers and the boss is Chinese-Cambodian. All in all it is too simplistic to pass
judgement one way or the other. It all depends on a number of variables such as the
target market, the quality of food or service, the capability and relevant skills required
for the business.
While Khmer-Chen faced serious discrimination by successive regimes until the late
1990s, they have managed to revitalise their traditions and practices and became more
prosperous under Hun Sen and the Royal Government of Cambodia. They seem to have
regained not only economic but also political clout. Contemporary Cambodian economy

is said to be highly dependent on Sino-Khmer companies which control a large stake in
the country's economy, and furthermore their prosperity is greatly enhanced by support
from many Cambodian lawmakers and Ministers of the government who are known to
have Chinese ancestry themselves. In the words of one interviewee elected as a
lawmaker in 2013, “The Chinese in Cambodia are different from the Chinese in
Malaysia, because they more or less look like real Cambodians, therefore they can get
into politics quite easily, you can do many other things. You understand that Cambodian
politics is very corrupt, so the Chinese community is really prospering in Cambodia,
there is no real anti-Chinese feeling in Cambodia at all so far, I can feel that we are part
of the whole community. It is different for the Vietnamese, some still have to hide their
identity. But now Cambodians don’t care anymore, they [Khmer-Chen] have equal
power with the Cambodians and in some places they even have more power.”
However, some words of caution were offered by another Member of Parliament with
Chinese heritage: “Cambodians do not care as long as lives not directly affected... the
great majority are just dragging on making money to survive, as long as the area of
income are not affected, they are prepared just to turn their eyes away from social
problems or politics.” According to the same interviewee, currently there is no antiChinese rhetoric in Cambodia but the government has to be careful: “When poverty,
joblessness, Cambodia hits economic crisis, people will be looking for something to
blame.” To counteract a potential public flare-up, the interviewee has advocated to the
government to look at Malaysia’s experience by encouraging and supporting the
participation of more Khmers in the business sphere, and addressing issues such as the
fair or equitable distribution of wealth, explicit land rights and ownership, access to
good education and employment opportunities and so on. Failing to appropriately
address these issues will build up anger and resentment, leading to the saying quoted by
the interviewee that “history will repeat itself.” In his words: “It happened before ... we
all pray that it won’t happen again so we must do our best to prevent this from
recurring.” He cited incidents during the Lon Nol and Khmer Rouge regimes as
examples. He elaborated that “Cambodia is a young society and there are more than
200,000 young people looking for work each year, and the government can only afford
to create 20% [jobs], 80% walking around, so they will be looking for something to
blame, and no doubt they blame not just Chinese but Vietnamese as well.” According to
this interviewee, “There are a lot of Vietnamese coming into the country, they
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[Cambodians] are angry with the Vietnamese and they have nothing to lose, and are
ready to point the finger at the Chinese too.”152

Circular 351
One of the sinister aspects of the People’s Republic of Kampuchea legislation regarding
the Kingdom’s Cambodian with Chinese ancestry residents was its 1983 ‘Party Centre
Circular 351’. The circular stipulated any ethnic Chinese as ‘suspect’ based on such
factors as the lightness of their skin, the clarity of their Khmer pronunciation and any
display of cultural artefacts such as ancestor worship shrines. “351 had a very negative
effect on Chinese survivors of the Khmer Rouge,” an interviewee said. "It made people
want to hide their Chinese identity by not speaking Khmer.” It was better to remain
silent so that their ethnic background wouldn’t be easily established, said the
interviewee. Having Chinese names, especially during the immediate post-Khmer
Rouge era, was a “definite handicap,” said Yang Hao, Principal of Dwan Hwa School in
Phnom Penh.

1Cl

He added, “Students who had Chinese names found it difficult to

advance [academically].” A common theme was that if you were classified as a 351
individual, you were under constant surveillance, especially if you were a wealthy
person, and Chinese New Year celebrations were kept very private.
Whether Circular 351 was consistently applied by officials at that time to all
Cambodians with Chinese ancestry is a matter for further investigation. The fact that
some must have escaped being victims of the circular suggests that to a certain extent it
was possible to modify their true identity to survive the threats resulting from the
circular. One’s identity could be adjusted and adapted to reflect the circumstances
individuals found themselves in.
An unexpected consequence of Circular 351, one eminent interviewee suggested, was
another wave of forced assimilation, this time of Vietnamese. He said, “if you look at
the Vietnamese [who arrived from] ‘79 to ’89, they were the first wave of assimilation,
now many of the Vietnamese of that generation are fluent in Khmer, you would never
tell they are not Khmer, the Vietnamese speak fluent Khmer, you would never know
they are of Vietnamese ancestry, so the assimilation is complete.” He said “Many of

152 Past incidents and present evidence are reviewed and discussed at the following site but whether
they form a sufficient base to predict the future is beyond the scope this study: Minority Rights Group
lnternational,2008.
153 Kyne, Phelim, 1999: Chinese schools: back from the brink. Phnom Penh Post, 25 June. Available at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/chinese-schools-back-brink. Accessed 10 February 2014 .

these [people who were] of Vietnamese origin now have Cambodian names,
assimilation is done.”

Khmer-Chinese intermarriage
Marriage to a Chinese man was regarded in the past as desirable for a Khmer woman as
he would not only be providing financial security but also higher socio-economic status
for her and her family. Schliesinger (2011, p. 201) reports that in the middle of the 20th
century the Sino-Cambodian offspring of Chinese fathers and Khmer mothers were
considered of greater status and prestige than the Khmers and even better than the
Eurasians (mostly French-Khmer). Therefore, their offspring were in greater demand
and thereby, they were in a stronger position to pick and choose. A similar observation
is made by Purcell in The Chinese in Southeast Asia (Purcell, 1965).
It is not certain whether this perceived higher status and prestige is linked to ancestry or
to economic wealth, a business-oriented mindset and hard work, as some of my
interviewees have suggested. It is interesting to hear in the modem age that a Khmer
interviewee still suggests that “Chinese people are only interested in marrying with own
Chinese people,” because of an element of prejudice about Khmers. “Khmer have no
business mind and lazy.” In a similar tone the Khmer interviewee said, “Marriage to
ethnic Chinese is seen as a good choice and helps uplift the status and prestige of
himself and his family.” But somewhat surprisingly, he said that when he occasionally
met with his wife’s relatives he felt they considered him as an outsider because of his
Khmer race and because he works for a local NGO. In his words, “the value of working
for an NGO is not highly regarded by my in-laws. I sense that are more inclined to
define life in terms of commercial orientation and business success.” He senses that
they don’t like what he is doing and his occupation and therefore he feels rather
alienated as most of his wife’s family, including her parents, are predominantly business
people. However, it is arguable that his experience of being alienated or discriminated
against has nothing to do with blood ancestry as there may be other factors also at play.
Another interviewee, an educator and lawyer with Chinese ancestry, said some KhmerChinese still continue to choose or endorse their offspring’s partner based on Chinese
ancestry. As he put it “Kon Chao Chen is much more educated, business oriented,
smarter and harder worker than Khmer and therefore, for financial security and prestige
it is less risk for their children to marry to people that fit all the criteria.” He confessed,
“Yes, one can still interpret this as prejudice and a stereotype mindset but it still exists.”
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He added, “Even my mother still inclines to think that way.” Even though he disagrees
with this judgement he is “afraid to say that some people still incline that way in their
mindset in Cambodia.”
Ethical standards
Khmer-Chen are now also participating in public service and civil society, according to
the same interviewee. Surprisingly he said, “You look at different ministers, probably
the most corrupt are those with Chinese or Vietnamese ancestry, they have no qualms,
for them it is not my country, whatever.” It is to be wondered if this response could be
interpreted as snobbery on the part of some Khmers, that any malpractice or unethical
behaviour is the domain or fault of others, of ‘outsiders’. Blaming one’s shortfalls or
misfortunes on someone else is often the most convenient and easiest tactic to divert
responsibility and accountability from oneself. Interestingly, in his response to the
question of resentment towards the Chinese by Khmers, the interviewee clarified that it
is not based on ancestral background. He said, “I think they resent corruption, but not
the linkage to their ancestry.” He went on to say with respect to corrupt practices by
influential and powerful individuals that “all apples are rotten but some are less rotten
than others.” However, he cautioned about making generalisations. He commented that
“[One] should not make generalisations... that all Chinese are bad, nor are all Chinese
good, and nor are all Cambodians good, so don’t generalise, that is how you piss off
people.”
On the issue of corruption, an interviewee of Chinese ancestry who has associated with
the main Opposition political party had the following to share: “[It is] a new episode
altogether, it might be a lot to do with economic gains, individual prosperity, because
after the killing fields, many people lost their money, they don’t know what they are
looking for, and living in the civil war almost 30 years, people were only looking for
what they can gain for themselves. They forgot a lot of other things, ethical issues are
not the main issue for people anymore, they do anything to survive for 30 years, the
trend seems to hold on to everyone, what can I do to get more, to hold on, to be better
off than the others. I go back to corruption, but nobody cares, even though they say they
hate corruption. When they see a minister or official driving a new Lexus, they say
‘great man’, contradicting the issue and forget to ask where he gets the money from,
they don’t think like that, they don’t say hey this guy must be corrupt, people don’t
think like that, people hate corruption, but look at his car, his house, they forgot the two
issues are connected. If you get into trouble you just bribe the chap anyway. It’s a very
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funny society. Sometimes you get confused and don’t know which way to go.” The
comment is symptomatic of a fragile society and weak state where people relatively
don’t care about other people’s well-being. “People just do or grab whatever they can
with little respect for private goods or the common public good.”
The underlying issue is that there is very little social security provided by the State and
as a consequence, individuals have to look after themselves in order to survive.
Officially or formally people will respond positively to anti-corruption and other social
malpractice measures, however, there is a subtle underlying message: as long as it does
not impact on their well-being or pocket. As one lawmaker said, “They want to answer
whatever you want to hear. When asked, ‘Do you hate corruption?’, they reply ‘Yeah I
hate corruption.’ They can explain the whole concept of what or why and then they
bribe their way into a particular school or position. They tell you what you want or
expect to hear and then they do the opposite.” According to this interviewee, “It is
double standards.”
In the words of an ethnic Khmer interviewee in his early 50s with a senior military
background who received training in Russia and who has lived, worked and survived
through various turmoil under different political regimes, “Right now they slash, bum,
exploit and pillage the country’s resources without due respect and critical consideration
and the feelings of the general public and future generations and Cambodia. They won
the war so they believe they can rule the country in whatever ways they like. Some
people now don’t see the country actually belonging to all Cambodians any more,” he
said. “Instead of Cambodia some people now label Cambodia as Srok Hun Sen154 or
Hun Sen country. Hun Sen and his team can do and control everything. They seem to
forget the past and the reasons behind Cambodia’s tragedy which they themselves were
championed and purported as liberators.” He went on to say, “I am afraid we become
more and more individualistic, more selfish, and the gap between the rich and poor has
been widening. I am sceptical if Cambodia has leamt anything from the experience of
living under the Khmer Rouge and some 30 years of war.”
The interviewee also indicated that in his view contemporary Cambodians have little
say about what are public or private goods: “Public property can be private the next day.
Everything is for sale.” His remarks echo similar sentiments reported by some local
independent media. Reflecting on his personal experience as a military officer and

154 "Srok" is the Khmer term for country.
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public servant (as Undersecretary of State) he quoted the Khmer saying ‘Tek Lang Trei
Si Samoch; Tek Choh Samoch Si Trei’ (literally translated as ‘When high tide comes
fish will eat ants and when low tide comes (water or river recedes) ants will eat fish.’)
The analogy is ‘what goes around comes around’. Right now economically Cambodia is
on the rise and politically one individual or group has the upper hand but it is a question
of time as to when the reverse will become the reality again. The current apathy or
patience of individuals concerning ‘fairness’ and not being given a ‘fair go’ won’t last.
According to the same interviewee, “Because people don’t talk it does not translate or
mean they don’t have any concerns or issues. Maybe it is not the right time to talk.”
It is also fascinating to hear an insight view of the government and his cabinet
colleagues from a former Senior Minister who said, “I have never heard at any session
of the Cabinet meetings, as we met every Friday, 40-50 times a year, and over 20 years,
that means around 800 times... at no time we talked about racial issues... That is why I
said it is a non-issue.” It is interesting to hear this view which is in contradiction to the
views of another lawmaker with Chinese heritage who lived through the various
regimes and has extensively experienced life both in and outside Cambodia. He said
that ‘potential scapegoating’ exists but is conveyed and expressed in different ways.
Silence or unspoken resistance does not necessarily translate to ‘agreement’ or ‘nonissue’.
A senior lawmaker belonging to the opposition lamented: “Human nature, when they
come to a difficult time they look for something to blame, and the Cambodian scholar
always blames the Chinese, unfair middleman, they always trade unfairly with the
farmers. During the planting period, they go to the countryside and provide farmers with
the necessities then will take back from the farmers during harvest time ten times what
it cost when the Chinese lent to the farmers.” He went on to say that he had read a
number of writings by Khmer scholars who wrote about exploitation by the Chinese and
some people continue to believe “the Chinese were part of the class society” and they
must be controlled, punished and destroyed. However, the same interviewee clarified
his own views regarding the suffering incurred by Khmer-Chen during the Pol Pot
regime with the following remarks: “It would be difficult to say that the behaviour of
the Khmer Rouge against the Chinese was based on ethnicity alone. However, there
were some that harboured ethnicity as a tool but you could not say all were like that.”
Reflecting on my own experience, having been bom and brought up in Cambodia from
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the early 50s to the early 70s I can only concur with this interviewee’s remarks that not
all Cambodians would use ethnicity or race to form their views about wealth and power.
It was revealing to read a local media report that most Cambodians have a blood
connection with China and Chinese. Prince Sisowath Kulachhat, State Secretary, was
reported as saying in 2010, “If you are Cambodian, there is a pretty good chance that
someone in your family tree migrated from China at some point. And the impact of
centuries of Chinese immigrants on Cambodian society is unavoidable.” (Kaing & Kim,
2012) An interviewee said that according to his own estimate “I would say 85-99% of
the population of Phnom Penh are Kon Chao Chen (literally translated as ‘grandson of
Chinese’) or in plain language as having Chinese heritage or having some blood
connection with Chinese ancestry, and they engage in every sphere of work. The current
general perception is that they not only dominate the economic sphere but also the
political running or ruling of Cambodia. Just have a look at who runs especially big
businesses and who’s who as parliamentarians, senators and Ministers and so on.” As an
eminent Member of Parliament associated with the opposition party said, “Nowadays
the people in power who are strongly influenced by the Chinese culture, they become
more powerful.” He further commented that “We hardly hear anyone claiming that the
Chinese are taking power or control over Cambodia or taking control over country
economically like in the 60s and 70s, same as what happened in Malaysia or Indonesia.”
It is conceivable that powerful positions now occupied by individuals with Chinese
heritage form the key driver or critical factor in making Cambodians more at ease with
being Chinese than people of their neighbouring states, Viet Nam and Thailand. Also,
the fact that China has been engaged with Cambodia over several centuries through
various rulers could also enhance the stability of the country and the region, and
indirectly the local Cambodians’ view of Chinese. As one eminent interviewee put it, “It
is clear that Viet Nam are aggressively moving to have influence over Cambodia, and
the Chinese see that as a major threat, and they are coming left and right, and whatever
the government wants it gets. It is a major counter-balancing act, geopolitically, and I
think this government wants to distance itself from the Vietnamese. Also, my suspicion
is the PM wants to have more balance by having more Chinese presence, he still has to
deal with Viet Nam, but that relieves the pressure.”
Another interviewee, now a lawmaker in Cambodia, echoed this with the following
view: “We always regard the Chinese as our saviour, every time we have a problem
with the two neighbours, we regard China as our big brother. Look at our former King
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Sihanouk, he went to Beijing to ask for support from China to help his revolution. The
Chinese always have a strong relationship, when the Vietnamese invaded Cambodia the
Chinese sent 200-300,000 troops to attack Viet Nam.”
It is in Cambodia’s interests to embrace peace and diversity and give greater tolerance
to the difference in perspectives and views and the make-up of contemporary and future
Cambodia if it is to remain civilised and be seen as a progressive nation for generations
to come. It won’t be an easy task and it will provide a constant challenge to current and
future leaders.
As a small country with limited resources and capacity, Cambodia may have to be
flexible in its conduct on international relations, going with the wind or flowing either
in the same or in the opposite direction to the Mekong River in order to stay intact and
alive. Reflecting on the historical tensions between Cambodia and Viet Nam, and Viet
Nam and China, geopolitically, it is conceivably more advantageous for the Cambodian
leadership to conduct its international politics with a bias towards China as it implicitly
has common cause with it: ‘Your enemy’s enemy is your friend’. As a prominent
interviewee who is fourth or fifth generation Chinese-Cambodian said, “They [the
Chinese] are not seen as a real threat, and even my wife, a darker-skinned lady, says at
least they don’t take our land. So the fundamental underpinning currency is land, land,
land, as long as the land is there it is all right.”
Land
It is enlightening to hear the interviewee share his other concerns. For example, he said,
“People of my generation have different backgrounds, but Vietnamese people is
something we need to worry about, it’s not discrimination, it’s not nationalism or
extreme or anything, but we always see the history of Cambodia, there is a flow of
Vietnamese people coming to Cambodia, where the government did not take very
serious action to control that stuff. It’s more political than business I think.” This
interviewee appears to suggest his concern is about historical rivalries with
neighbouring Viet Nam rather than resentment of China or Chinese or Khmer-Chen.
The implicit message is about the threat of land or loss of land rather than any threat
from the economic, political and cultural domination of China or the Chinese.
A prominent interviewee provided the following metaphor suggesting that physical
distance and geography keep China-Cambodia relations in a positive mode and
Cambodian negative perceptions of Chinese at bay, compared to Cambodian
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perceptions of Viet Nam and Vietnamese. He said, “We should have been very mad
with the Americans for bombing Cambodia. They dropped more bombs on Cambodia
than in the Second World War in tonnage, but because the Americans are so far away
we don’t feel that anger, but every time you hear something from a neighbouring
country you get uptight because they are there. Chinese is the same thing, Chinese is too
far away, China is not bordering Cambodia. If China bordered Cambodia we would
probably feel this encroaching, abuse, taking advantage of Cambodia. But China is far
away, China is not perceived as coming to take Cambodian land, although taking
resources, but you don’t feel that they are taking the land. Land is all about nation, [loss
of] land is a feeling of dispossession. It becomes very emotional when it comes to land
issues.”
His sentiment appears to suggest that land is a non-renewable resource and the
foundation of subsistence living for many rural poor, and the loss of land, whether to
neighbouring countries or through other means, is very much a nationally sensitive
issue. This is evident by various reported disputes between Cambodia and its
neighbouring countries and between local citizens and various developers including
business tycoons, political, military and powerful individuals for alleged land grabbing,
leading to continuous large protests and demonstrations in different parts of Cambodia.
Land ownership and entitlement has become one of the highly charged contentious
issues that continue to divide Cambodia and its citizens. Many unresolved land disputes
continue to aggravate and agitate society, separating the wealthy and powerful from the
less privileged and poor individuals, thus making it more pronounced and visible over
the years. Land issues have the potential to be portrayed by national activists as
emotional, racial or ethnic in character and tone, thus agitating the less well-off mass of
people to demand drastic measures by the State.

Absorption of Chinese culture and words into the Khmer language
It is illuminating to hear from highly intellectual and influential interviewees about
Khmer-Chen as an integral part of Cambodia. They cited the way Chinese and Khmer
names were combined to retain ancestral links and that “there are dozens of Chinese
words used widely in the Khmer language.” The Phnom Penh Post quoted Nov
Sambath, Professor of Chinese Literature at the Royal University of Phnom Penh, as
saying that the level of connection and maintenance of Chineseness in Cambodia isn’t
surprising when considering many words in the Khmer language derived from Chinese
dialects centuries ago. Examples cited included ang pav (red package), kong (grandpa)
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and ma (grandma), sampan (boat); all are borrowed from various dialects of the Chinese
language. Nov Sambath augmented the examples with remarks such as “We live with
and breathe the Chinese influence; we have adopted Chinese culture, from cuisines to
lifestyle, into our traditions; Cambodians have merged Chinese customs with
Cambodian food, clothing, wedding styles, funerals and just about everything else.” 155
With respect to the adoption of names, an eminent parliamentarian with Chinese
heritage commented, “Nowadays when you look at the people in government, many
have Chinese names, of course they are of Chinese heritage, the same in Thailand, they
move up and participate in every sphere of work.” He said “Chinese today is different
from the 50s to 70s. Khmer-Chen today only keep their surnames and their first names
are changed to Cambodian names. In the 50s to 70s they would maintain the whole
Chinese name without changing anything, but now they retain the family surnames, but
are called Khmer names, very beautiful names, quite impressive.” He went on to say,
“The Chinese are very strong in their belief of their ancestors and would not change
their surname, just change their given name to Dara, Vuthy etc.”
It is also fascinating to read these remarks echoed by a member of the Royal Family.
Prince Sisowath Kulachhat, State Secretary and Director of Fine Arts and Crafts of the
Royal University of Fine Arts, is quoted in the Phnom Penh Post: “Chinese culture
came to Cambodia long before Christianity.” The Prince further elaborated, “I have
noticed that the Chinese never forget their identity, no matter how far apart they are
from their native land.”156 He added that “Chinese culture is beneficial to people in
Cambodia who have preserved the positive aspects of it, including the priority often
placed on business acumen.”
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The traditional business dominance was also reiterated by one former Senior Minister of
the Cabinet who commented, “Yes, you know they are merchants by nature, they have it
in their blood, they are into commercial activities, they like to trade, do business, open
shops, selling, buying, they are merchants, it is in their blood, so yes they control quite a
few areas of economic activity, but the difference between the 60s and now is that many
Cambodians are picking up trades ... It is true that now many Cambodians run
businesses, not only ethnic Chinese, they control big economic activities. Yes, the big

155 Kaing M. & Kim S., 2010: Cultures combined. Phnom Penh Post, 6 October. Available at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/lift/cultures-cambined. Accessed December 10 2013.
156 Kaing & Kim, op. cit.
157 Kyne, Phelim, op. cit.
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share the Chinese had is now smaller because the Cambodians are coming in to do a lot
in banking, importing and exporting and so on. It is different now.”
Furthermore, as a highly western-educated and influential interviewee who considered
himself 1/16th Chinese asserted, the domain of knowledge and business is no longer
solely occupied by Khmer-Chen, and similarly the domain of public service and the
military or police and so on are no longer reserved solely for Khmers. In his own words,
“Knowledge is not anymore only for the few, most of the revolutionaries [in business]
seem to be Cambodian, they have sent their kids to study abroad for the last 20 years,
these kids are coming back, they are businessmen, they are active in society, so business
is not any more dominated by the Chinese, no more, now there is competition...
economic competition.”
Although it is remarkable to read these remarks, it is also interesting to note the
traditional or stereotypical mindset of the priority placed on business by the Chinese
being reinforced or perceived by Prince Sisowath Kulachhat and other interviewees.
The idea that the Chinese did not have many other options in order to make a living and
feed the family appears not to be a consideration. For instance, in the earlier years of
settlement they may not have been able to speak the language or be allowed to own
land, and these factors, along with having to deal with other legal or non-legal barriers,
precluded them from other occupational aspirations and the only option left for them
was business.

Prejudice
Prejudice, stereotyping and snobbery work both ways, whether one is Khmer, Chinese
or Khmer-Chen; we all have our own biases and prejudices. As another interviewee
with Chinese ancestry (whose mother is ethnic Chinese and father is Khmer) put it, “I
don’t think it [the prejudice] is based on any assumption, it is based on what people
perceive as common sense. You may have read that some Chinese people discriminate
against 100% Khmer, say for example, my father... I try to recall what my mother told
me, none of her relatives wanted her to marry a 100% Cambodian because they don’t
think they are smart, 100% Cambodian not smart.” Even though he disagreed with the
thinking and perception, saying it is a ridiculous mindset, unfortunately “a lot of people
think 100% Cambodian not smart, they use a lot of energy and generate little profit,”
and they think “Chinese people utilise their energy and capital and networking to
generate huge profit.” He further commented that, “Right now, some Cambodian people
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are very smart, and Chinese people are still smart actually.” The interviewee suggests
that many still cling to the past and hearsay. For instance, in his words, “based on past
experience, people think if you have Chinese parents, Chinese ancestry you are always
rich, or at least doing something in business and generating more value than the
Cambodian [Khmer] people.”
Both some Khmer-Chen and Khmers seem to accept the ethnic stereotypes that the
Chinese are better businessmen, mastering greater skills in trade and commerce than
Khmers, while Khmers tend to enter the bureaucracy, becoming public servants,
soldiers, policemen or teachers, or work on the land. Some of the reasons given by
Khmer interviewees include: “Trade and commerce fit well with the character of the
Chinese people.”; “Chinese are gifted traders.”; “The Chinese are the rich people. They
pour money into what is considered as country development work and acceptable
charitable work in order to get recognition or royal decorations.”; “Khmers would prefer
to accumulate position and prestige before wealth.” Similarly, some of the reasons
given by my Cambodian-Chinese interviewees include: “The Chinese are the masters of
the business and when Khmers cannot compete or engage in business world, they say
the Chinese are ruthless, crude, corrupted and only interested in making money.” The
continued existence of ethnic stereotypes and prejudices is conceivably seen as an
indication that ethnic differences still persist and that there is an absence of assimilation.
It is illuminating to hear that people still think of each other in terms of the colour of the
skin and relate the skin’s appearance to intelligence, influence and wealth. It is clear that
some Cambodians, both Khmers and Khmer-Chen, have not moved on from the past in
their prejudices against one another. As the same interviewee said, “When I see you
have white skin, you must be Chinese, black skin, you are poor and must be Khmer, so
people with white skin have capital and are smart; they have their property, facility,
house, normally it is noticeable that this group of people have property, business.”
However, contradicting the stereotypes, some of my interviewees actually have darker
skin but have Chinese ancestry. Furthermore, they are working in various occupational
fields, in private, public and NGOs, and occupy a range of positions, influence and
wealth. In response to the question of resentment or jealousy the same interviewee said,
“People in my generation tend to believe that if you work smart, work hard, you will get
what you want, and there is no jealousy.”
According to many interviewees, past tensions still hold back progress and peaceful co
existence. There are people who cannot move past the past. They are still stuck in
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history, possibly at the expense of common good and humanity. However, it is so easy
to be critical if one was not a victim of past tragedy and suffering, and to advocate all
involved to forgive and forget and stop holding on to the past, as this would require
conviction and compassion from everyone.
Overall, it is encouraging that the present political, economic and social environment
enables people to freely express their identity and it is no surprise that Khmer-Chen
have embraced the chance to celebrate traditional holidays and festivals with a greater
level of confidence and personal safety and without fear of any political repercussions
than in the past. In the words of a Chinese-Cambodian interviewee who has just
returned to Cambodia after spending over 30 years in New Zealand, all a sudden, “It is
trendy for everyone to be having Chinese blood.” He elaborated that even though he and
his family don’t speak a word of Chinese, they feel comfortable having a blood
connection with Chinese and being known as Chinese-Cambodian, as the label
resonated as implying smart, rich, business savvy and influential. As another eminent
parliamentarian with Chinese heritage put it, “Chinese has become a symbol of wealth
in our society.” It is fascinating to hear the level of cultural absorption and comfort of
being Chinese expressed in Cambodia. As the parliamentarian quoted earlier remarked,
“You can see that at the Chinese New Year celebrations Khmers pretend they are
Chinese as well, you have the so-called Kongmar (altar) to pray in the house. You go in
a lot of houses and even though the occupants have dark skin they have Kongmars ... It
is quite strange to me since I am old enough to compare all this that is now happening in
the country [with the past].” Lim and Gosling (1997) make the same remark in
reference to the Chinese in Southeast Asia as a whole: “It is now not only socially
acceptable but evenly socially and certainly economically desirable to be Chinese.”

6.4 Chinese cultural practices in contemporary Cambodia
Kongmar
Most Chinese houses have an area where an altar (Kongmar) is located. Dependent on
the wealth of individuals and households, the altar can range from a simple single
wooden shelf to a large elaborate one decorated with electric light bulbs of various
colours and a large goddess statue positioned on the platform. It is customary that every
morning the household members place fresh offerings such as fruit and beverages and
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light incense sticks in front of the altar. On special occasions such as the Chinese New
Year or the Qingming Festival, a more elaborate offering is made.
Kongmar and other Chinese symbols such as Chinese paintings or sayings are often
seen displayed at homes or shop fronts and offices for Khmer-Chen. The altar is seen as
the place of the ancestors and household gods and they are venerated at prescribed
times, for instance over the Qingming Festival, at New Year and at other times for
assistance in such matters as healing and curing the sick and vulnerable and uniting the
extended family and so on. Some people are superstitious and therefore consult
horoscopes and worship ancestors in order to determine the course of action that will
bring luck and harmony.

Qingming Festival
The Qingming Festival, known in Khmer as Chenming and in English by various terms
(All Souls Day, Clear Bright Festival, Ancestors Day, Festival for Tending Graves,
Grave-Sweeping Day, Chinese Memorial Day, Tomb-Sweeping Day, Spring
Remembrance) is an opportunity for many Chinese and Khmer-Chen to remember and
honour their ancestors at grave sites. Young and old pray before the ancestors, sweep
the tombs and offer food, tea, wine, chopsticks, joss paper accessories and/or libations
to the ancestors. The rites have a long tradition in Cambodia and Asia, especially among
individuals with Chinese ancestry. Some people carry willow branches with them on
Qingming, or put willow branches on their gates or front doors. They believe that
willow branches help ward off the evil spirit that wanders on Qingming.
Despite the day having no holiday status, most Khmer-Chen take this festival seriously
and observe its traditions faithfully. An interviewee said Qingming in Cambodia has
now become an elaborate family function or a clan feast (usually organised by the
respective clan associations) to commemorate and honour recently deceased relatives at
their grave sites and distant ancestors from China at home altars, at Chinese temples or
at makeshift altars in Buddhist or Taoist temples. The Qingming festival is very much a
family celebration and, at the same time, a family obligation.
While many Chinese people including Khmer-Chen today may not believe in these
things, the traditions and customs are still practised. As an interviewee said, “These
traditions and customs are kept because most families realise that it is these very
traditions, whether believed or not, that provide continuity with the past and provide the
family with an identity.”

The Chinese New Year: happy occasions, tensions and dilemmas
While in Cambodia the Khmer New Year is the most important and significant festival,
marked by a public holiday, the Chinese New Year is one of the Kingdom’s festive
occasions, celebrated as well in other countries in the region such as Thailand, Laos,
Vietnam, Malaysia and Singapore, where the Chinese cultural influence is strong. It is
similarly celebrated in Western countries such as Australia, the United States and
Canada where there are large populations with Chinese ancestry. Colourful costumes,
elaborate floats and performances, fireworks, lion dances and dragon puppets made
from silk, bamboo and paper can be seen as the communities celebrate this timehonoured tradition.
For Cambodia, as one of my interviewees put it, “The Chinese are an integral and
growing part of the community and include many different ethno-linguistic groups.
They have integrated well into Cambodian society and their New Year celebration is
one enjoyed by many in the Kingdom.” A typical comment by an interviewee was that
“Cambodians, even without Chinese ancestry, like to join in celebrations by preparing
food, gathering their families at home, shopping for clothes, cakes and decorations and
hanging traditional New Year verses in their homes or offices. While there is no official
holiday many use the weekend to celebrate, have fun and welcome the New Year.”
Some are critical of the fact that, even though the Chinese New Year is not an official
holiday, many schools, government ministries and markets are closed during the period.
It was noticeable during the field work that traffic and activities in market places around
the capital almost ceased during this Chinese festive celebration. A normally frantic
Central Market in the capital was locked and silent, with just a few vendors who chose
to work displaying their merchandise on the market’s outside perimeter. Phnom Penh
was visibly quiet and sleepy. According to an administrator of the capital’s Sisowath
High School, “There are 50 percent of students and teachers who do not come to school
every year during the Chinese New Year.”
Some businesses stay open as they see it as an opportunity to pick up sales and make
extra money. For instance, a clothes seller said that as there is less competition, her
business picks up during the three-day celebrations. A Chinese-Cambodian owner of a
street-side eatery who chose to stay open to serve regular customers of closed

158 See Chen and Thor, 2012: Chinese New Year is the Country's Biggest "unofficial" Holidays. The
Cambodia Daily, 24 January, p. 19.
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restaurants nearby said that there are too many holidays in the country already. He said,
“Our country really likes holidays. It is a bit too relaxed [for business] and things stop a
lot.”
On the other hand, there are others who advocate that the Chinese New Year should be
declared as a national holiday since “there are so many Cambodians with Chinese
ancestry.” It was interesting to hear a remark made by a Chinese-Cambodian
interviewee, who said, “During Chinese New Year it’s the Cambodians who get drunk,
Cambodian school children who do not attend schools while government employees do
not show up at work.” Surprisingly he then explained that the issue arises “because a
number of teachers, students and government employees are of Chinese ancestry.” He
further remarked that the main problem is the fact that “the officials do not work to
serve the Cambodia people in general.”
Whether one agrees or disagrees with these comments and remarks, whether they are
emotional or irrational ones, it is still a subject of debate in Cambodia. But it is not
surprising to hear the implicit race card at play. The issue has attracted attention at the
highest level of the Kingdom. For instance, Prime Minister Hun Sen has said publicly,
“For the universal New Year we are all celebrating together, but when it comes to this
Chinese New Year ... there’s a group of people who have good intentions and they
asked us to ban the universal New Year celebration as well as the Chinese New Year.
Now, how can I ban it when I can’t even ban it in my own house? In my house, I’m the
only one [not celebrating the Chinese New Year], besides me, they all made [Chinese]
offerings, how can I stop this?” 159,160 It is very much an acknowledgement and
confession that even he and his family have Chinese roots and the Chinese cultural
influence is present in his household. It is an important message from top officialdom as
he further pronounced that the government should avoid such ‘historical mistakes’ [as
banning the Chinese New Year], referring to past racial discrimination, tragedy and
suffering that Cambodians with Chinese ancestry encountered.

159 Cheng, Sokhong, 2012: Hun Sen defends Chinese New Year against critics. The Cambodia Daily, 1
February.
160 During his speech at a Chinese New Year celebration, Hun Sen was also quoted as saying that "there
is no way to counter the influence of Chinese culture on the Khmer... it is unnecessary to attempt to
prevent such influence as it has already been deeply embedded in Cambodian society." Hun Sen has
Chinese ancestry and practises Chinese traditions. See San, H., 2012: Prime Minister Hun Sen's speech
on Chinese New Year. Accessed 20 March 2012 at http://www.rfa.org/khmer/indepth/cambo stats04152012011619.html>.
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It is also interesting that Hun Sen was widely reported on this matter, to counteract
criticisms and what he described as unspecified ‘warning announcements’ by unknown
people attempting to ban the celebrations. He explained, “We can’t stop it [Chinese
New Year], and if we did we will be accused of racial discrimination. If we stop this,
then we can’t celebrate the universal New Year, and it involves racial discrimination. If
we ban the Chinese New Year celebration, ban the dragon dance, ban the parade of
spirits, when it comes down to that, it is racial discrimination.”
According to Hun Sen, approximately 80 percent of Cambodians join in celebrations161
during the three-day holiday, with government ministries, schools, markets and offices
closed.

Similarly, a Council of Ministers spokesman also acknowledged that the

Chinese New Year was a huge celebration in Cambodia; even some of his staff had
taken time off but the government does not want to declare it an official holiday for
‘economic reasons.’

i n

He echoed the same sentiment as Hun Sen, that stopping people

from celebrating is tantamount to a breach of human rights and racial discrimination.164
One can easily sympathise with Hun Sen’s comments as his government may have other
pressing demands and priorities for the country rather than worrying about cultural
encroachment by the Chinese. One can imagine that the consequences would be
considerable if the government and Hun Sen decided to ban Chinese New Year
celebrations. Hun Sen would be risking not only offending or insulting his own family
but also many other Cambodians with or without Chinese ancestry and, more
importantly, offending China (a major political ally, foreign investor and donor) and the
international community for breaching international conventions and protocols.
With respect to government employees taking time off and schools and markets closing
during the Chinese New Year, in order to avoid any alleged racial discrimination, Dr
Sok Touch, a political scientist in Cambodia, was reported by Radio Free Asia in 2012
as saying that the government should “set clear rules” just as is done in neighbouring
countries to ensure the effective functioning of government during this festive season.
165 It was no secret and widely reported that in Cambodia under the Viet Nam
occupation, Circular 351 resulted in many Khmer-Chen fleeing the country. Those who
161 Xinhua, 2 February 2010: Chinese New Year celebrated around the world. Available online at
http://news.xinhuanet.eom/english2010/china/2011/c 13721. Accessed 12 March 2012.
162 Cheng, op. cit.
163 Chen & Thor, op.cit.
164 Cheat, V., 2012: Cambodia is under Chinese cultural influence: Hun [Senfs confession. Radio Free
Asia. Accessed 15 March 2013 at http://sokheounpang.wordpress.com/2012/Q2/01/cambodia-is-underchinese-cultural-influence-hun-xens-confession/
165 Cheat, ibid.
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remained in the country had to hide their true identify by changing their Chinese
sounding names to Cambodian ones to avoid persecution; according to Touch, there
were Khmer-Chen government officials who changed their names completely to avoid
being demoted or send to jail and who continued to hold power in the new government.
It is eye-opening and, in Touch’s words, “You can see that now by their appearance,
their behaviour, they are still celebrating Chinese customs whether they are in the
government or not. Many of them are inside the government rank and file. However, I
cannot talk about their names due to professional ethics but I know that many KhmerChen are among our leaders.” 166 The tone of Touch’s remarks is rather interesting and
can readily be related the stereotyped saying: “Once Chinese always Chinese and they
will continue to adhere to their rituals and cultural practices.”
So what is the issue regarding the celebration of the Chinese New Year? Is Chinese
cultural encroachment an issue? Having Khmer-Chen among Cambodia’s leaders would
appear to enhance and add value to not only the skills required for economic
development but also to policies of inclusiveness, diversity and tolerance and
consequently a more peaceful society - a role model that every individual should be
proud of. A lawmaker interviewee said, “Because of this type of people [Khmer-Chen]
holding government positions, that also helps to eliminate the prejudice against the
ethnic Chinese in the country.”
Red envelope (Ang Pav)
During the New Year it is normal to see red envelopes called Ang Pav given to
relatives, workers and other less privileged individuals to acknowledge and appreciate
their efforts and convey best wishes. The red envelopes or packets are monetary gifts
which are given during this special occasion and it is considered good luck to receive
them. It is interesting to note that in recent years it has become a custom for public
servants, including law enforcement or government security officials such as police and
military personnel, to queue up in front of the residences of wealthy individuals and
families waiting for Ang Pav. The practice has led to the charge that it is a form of
corruption. For instance, as commented by an interviewee, “If you have plenty to share
why not give it to an independent or neutral organisation so that it can be distributed to
those in real need, and this way it will avoid or preclude the donors or givers from being
misconstrued as favouring officials for self-serving business agendas and perpetuating
corrupt behaviour and practices. It is conceivably or mistakenly seen as a gift in return
166 Cheat, ibid.
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for personal or business protection and it has the potential to undermine the credibility
of the state bureaucracy.” It is arguable that the ‘giving tradition’ may lead to certain
expectations from both donors and recipients. Each would expect something in return
and if the expectation is not met then it would lead to disappointment or in the worst
case scenario a break-down in the relationship.

6.5 Chinese influences on Cambodian culture
Khmer celebration of Chinese festivals
There is no doubt the Chinese New Year is celebrated elaborately nowadays with food,
gatherings of family and friends, lion and dragon dances, noisy drums paraded around
the major urban areas, and fire crackers lit, all of which make it a very visible festival.
Furthermore, with many employees taking time off, and schools and markets closed,
this has added to the visibility and perhaps demonstrates to the public at large that the
participants are proud of who they are and the culture they have inherited or adopted.
Their culture and the rituals they have inherited are here to stay and should be accepted
as normal. Maybe it reflects a mindset that ‘either you join us and have fun or you are
out’. In this context it is interesting to note for instance that the lion dances that paraded
around different places in the capital during Chinese New Year celebrations in 2011
included Khmers who joined the dances for the sake of thrills and excitement. For as
some would say, “If you can’t stop them, join them,” and one interviewee said, “If the
Prime Minister’s home entertained the lion dance then we can do it too.” A derived
bonus from their involvement was Ang Pav.
It was also interesting to hear comments made by one interviewee who said that, even
though she has no Chinese ancestry, when her neighbour is celebrating the Chinese
festive holidays, enjoying eating and drinking etc., for her own children and family’s
sake she feels obliged to do the same. She follows her neighbours by “doing the
cooking, providing the offerings and having a few friends around for a feast.” She has
copied her neighbour without much thought as to why and the effect on her personal
values and belief system. It is very much peer pressure at work and it gradually becomes
a habit.
It is therefore not surprising to read reports in the local media that even Cambodians
without Chinese roots or blood have been celebrating the Moon Festival and the
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Chinese New Year. It is very interesting to note what people said regarding their
reasons and aspirations for celebrating the Chinese New Year. For instance, as reported
in the Phnom Penh Post, a mobile phone vendor said that, although his family is
Cambodian, “We still want to continue celebrating the Chinese New Year as we believe
it will promote our business.”

He further explained that he went to see a fortune teller

who recommended that he celebrate the New Year even though he is not Chinese.
Similarly, another electronic saleswoman said she’s been “celebrating Chinese New
Year at her own house for over 10 years. I am Khmer but my relatives have Chinese
blood.” She further explained that “I celebrate both Chinese New Year and Khmer New
Year because it’s custom and it’s also what I believe in. The spirits of my ancestors will
help me reach my wishes.”
It is worthy of note that Sok Touch was reported to say that “Chinese culture is greatly
influencing Cambodians” and that they are accepting the situation without critical
analysis and consideration

. This view was also put forward by another eminent

interviewee, a former Secretary of State, who said, “They [Khmers] don’t realise there
is this cultural encroachment, they are not conscious of it, they are just going along. It is
only an occasional cultural encroachment, very slow seepage.”169 Another example of
cultural encroachment was also remarked on by a Member of Parliament of Chinese
heritage. He cited the example of the wedding: “Now they only do one day and they sit
and eat Chinese food, this influence goes right down to the village, it is not something
that has just stopped at the city, but now it becomes a general practice... we have lost a
lot of our culture.”
It is not surprising that Touch

says the Chinese culture is exerting pressures at least in

three main areas:
1 Language use where individuals are designated by Chinese terms. For instance,
Cambodian people interchangeably use the Chinese terms a hiä or Cher instead of the
Cambodian terms Pou or Ming to address uncle or auntie respectively. In his words,
“All over the country, for example, when they see you have money and you have fair
skin, they will call you Ah Hea right away.”

167 Ty & Sun, 2012: Caught between two Kingdoms. Phnom Penh Post, 18 January. Available at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/lift/caueht-between-two-kinedoms. Accessed 18 March 2013.
168 Cheat, op. cit.
169 Cheat, ibid.
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2 Cambodians do not realise what they are learning from the Chinese; for example,
people are eating with chopsticks. Touch said “this is a major influence.”
3 Foods have been changing, with traditional Cambodian noodles (Num Banh Chok)
and rice cake (Num An-sorm) being replaced by Chinese noodles and Chinese buns.
Touch confirmed that “these are Chinese influences.”
So what is the problem? Do Cambodians fear losing their culture or having their culture
diluted? Is it realistic, over the global village or borderless world (or whatever other
term we use) and technological advances, to expect a nation and its culture to remain
unchanged or unchallenged?
Despites pockets of concern regarding the impact of Chinese cultural influence on
Cambodia and Cambodians, the majority of my interviewees did not see this as a threat.
As one of them put it, “Cambodians do not find the Chinese a threat to this society, the
Chinese are also quite easy to assimilate into Cambodian society.” He elaborated on his
own Chinese dialect group: “The Hokkien Chinese are likely to assimilate so quickly
into any society, they are only one generation, the second generation just disappears,
they don’t know any Chinese, they don’t speak any Chinese. I don’t speak Chinese, I
did not go to Chinese schools, I grew up in the pagoda. We lived next door to some
Chinese, the Cantonese Chinese, learned a few words [of Cantonese], my parents
moved to the city when I was about five, but I don’t speak Chinese that much. Yeah, I
think for my personal interest I want to learn other languages, doesn’t matter Chinese or
Vietnamese, Thai, if you have a good brain.”
Many interviewees conceded that with the tremendous Chinese investment in
Cambodia, the Chinese influence is unavoidable. To many of my interviewees it is
undeniable that China has an especially strong influence on Cambodia and its culture. It
is not unexpected to hear that people easily absorb new practices and rites without
careful consideration of the reasons behind them or the consequences. After all,
relations in business and trade between China and Cambodia have been taking place
since the 13th century and these were the key drivers that promoted and facilitated
people-to-people interactions and thus cultural exchanges between the two countries.
China’s influence and Chinese culture is now more visible and an accepted part of
everyday life but it is not new in Cambodia. Chinese have migrated to Cambodia for
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several centuries; as observed earlier, Prince Sisowath Kulachhat has noted that
“Chinese culture came to Cambodia long before Christianity.”

171

China is one among a lengthy list of foreign nations whose cultural influence has
entered Cambodian society. This is part and parcel of international relations. The Prince
is also reported as saying, “Good or bad depends on how people choose to see it. We
cannot ban other cultures coming to our nation as it is the era of globalisation.”
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It is also worthwhile to note remarks made by the Deputy Head of the History
Department at the Royal University of Phnom Penh, as reported in the local press:
“China has a strong cultural base which has not been easily changed or influenced by
other countries, they have strong traditions.”

It is interesting, too, to read another of

his remarks: “Although many of these Cambodians believe they have Chinese blood,
they are actually 100 percent Khmer.” And a senior lawmaker with Chinese ancestry
made the following remarks: “I think I am Khmer and I like my culture, even though
sometimes I was forced to join with the Chinese. I still might want to practise and
behave as much as possible as the Khmer behave or practise in their day-to-day lives,
and also try to be a Khmer Buddhist. It is difficult to separate.”
However, “Practising Chinese traditions can negatively impact the Cambodian identity,
and cause confusion as to who is Khmer and who is Chinese,” according to the Deputy
Head of the History Department at the Royal University of Phnom Penh.174 Embedded
or inherent in these remarks are tacit concerns regarding ‘Khmemess’ and the dilution
or loss of Khmer traditions. Khmer have to cherish and love their language, religion,
culture and traditions, otherwise they will lose them. As one senior opposition
lawmaker with Chinese ancestry put it: “As a politician representing Cambodia talking
about the need for Khmer society, trying to protect the Khmer culture, then I strongly
believe that to be one race, one ought, you have to know your culture. Without knowing
your language or culture, it becomes meaningless. A lot of Khmer don’t know their own
culture, it’s a missing link, you have been through war and destruction, you don’t even
know how to read and write, you don’t practise your own culture, even your appearance

171 LIFT Issue 0391, at http://dplc.asia/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/LIFT-lssue-0391.pdf. See also Kaing
Menghun & Kim Samath, 2012: Cultures combined.
172 Ibid.
173 For details see also Ty Samphorthvicheka & Sun Narin, 2012: Caught between two Kingdoms. Phnom
Penh Post, 18 January. Available at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/lift/caught-between-twokingdoms. Accessed 18 February 2014
174 Ty & Sun, ibid.
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looks Khmer but I doubt a lot of them are not Khmer, I mean you have to be educated to
understand yourself, before you can call yourself Khmer.” He went on to elaborate that,
“To say you are Buddhist and to go to the pagoda is not good enough, you have to
understand what a Buddhist is all about.” The sentiment was echoed by the Director of
the Cambodian National Culture and Moral Centre, as reported in a local newspaper:
“Cambodian people should understand and know their own culture before picking up a
new one.” However, he qualified his remarks by saying, “It is within our human rights
to celebrate Chinese New Year or whichever holidays or celebrations we choose to. It is
in the Cambodian Constitution and there is no law that prohibits the freedom of
religion.” 175

The impact of Chinese cultural celebrations in Cambodia
The Chinese communities in Cambodia have to a great extent been assimilated into
Khmer society but they are still visible or distinguishable through a number of things,
such as Chinese signs and artefacts on their houses, Chinese schools in the
neighbourhoods, Chinese temples around the country, Chinese-Cambodian Associations
and Chinese festival celebrations. Chinese relations with the Khmer majority have
generally been relatively harmonious and vibrant. Many Chinese immigrants married
Khmers, adopted Khmer names and culture and adjusted very well to Khmer society but
without abandoning their Chinese traditions. Their traditions remain intact and continue
to grow in momentum with greater support from various institutions such as the KhmerChinese Association in Phnom Penh and others which have different mandates and
objectives: Chinese schools, temples, the Cambodian Chamber of Commerce, whose
members are mainly wealthy Khmer-Chen, the Royal Government of Cambodia and the
Chinese Government.
Cultural celebrations, whether Qingming Festival or New Year with its lavish displays
of offerings, fire crackers, lion dances and large gatherings and so on make the occasion
more conspicuous and this arguably can be said to have the potential to stimulate or
cultivate the cultural dominance mindset of the Chinese in local settings and in
Cambodia itself. This combined with the visible display of economic prosperity through
individual and family appearance such as wearing nice clothes and expensive jewellery
or driving expensive cars and so on has the potential to create a feeling of deprivation
and alienation in some Cambodians, especially the less privileged ones, leading to
jealousy and resentment. The cultural celebration extravaganza, as an interviewee
175 Ty & Sun, ibid.
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commented, has the potential to create the feeling or mindset of ‘them and us’: “They
dilute or contaminate our tradition and culture, they take over our country and we
become the minority of our country and home.”

6.6 Individual identity
Variable beliefs of Khmer-Chen
Reflecting on the remarks, comments and explanations made by individuals suggests
that there are different perspectives and views and they are shaped by broad variables
such as personal, political, social and technological factors, including the individual
family background and upbringing, aspirations, education, social interaction, personal
or professional experiences, historical ties, emotional and rational focus and so on. Thus
it is not straightforward to make judgments on cultural issues in modem Cambodia.
Individuals respond differently to a range of issues. Some may presently see things as
positive but may be negative at a later stage. For instance, in the early 1990s knowing
and acquiring English language skills was the main priority because of the country’s
growing demand for a workforce with English competency. “It was trendy to learn
English then,” an interviewee said. The trend changed in the early 2000s, as job
advertisements in the local media show that employers were increasingly looking for
and hiring workers with Chinese language skills. This is reflected in the increased
investment from mainland China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and other Chinese-speaking
countries in Cambodia. The current trend is to leam any language: the more one knows
the greater the opportunities.
Celebrating Chinese festivals and learning Chinese language and so on are seen to
reflect the culture that individuals wish to identify with, and because of individual
differences the level of identification will not always be the same. As we have already
seen, the beliefs, value systems and political allegiance of Cambodians will vary greatly
even if they share a common ancestry. This can be exemplified for instance through
some of the notable Khmers with Chinese ancestry, such as those listed in the section on
modem Cambodia in Chapter 3.4.
They are or were Cambodians with Chinese ancestry but associated with different
political parties having distinctive value systems. They are not a homogenous group of
people engaged only in the business sphere for their living. They are different and
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unique individuals in their own way. To suggest otherwise is a fallacy, and the social
construct of dividing or classifying people based on their ethnic background has become
problematic and has no relevance to contemporary Cambodia with its fast-changing,
globally-connected community. Identifying and labelling individuals based on their
ancestry, as was the practice in the past, has no relevancy in the modem world. The
labelling is not only discriminatory but is a form of bullying, trying to hurt others
perceived as different. As a senior lawmaker interviewee put it: “I am mixed ethnic
Khmer and Chinese, you can see the way I look, I was bom in Siem Reap... the cultural
place, my grandmother was of pure Khmer blood. All the family are either head
Buddhist monks or entered the monkhood, so I am very clearly influenced by a pure
Khmer culture. All those years when I was teased by the other kids, saying oh the
Chinese guy is coming back, I was not happy about that, I considered myself as
Khmer.”

Global citizens
Furthermore, some of the politicians and business tycoons, including those with Chinese
ancestry, are essentially global citizens. They are citizens of other countries as well and
have friends and relatives living outside Cambodia, plus they have assets and
investments around the world. For example, the CEOs of the Royal Group and Canadia
Bank are also citizens of Australia and Canada respectively. Politicians Son Chhay and
Sam Rainsy Senior, members of the Cambodian National Rescue Party, are Australian
and French citizens respectively. They have global links and it would be surprising if
they don’t own or have any assets or properties outside Cambodia. Because of their
mobility or the flexibility of their identity and nationality, they can be misconstrued as
having no loyalty or commitment to Cambodia. As an interviewee put it, “They just
extract the resources and profit and enjoy life overseas.” It is an interesting remark;
whether it has any validity or not is beyond the mandate of this research.
However, in contrast to the above interviewee’s remarks, another senior Westerneducated individual and senior Minister of the government commented, “There is no
place like home. I could live a luxurious life in the US but I have chosen to come back
home because I want to make a contribution and help the country. Cambodia is where I
must be to belong and feel at home.” Despite having worked and lived in the US and
gaining US citizenship, the interviewee with his family decided to return home. His
aspirations and motivation are personal ones and the same may not hold for other
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Cambodians who are now living in and are citizens of various countries around the
globe.
It is clear from the above examples that global demographics and the make-up of the
citizenship of nearly all countries have changed but unfortunately there are pockets of
people who still live in the past and have yet to overcome their personal prejudices and
stereotypes implanted in them since birth.
The force of globalisation makes it difficult for individuals to remain monocultural or
culturally static. The opportunity to learn and share or copy from one another in every
aspect of life is far greater than ever experienced in previous centuries. It has become
more difficult to distinguish what is culturally ‘yours’ or ‘theirs’, especially for the
younger generation. It is perhaps wiser not to expect that everything will remain the
same over time as the world has increasingly become borderless. As we are more and
more mobile, the question of where we rightly belong, where ‘home’ is, has become
more murky and consequently our loyalty to one another and to the country we choose
as home may be perceived by others as problems. Similarly, the construct that
everybody of the same racial or cultural background is tied to or committed to the same
faith or value systems has become increasingly unrealistic. Instead, a society must
welcome diversity and the uniqueness of individuals and their ability to contribute.
Imposing Tike me’ values would be a backward step. The prime goals of the State’s
leadership should be a clear direction on building an inclusive community, respect for
diversity and individual differences, and freedom to speak and freely express those
differences.
A debate on nationality and commitment or loyalty to Cambodia was raised by the CPP
and its leaders during the period leading up to the 1998 General Election, with the
suggestion that parliamentarians and government leaders should be legally required to
surrender their dual nationalities if they were to hold any public office. The debate was
said to be aimed at a number of opposition party members and candidates who had
sought refuge in countries where they now held citizenship when the political
environment was volatile and it was alleged that they did not stay around to help solve
the country’s difficulties.
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It is important to note that even people who come from the same stock and share similar
cultural ancestors are different in numerous aspects. For example, the same political
allegiances, beliefs and values are not universally shared by all people with Chinese
ancestry. They identify with different things in different ways and there is no ‘one size
fits all’. It can be argued that Khmer-Chen serve Cambodia and Cambodians by varied
means and measures according to acquired valued systems not directly related to their
background ethnicity or ancestry, as all of them were bom and bred in Cambodia and it
is conceivable that they may see themselves as Khmer or Cambodian and nothing else.
It is arguable that they are more Khmer than the Khmers as they were bom and bred in
Cambodia, they read and write Khmer, they don’t know or speak Chinese, they are
mainly Buddhists. They are relatively highly educated and furthermore, whether one
likes it or not, whether one considers them good or bad, they are the leaders of
Cambodia. In his endeavours to try to protect Khmer land and sovereignty, for example,
Sam Ransy is reported in local media as going to visit villages at the border between
Viet Nam and Cambodia and as having instigated and participated in the shifting of the
border markers towards Vietnamese territory.

His actions conveyed different things

to different Cambodians. Some would consider him as patriotic or nationalistic but
others would label his actions as terrorist, inciting instability or invoking a threat to
national security by provoking a potential war between Cambodia and Viet Nam.
Similarly those who are opposed to the ruling CPP party and its directives, or the
actions and mlings of Hun Sen, might label the latter as a traitor to Cambodia or a
Vietnamese puppet. Viewpoints, whether emotional or rational, personal or national, are
shaped to a certain extent by what individuals learnt through family, community,
history, education, media reports and so on.

6.7: Chapter summary
As one interviewee said, “Ethnicity is something in my blood and I have not much
choice or no choice but it is given and I can’t change it. However, I may be able to do
something with my identity. I can choose, I can change whenever the circumstances
require, whereas ethnicity, I am born with it, I have no say about my parents’ and
ancestors’ choices and decisions.”

177 Meas, Sokchea, 2009: Sam Rainsy uproots VN border markers. Phnom Penh Post, 27 October.
Available online at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/sam-rainsv-uproots-vn-border-markers.
Accessed 15 January 2011.
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Ethnicity can be murky and difficult to define, as I know with respect to my own
children who were bom in New Zealand to a Japanese-bom mother and a Cambodianborn father. I have often been questioned by them about their ethnicity when they have
to fill in, for example, the National Census form. I have suggested to them to put in the
form that “I have Japanese and Cambodian heritage.” They are often seen as ethnic
Chinese by white New Zealanders because of their appearance and have been asked
how long they have been in the country.
In a personal analogy of the situation of Khmer-Chen, even after living in New Zealand
for over 41 years (which is much longer than I lived in my birth country), many still see
and label me as Cambodian even though I hold only a New Zealand passport. I
sometimes ponder whether New Zealand is reserved for white people, and non-whites
are considered as outsiders. It begs the question of what one would have to do and how
long one would need to live in the country in order to gain acceptance and gain the label
of New Zealander. Do I have to become an All Black or change the colour of my skin,
my name and so on to be known as ‘Kiwi’? There are still elements of ignorance and
prejudice in New Zealand even though it has a higher level of educated citizens than
Cambodia. Like the Chinese in Cambodia being seen or labelled as ‘outsiders’, being a
non-white in New Zealand can make one quite vulnerable and make it difficult to
contribute positively to the country and society.
In summary, in Cambodia one can choose to remain culturally Chinese by celebrating
all things Chinese in the same way that people can choose to maintain their religious
beliefs but still be Cambodians. This resonates well with the view of a senior Cabinet
Minister who said of Cambodians with Chinese ancestry, “Number one they practise
their own customs, number two they practise the customs of this nation and of this
country, you know when they meet you, they greet you the way Cambodians greet you,
they are Cambodians you see. When you have no force, no pressure, that’s how people
react, so they live in two systems ... their own value system and the system of this
country. So as far as I know there is no racial problem in this country.” This view also
contradicts the public assertion made by Hun Sen that some ‘unnamed people’ wanted
the Chinese celebrations banned. The public rebuke by Hun Sen clearly indicated that
there are xenophobic elements within Cambodian society that require constant
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reminding to stop using racial prejudice to scapegoat other people for their own
misfortunes.

1 78

The Chinese communities in Cambodia have to a great extent been integrated into
Khmer society but they are still visible or distinguishable through a number of things,
such as Chinese signs and artefacts on their houses, Chinese schools in the
neighbourhoods, Chinese temples around the country, Chinese-Cambodian Associations
and Chinese festival celebrations. Chinese relations with the Khmer majority have
recently generally been relatively harmonious and vibrant. Many Chinese immigrants
married Khmers, adopted Khmer names and culture and adjusted very well to Khmer
society but without abandoning their Chinese traditions. Contrary to the popular myths
and to the efforts by successive governments of Cambodia concerning the Chinese, their
assimilation (as defined and prescribed in the sociological and anthropological
literature) has not taken place. Assimilation does not seem to be a useful, sufficiently
dynamic concept to delineate and make sense of the complexity of relationships
between the Chinese and Khmer in Cambodia.
According to Chan Kwok Bun and Tong Chee Kiong (1998, p. 22) the theories of
assimilation often over-exaggerate the absorptive powers of the majority group and its
culture, oversimplifying the process of social change in terms of the simplistic
dichotomy of either assimilated or not. Conceptualising assimilation as a one-way,
unilineal, unidimensional process has failed to come to grips with the tenacity of
ethnicity and is often at a loss to account for its persistence. Any theoretical attempt to
disentangle majority-minority relations needs to incorporate robust treatment of the
dynamics of ethnicity and ethnic identity.
Similarly, I argue that ethnicity is both primordial and situational, not either/or.
Ethnicity is intrinsically self-maintaining, cumulative, deepening, self-affirming, and
most vividly to be expressly used in the centre of one’s own ethnic group, in the private
place. It resists outside attempts at dilution or penetration, i.e. assimilation (or, using a
more graphic term, ethnocide), following Van den Berghe’s analysis (Van den Berghe,
1981, p. 217). In this sense, ethnicity is understood primarily in primordial terms. It
resists efforts at assimilation and holds its own. It derives its nourishment and vital
energy from its primary ethnic identity, a psychological core formulated since birth in
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the family, nurtured and maintained before, during and after contact with a foreign
culture.
Ethnicity is also subject to construction and presentation on the part of both the ethnic
actor himself or herself and his or her observers. Ethnicity is instrumentally used: it
either feeds on one’s secondary ethnic identity, ‘an identification with the other’,
minimising the differences and social distance between the majority and minority
groups, or it does not.
Most ethnic Chinese in Cambodia today adopt Khmer values, speak Khmer, go to
Khmer schools and wats and celebrate Khmer national and religious festivals. They
mostly consider themselves as Khmer or Cambodian. They pledge allegiance to the
Kingdom and monarchy. All these means of integration into Khmer society facilitate
everyday-life interactions as well as administrative, political and economic transactions
in the public arena. The secondary ethnicity is not momentarily invoked and then
displayed for the occasion; it has been acquired and internalised as an integral part of
the definition of one’s own ethnicity.
Two other markers of expressive and instrumental ethnicity are use of language and
ancestor worship. Language use is clearly observed in the behaviour of some
shopkeepers, who occasionally speak to one another in Chinese. However, broadly
speaking in their dealing with their consumers they speak Khmer. Chinese worship their
ancestors and this differentiates them from Khmers. It also acts as a reinforcement of
their historical linkages with China and there is nothing wrong with this, nor should it
cause any concerns to the state or government.
Most Chinese businessmen in Phnom Penh are said to have a symbiotic relationship
with Khmer political and administrative elites. These relationships are typically classbased or interest-based, mutually beneficial to both parties, and are intrinsically
precarious in terms of power balance maintenance. The prevailing stereotype of the
Chinese is, as one Khmer interviewee explicitly put it, “All the Chinese in Phnom Penh
are rich.” The Khmer elites are traditionally said to dominate political and
administrative power and control whereas the Chinese are said to have economic and
financial resources. These ethnic stereotypes separating the Chinese from Khmer,
although they are no longer valid for modem Cambodia, may help impede assimilation
and continue to separate Chinese and Khmer.
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One also witnesses the tenacity and survival of a primary Chinese identity: Chinese
schools, temples, cemeteries, associations, newspapers persist, and the Chinese religious
rituals are still being practised on a daily basis. Coughlin (1960) in his study of the
Chinese in Thailand labels this as ‘double identity’. This can be considered as an
essentially static concept that fails to view the person as an active being who
understands and respects their group allegiances, uses their ethnicity expressively and
instrumentally, conducts themselves in ways they see as most appropriate and
advantageous in private and public places, knows the distinction between primary and
secondary identification, and uses the distinction strategically. Such a view of an ethnic
actor must by logic consider assimilation as problematic and certainly not to be taken
for granted. It is a view that focuses its theoretical and empirical attention on the human
actors relentlessly meeting their own needs while adopting and trying out strategies in
daily transactions (Whitten & Whitten, 1972). It is a pro-active view in the sense that
the theoretical interest lies in acknowledging individuals and groups making the best of
a situation, and not as mere victims of social forces. Yet this same person recognises
and nurtures his sense of belonging to his ethnic group. As Rosaldo (1988) points out,
while members of an ethnic group enjoy ‘piling up’ and ‘concentrating’, they are also
conscious of the possibility of these gatherings being penetrated. The essence of
ethnicity is thus one of maintenance and resistance, as much as one of construction and
presentation.
The key question is no longer whether the Chinese in Cambodia or, for that matter, most
overseas Chinese around the globe, are assimilated or not. The concept of assimilation
as pointed out by Chan Kwok Bun and Tong Chee Kiong (1998) has little explanatory
utility beyond what has already been used or prescribed in the social literature. The
more relevant question is: how do the Chinese or Cambodians with Chinese descent go
about conducting themselves as a group and as persons in their daily social interactions
with those of their own ethnicity and with ‘the others’, and why? Perhaps it is more
about integration, preserving and adopting something from Chinese and something from
Khmer. It is not a unilateral or one-directional process in which the majority culture has
been able to absorb the minority ones; it is more a bilateral, two-way process in which
the minority culture can also influence the majority one.
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Chapter 7:
Maintenance of Chineseness at the Institutional Level
7.1 Introduction
This chapter continues to consider the question of what it means to have Chinese
ancestry in Cambodia by highlighting the views of local elites and individual
professional and educated people in Cambodia. It argues that Chineseness is maintained
and enhanced at institutional levels through associations (commerce or cultural),
schools, clans, the media and by the activities of mainland China and Chinese
investment in Cambodia. It concludes by summarising the trends, assumptions and
stereotypes of the individuals concerned as regards their views and about the current
practices of Khmer-Chen.
It is generally accepted that the Chinese in Southeast Asia show a strong sense of
cultural persistence and continuity. As highlighted in Chapter 3, and it is pertinent to
repeat it here, as far back as 1956, Mallory (1956) pointed to the “amazing loyalty of the
Chinese to their own culture century after century... so that they perpetuate their
language and social customs and hold firmly to them.” Similarly, Ohki (1967, p. 5)
suggests that “the Chinese culture is highly resistant to being worn down by other
cultures during the acculturation process.” If assimilation had regularly occurred over
the centuries, the Chinese culture could not have survived or exist in modem Cambodia
as the rate of immigration has slowed down since Cambodian independence in 1953.
Moreover, after the repression and suppression of the Chinese under different political
regimes and eras, it would follow, if assimilation had occurred, that the Chinese
minority would have been eroded away and there should be no ethnic Chinese
community in Cambodia. Yet, in present-day Cambodia, there is still a substantial
number of ethnic Chinese who continue to maintain themselves as a sociologically
distinct segment of the country’s population through the economic or religious
associations which oversee their interests.
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7.2 Chinese Associations
Statistics

provided by the Cambodian National Police Headquarters in Phnom Penh

in2011 recorded a total of 16 Chinese Associations in three categories:
Category A:

Religious Focus (4): three with official status and one with no official

status
Category B:

Human Development and Education and Investment (11). They include:

- Chinese-Cambodia Language Tourism Association
- Chinese Cultural Promotion Association of Cambodia
- Cambodia-China Friendship Association
- One China Policy Association
- Chinese Association of Cambodia
- Cambodia and China Economic Investment Association
- Si Sing Humanitarian Trust
- Council for Strengthening Engagement between Cambodia and China
- Chinese Association of Mean Chey District
- Mi Li Association
Category C:

Illegal incorporated or no official status or removed from official status

( 1)

(Category C is for the Cambodian-Taiwan Friendship Business Association which was
deleted from the list in 2002. The removal of official status from this Association was
no doubt the result of pressure from mainland China.
The Associations are spread around Phnom Penh. It is interesting to note that not all
Associations are registered with the Cambodian authorities. For example, Teochiu and
Hakka Associations can be found on the internet with clear contact details but they are
not registered. It would not be surprising if there are more Associations around the
country that are not registered.
Their activities, as the names imply, include cultural/educational, economic, tourism,
charity and humanitarian objectives, support of One China policy and a lobby group for
179

Statistics provided to me by the Cambodian National Police Headquarters in Phnom Penh during a
visit in 2011
180 Following the warming of relations between China and Cambodia which began after the CPP seized
power in July 1997, Cambodia supported a One China Policy and told Taiwan to close down its
representative's office in Phnom Penh.
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Chinese and Khmer-Chen in the Kingdom. The Cambodian-Chinese Friendship
Association is headed by Princess Norodom Buppha Devi, the daughter of the late King
Norodom Sihanouk, the elder sister of Prince Norodom Ranariddh and a half-sibling of
the current King of Cambodia, Norodom Sihamoni. This is not unexpected given the
long historical connection of the Royal Family and the Kingdom with China and its
leaders. It is also interesting to note a very wealthy and influential Chinese-Cambodian
businessman, Oknha Doung Chhiv, is head of the One China Policy and Chinese
Cultural Development Associations. It is common practice to select wealthy individuals
who have money to contribute and connections with top officials to head an
Association. The essential prerequisites for the leadership role would include prestige,
wealth and charity, and personal links with the Cambodian government and Chinese
officials.
While the Associations exist primarily to serve their members, they have varied
mandates and emphases ranging from locally promoting Chinese cultural and
educational functions to strengthening political, economic and investment activities
between the people and governments of Cambodia and China. There is essentially little
difference between these Associations and those set up in other countries that have
ethnic Chinese as part of their population. Some give emphasis to the pursuit of material
benefits for their members, while others put stress on protecting the rights of their
members or helping one another, but the welfare of their members appears to be top
priority of these Associations.
China directly or indirectly (overtly or covertly) facilitates and supports the mandate of
these Associations through moral or other types of assistance. For example, China's
Office of Chinese Language Council International sent 58 volunteers to teach Chinese
language for one year in Cambodia in order to promote cooperation on language and
culture. The Xinhua News Agency reported in August 2011 that the first group of 38
volunteers who arrived in Cambodia in 2010 had finished their one year teaching
mission.
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Wei Ning, a Consular Affairs official at the Chinese Embassy in Phnom

Penh, said it was the second time that China has sent volunteers to teach Chinese
language in Cambodia. Wei said, "The volunteers have not only helped to build Chinese
knowledge for Cambodian students, but also boost traditional friendship ties between

181 Xinhua, 2011: Chinese language going popular: Cambodia's Chinese Association. Available at
http://news.xinhuanet.eom /enelish2010/world/2011-08/09/c 131036659.htm, Accessed 5 October
2011 .
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Chinese and Cambodians. It is also a chance to exchange culture between Chinese
teachers and Cambodian learners." The President of the Chinese Association in
Cambodia, Duong Chhiv, said at a reception ceremony for the new group of volunteer
teachers that those volunteers would teach in 22 Chinese schools in the country. Chhiv
further commented that "Chinese language is growing more popular in Cambodia today
as this country has been attracting more and more business people from China. The
volunteers will help to build the quality of Chinese language education in Cambodia."
The association also publishes a daily Chinese-language newspaper called the Phnom
Penh Evening Post, which has 24 colour pages and about 1,000 copies are printed each
day.
The Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia is recorded as having about 150
members in 2010. Its members are from mainland China, and many of the companies
specialise in infrastructure development.

According to president Jimmy Gao, “Our

membership includes people from different fields including hydropower stations,
construction, agricultural businesses, garment factories, tourism, infrastructure,
telecommunications.” Mr Gao said the Chamber has a good connection with other
Chinese Chambers of Commerce in Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam and
elsewhere. As reported in the Phnom Penh Post, the Chamber has a close relationship
with the Chinese embassy.lb3

7.3 Chinese schools
Numbers and types of Chinese schools in Cambodia
It is difficult to ascertain how many Chinese schools there are in Cambodia. According
to the Chinese Association of Cambodia, which oversees all Chinese schools in the
country, there are 58 Chinese schools with more than 30,000 students across the
country.

182 Phnom Penh Post, 26 November 2010: Chinese chamber supports mainland business people.
Available at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/special-reports/chinese-chamber-supports-mainlandbusiness-people. Accessed 5 October 2011
183 Phnom Penh Post, 26 November 2010: Mainland, Hong Kong and Macau united in business. Available
at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/special-reports/mainland-hong-kong-and-macau-united-business.
Accessed 10 July 2011.

Gao Feng, Senior Secretary for the China, Hong Kong and Macau Business Association
in Cambodia estimated in an article in 2007

that there were some 70 Chinese

language schools in Cambodia and more than 35,000 students.
Education Statistics o f Private Schools, 2009/2010 compiled by the Cambodian
Ministry of Education, recorded a total of 60 Chinese schools comprising 19 pre
schools, 32 primary schools and 9 colleges. This is slightly different from the figures
provided by the Chinese Association in Phnom Penh which recorded 58 as the total
number of Chinese schools, comprising 9 in the capital Phnom Penh and 49 spread
across the provincial towns. Kampong Cham and Kandal provinces recorded 9 and 7
schools respectively.
According to the Chinese Association records, the enrolment in Chinese schools in
Phnom Penh has been fluctuating over the years but with a noticeable downward trend
since 2007. For instance the combined enrolment at pre-schools, primary schools and
colleges was recorded as follows: 14,892 (2006/7), 14,574 (2007/8), 14,634 (2008/9),
13,902 (2009/10) and 12,600 (2010/11). The figures appear to contradict the general
view that Chinese school enrolments have increased over the years and that students
have been flocking to study Chinese. Many of my interviewees commented that
“Chinese language skills can ensure a well-paid job.”
One should not, however, be over-confident regarding the reliability of the data
collected by the Ministry or the Association.
Dwan Hwa School
As also reported in the Phnom Penh Post of 26 Nov 2010
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Dwan Hwa is Southeast

Asia’s biggest Chinese language school, with more than 7,000 students aged from seven
to 18. It is based right in the heart of Phnom Penh, near the Kandal market. However,
the school has also branched out to other parts of Phnom Penh due to increased student
enrolments.

184 Lo, I. & Tsang, J., 2007: Chinese school vibrant at age 120. Phnom Penh Post, 23 August 2007.
Available at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/chinese-school-vibrant-age-120. Accessed 10
July 2011.
185 Samoeurn, Sambath & Hruby, Denise, 2010: Southeast Asia's largest Chinese school. Phnom Penh
Post, 26 November. Available at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/special-reports/southeastasia%E2%80%99s-largest-chinese-school. Accessed 10 July 2011.

An interview conducted by Phnom Penh Post in 1999
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with a veteran educator of

Phnom Penh’s Chinese School system, Mr Yang Hao, quotes him as saying that Dwan
Hwa School was the Kingdom's first formal Chinese school, founded in 1875 to serve
the offspring of the city's dominant Teochiu community. Phnom Penh's other Chinese
dialect groups - Hainanese, Hokkien, Hakka and Cantonese - soon followed and
established schools of their own. It was reported in the interview that between 1904 and
1938, the number of Chinese schools established across Cambodia had reached a total
of 93. “The first Chinese schools were organised on ethnic grounds because the Chinese
all spoke different dialects," Yang commented. Widespread teaching of Mandarin
Chinese did not start until after the Chinese revolution in 1949. “The lessons of those
early schools were insular,” Yang added. "The curriculum concentrated on China Chinese history, language and literature - and Cambodian subjects were ignored. It
wasn't uncommon for students who graduated from Chinese schools to not know how to
speak Khmer," Yang observed.
Nowadays, said Yang, when the school bell rings at 7 am, an average of 40 students per
classroom routinely sit down calmly and start learning geography, mathematics, biology
and all the other subjects according to the Cambodian curriculum. However, there is one
major difference compared to other schools in Cambodia: the language of education is
Chinese, while the Khmer language is only taught in additional classes.
Why learn Chinese?
As expected there are different reasons and motivations for learning Chinese. As
commented by an interviewee, “Parents don’t mind paying the $40 tuition per semester
because Dwan Hwa has a good reputation for discipline and high academic standards.”
However, the most prevalent reasons given for learning Chinese are practical ones. To
cite a few examples:
“Cambodia now has a lot of business people coming here from China,” an interviewee
said. “They’re investing a lot of money. So it’s very important to speak their language.”
“I learn Chinese because I saw how many Chinese companies and factories are in
Cambodia and I want to be able to work at these places,” a Grade 11 pupil studying at
Dwan Hwa was reported as saying by a local newspaper.

Kyne, P., 1999: Chinese schools: back from the brink. Phnom Penh Post, 29 June. Available at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/chinese-schools-back-brink. Accessed 10 February 2014.

“Often, students are trying to learn Chinese so they can join the family business or find
work in a private company, especially working in factories or in the tourism industry as
many Chinese investors are coming to Cambodia now,” another interviewee said.
China has emerged as one of Cambodia’s largest investment partners, and is heavily
involved not only in the garment sector, but construction and other industries, and for
these reasons the majority of my interviewees favoured learning Chinese in order to
secure job opportunities.
“Most of the Chinese Khmer kids speak more Khmer than Chinese, but if we teach
them Chinese, that’s important for their future. And they still learn about Khmer
literature,” said an interviewee. “Because of greater investment from China in the
Chinese language, it is becoming more important in Cambodia than English.”
Although a few interviewees indicated that preserving the Chinese language in
Cambodia was an important motivation for many students, securing a high-paying job
remained a driving force for learning Chinese.
The demand for Chinese language skills was also echoed by a representative of the
Chinese Business Association. Gao Feng, Senior Secretary for the China, Hong Kong
and Macau Business Association in Cambodia, was reported as saying in 2007 that,
"The demand for Chinese speakers is very high right now, especially in the garment and
hospitality industries... there are more Chinese tourists every year and of the 400
garment factories, about 70 percent are owned by Chinese investors. Bosses want their
employees to communicate with them.”
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Tourism, the Kingdom’s second largest sector of the economy after garment
manufacturing, is another potential growth area where the demand for Chinese language
skills is increasing as the country aims to attract more tourists from China.
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The

Ministry of Tourism is actively campaigning to attract one million Chinese tourists to
Cambodia by 2020. In 2011, as reported by the Cambodian Minister of Tourism,
Cambodia saw almost 300,000 tourists from China, which the Ministry sees as
Cambodia’s biggest market after the European Union. “In the future, there will be more
direct flights from China. We have to do everything with Chinese markets in mind, such

187 Lo, I. & Tsang, J., op.cit.
188 Cheong, Danson, 2013: Cambodians flock to learn Mandarin. Phnom Penh Post, 1 March. Available
online at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/cambodians-flock-learn-mandarin. Accessed 12
May 2013.
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as publishing books in Chinese and making Chinese-language websites,” Minister of
Tourism Thong Khon said.189
A similar assertion was made by Chea Chengkhun, the principal of a Chinese school in
Phnom Penh: “More Cambodian parents are sending their children to be educated in
Chinese because they see it as a key language for business in Cambodia’s future.” 190
He added, “The language will help to develop this country. It will also help our
economy. We will have better living standards because we know Chinese.”
Furthermore, he said, there are increasingly more enrolments from non-Chinese
Cambodians because of the expanded employment opportunities that the language skills
will offer. As one ethnic Khmer father put it, the prevalence of business from China in
Cambodia stimulated his decision to send his two children to a Chinese school. He said,
“I can see my children are learning there. I placed them in the school partly because of
the Chinese markets here.” Chengkhun maintained that the Chinese language is
important not only for business with China, but also with other countries that use the
language. Chengkhun added, “The investors who come from Singapore, Malaysia and
Hong Kong don’t speak Khmer and they need translators.”
Similarly, Ing Hong Meng, vice president of the Chinese Association, echoed the
sentiment that Chinese was an important language because it is used worldwide. “The
investors who come from Singapore, Malaysia, and Hong Kong don’t speak Khmer and
they need translators.”191 This statement was endorsed by a lawmaker interviewee who
said, “When you look at employment you have to be able to speak English, Chinese and
Cambodian, three languages. Because most of them deal with the Chinese, you have
Chinese from the mainland, Singaporeans, Malaysians, and knowing Chinese is good.”
Given the increasing trade and political engagement between Cambodia and China since
1997 it is no surprise to see China support the growing interest in its language.

Resources and teachers
Although it may not be a commonly held view, it is interesting to note a remark made
by Huang Yulan, who graduated from Dwan Hwa School in 1964 and is now a general

Reuy, R., 2012: Chinese tourist numbers high. Phnom Penh Post, 4 October. Available online at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/business/chinese-tourist-numbers-high. Accessed 3 December 2012.
190 Sok, S. & Mondul, K., 2012: Chinese Schools a Hit in Cambodia. Radio Free Asia, 25 April. Available
online at http://www.rfa.org/english/news/cambodia/chinese-schools-04252012161714.html. Accessed
26 July 2013.
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director of the school. He said in the Phnom Penh Post in 2007192 that “the Chinese put
high importance on their roots and hold a strong sense of nationalism. It is important to
transmit their culture to future generations.” "The Association of Chinese Nationals in
Cambodia and Guangdong Jinan University assist us in designing our textbooks. We
also use textbooks from other countries, like Chinese textbooks from Malaysia," said a
spokesperson for the school. It is interesting to note that even though the school charges
fees for its tuition, it considers itself as a public entity, as explained by its principal:
"We claim our school as a public school because we receive funds and donations from
other Chinese organisations such as the Association of Chinese Teochiu in Cambodia.
But we haven't been subsidised by the government and we simply rely highly on school
fees and donations."193 Tuition fees runs from $30 to $50 per term from first grade to
junior secondary. Vocational training, a two-year course for students who have finished
junior secondary school, is $80 per term.
One problem is finding qualified Chinese teachers, the same spokesperson said. Dwan
Hwa has more than 240 teachers who are either Chinese-Khmer or Chinese from
mainland China. "Being a teacher in China is a very low paid job, so a lot of people
come here to find jobs. At Dwan Hwa School, the salary of a primary school teacher is
$200 per month and for the secondary ones is $260 per month, which is much higher
than those who teach in a Cambodian school with only $20 to $30 a month,” said the
spokesperson. He added, "We don't have money to hire teachers of the highest quality.
Most of the good and experienced teachers are either retired or passed away and many
new teachers that we employ have never received any professional teaching training.”
The results of China’s economic rise and influence are up for debate. But in Phnom
Penh, many young people are just as eager to learn about Chinese culture and language
as China is to export it. A local Association of Khmer-Chens claims there are some
30,000 full or part-time students now learning the language, many of them in places like
Jing Fa Chinese School, which offers basic Chinese lessons at modest prices. In a
ground-level classroom open to the street, students step around parked motorbikes and
find their seats. At the whiteboard in front, director Long Sochea speaks slowly to the
beginners’ class, raising his voice to be heard over the din of the passing traffic. When
Sochea started teaching Chinese in the 1990s, he only had a handful of students mainly Cambodians with Chinese roots trying to brush up on a distant ancestral tongue.

192 Ibid.
193 Ibid.
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Now, he says, almost all his students are Khmer with no Chinese heritage. Learning
Mandarin, they hope, will give them an advantage in the business world. “Cambodian
families are encouraging their children to study Chinese,” he says, “because they want
their children to get jobs.” The school also offers basic lessons in other languages,
including English, Korean and Vietnamese. But when new students ask him for advice,
Sochea says he steers them in one direction. “I tell them to look at the investments other
countries are making,” he says. “The real money in Cambodia is coming mostly from
China.”194
The Confucius Institute
Since 2010, the Confucius Institute in Phnom Penh195 has been offering language
lessons to Cambodian public servants. The Institute is seen by numerous observers as
being at the forefront of China’s global cultural push. For instance, the co-director, who
is Chinese-Cambodian, learned Mandarin so that he could effectively communicate with
his Chinese counterparts. Echoing similar sentiments made by many other interviewees,
he said, “Today, Chinese is not just a language of business but it’s the language of
politics.”196
The increasing trend towards learning Chinese in Cambodia is no different from that of
learning English in the 1970s to the 1990s, when Western economies dominated the
world stage. The increased numbers of English, French, German and to a limited extent
Japanese language schools were also supported by entities such as the British Council,
The US Cultural and Information Centre, the Alliance Fran9aise, the German GoetheInstitut and the Japan Information and Cultural Centre, attached to the Embassies of the
respective countries, whose goal was to disseminate their culture and influence. They
are government-funded educational and cultural initiatives and so it should not be a
cause of surprise or alarm that China has its Confucius Institutes around the globe
embarking on and supporting equivalent objectives.
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Loy, Irwin, 2013: Learning Chinese on the Rise in Cambodia. The Diplomat, 22 May. Available online
at http://thediplomat.eom/2013/05/learning-chinese-on-the-rise-in-cambodia/l/. Accessed 10 July
2013.
195 Xinhua, 22 January 2010: Confucius Institute opens Chinese-language class in Cambodia. Speak
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Many have said that the shift towards learning Chinese at the expense of other
languages is due to the economic prosperity of China with its average annual GDP
growth of between 9 and 10 percent. Countries around the globe can hardly avoid
engaging with China due to this rise in economic status and it is inevitable that to
effectively engage with China, whether in the economic or political sphere, it is
important to know its language and cultures. In terms of politics, some leaders of
ASEAN would argue that China and Cambodia often speak the same language. An
example cited concerns territorial disputes in the South China Sea which have created
tension within the region. As 2012 Chair of the regional block, Cambodia was blamed
for siding with China ahead of group members and neighbours when it came to the
debates on the maritime dispute.
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From the above evidence, the growth of Chinese schools and the numbers learning the
Chinese language is very much linked to the economic and trading aspirations of
Cambodians, with or without Chinese ancestry. The focus is very much on business and
employment opportunities. The more skills one has the greater the opportunities.
Learning Chinese offers the possibility of a more promising future and a better standard
of living, with the underlying message that the influence of China and Chinese is clearly
understood and acknowledged.

7.4 Clans
It is arguable that the power of business globalisation has made life easier for the ethnic
Chinese in Cambodia. There are still remnants of the past successful business practice
of having strategic links with national political elites, but with increasing international
economic activities and linkages, links or connections with transnational firms now
appear more important than ever. This can be demonstrated by the gathering of the Lim
Clan descendants in Cambodia in 2010, when people with the surname Lim met at the
Diamond Island Exhibition Centre to extend their goodwill to the Lims of Cambodia.
Approximately 850 delegates from 52 Lim member Associations in 12 countries came
to Phnom Penh. The gathering was organised by one of Cambodia’s wealthy and
influential tycoons, Madame Lim Chhiv Ho, Chairperson of, among many others, the
LCH Investment Group and Managing Director of Attwood Import Export, which has
197 Barta, Patrick & Tejada, Carlos, 2012: Sea dispute upends Asian summit. Wall Street Journal, 23 July.
Available at http://online.wsi.com/news/articles/SB100014240527023039195Q4577524133983292716.
Accessed 10 May 2013.
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exclusive rights in Cambodia for Hennessy cognac, Johnnie Walker whisky, Heineken
beers etc. Lims from across the globe - from Canada, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, the USA and other countries - came to be with
members of the Lim clan in Cambodia. As Madam Lim put it when members met one
another for the first time at the airport, “Hey, you are a Lim too,” and there was an
instant sense of familiarity and brotherhood/sisterhood. Though they came from varied
professional and business backgrounds, the comradely feelings of trust that hold the
global family together brought them from afar to meet their relatives. As one delegate
said, “We are all from the same family. Inside of us is the blood of the Lim family and
we all have a common ancestor.” (Members of the Lim clan are believed to all be
descendants of the original grandfather Lim Shen Tai Shi, who came from the Henan
Province of China around 3,150 years ago.)
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It is similarly interesting to read about the Huang Clan gathering in Phnom Penh in
December 2012. The gathering was organised by the Huang Association of Cambodia
whose President said that in Cambodia alone there were between 300 and 400 Huang
families, and there are up to 100 million Huang descendants worldwide. He said that
China has by far the greatest number of Huangs, but there are also many clan members
in the Philippines, Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Brunei, the USA and
Canada. And according to the Cambodian Minister of Commerce, Cham Prasidh, the
keynote speaker for the gathering and who is connected to the Huang Clan - his
Chinese name is Ung You Teckhor [Huang Yu De Hu] and his grandfather was from
Xiamen in Fujian Province - the Huang family roots go back over 4,200 years.199 The
President of the Huang Association said that “the gathering allows the Huang Clan
members to pray for our ancestors together, that’s why Minister of Commerce Cham
Prasidh went to China to seek the tomb of his ancestors. These are values.” Moreover,
he said, the gathering provides an opportunity “to make new connections with other
members and create new businesses, as well as seeing Cambodia for its tourism
wonders.” With all the Huangs represented at the gathering it is an opportunity to

Becker, S. A., 2010: Global Lims descend on Cambodia. Phnom Penh Post, 26 November. Available at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/special-reports/elobal-lims-descend-cambodia. Accessed 10
December 2012.
199 I was told by a Chinese expert in a private conversation that the earliest writing in Chinese is only
3,000 years old. Does this suggest an element of exaggeration here?
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discuss “the affairs in general of the world Huang organisation and decide on the next
destination.” 200
It is revealing to learn the extent of the effort, determination and commitment the clan
members and their Associations have in keeping the Lims and the Huangs around the
globe physically connected among themselves and with their ancestors. It is not an easy
task to establish such a network or system to identify the family lineage. However, with
modem technology such as Facebook, emails and so on, connecting with and staying in
touch with the global family diaspora is becoming much easier over time. Conceivably,
the networks will help attract investment to advance the economy and thus the
prosperity and well-being of many Cambodians.
These family links are an important part of the process that has allowed both
Cambodians and Cambodian-Chinese to make the transition from the national to the
regional and global stages. The global Lim and Huang Clans, as examples, through their
spread across national boundaries and professional backgrounds, are a powerful force
that helps bridge the differences among nation states and inevitably exhibits the
uniqueness of Chineseness in the nation states that each of the Lims or Huangs calls
home. So while there is an obvious commonality about the Lims or Huangs that glues
them together, they are so varied and so diverse that it is sometimes hard to believe they
think their ancestors originated from the same Middle Kingdom. Under the common
umbrella of Chineseness we have a full spectrum of uniqueness. The massive gathering
of the two clans is a testimony to their attachment to family ties, their efforts and
determination to retrace their ancestry, uncover new Lim or Huang faces and remember
their roots. It is to be wondered how many of us would like to tackle this challenge.
Reflecting on the links, networks, associations, clans and so on, it is interesting to hear
one lawmaker making the following remarks: “The Chinese are better equipped, they
are probably smarter, their community is tied up together, they have access to a lot of
other countries, Singapore, Hong Kong, Malaysia, if you also speak Chinese. So in
terms of economic gain they progress faster than real Cambodians who cannot speak
Chinese, so you see the Chinese community prosper pretty quick in Cambodia.”

Becker, S. A., 2012: Minister of Commerce welcomes the Huang Clan. Phnom Penh Post, 5 December.
Available at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/special-reports/minister-commerce-welcomes-huangclan. Accessed 10 January 2013.

7.5 The media
The Chinese media also play an important role in retaining and shaping what is Chinese
in Cambodia. For example, there are five Chinese-language daily newspapers in
Cambodia: the Jian Hua Daily, the Sin Chew Daily, the Huashang Daily, the Khmer
Daily and the New Cambodia.
The Huashang Daily or Commercial News celebrated its 15th anniversary in December
2008 and it is interesting to read congratulatory remarks made by the Chinese
Ambassador, Zhang Jinfeng: “[The paper] has served as a window for the Chinese
people in Cambodia to understand the Kingdom and become a bridge to connect the
peoples and enterprises of both countries.” On a similar note, the Cambodian
Information Minister said, “The paper has also helped its readers know better about the
peaceful and stable situation of the country and played its role in attracting capital and
businesspeople to the Kingdom.”
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Chinese-language newspapers first appeared in Cambodia in the 1950s and there were
seven or eight of them at their peak in the 60s. However, because of war, political
interventions and financial difficulties they eventually vanished from the scene and only
re-emerged in the early 1990s. Huashang Daily, Sin Chew Daily and Jian Hua Daily
say that there are potentially about 700,000 Chinese-language readers in the country.202
The Cambodia Sin Chew Daily was reported to have the largest circulation of the
Chinese-language newspapers in Phnom Penh when it celebrated its 10th anniversary on
November 8 2010 at the Naga World Hotel. More than 400 guests from the government,
Embassies, businesses and the local Chinese community attended the anniversary. The
eminent guests attending the anniversary included Cambodia’s Minister of Information,
Khieu Kanharith, Senior Minister Veng Sereyvuth, the President of BAT, Kong Triv,
and Tan Sri Datuk Sir Tiong Hiew King, Chairman of Media Chinese International.
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It is worth noting that the Sin Chew Daily is owned by Media Chinese International
Limited (MCIL), a company listed on both Bursa Malaysia and the Hong Kong Stock

201 China Daily, 17 December 2008: Chinese-language newspaper of Cambodian marks 15th anniversary.
Available at http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/world/2008-12/17/content 7315066.htm. Accessed 7 July
2010 .
202 The figure refers to Chinese-language readers, not Khmer-Chen as other figures do, and would
include Chinese businessmen etc. living in Cambodia and therefore 'potential' readers.
203 Becker, S. A., 2010: Chinese paper celebrates its 10th year. Phnom Penh Post, 26 November. Available
at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/special-reports/chinese-paper-celebrates-itslOth-vear. Accessed 7
January 2011.

Exchange. Tan Sri Datuk Sir Tiong Hiew King and his family own approximately 55
percent of Media Chinese International Limited. MCIL has five newspapers in its
portfolio: Sin Chew Daily, China Press, Guang Ming Daily, Nanyang Siang Pau and
Ming Pao Daily. The first four papers are based in Malaysia, whilst Ming Pao Daily is
published in Hong Kong and North America. The Malaysian Sin Chew Daily also
manages the content of Cambodia’s Sin Chew Daily and Marian Indonesia. In Malaysia
alone MCIL has about 850,000 copies in daily circulation. In Hong Kong, the Ming Pao
Daily is a niche paper for intellectuals and has been voted as the most credible Chinese
newspaper. By going global MCIL hopes to present an Asian view of world issues
which is normally dominated by Western perspectives. The following questions and
summaries of their answers indicate some of the goals of the MCIL Group:
Q: How important is your operation in Cambodia?
A: As the motto of the company is to promote Chinese literacy and Chinese culture,
all its operations whether onshore or abroad which help promote these values are of
equal importance to us. “We are pleased with the expansion of Cambodia’s Sin
Chew as it has managed to gamer a spot as a leading Chinese paper.”
Q: What is the common denominator of all your newspapers? What kind of stories
do readers like? How can non-Chinese speakers best understand the niche you fill?
A: The common denominator of all their newspapers is reaching out to the Chinese
community. They boasted of their credible and independent stance, segmented to
reflect the different demands and different psychographics of the readers and this
would require that some are focussing on social news, some are focussing on
business news and some are known for their entertainment and sports news.
Furthermore, non-Chinese speakers can get a flavour of their news reporting and
commentaries from one of the websites: www.mysinchew.com. Also there are
numerous materials translated into English for the consumption of the non-Chinese
speaker.
Q: In terms of serving the public with information - are you able to have an
influence in civic affairs? How do your newspapers advocate to the public?
A: In their information and advocacy role, the newspapers in the group are told to act
as a check and balance for any policies implemented by any government. The
newspapers will play roles in nation-building in their country, but they will also

serve their readers and the nation by commenting on policies that do not seem to
serve the nation at large. In addition, the newspapers will also compliment the
government when it has carried out its role well. It sees itself as contributing to the
development of Cambodia through education and cultural exchanges, providing a
broader understanding of cultural, socio-economic and business issues among
Chinese communities in Cambodia. Through news reporting of the country, other
nations would have a better insight about Cambodia, thus promoting the economic
interest of and investment in Cambodia.204
However, it is important for readers to distinguish what is for public and what is for
private consumption as there may be different agendas and motivations for the two
groups. The public response is no doubt designed to counteract possible criticisms and
negative views about the papers or to reflect what the readers or listeners wish and
desire to hear.
It is noteworthy that in addition to running Sin Chew Daily, since 2007 the management
and staff have established an ‘Adopt-A-Child’ education project to help poor students in
more than 17 Cambodian provinces. For example, more than 1,500 students receive a
$100 scholarship per year through the Sin Chew Foundation and donations from Sin
Chew readers. It was reported in 2010 that total funds received so far and distributed to
needy students was more than $150,000. In an effort to help students of the Chinese
language improve their fluency, the Sin Chew Daily also publishes a weekly student
periodical, Xie Hai, at a discounted price and it is also distributed free to poor students
in the provinces.205
The Khmer Daily, the first Khmer-language newspaper invested in by a Chinese
investor native to Beijing, Cao Yunde, was launched on 6 July 2012. The paper aims at
promoting economic development in Cambodia and China but also focusses on culture,
art and sports. The Khmer Daily in Chinese language was launched in October of the
same year. It is noteworthy to read the endorsement statement made by Cambodia’s
Minister of Information, Khieu Kannarith, that the paper “will provide more choice for
the readers; it will make Cambodian readers more understanding about economic
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situations in Cambodia and China; [it] will also help promote longstanding friendship
relations between Cambodia and China.”
While the widely circulated Khmer-language dailies are often alleged to be progovernment, the Chinese-language newspapers are reported to provide a strikingly
balanced story of the country’s political sphere. For example, when the opposition
politician, Sam Rainsy, President of the CNRP, returned to Cambodia in July 2013 after
a number of years living in exile, the Khmer-language media ignored or passed over the
coverage of his return. Similarly, when the opposition leader declared the CNRP had
won the election, it received meagre coverage in Khmer-language newspapers. On the
other hand, almost all Cambodia’s five Chinese-language daily newspapers gave both
events front page coverage. The Jian Hua Daily, for instance, covered half of its front
page with photos of the CNRP rally with the headline ‘About 40,000 Cambodia
National Rescue Party Supporters Welcome Sam Rainsy Back to the Country’.
Furthermore, when Sam Rainsy announced that the CNRP would not accept the election
results released by the Cambodian People Party (CPP), the Commercial News, one of
the daily newspapers published in Chinese in Cambodia, made it its front page coverage
with a photo of Sam Rainsy displaying his anger at a press conference, and the main
headline read ‘Sam Rainsy Does Not Accept: Election Not Fair, Wants to Hold Mass
Protest’ 207
The Cambodia Daily of August 7 2013 reported comments made by an editor of one of
the local Chinese dailies that “taking a middle path in coverage of politics is necessary
to attract a fairly sophisticated readership of Khmer-Chinese businessmen and foreign
investors from Chinese-speaking countries.” He went on to say, “If we put Rainsy on
the cover and [other Chinese-language dailies] don’t, then no one will want to buy their
newspaper. I think [the balance in political reporting] is more or less to do with
competition.” He added that the Chinese-language press “receives less monitoring and
less interference from political parties” than Khmer-language media. The remarks imply
that the Khmer-language media are less business orientated but more political in the
nature of their reporting and lack of balance. That said, the editor interestingly added
that his paper shows restraint when it comes to writing things critical of the government.
206 Xinhua, 6 July 2012: Chinese investor launches Khmer-language newspaper in Cambodia. In Global
Times. Available at http://www.Rlobaltimes.cn/content/719461.shtml. Accessed 16 August 16 2012.
207 Meyn, Colin, 2013: Cambodia's Chinese Newspapers Strike a Balance. Cambodia Daily, 7 August.
Available at http://www.cambodiadailv.com/elections/cambodias-chinese-newspapers-strike-abalance-38530/. Accessed 12 September 2013.

As he put it, “When we write we try not to be so critical because we are a foreign entity
and we don’t want to be targeted. We don’t want people saying we incite society.” This
suggests an element of intimidation may be at play and freedom of press is somehow
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restricted. Simply put and in his words, “You can say we play it safe.”

However, according to a former long-time political reporter of Sin Chew Daily, there
was inconsistency in the political reporting of the paper. As he commented, “Some of
the articles are written with balance, but 60 to 70 percent support the government.”
However, he said the mandate of the paper is to promote business opportunities in the
country and rather than supporting the ruling or opposition parties, “Chinese-language
newspapers support investment in Cambodia.” Arguably, however biased or unbiased,
the Chinese-language newspapers with over 10,000 readers split evenly between
Khmer-Chinese nationals and foreign Chinese investors, are another real force shaping
people’s views and the maintenance of local Chinese culture and traditions. Ken Loo,
Secretary-General of the Garment Manufacturers Association of Cambodia, is reported
as saying, “The Chinese-language newspapers remain a crucial source of information
about current affairs in the country for an expanding number of Chinese investors.”209
Because of Cambodia’s highly influential Chinese-speaking community of readers, the
Chinese-language papers have become important communication channels for the main
political parties to relay their messages. For example, prior to the Cambodian General
Election in 2013, the Sin Chew Daily reported Hun Sen’s position on China with the
following remarks: “Last time [2010], they [the US] cut our aid, they were only ready to
provide 100 old military trucks. Chinese people could not bear watching, and provided
us with 257 military trucks.”

Whether these are political or business remarks is open

to debate but they illustrate Cambodia’s strong bilateral ties with China.
Likewise, Sam Rainsy used the Chinese-language paper to reassure its readers that he
and his party too would support Chinese interests in Cambodia: “On behalf of the
National Rescue Party, our position toward the Chinese Government is clear; we
support the One China policy and support China’s right to the Nansha [Spratlys] and

Ibid. See also Human Rights Watch, 8 July 2010: Cambodia: Halt US Aid to Abusive Military Units.
Available at http://www.hrw.org/news/2010/07/08/cambodia-halt-us-aid-abusive-militarv-units.
Accessed 12 January 2011.
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Xisha [Paracels] Islands.” He further added that “I can assure the Chinese Government
911

that we see China as Cambodia’s important ally.”

What these remarks by the two main political leaders illustrate is that the newspapers
are vital components to keep Chinese interests visible. It is also illuminating to read the
reported remarks made by a retired Chinese-Khmer while sipping tea in a local
restaurant, that “he prefers Chinese-language papers because they allow both the CPP
and CNRP to have their say.” As he put it: “We just want them [the CPP and CNRP] to
work together and don’t fight each other so we can do our business.”
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In reference to credible and critical reporting about the government, it is also
illuminating to read disparaging remarks reported to have been made by the manager of
a garment factory in Kompong Speu province about the Chinese-language newspapers.
His major complaint was that the newspapers show restraint in criticising the
government, which he characterised as being “corrupt” and “not caring about its
people.” He commented that, “The way they write is not completely honest. The way
they talk about the government is very soft. But the company has to stay alive so it
cannot be too critical of the government.” He further added, “Even though I understand
the newspaper is not completely realistic, I still want to see what is going on and I can
9 11

still find some information, then I can draw my own conclusions.”

Some common issues with the Cambodian media are well documented, for example:
political bias and self-censorship of the press (LICADHO, 2008, 2009); sensationalism
and shallow information widespread in Cambodian print media (Yinn, 2010); and the
highly consumerist nature of Cambodian TV (Peou, 2009).
Cambodia’s media are known to align to one political party or another and by far the
majority allegedly favour the ruling Cambodian People’s Party. For example, most
television and radio stations are said to align with the government or the CPP (which
amounts to the same thing). Fortunately, it was reported that print media provided a
wide range of viewpoints. However, given the country’s relatively low literacy rates,
coupled with problems of distribution and the cost of print media for the average
Cambodian, broadcasting media are the main platform where most people get their
news (Department of Media and Communication, Royal University of Phnom Penh,
2011); (LICADHO, 2008); (LICADHO, 2009); (Peou, 2009), and this is strictly
211 Meyn, op. cit.
212 Ibid.
213 Ibid.
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controlled. Therefore, having foreign media such as Chinese newspapers is arguably
providing independent news and views about Cambodia and hopefully, is a means of
having checks and balances for local media reporting and government processes.

7.6 China's economic activities in Cambodia
Chinese investment in Cambodia
With China’s increasing economic prosperity there will not be many countries around
the world that will not want to interact with China. There will not be many who want to
offend China, including the current Cambodian Prime Minister, who once (1988)
labelled China as ‘the root of everything that is evil’214 in Cambodia because of its long
backing of the Khmer Rouge, a backing which lasted for a decade, even after the regime
collapsed in 1979. He obviously has had to swallow his words and let bygones be
bygones for the sake of Cambodia’s survival. The economic and political pendulum has
swung toward China and countries throughout Southeast Asia are accepting this and
work collaboratively with China. In the words of Prime Minister Hun Sen, "China
respects the political decisions of Cambodia. They build bridges and roads, and there
are no complicated conditions," adding that "China talks less but does a lot."

In a

slightly different tone, an academic with Chinese heritage, Dr Lao Mong Hao, puts it
thus: “Cambodia’s painted itself into the Chinese comer,” and “It has been lured by the
Chinese Yuan.”216
Cambodia, as a small country which has had long-established and close relationships
with China through former King Sihanouk and the Khmer Rouge era, does have an
advantage right now as other countries, especially in the West, are struggling to
maintain and secure their own people’s well-being and don’t have resources to spread
around as before. For Cambodia’s economic prosperity and survival it has to attract
foreign investment and China has become a dominant investor. According to the

214 Udon Talk, 2012: Chinese Investment Ensures Human Rights Remain Low Priority in Cambodia.
UdonTalk.Com, 15 December. Available at
http://www.udontalk.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=73&t=10895&start=10&sid=f88303fe84d57a32el3e
78101f420133
Accessed 5 January 2013.
See also Strangio, Sebastian, 2012: China's Aid Emboldens Cambodia. YaleGlobal. Available at
http://valeglobal.vale.edu/content/chinas-aid-emboldens-cambodia. Accessed 6 July 2012.
215 Strangio, ibid.
216 Ibid.
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Cambodian Investment Board, approved investments from Chinese companies in
Cambodia have exceeded US$8 billion217, which is far above the sums expended by the
next closest foreign investor, South Korea. However, these figures are said to provide
an incomplete picture of Chinese ventures in Cambodia. They include only projects
approved for tax exemptions and other incentives. They do not take into account
investments in the country’s special economic zones, or small projects approved by
provincial authorities. These often murky investments are reported not to go through
scrupulous due process and with little transparency or accountability required by the
Cambodian government as long as it gets a good deal. The long-term implications for
Cambodia are often neglected or are not the subject of critical debate or serious
discussion. A common criticism by interviewees working in the NGO sector and
opposition members of parliament is that “the Chinese are doing things quite differently
in Cambodia now. In the 60s the Chinese were willing to provide aid to Cambodia with
no strings attached but today the Chinese only give loans to Cambodia.” Two way trade
between Cambodia and China had reached US$2.5 billion in 2011.218
One distinguished opposition Member of Parliament made the following remarks during
an interview with the researcher: “There is a new way of getting this government under
their thumb ... the Chinese rob Cambodia to the bone using its loans and giving them to
the Chinese companies by multiplying the costs so they can make profits through
outbidding. The Chinese were making projects so expensive, for example if a project
costs 100 million it becomes 300 million and you have to borrow 300 million, and you
make 200% already, and that was the way the Chinese were exploiting Cambodia.” He
went on to provide an example concerning the construction cost of the Council of
Ministers Building. He said, “The Chinese said 46 million dollars, and the Prime
217 Ponniah, Kevin, 2013: China, US influence a key theme. Phnom Penh Post, 11 July. Available at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/china-us-influence-kev-theme
See also:
- Heng, Pheakdey. 2013: Chinese investment and aid in Cambodia a controversial affair. EastAsioForum,
16 July. Available at http://www.eastasiaforum.orR/2013/07/16/chinese-investment-and-aid-incambodia-a-controversial-affair/. Accessed 12 November 2013.
- Prak, Chan Thul & Petty, Martin, 2012: China's sway over Cambodia tests Southeast Asian unity.
Reuters, 13 August. Available at http://in.reuters.com/article/2012/Q8/13/asean-china-cambodiaidlNDEE87C02L20120813. Accessed 7 May 2013.
- Garcia, Lermie Shayne, 2012: China's role in South-South development cooperation: an anlysis of
Chinese aid to three Southeast Asian countries (Burma, Cambodia, and the Philippines). International
Conference on International Relations and Development (ICIRD). Available at http://www.idrd.
orR/2012/files/papers/Lermie% 20Shavne% 20S.% 20Garcia.pdf. Accessed 7 May 2013.
218 Parameswaran, 2013: China and Cambodia: With friends like these...) China Brief: Journal o f Analysis
and Information, 13(1). Available at

http://www.iamestown.orR/proRrams/chinabrief/sinRle/7tx ttnews%5Btt news%5D=40266&cHash=62
dafcd099168af93f8cl5f61d9ded6d#.VOZreC5DSIc. Accessed 7 May 2013.
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Minister didn’t like it because it looked as though the building was constructed to
reflect only the requirements and the taste of the Deputy Prime Minister and he didn’t
like a building looking like the letter A. So he [the PM] decided to build a new one
called Peace Building and it cost only 12 million, and it is better quality than what the
Chinese built, and when you compare the cost of the two [buildings] you understand the
Chinese were exploiting Cambodia.” It is an interesting example but it is very difficult
to verify the assertion or the true figures of the constructions due to the ‘sensitive’
nature of the information. However, the lawmaker further commented, to justify his
remarks and the reliability of the information he obtained, that “As a democrat I must be
friendly at the expense of my party criticising me [for being] too friendly with the ruling
party... being a parliamentarian [and] through my connections and communicating
across different groups of people, I am able to call them for information and also with
my work I am the only MP in this country to question government, so I am able to
receive some extra information.” To further enhance the credibility and reliability of the
information he commented, “The government is trying to control information but
people will leak information to me as they trust me because I have a way of maintaining
my trust with the public, they will keep sending information to me. But Cambodia had
to pay that, now because amount of loan given to Cambodian government, we’re talking
2 billion dollars and our GDP is only around 10 billion dollars. No way Cambodia can
repay the Chinese, so this will be a kind of direct influence through loans. The
Cambodian government must play the part according to what the Chinese want them to
play. We have to be careful not to cause any damage to the Chinese image as they
supported the Khmer Rouge in the first place, and the government had to provide land
concession to build... so they try to balance and provide good services to the nations,
Chinese and Vietnamese.” He further commented that, “because the problems do not
affect people directly, the people will not react to that, but I hope in the future they will.
Life is getting harder, Cambodians start looking who caused them all this burden, also
Chinese projects, the Chinese have to find their way out from that kind of situation
when this happens.”
The assertion implies that during times of economic difficulty Cambodians would look
for scapegoats for the country’s failure. Based on historical records of racial and ethnic
rivalries offered by various researchers, a country’s economic difficulties has been one
of the major factors or driving forces that drive a wedge between races and ethnic
groups, as experienced in various countries around the globe and in incidents in recent
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years in Indonesia (May 1998)219, Solomon Islands (April 2006)220, Tonga (November
2006)

to mention just a few.

It is common to hear reports that rural Chinese investments are situated on controversial
government land concessions, which rights groups blame for the bubbling land crisis
that sees ordinary Cambodians losing land and homes to powerful business interests.
The tensions have tended to create misconceptions or confusion between business
individuals who are Cambodian bom and bred with Chinese ancestry, and Chinese
newcomers to Cambodia from mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and so on. Because
of the confusion, some Cambodians cannot make the distinction between business
practices managed by Cambodians with Chinese ancestry and those ran by Chinese
newcomers, whether on a temporary work permit or legally resident in Cambodia. The
land crisis has created an indiscriminately negative perception of the Chinese
community. As commented by an interviewee: “There are some uncomfortable feelings
against Chinese and Chinese companies who ran the factories, who have concession
land or own the right to build, dig, or mine gold and other minerals in Cambodia,
because they treat the Cambodians harshly. Those are the real Chinese who have a
contract with the government backed by the Chinese government to run business in
Cambodia.”

219 Wikipedia: May 1998 riots of Indonesia. Available at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jakarta riots of May 1998. The May 1998 Riots of Indonesia (Indonesian:
Kerusuhan Mei 1998) were incidents of mass violence of a racial nature that occurred throughout
Indonesia, mainly in Medan in the province of North Sumatra (4-8 May), the capital city of Jakarta (1215 May), and Surakarta (also called Solo) in the province of Central Java (13-15 May). The riots were
triggered by economic problems including food shortages and mass unemployment, and eventually led
to the resignation of President Suharto and the fall of the New Order government. The main victims of
the violence were ethnic Chinese.
220 Wikipedia: Solomon Islands at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solomon Islands: In April 2006,
allegations that the newly elected Prime Minister Snyder Rini had used bribes from Chinese
businessmen to buy the votes of members of Parliament led to mass rioting in the capital Honiara. A
deep underlying resentment against the minority Chinese business community led to much of
Chinatown in the city being destroyed. Tensions were also increased by the belief that large sums of
money were being exported to China. China sent chartered aircraft to evacuate hundreds of Chinese
who fled to avoid the riots. Evacuation of Australian and British citizens was on a much smaller scale.
Additional Australian, New Zealand and Fijian police and troops were dispatched to try to quell the
unrest. Rini eventually resigned before facing a motion of no-confidence in Parliament, and Parliament
elected Manasseh Sogavare as Prime Minister.
221 Wikipedia: 2006 Nukualofa riots, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2006 Nuku%CA%BBalofa riots.
The 2006 Nukualofa riots started on 16 November, in the Tongan capital of Nukualofa. A mixed crowd
of democracy advocates took to the streets in protest. Some people in the crowd starting tipping over
cars, then progressed to looting and burning buildings. Several of the larger Chinese shops were
targeted for looting and burning.
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Garment factories
Lo, Norris (2006) reported that according to a Senior Secretary of the China, Hong
Kong and Macau Business Association, there are 400 garment factories in Cambodia
and 70 percent are owned by Chinese investors with company headquarters mainly
based in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan, although Malaysian and Singapore firms have
also invested in the sector. The overwhelming majority of managers are from these
countries and, according to the Secretary-General of the Garment Manufacturing
Association of Cambodia (GMAC), there are about 30,000 Chinese working in the
garment sector, mainly in a supervisory role, and approximately 300,000 Cambodians
working as labourers.222
There is a clearly established hierarchy: the management team is the top tier of
supervision, under which are the quality controllers and supervisors and at the bottom of
the pile the mainly women workers. According to factory executives and labour union
leaders the division between blue-collar and white-collar workers is shamelessly drawn
along ‘clearly defined ethnic lines’. The President of the Coalition of Cambodian
Apparel Workers Democratic Unions (CCAWDU) is reported in the media as saying,
“From my observations 99 percent of supervisors are Chinese. In the past, I
acknowledge that it was fair to choose Chinese as supervisors because at that time we
didn’t have enough skill. But now, we have enough skill, the same as the Chinese.
Today, even when they select Cambodian supervisors, they are still paid less than the
Chinese. I think it is racism.”223
It is probable that the Chinese factory owners are only interested in the bottom line and
not about wages and conditions, as they are not the key drivers where their business is
concerned. The workers appear to be used as scapegoats, and never mind about Chinese
management style and practices where the workforce is tightly controlled in ways that
are inappropriate for the cultural values of Cambodians. In a similar tone, the country
forum director for the American Center for International Labor Solidarity, Alonzo
Suson, puts it: “The Chinese factory owners bring in their own people that has been
identified as a problem. They don't employ local managers. Putting that practice into
place here can seem disrespectful. If I were in union shoes, I'd be calling for an

222 Lo, Norris, 2006: The Chinese/Khmer divide in factories. Phnom Penh Post, 16 June. Available at
h ttp ://w w w .p h n o m p e n h p o st.c o m /n a tio n a l/c h in e se k h m e r -d iv id e -fa c to r ie s. A ccessed 10 N ovem ber

2010 .
223 Ibid.
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upgrading of skills.”224 She elaborated: “It's about cultural values and treatment. They
don't know how to deal with unions. They come from a country where the workforce is
controlled.”225
It is alarming to hear the prejudicial remarks made by Wong Swie-Hwa, ViceChairwoman of the China, Hong Kong and Macau Expatriate and Business Association
(CHMEBA) in the local media: “Cambodians are lazy and their productivity is low, but
their quality is rising.”

It is to be wondered why they are ‘lazy’, why productivity is

low and what steps were taken to ‘raise their quality’. It is no secret, especially in the
garment industry, that the low-paid workers are ethnic Khmer and the high-paid
supervisors are Chinese. According to Wong Swie-Hwa, “The factory owners employ
many Chinese as supervisors and technicians because they are generally inexpensive
and have more experience.” She added, "Another important reason for employing
Chinese nationals is that they share a common language with owners from Hong Kong
and other Chinese-speaking countries. Employers find it hard to communicate with
Cambodians because they cannot speak Cantonese or Mandarin."
Similar sentiments and stereotypes are shown in the reported remarks of the SecretaryGeneral of GMAC: “The Chinese mainly differ in the fact that they are more
experienced and that they are usually more hard-working. They have left their homeland
and ventured overseas to come to Cambodia hoping to earn more money." Furthermore,
media reports of interviews conducted with factory executives from China and Taiwan
revealed a rather harsh and negative perception towards Cambodian employees. For
example, a Chinese merchandiser from Shandong whose factory employed 7,000-8,000
workers and who had worked in Cambodia since 2002 is reported as saying,
"Cambodians cannot work in high positions as we do because they are backward and
not educated enough. They do not know how to supervise lower-ranking workers,
Cambodians.”

According to this factory representative, “80 to 90 percent of all

supervisors are Chinese and the lower ranking workers are Cambodians. In 2006 the
workers usually earn $45 a month with a $5 bonus if they neither late nor absent.” If
overtime is undertaken the worker could earn $70to$80a month. However, he said
labour laws in Cambodia limit overtime to two hours a day but the above interviewee
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said most factories do not follow this, and “almost every worker works three to four
hours more.”228
A lawmaker interviewee with Chinese heritage said, “They [Cambodians] are not lazy
but they don’t know how. In my experience, I have three or four families looking after
my orchard. They know how to grow rice only, every time I asked them to grow
vegetables and other things, they say you go and ask the experts, the Vietnamese. They
do not take any interest, so they can’t grow vegetables for their own needs. I supplied
everything, machinery, water pump, tractor, even money to buy the necessities to grow,
but they fail all the same.” He further commented, “They are lazy to learn, not lazy to
do labour work, but if you ask them to till the soil, they do it because they scared of the
boss and will use their own strength.” According to the same interviewee, “They don’t
have enough intelligence to grow out of their own initiative.”
According to ILO research, most garment workers are poor young women from the
provinces with little education. Many live in overcrowded lodgings, have little money
for food, and send a large portion of their salaries home to their families each month. As
one garment worker is reported as saying, "We make only $50 a month, but we have to
spend $47 on living expenses.” After pressure exerted by a number of parties, including
the union and international communities, alleging the women labourers were working in
sweatshops, the minimum wage for garment workers was raised to $75 per month in
early 2013.229

7.7 Chapter summary
To a certain degree people still label one another or label themselves as outsiders; ethnic
Chinese (Kon Chau Chen; Kon Kat Chen), Vietnamese, Cham, Khmer Krom, Khmer
Leu and Thai. The labelling and stereotyping mind-set works both ways. There are still
pockets of Chinese, Khmer-Chen and Khmers stuck with historical prejudices that
require constant vigilance and monitoring to avoid repeating human tragedy.
A convenient label is often employed to mobilise support for a viewpoint, to convey
differences, to admire, condemn and appraise others as ‘outsiders’. Some Khmers feel

229 Teehan, Sean & de Carteret, Daniel, 2013: H&M CEO, PM in tete-a-tete. Phnom Penh Post, 4
November. Available at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/hrn-ceo-prn-t%C3%AAte-%C3%A0t%C3%AAte. Accessed 10 February 2014.
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they have become a minority in their own land; they fear or are concerned about the
diluting of Khmemess by outsiders and exploiters.
People with Chinese ancestry maintain their Chineseness or cultures in a number of
ways at individual and institutional levels. There are different modes of Chineseness in
Cambodia according to when they or their ancestors first arrived in Cambodia.
Chineseness to a certain extent has been kept alive and more visible in recent years with
greater support and encouragement from the Chinese community within the country and
the region. Chinese schools, Associations and cultural celebrations and
commemorations (Chinese New Year, Qingming Festival etc.), and Chinese media have
re-emerged in last 20 years and are growing. Chinese names, Chinese signs and cultural
artefacts and so on are more conspicuous than before and people are comfortable with
expressing and are prouder of their cultural heritage. They feel okay to be labelled as
Chinese-Cambodian as they have Chinese heritage but are bom and bred in Cambodia.
Chineseness is often maintained through lineage; the ethnic connection is maintained by
the family and not by the individuals. Many Cambodians with Chinese ancestry tend to
have flexible identities according to circumstances. Maintaining their ethnicity is often
the function of the older members of the family and community. People tend to express
their ethnic identity one or twice a year depending on the occasions and circumstances.
Identity is a movable phenomenon and can be expressed in various ways. At the family
level, for instance, they manage to retain Chinese names and clans (The Lims, The
Huangs etc.). Chineseness is also maintained and remembered through language or
dialects, remembrance of ancestors and other rituals such as weddings and celebrating
the Qingming Festival and Chinese New Year.
Chineseness is very much an integral part of Cambodia and what it means to be
Cambodian. Many Cambodians now join in and participate in a number of Chinese
cultural activities and celebrations. Furthermore, Chineseness is also enhanced by
China’s economic prosperity and the increased influence of Chinese trade and
investment around the globe.
China’s influence around the globe is much more visible than before as it uses its
economic prosperity to promote its cultural and political values. Chinese language,
Chinese newspapers, Chinese cultural displays and celebrations, Chinese Associations,
the Confucius Institute, Chinese restaurants, Chinese electronic media and so on are no
longer strange to citizens around the globe, including Cambodia. People with Chinese

heritage are confident in expressing their Chinese beliefs and values. This is greatly
enhanced in Cambodia by the fact that many of the powerful leaders of Cambodia are of
Chinese heritage and there are close relationships between Cambodia and China in most
spheres.
Thus, like Mallory (1956) and Ohki (1967) I argue that Chinese culture is highly
resistant to outside influence and intervention. In Cambodia it has had the tenacity to
endure all the suppression and hardships imposed by successive regimes and rulers and
to revive and maintain its identity and culture to the point where it is stronger than ever,
to the extent that many Khmers now consider emulating the Khmer-Chen. There has
been a subtle but real shift from suppression to emulation. As stated by Rosaldo (1988),
the essence of ethnicity is one of maintenance and resistance through various means as
well as one of construction or revitalisation and presentation or re-presentation.
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Chapter 8:
Analysis, Discussion, Learning and Conclusions

8.1 Framework of the analysis
It is important to reflect on the framework of the analysis used in this study. It is based
on grounded theory, as outlined in Chapter 2 and Appendix 1, an approach that seeks to
discover (or generate) theory from the data collected. Simply put, in grounded theory, a
“premium [is placed] on emergent conceptualisation” (Glaser and Strauss 1967, p. 37).
This means letting the data speak for itself and expressing this at a conceptual level. The
intention behind this is to ensure the grounded theory is in fact grounded in the data,
rather than being forced into categories contained within the literature or other
preconceived (or pet) categories, and is central to ensuring fit, relevance and ‘it works’.
Below is a diagram of a conceptual model based on qualitative data collected and
described in Chapters 4-7, which captures key factors that shape and create prejudices
and myths.

5

Government
policies

1

Personal
experiences
Opinion leaders

History/
Tradition
Figure 8.1: Creating prejudices and myths

How prejudice and myth is shaped or created or made into belief
This diagram reflects the experience of interviewees, and my own experience, that
prejudices and myths are the product of upbringing: the way their parents brought them
up; the information, norms and behaviour passed down to them; the society, including
the environment and people that they mixed and mingled with; all the hearsay, rumours
and gossip that they were told; all had great influence in shaping their views about
others. In addition to this, many relied on education, government policies, opinion
leaders, including politicians, professional individuals such as teachers, doctors and
engineers whom they trusted and respected, plus media sources and historical records.
And their basic assumption with all this information was that it was true and accurate
and, from it, many formed their judgements. As people get older, they come to realise
that the individuals they respect and rely on for their integrity make mistakes or
misjudge issues from time to time, and consequently they have made the same mistakes
and fallen into the same deep hole, in conveniently simplifying the realities of life.
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8.2

Different discourses

The case studies used in this thesis and the many interviews carried out by the
researcher encompass a broad view of what is actually taking place in contemporary
Cambodia. The researcher collected data from a range of businesses owned by KhmerChen, from well-known conglomerate enterprises founded and run by tycoons with
various historical backgrounds and personal challenges, to small-medium businesses
and finally to small individual, family businesses which exist just to make a living or as
a stepping-stone to hoped-for future prosperity and wealth. Looking through these
enterprises and their practices, it becomes clear that there are no consistent business
rituals or practices among the various business owners and the enterprises they own and
manage. At least four broad categories of Khmer-Chen engaging in business activities
in contemporary Cambodia emerged from the research. There is, for instance,
considerable variation among the owners of the conglomerates. In one category are
business owners who lived and survived through all the regime changes of the second
half of the 20th century; in a second category are some who escaped to the West and
other parts of the globe and returned just before or after the UNTAC intervention, when
the political climate of the country had become relatively more stable.
The business tycoons in the first category are those who, whether by necessity or
personal choice, chose to stay put and built or rebuilt their businesses from small
beginnings. They are more likely to have a traditional client-patronage mentality and be
more aware of hardship and the need for sacrifices in order to grow business. They are
more politically aware and understand more about the need to build connections at all
levels in order to advance self and business interests. In the words of such local selfmade tycoons, it was all hard work and long hours involving a lot of personal and
family sacrifices. This category mostly contains Khmer-Chen whose families have lived
in Cambodia for generations and who survived the hardships of the political repressions
of Pol Pot and the Vietnamese occupation. Their fortunes can be said to be built from
rags.
The second category involves Khmer-Chen whose families have lived in Cambodia for
generations but who escaped the tyranny of the Pol Pot regime and the Vietnamese
occupation by fleeing to countries near and far, and then chose to return to work and try
their luck in the new Cambodia. They brought back with them new knowledge and
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skills based on business practices they observed overseas, plus capital or personal
savings made in their countries of refuge; they returned to explore work and business
opportunities and to help rehabilitate the country. They often include highly educated
professionals such as doctors, engineers, scientists, lawyers and business executives.
They usually hold dual citizenship. Arising from their professional and privileged
background they have developed yet another kind of relationship with their ethnicity: as
some of my interviewees said, they are first and foremost Cambodians, with Chinese
cultural heritage. These individuals returned to Cambodia either accompanied by the
rest of their family or initially alone, with the expectation that once things had gone
according to plan their families would join them later. The effect was that members of
some families lived separately in various parts of the globe. Among this group, some
have successfully integrated their professional work and business back into the society
and the country where they once lived, but some failed and have had to return to their
adopted countries.
This group of individuals are often subject to the criticism of not being loyal or patriotic
to Cambodia because of their escape to other countries. There appear to be implicit
tensions between those who remained behind and struggled with various regimes and
those who left the country for safety reasons, with the added, often unintended, benefit
of exploring new life opportunities.

The age bracket for these first two categories

would be between 50 and 70, and most of them are men.
The third category of business people includes those who were bom during the Pol Pot
era and received both local and overseas education, tried their luck in various work
activities in both the public and private sectors and then set up their own businesses.
The individuals in the second and third categories are exemplified in case studies
concerned with the mnning of large and medium-sized enterprises. They dare to break
away from the past by introducing modem Western business practices into the
businesses. They are examples of the new breed breaking the stereotypes and myths of
230 Those who left the country for the West, including Australia, Canada, France, the United States etc.
are sometimes alleged to be tainted by foreign cultures and thinking (they are sometimes called Yellow
Banana or Brown Banana (yellow or brown in appearance but white inside or with a white man's
mentality); they are naturalised foreign nationals of Chinese-Cambodian heritage, very often Western
educated, 'cultural Eurasians' who would be more comfortable to be Eurasians among Westerners than
among Asians. They are too Western to be comfortably Chinese or Chinese-Cambodian and yet too
Chinese to accept conditions where Chineseness is being penalised. (Quoted from Wang Gungwu's
keynote lecture 'Myth and Reality of the Chinese diaspora' given at the University of Hong Kong,
December 14-16, 1984. Available at
http//ois.lib.bvu.edu/spc/index.php/CCR/article/download/12800/12665. Accessed 15 February 2014.
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ethnic Chinese family-oriented business practices and are prepared to share their
knowledge and skills with the rest of the population.
Finally, the fourth category represents those who were bom after the Pol Pot era and
received local basic or occasionally advanced education but generally never left
Cambodia and have had little exposure to outside business or work experiences.
The age bracket of these last two categories is 30 to 50; some suffered the hardships of
the Pol Pot regime as children, while the younger ones have little or no direct awareness
of the suffering experienced by others under the regime. They embarked on sole trading
or subsistence business activities just to meet basic human needs and survival. Their
business fortunes can be said to shift from rags-to-rags due to limitations of resources,
personal know-how, capacity, support and connections.
In categorising the individuals under study I am conscious of running the risk of
conveying the message that everyone in each category is the same in every sense. In
reality, each category is far from being homogeneous. The categories are intended for
simplification of the analysis. Focussing on ‘sameness’ or ’one size fits all’ has the
potential to mislead and leads one to forget that there are variations within each
categorisation. Such variation can be exemplified by the case of Phala Transport
Service, where the owner was bom after the Pol Pot regime and received only basic
education and had little or no awareness of the history of suffering under Pol Pot, but
managed to gain work experience in South Korea.

8.3

The weight of heritage

Invariably, business and economic activities in Cambodia are still regarded as the
domain of the ethnic Chinese and as such are claimed to be passed down from
generation to generation within the Chinese-Cambodian family. As perceived by many
of my interviewees, their business knowhow and skills are characteristically inherited.
In this sense, business activities seem to be an expression of Chinese ethnic identity
within the Kingdom of Cambodia and its subjects. Today, it is sometimes stated that 90
percent of Cambodia’s population is of ‘pure’ Khmer ethnic origin, with the remaining
ten percent comprised of six percent Vietnamese, two percent Chinese, and two percent
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If these figures are correct, with Khmer ethnicity so dominant, Cambodia

looks as if it is the most ethnically homogeneous country in Southeast Asia. However,
such a picture is very problematic and is contestable in contemporary Cambodia, as is
exemplified by many of my interviewees who have mixed heritage through mixed
marriages and generations of family living in Cambodia. As one eminent interviewee
involved in genocide research under the Khmer Rouge regime put it, “Cambodia and
Cambodians is a melting pot. Our blood has been mixed, and to state otherwise is an
over-simplification of the truth.”
Almost all my Chinese-Cambodian interviewees spoke no Chinese, and some have
deliberately sought to make their mark by distancing themselves from the weight of
their past heritage in the sense that they are no longer engaged predominantly in the
economic sphere but also participate in the public and professional spheres, including
being active in political, legal, medical, engineering, scientific and NGO work, to
mention just a few. Their spheres of interest have diversified to include all levels and
aspects of occupational groupings in Cambodia. The common response from my
interviewees when asked what it is that defined them as Cambodian or Khmer was: “We
have family blood connections here, we were bom, grew up and lived in Cambodia over
generations and therefore, we are Cambodian.” “We speak Khmer, we go to Wat
(temple), we celebrate Khmer festivities such as New Year, Pchum Ben,

Bonn

Kathen (end of Buddhist lent), and we feel the Kingdom is always our home.”
Empowered by their education and professional standards, many dare to be different; as
simply put by Chow, they can afford to “unlearn that submission to [ethnicity].. .as the
ultimate signifier” (Chow, 1993). However, there are still some who either choose or are
forced to maintain Chinese cultural practices for different motivations and reasons such
as showing respect to their ancestors, economic advantage, ideological commitment, or
even nostalgia. Because of the long historical linkages between Cambodia and China,

231 The estimated number of ethnic Chinese living in Cambodia differs according to different sources. For
example Bolt (2000), who compares three different sources, finds the estimated number between
300,000 ( or 3.7 percent of the population) and 50,000 (1 percent). On the other hand, Suryadinata L.
(1997), claims that one quarter of the 800,000 inhabitants of Phnom Penh are Chinese).
232 In Khmer, Pchum or Brochum means 'a meeting or gathering'. Ben means 'a ball of something', such
as rice or meat. The Pchum Ben festival originated in the Angkorian era when people followed animism,
before Brahma or Buddhism. Both Buddhism and animism reflect Khmer respect and remembrance for
their ancestors. Pchum Ben is also a convenient way for Buddhist monks to receive food during the
heaviest part of the rainy season while they stay in the pagodas to follow their moral principles. It is
equivalent to a spirit offering festival.
See also Ou, Mom 2009: Background: a history of Pchum Ben. Phnom Penh Post, 18 September.
Available at http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/background-historv-pchum-ben.
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Khmer-Chen have been deeply engaged with events and changes in both countries,
including political transformations such as colonialism, decolonisation, the rise of
nationalism and communism. Under different Cambodian political leaderships, KhmerChen as individuals and groups have had to devise for themselves varied cultural, ethnic
and political identities to meet the multiple challenges arising from Cambodia’s being
anti-China in the past to Cambodia’s current collaboration with the rising economic
prosperity of China, which stems from conflict-prone Cambodia’s hunger for foreign
investment for economic growth and peace.

8.4 Coping with fear and reality
Heidi Dahles and John ter Horst, in their study of the Cambodia post-colonial silk
industry, have implied that “there is more to outward claims of Khmer affiliation than
meets the eye” and that the silence that one of their interviewees kept, only reluctantly
choosing to reveal her partial Chinese identity, can be seen “as a hidden layer
underneath the dominant discourse” (Dahles & ter Horst, 2006).
Given the recent history of suppression of the Khmer-Chen under Pol Pot and the
Vietnamese-backed administration, it is not surprising to hear one of my interviewees
making careful choices in what and with whom and when he should share his own
secret and family background heritage, as his personal and family security is at risk. For
this interviewee it pays to be very cautious and avoid being singled out as a target of
persecution by those in power who could perceive his existence as a threat to
themselves. Fear of personal and family safety is a powerful psychological force,
especially for less privileged and powerless individuals living in rural and less
urbanised areas of Cambodia.233
The above interviewee’s reluctance to discuss his Chinese heritage is somewhat
contradicted by the business tycoons, cabinet ministers, parliamentarians, academics,
professional and educated interviewees who now, as noted earlier, overtly celebrate

233 A vivid reminder of the old Khmer saying "Phleuv veach Kom Boh Bong. Phleuv Traong Korn Der",
literally translated as "Do not abandon winding road. Do not walk on straight road". Straight road is
easily targeted whereas winding road is more difficult to target and offers some flexibility. With respect
to the above story, it pays to be careful and choose the person, place, time and space to confide and
share.
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their proud heritage background.234 With this backdrop, it seems safer for contemporary
Cambodians to now openly express their Chinese heritage.

As one of my

interviewees put it, “It is trendy now to be Chinese or to have blood connection or
association with something Chinese as Chinese has strong image of being wealthy,
powerful, good business acumen and clever.” These powerful people are real forces to
emulate or imitate.
Embedded in this image are implicit and explicit concerns expressed by some
interviewees about the widening gap between the ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’, about
unsustainable use or over-exploitation of natural and state resources, and about the
dilution or loss of what is Khmer and Khmer traditions. From personal observation,
Khmers see themselves essentially as agrarian with the primary crop, paddy rice, being
the lifeblood for all but an important few, a symbol for making a living in Cambodia.
Therefore, their ideal society is one of rice-farming peasants, and cities largely do not
figure favourably in the Khmer imagination. It was the Khmer Rouge that truly pursued
this ideal. There is an unspoken or inherent association between urban life and foreign,
non-Khmer traditions. The capital Phnom Penh is a place lying outside Khmer cultural
space and occupied mainly by foreigners, including Barang (French), Chen (Chinese)
and Youn (Vietnamese). The traditional rural-urban dichotomy is thus critical for ethnic
relations. This social divide is strongly reflected in the data collected in the course of
this study. The Khmer and the less educated are mainly in the countryside, whereas the
urban and educated populations are dominated by individuals with Chinese heritage.
This is strongly reflected in the higher education levels obtained by Chinese-Cambodian
interviewees.
There are unspoken tensions between the maintenance of traditions and change to
reflect modem thinking and practices. Thus, the circulation of prejudices and
stereotypes continues to exist among individuals and groups, resulting in a polarised
society, where self-interest and the common good are at odds and where the dominant
minority is at loggerheads with the less dominant and impoverished majority. How
these tensions affect ethnic relations has yet to be fully understood and is beyond the
scope of the current study.
234 For this reason, it seems unlikely, under the current socio-political state of affairs, that the societal
discourse will turn against the ethnic Chinese.
235 On a similar note, using their identity strategically, both Chinese heritage farmers and traders seem
to represent what M. R. Frost (2003) calls a transcultural diasporic identity in which being Chinese, a
metis, a Cambodian national, or ancient Khmer com es to light depending on the context in which the
diasporic subject is positioned.
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The shift in mindset from suppression to the current emulation of the ethnic Chinese
must be put in context. Despite the series of setbacks under different regimes and
leaders, Khmer-Chen have always been a real force to be recognised and admired. They
have had the courage and tenacity to stay focused and to understand that the road ahead
would not always be easy. This can easily be observed as most of these characteristics
have been transferred to their business practices, as exemplified in the case studies in
this thesis. They have recovered from the setbacks and have become stronger as
individuals and groups. They have taken control of their destiny and participate at all
levels of society, being dominant not just in the economic sphere but also in the political
and social spheres.

8.5 Homogeneous or heterogeneous?
Being tycoons, cabinet ministers, parliamentarians, military officers, public servants,
businessmen and women and average citizens of Cambodia, the Khmer-Chen have
become part and parcel of Cambodia. They come from different backgrounds: rich and
poor; privileged and less privileged; some stayed behind during troubled times, some
were lucky enough to escape; and some of these came back and some have not. Much
was done in the spirit of enlightened self-interest and the extended common good. None
of the groupings, whether parliamentarians, political party leaders, business groupings
or tycoons, are homogeneous, yet national leaders continued to claim and promote the
ethnic homogeneity of Cambodia.

'y 'l f i

As the case studies suggest, there are different kinds of enterprises developed by
different Chinese-Cambodian individuals with varied backgrounds and aspirations. The
size of their enterprises ranges from vast business groups to individually-run market
stalls and local transport tuk-tuk. Their former characteristic class and income
homogeneity and speech-group heterogeneity have become less relevant and visible.
Each grouping comprises different individuals with varied interests and aspirations, and
with unique contributions to make to the group. But we outside observers conveniently
236 It is fascinating to note that Cambodian leaders of various regimes, including Lon Nol himself
(President of the Khmer Republic), Pol Pot (Khmer Rouge Leader) and his colleagues such Ta Mok, Khieu
Samphan (the Khmer Rouge regime's head of State), Noun Chea (Khmer Rouge Chief Ideologist), Kang
Kek lew, known as Duch (Head of Tuol Sleng (S-21) prison camp), Sam Rainsy (current President of
Cambodian National Rescue Party), just to name a few, all have Chinese heritage but implicitly or
explicitly projected or project themselves as imaginary pure Khmer and to represent pure Khmer, and as
nationalists protecting 'Khmerness' and the Khmer race.
See also http://en.wikipedia.or6/wiki/Chinese CambodianftNotable Sino Khmers.
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devise our criteria to make group sameness fit our academic purpose without critically
pondering on the unintended consequences and outcomes. As one former Minister put
it, “Why do academics continue to divide us, as we in the Cabinet never think or discuss
about Khmer-Chen or Cambodian with Chinese heritage? We are all Cambodians.”
It is to be wondered why we continue to attach Chinese heritage to Khmer-Chen. As the
researcher has noted, all the individuals interviewed who own and run businesses were
bom in Cambodia, and in many cases their families go back many generations in
Cambodia. The level and scale of success varies depending on the type and scale of the
business, and the practices are different. Some stall holders and sole traders barely make
ends meet - they struggle to survive. Some businesses did not grow and expand for
various reasons, including lack of capital and know-how. Some used traditional
connections and practices to grow their businesses. Others such as Brown Cafe,
combined local knowledge and practices with those acquired overseas to grow and
expand.
Furthermore, families, including extended ones, appear to play a pivotal role through
encouraging and providing financial resources, labour and knowhow to maintain control
over the company, or for securing positions within the government sector. Also, as a
side effect of the destructive conflicts of the 1970s and 1980s, during which many fled
the country to seek sanctuary abroad, many Cambodian families have extended both to
Phnom Penh and around the globe.
only for start-up

These family ties offer greater opportunities not

and additional financial support but also now expedite trade and

237 For example, while Cambodian refugees were waiting in a transit camp for resettlement in a third
country, they formed their own social networks, making friends with those who shared the same
destination and exchanged addresses with those destined to go to other parts of the world. They often
reminded each other "to remember and not to forget each other"- Kom phleich gnea and "not to forget
when we were poor" - Kom pleich Krei Kror. Therefore, bonds between people during the forced
emigration had a significant role in the future communal life and support network. See Liev, 2008, p.
181.
238 Small business owners still use a financial scheme to raise and help with business cash flow as they
have no favourable credit records with formal financial institutions for borrowing. This is especially the
predominant way that many Cambodians overseas initially raise financial capital to start up a business. It
is a seemingly easier approach to saving or borrowing money, compared to formal processes in banks.
Participants put a monthly equal share of $100 or more into a rotating saving and credit association,
known as a tontine. The participants take turns to access the pool of money for their needs through an
informal financial network of 12 to 24 members. The important element of a tontine group is trust;
unfortunately, some members have occasionally absconded with the tontine funds. All participating
members can lose all their investments should the chairperson of the scheme disappear from the scene
and similarly, the chairperson would incur heavy debt should any members decide to cheat or
disappear. "Participants in Cambodian tontines believe that the returns from tontines are higher than
those available from other saving methods," wrote Hau Liev. "To them a tontine is a familiar financial
instrument within their ethnic communities."
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investment plus education abroad for the younger generation of Cambodians, and thus
provide future security and safety.
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From this it can be argued that Cambodia’s

prosperity and security lies in being connected with the rest of the world, and the future
of the world and Cambodia is about being more connected.
No two businesses are the same. The notion of a deliberate ethnic network (or bamboo
network) appears less applicable or relevant to Khmer-Chen than to ethnic Chinese in
some other countries; Khmer-Chen are more likely to rely on widespread family
connections, the unintended outcome of the war years, as a base for support and
contacts. The bamboo network, if it exists at all, is more likely to be unintentional and
circumstantial. The only common trend among the businesses outlined in the previous
chapters is that they appear to have begun from humble beginnings, 240 starting small,
saving hard, working long hours in order to exist and to create the potential to grow
further. Also, the scale of the business and potential risks dictate and influence the level
of connection or protection required. The larger the size of the business, the greater the
investment made, which in turn implies greater risk and therefore the need for a greater
or stronger level of connection and support from political leaders and the government,
as well as protection where necessary.
The underlying message is that, in order to achieve their ultimate goal - business
success - there is no short cut. It requires perseverance, endurance, persistency,
determination, self-discipline and frugality. The case studies suggest that business
success ultimately has nothing to do with ethnicity, whether one is blood-related to
Chinese or not. It is more likely to be nurtured or cultivated than innate.

See also Phearum Sreng, 2012: Playing tontines: take a gamble. Phnom Penh Post, 25 July. Available at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/lift/plaving-tontines-taking-gamble. Accessed 28 November 2012.
The primary definition of 'tontine' in the Oxford English Dictionary reads: "A financial scheme by which
the subscribers to a loan or common fund receive each an annuity during his life, which increases as
their number is diminished by death, till the last survivor enjoys the whole income; also applied to the
share or right of each subscriber" (Oxford English Dictionary 2nd ed., vol. XVIII, 1989). The tontine was
"introduced first in France as a method of raising government loans. Afterwards, tontines were formed
for building houses, hotels, baths, etc."
239 A potential future refuge for the family should Cambodia become politically and economical
unstable. (Source: an interviewee)
240 Cambodian people often say " Yoeung chap pderm roksi pi barthday totey"- we begin our business
with an empty pair of hands.

8.6 Fluid identities
What ‘typical’ Chinese-Cambodian business practices are is not easy to define or
categorise.241 What is seen as typical by some may be viewed as stereotyping by
others.242 In making this remark one also needs to reflect on the ability of the individual
to adjust to changes. It is pertinent to observe that after the Pol Pot era almost every
Cambodian started from scratch, when modem legal and financial institutions were not
in place; as one of my interviewees said, “We started from year zero, but some walk or
run faster and some were slower.” Most began their new impoverished life as
employees or labourers who worked relentlessly until they had enough money to begin
some sort of business. Furthermore, Khmer-Chen have been an integral part of
Cambodian society for centuries. During the turbulent years of war from the mid-1970s
to the late 1980s, as in other domains of civil activity such as cultural expressions of
‘Chineseness’, private enterprise was completely decimated by the Khmer Rouge
administration and harshly impeded by the Vietnamese occupation. Consequently, new
beginnings for individuals and families were possible only from the early 1990s, when
the political climate of Cambodia became more stabilised and Chinese culture, language
schools243 and business became more visible again. The traditional ethnically-based or
Chinese-dominated businesses seems to a large extent to have vanished at this time, as
many interviewees first and foremost considered themselves as Cambodians living in
Cambodia through generations. Culturally, they might have inherited Chineseness from
their ancestors, and some have chosen to respect or acknowledge and maintain their
heritage, but many have completely disassociated themselves from past connections.
Whatever choice they have made does not necessarily reflect their real or fixed identity.
Culturally, they are associated with Chineseness but it does not mean they are Chinese.

241 However, Michael Verver (2012) outlined how predominantly ethnic Chinese began their businesses
in the informal sector importing goods that were desperately required to rebuild Cambodia, and
diversified their businesses from there. According to Verver the group of well-connected entrepreneurs
in Phnom Penh is often described as 'typical Chinese' because of their informal business practices,
connections and protection by government and political elites, and their tightly controlled, often familyrun companies.
242 In a society where openness and critical thinking is not encouraged or fostered and the state tightly
controls the media, where rumours and hearsay become the main mode of information and channel of
communication, the general public can easily succumb to an over-simplification of the event and reality.
As an interviewee said, "If one says what is typical or norm, even if it is not real, if one says often enough
and long enough one starts to believe as real and stereotyping set in." According to Penny Edwards
(1996), "There is no shortage of examples of state manipulation of information in the world today, and
yet it is important to remember that propaganda is more than a tool."
243 This is similar to the 60s and 70s where English or French language schools became popular because
of job opportunities with Western firms and the potential to be selected to advance one's study in the
West.
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Moreover, the extent to which Khmer-Chen can choose what identities to adopt depends
mainly on the delicate balance between them as a group and the social and political
climate of the host society. For many of my interviewees, self-conscious awareness of
their own ethnicity has become less relevant, especially for the younger generation those who were bom during or after the Pol Pot regime. They are less conscious of their
ethnicity and heritage, even with the backdrop of parental encouragement and
maintenance of Chineseness through institutions such as associations, schools, clans and
celebrations and festivals.244 Their sense of ethnic awareness seems to have largely
disappeared. It becomes less easy to define and categorise. It signals the coexistence of
contradictory norms and a fluid transition from one set of ethnic values to another.
The relative openness of the political system and the current holders of power, who
appear to promote some degree of pluralism, has somehow facilitated integration,
allowing various ethnic groups to continue to exist as ethnic communities. For instance,
many of my interviewees said that many Cambodians at all levels of society, especially
in Phnom Penh and major provincial towns, have some Chinese ancestry as a result of
the long association between Cambodia and China. It would be very difficult to find
’Khmer Sot’ or pure Khmer. Therefore, the idea of ethnic Chinese dominating in the
economic sphere may have passed into history.24j Practices that were once seen as
Chinese in origin and belonging to a particular ethnic community now appear to be the
overall property of the capital Phnom Penh, and Cambodia in general. The notion of
Khmer-Chen ethnic homogeneity (or Khmer Sot) is far from modem reality. The
Khmer-Chen participate in all the social, political and economic activities of Cambodia.
Prejudice and the continued labelling of Cambodians with Chinese heritage as outsiders
or a separate community are no longer valid.
Embedded in the notion of ethnicity is its implied purity and notions of supremacy or
inferiority. In the case of Cambodia this can lead to the conviction that either Khmer or
Chinese culture and practices are superior to or inferior to the other. It gives less
importance to the diverse make-up of Cambodia. It indirectly leads to divisions and
separations within society. However, identity is defined by individual choice and
244 The revitalisation of Chinese culture through institutions such as schools, associations, temples,
cemeteries, newspapers and festive celebrations has had as an effect the creation of the fear of diluting
what is purported to be 'Khmer Sot' or 'Khmer tradition'. Furthermore, it is fascinating to note that past
Cambodian leaders (General Lon Nol, Pol Pot) who ordered the closing down of these institutions and
prohibited the practice of Chinese culture were Khmer-Chen. Arguably they saw themselves as more
nationalistic or more Khmer than 'Khmer Sot'.
245 Although the majority of members of the Cambodian Chamber of Commerce are of Chinese ancestry,
this does not in any way suggest they are not Cambodians.
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consent. We identify different things in different ways, and we view things in life
differently.
Chinese-Cambodian ethnicity appears to be defined by capitalist interests, cultural
affinity, and dependency on state patronage and support. Because of the past volatile
political climate of Cambodia, some individuals have fully assimilated in order to stay
alive and wait for more peaceful times to come in order to revive their cultural heritage
and identity.246 As a consequence, the display of individual identity appears to be
dependent on one’s personal situation. As echoed by many of my interviewees, KhmerChen have made important contributions to the rehabilitation of post-war Cambodia not
only economically but also politically, and because of their prominent status it is
arguably leaving them with three options of identity: Cambodian, Khmer or ChineseCambodian, when presenting themselves to outsiders. The choice is theirs to make in
order to reflect the occasion and the opportunities it contains. In this respect Ien Ang
(2001), an Indonesian-born ethnic Chinese who grew up in the Netherlands, made the
following remarks regarding her ethnic Chinese identity in her book On Not Speaking
Chinese'. “I am inescapably Chinese by descent, I am only Chinese by consent. When
and how is a matter of politics.”247
Nonini (1997, p. 206) similarly argued that Chinese identity is never fixed or singular.
Chinese identities in Southeast Asia, in his words “can only be seen contrastively...visa-vis alternative and opposed identities of citizenship and indigenousness.” From this
viewpoint, ethnicity is an imagined community. Ong (1997) further stated that identity
becomes a “regime power and imagines a nation beyond the state.” Ong also rejected
labelling. The diversified nature of the ethnic Chinese firms and different
entrepreneurial practices is not consistent with the literature and stereotype that paints a
more universal picture of Chinese businesses in Cambodia and around the globe.
Therefore, the assumption of business solidarity and dominance among ethnic Chinese
must be qualified and challenged. In addition to this, the underlying assumption of
Chinese businesses as the existence of definite and static cultural (if not genetic)
246 Many of the Cambodian leaders with Chinese heritage speak fluent Khmer and openly display their
Khmer identity, most notably in public. The researcher's observation is that they usually claim they are
Khmer but with Chinese heritage. They associate more strongly with their Khmer identity than their
Chinese one. Traumatised by past repressive measures implemented by different regimes and afraid of
repressive acts being revived against them, some have chosen to stay obscured below the public radar.
Obviously, past repression and suppression of Chinese identity in favour of Khmer Sot has left its mark.
247 The negotiated and flexible character of ethnic Chinese identity has been commented on by different
authors in different cultural contexts, e.g. Bolt (2000); Chan & Tong (2000); Ong (1999); Suryadinata L.
(1997); Ang (2001).
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boundaries, and a consistent association of people with a particular (normally suggested
or referred to as ‘inherited’) culture defined by a bundle of attributes (hierarchy,
harmony, collectivism, and family loyalty)

is inconsistent and unreliable from what

the researcher observed and has outlined in the case studies. Ethnicity is a convenient
tool of identity building which has been assumed to have the potential of securing
business solidarity, therefore reducing transaction costs, facilitating information flows,
reducing competition, inducing cooperation, and maximising resource utilisation.
However, this in no way provides an absolute guarantee of solidarity as, for example,
there are vast discrepancies and often incoherent identities of individual citizens.
Actions of individuals and groups may follow multiple logics and may not be the result
of conscious or rational decisions. Furthermore, identity may not even be the central
concern for many business and non-business people alike. Therefore, ethnicity-based
identity does not guarantee solidarity or form a good base on which to categorise
Cambodian citizens. For all the above reasons it is argued that the category of ‘ethnic
Chinese in Cambodia’ is both hybrid and flexible. Furthermore, constructed identities at
the global and national level are not always consistent with conduct, practices and
interpretations at local level.

8.7 Learning from the past not to bury mistakes
The supposed homogeneity of the Khmer-Chen is conceivably the remnant of a social
construction of the colonial past and the Khmer elites. Contemporary Khmer-Chen (if
this is what we want to continue to label them) are an integral part of Cambodia and
now participate in all aspects and levels of economic, political and social activity. They
are often highly educated and professional and in many cases are highly resilient to
personal setbacks. After years of repression by successive regimes and rulers, they have
re-emerged stronger and more visible than before. They see themselves as Cambodian
first and foremost but with a proud Chinese heritage and varied motivations and
inspirations.249 The notion of the ethnic purity and supremacy of the Khmers has faded
away and is becoming increasingly irrelevant nowadays. The notion of ethnically-based
248 Kahn, H., 1979: World economic development: 1979 and beyond. London: Croom
249 Michael Verver (2012), for example, reports Madam Heng, a well-connected businesswoman with
the formal title of Oknha, as saying, "I feel Khmer, but everybody calls me Chinese. I speak a little
Teochiu dialect, but I cannot read or write, and I don't speak Mandarin. My mother and father are from
Cambodia, I am from Cambodia, so how can someone call me Chinese, right? I know I have Chinese
blood, but people in the government have Chinese blood also, but they are called Khmer. If you do
business, you are Chinese, if you work for the government, you are Khmer."

business practices and networks frequently referred to when explaining the dominance
of Chinese business and success has largely disappeared.
The traditional view o f ‘being Chinese’ or Khmer-Chen as always entailing some form
of common racial collectivism, inhabiting a single cultural space and sharing
stereotypical physical characteristics, must be challenged. If this one-dimensional
notion of the uniformity of Chinese or ‘Khmer-Chen’ identity long satisfied Cambodia’s
political and philosophical needs to categorise foreign people or outsiders, it was never
adequate to encompass the variety of identities it sought to define. Contemporary
‘Chinese’, Khmer-Chen and Khmers could now be equally qualified by geographical
markers (north, south, east and west) as well as by ‘Australian’, ‘French’, ‘American’,
‘Canadian’ or ‘New Zealander’ and so on, with little or no underlying shared
consciousness or unified opinions regarding ethnic or cultural identity. The
intermarriage among individuals of these nations with Cambodians with or without
Chinese heritage also adds to the complications of expression of identities.
More importantly in the formation of Chinese or Khmer-Chen communities were the
differences among the individuals themselves, as demonstrated by sub-ethnic markers
such as dialect, dietary preferences and parochial ties to particular Chinese provinces or
districts within the provinces. These are old differences that predate the transnational
influences of the current era in Cambodia.
Where long-established Khmer-Chen are concerned, other factors would have also
influenced their formation of identities. These would include varying perceptions of
culture and class at different times, at local, national and transnational levels, and the
length of time living in Cambodia.
Added to the complexity is the advent of transnational communities globally, combined
with the cultural practices that help formulate a sense of identity that can often overlap
and blur the boundaries of place (Axford, 1995). The interaction of these factors could
create a situation where the construction of identity for Khmer-Chen and their offspring
results in a state of liminality, that is, emotionally suspended or dangled in between
cultures or in borderlands. This factor further weakens any collective notion of a shared
Chinese identity among Cambodian-Chinese communities, habitually conveyed as
outsiders, people with historical roots and destinies outside the time and space of
Cambodia.

8.8 Not quite Chinese and not quite Khmer
Despite having identities grounded in Cambodia, family histories or personal
experiences could have combined to leave individual interviewees’ feelings dangling
somewhere in between what they perceived as the dominant narrative of Khmer and
Chinese cultures. While many of the interviewees were bom into families that have
lived for generations in Cambodia and away from their ancestral homeland in China,
and therefore do not fit into the notion of ‘Chineseness’ based on such factors as
language ability, racial traits and birth place, some nevertheless revealed a sense of
‘being Chinese’ intermingled or empathising with their Khmemess ways of life. This
feeling was often instilled in them by their families and the importance they placed on
the intergenerational transmission of particular Chinese cultural beliefs or traits.
Earlier in their childhood, some interviewees’ parents were mindful of the need to
satisfactorily integrate into the mainstream society, yet their parents also actively
instilled Chinese culture through their daily life. As an interviewee, Vett, from a young
generation of Cambodians with Chinese heritage (she is in her early 30s) puts it: “My
parents are really strict about what am I doing, where am I going and when am I coming
back home, but they are very much Cambodian or Khmer oriented. They hold on to
traditional Chinese manners and practise some of the Chinese customs passed down to
them from their parents and ancestors. Most of the close families and relatives, like me,
have been brought up the same way. They despatched me to undertake a Masters
Degree in Melbourne, Australia for three years but yet they implicitly expected me to
respect and remember some of the Chinese practices. Despite this, I feel we are kind of
civilised, Westernised but we are still Khmer and Chinese in some ways.”
Similarly another interviewee, Sun, in his mid-50s, recalled that his parents encouraged
both Western and Chinese culture in his upbringing: “My parents wanted me to
understand and maintain Chinese traditions through learning Chinese language at
Chinese school, remembrance of ancestors festivities and so on but also at the same
time wanted me to understand and embrace Khmer traditions such as by attending
mainstream school, Khmer festivities including religious celebrations. They were kind
of wanting me to assimilate and integrate into the dominant Khmer successfully and I
think I have done it.”
As the examples show, parents are not only the guardians but also the primary teachers
of their children. They considered the continuation of Chinese culture within the family

as a critical aspect in the development of their children’s identity, even though they
were bom and bred and committed to Cambodia. Using chopsticks, Chinese cooking
ingredients such as soy sauce and rice wine, or giving ang pao (red pocket money) on
Chinese New Year, were regarded as effective ways of planting a sense of ‘being
Chinese’, as they are seen as symbols of Chinese culture. For instance, Bun Heng, now
working for an international NGO in Phnom Penh, said, “For Qing Ming festivity I have
to visit my eldest brother in Svay Rieng, as he organised everything to celebrate and
remember not only our parents but all our ancestors, and he expected that I attended. It
is only once in a year event and therefore, I do not want to disappoint him and I will
drop everything in order to join in the occasion.”
Most of my interviewees said they continued to carry out typical Chinese practices in
their own family and through adult life. Inherent with the practices, parents would
implant in their children traditional notions such as filial piety and the value of
educational attainment. These values and practices were internalised from a young age
and remain guiding tenets that provide meaning to their lives. Values, customs and
practices such as frugality, hard work and so on fundamentally informed many of my
interviewees of what ‘Chineseness’ meant for them.
If family is the obvious source for internalising a sense of Chinese identity among
subsequent generations by parental inculcation of certain culturally-specific behaviours,
a feeling of ‘being Chinese’ could also be reinforced and enhanced by social networks
and by relations with friends who shared similar hobbies, sports, interests and moral
values through entities such as Chinese associations, temples, festive activities,
newspapers, TV and so on. However, because the wider society is not Chinese or
Chinese oriented, extra-familial relationships could also introduce outside perspectives
and stereotypes and colour what it meant to be ‘Chinese’ in the construction of identity
of the individuals. As a consequence, tensions between values and practices
authenticated and instilled by the family and the one-dimensional stereotypical
expectations of outsiders can occur and complicate identity formation.
For some Khmer-Chen the result has been to sense themselves as not real Chinese nor
real Khmer. This is exemplified by Kiang, one of a younger generation (in his early 50s)
of Khmer-Chen who owns a private tertiary education provider. In our conversation he
revealed he was more at ease with outsiders, Westerners or mainland Chinese than the
local Khmer-Chen and Khmer. He considered the former strongly share similar cultural
backgrounds, social values and morals with him. However, at the same time he
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confessed, “I cannot speak and write Chinese, and the Chinese think I am Cambodian,”
and therefore he does not blend in fully. Instead, he consciously positions himself at
various places along the Chinese-Chinese-Cambodian-Khmer-Westemised Khmer
continuum: “I don’t belong to any of the Chinese associations or Chinese-Cambodian or
Chinese communities or Chinese-related entities. I don’t feel that I fit into the
Cambodian community here. I am kind of floating along the river stopping here and
there whenever I want to, and I am happy with this option.”
The ability to choose between different stocks of ethnic and cultural knowledge and
behaviours according to the requirements of the situation is also seen as an advantage.
As Leng, a lawyer in his 40s, explained: “I am Chinese-Cambodian, but I can identify
myself with whatever I like depending on the context and situation. I am basically
Cambodian, as Cambodia is my birthplace. My family were bom here and lived here for
a long time. Yes, my ancestors are Chinese but I am Cambodian. Sometimes, I present
myself as Chinese-Cambodian, but this depends on what and who you want to present
yourself to and in what context. If people are interested in my Chineseness then I would
respond in that kind of way.”
As Leng has disclosed, this shifting between identities is not a simple oscillation of the
pendulum from one end to the other but can be a complex interaction of varying
influences. Shifting ethnic identities, what linguists call code-switching, is contextual
depending on the dynamic of cultural boundaries, and therefore it is often seen as
unclear and ambiguous. For this reason, despite their birth and their families’
generations in Cambodia, some Khmer-Chen can often find themselves moving along
the continuum of Chinese, Chinese-Cambodian or Khmer and liminal identities in ways
that may not always be straightforward.
Although racialised collectivities are often stratified and expressed through the
stereotypical identities imposed by the mainstream society, in-group members can also
play a critical role in defining an internal hierarchy of identities, legitimising some and
delegitimising others. This is exemplified in Chapter 4 (and it is worthwhile repeating
here) by a number of tycoons and current Cabinet Ministers under the CPP who were
ostracised by the Pol Pot regime because of their Chineseness and were forced to adapt
and adjust, including wearing Khmer traditional clothes, having Khmer names and so
on if they were to escape punishment and survive. The experience taught them that
being regarded as Chinese or associated with Chinese had negative attributes and
consequences. So, to create a sense of belonging and escape mistreatment, they

consciously thought of themselves as Khmer and disassociated themselves from
everything Chinese. Only after the UN sponsored elections in 1993 when Cambodia’s
political environment had become more stable did many recall their Chinese names and
openly identify themselves as Chinese. However, because many of these individuals do
not speak Chinese, were not bom in China and have an interracial family background,
they were labelled as ‘not real Chinese’ or ‘Chen Sot’. This puts them in a limbo.
Chineseness as disclosed by my interviewees was often seen as lacking substantial
cultural content and as being culturally empty even though, as their statements reveal,
their sense of Chineseness, and of personal authenticity, really plays a significant role in
their lives.
Overall, the interviewees have a strong attachment to and a sense of belonging to
Cambodia but the experiences they have related do not fit well within a model of
weakening ethnicity or of a progressive assimilationist path to complete integration
within the majority community. Instead, the formation of identity between generations
takes place as part of an on-going process in which certain aspects of the original
culture are maintained or reclaimed, while other norms and expectations of the previous
generation are selectively modified, resisted or discarded. In this way, subsequent
generations are reconstructing hybridised forms of Chineseness in ways of their own
choosing, ways that are relevant and meaningful to them and hence to their choice of
self-identification.

8.9 Importance of the Khmer-Chen in Cambodia
The Khmer-Chen are an important force in bringing about economic growth and for the
present social and political stability of Cambodia. Labelling them as a separate
community or outsiders would be a huge backward step for Cambodia. They are the
source of wider linkages of trade and investment for the country through family ties
scattered around the globe. They are not only citizens of Cambodia but also of other
nations. What was labelled as typical Chinese-Cambodian is a convenient simplification
of reality, ignoring many critical variables that have transformed many individuals and
Cambodia. They were bom and have lived in Cambodia through generations and
Cambodia continues to be their home; for them there is nowhere better than Cambodia.
To deny those of different ethnicity, as imagined by the state and nationalists, their
place in history and their right to life is not only patronising but treacherous.

However, even with economic and political stability, with the increasing wealth gaps
and unequal power sharing among the wider population, one should not be complacent
that history will never repeat itself. We have experienced it before and the challenge for
Cambodia’s leadership is to constantly and vigorously challenge the status quo in order
to ensure suffering and tragedy will never happen again. This is another area of research
that would certainly add value and help prevent potential national conflicts.

8.10 Acknowledging reality, accepting diversity and planning for
the future
Cambodia is not a homogenous community as portrayed by many past and present
academic leaders. That is an over-simplification. Even within the Cambodians with
Chinese heritage there are different classes, motivations, inspirations and political
allegiances. Conveniently labelling them

Chinese-Cambodian with a hyphen can

have the unintended outcome of a division more appropriate to past rulers and regimes.
It conveys a ’divide and rule’ strategy which can be conveniently exploited by political
interest groups to polarise the community.
Furthermore, the ownership of business enterprises and practices in Cambodia is no
longer the domain of the group labelled in the past as Khmer-Chen or Sino-Cambodian,
as there are citizens of other nations around the globe also participating in this economic
sphere. In spite of these changes, stereotypes and prejudices and scapegoating based on
past beliefs, rumours, historical rivalries and fears are still circulating among the
population at large, and for this reason, it is critical for Cambodian leaders to constantly
be vigilant concerning the state of ethnic relations within the country, as many of the
individuals who make up modem Cambodia are yet to come to grips with what is
perception or social engineering or political construction and what is reality. The
present apparent absence of ethnic tensions does not necessarily mean there are no

250 As experienced and observed by the researcher, in times of conflict individuals resort to mobilising
the minds and hearts of their potential supporters by pointing fingers and labelling each other with
terms such as 'Red Khmer' (Khmer Krohom) or 'Blue Khmer' (Khmer Khiev); American puppet (Ayang
Americang), Chinese puppet (Ayang Chen) and Vietnamese puppet (Ayang yourn). In times of economic
and political crisis, Cambodian political leaders resort to inventing emotionally charged terms to
counteract their political opponents. It is the old cliched "if you are not with me you must be against
me" mindset, resorting to past insecurity, historical rivalries and fear to stir up support and victimise
their opponents. Consequently, emotional stereotypes and prejudices overtake rational policy and the
practice of ethnic relations for instance, not thinking "that not all Khmer-Chen are bad nor all Khmer Sot
are good."
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tensions and the future is guaranteed. Silence does not always mean there is no tension
or discontent.
With increasing disputes regarding land concession and eviction, alleged corruption and
so on, as briefly outlined in Chapter 4, some have already remarked publicly and
privately that an ‘Arab Spring’

is in waiting in Cambodia. It is not a question of if but

when, and timing. ‘The swing of the pendulum’, a term used by Jean-Michael Filippi
(2010) in his review of the rise, repression, and revitalisation of Chineseness in Phnom
Penh, is a vivid reminder that the pendulum can also swing back in the opposite
direction and therefore, the re-emergence of Chineseness should not be seen as
conclusive. Going by the history of the ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia, the relative
absence of ethnic tensions is a fragile societal construct that may be tested in political
and economic uncertainties. Moreover, ethnic tensions within society are not solely the
domain of self-presentation but also of representation on the part of ethnic ‘others’ and
notably the state. For example, Yao Souchou (2009, p 255) alerts us to the fact that the
“Chinese subject eventually has to face something like communal acceptance which,
harsh and unreasonable [as] it often is, is not so easily dismissed.” With the backdrop of
real or perceived sufferings grounded on forced land evictions, violent suppression of
peaceful protests, unsolved or unresolved political killings, judicial intimidation,
rampant corruption, the widening gap between rich and poor, growing youth
unemployment and an ongoing crackdown on freedom of expression and civil society
space, combined with other social, political and economic ills and discontent, ethnic
relations could be exploited by the ruling elites and moreover, distort the truth.

251 The term 'Arab Spring' was popularised by the Western media in early 2011, when the successful
uprising in Tunisia against former leader Zine El Abidine Ben Ali emboldened similar anti-government
protests in most Arab countries. The protest movement of 2011 was at its core an expression of deepseated resentment at the ageing Arab dictatorships (some glossed over with rigged elections), anger at
the brutality of the security apparatus, unemployment, rising prices, and corruption that followed the
privatisation of state assets in some countries. But events in the Middle East did not go in a
straightforward direction. Egypt, Tunisia and Yemen entered an uncertain transition period, Syria and
Libya were drawn into civil conflicts, while the wealthy monarchies in the Persian Gulf remained largely
unshaken by the events. The use of the term 'Arab Spring' has since been criticised for being inaccurate
and simplistic.
See: http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Arab Spring (accessed February 2014); and White,
Stuart, 2013: Terrorist Group hits back at PM's threats. Phnom Penh Post, 21 May. Available at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/%E2%80%98terrorist-group%E2%80%99-hits-backpm%E2%80%99s-threats; and
Seng, Theary, 2013: Cambodia's tipping point. Phnom Penh Post, 16 August. Available online at
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/analvsis-and-op-ed/cambodia%E2%80%99s-tipping-point. Accessed
25 November 2013.
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Yes, the Khmer-Chen were once labelled as outsiders, the ones who were different and
had little wealth but were prepared to work hard and sacrifice their lives for younger
generations, and became part of Cambodia. In spite of colour, culture and language, it is
critical to realise that they are all human beings; they have something valuable to
contribute.
Some are reluctant to acknowledge how much Cambodia has changed. The old binary
divide between Khmers and Chinese has slowly disappeared as younger generations
increasingly become the force for change and demand that the older generations and
those in power do things differently. We cannot continue with unsustainable past
practices and thinking and ignore the changes. We must learn to do things differently,
within and between countries.
The Khmer-Chen are now part of a complex community consisting of elites and non
elites at varied stages of ethnic consciousness. It is divided into competing class, status,
ideological and cultural groups, and generations. It is less easy to categorise than in the
past, demonstrating the coexistence of contradicting norms and fluid transitions from
one set of ethnic values to another. Categorising Chineseness in contemporary
Cambodia has become a problematic and a dubious activity for a number of reasons.
Firstly, identification o f ‘Chineseness’ is far from obvious because of different paths of
migration involving centuries of emigration from various provinces of Southern China
to Cambodia, the exodus from Cambodia to other countries in Southeast Asia and the
West over the Pol Pot era, and the return home in recent decades. Secondly,
generational differences present another hurdle, with varied levels of Chinese and
Khmer language abilities and intermarriage. Lastly, ‘Chineseness’ must be seen in the
context of the imaginary Cambodian nationalism embedded in the notion of
‘Khmemess’. As Hughes (2004, 199-201) commented, Cambodia has historically been
crushed between its two strong neighbours, Thailand and Vietnam, and this has
provoked the rhetoric on Khmer national supremacy and purity. The Chinese are
currently regarded as less ‘other’ than the Vietnamese in nationalist accounts, but
Edwards (2009, 220-221) says that the Khmers in Phnom Penh distrust the Chinese
because they dominate the Cambodian economy and therefore, the ethnic Chinese steer
clear of politics. This assertion of Edwards is clearly contradicted by my findings that
many of the political leaders of the ruling and opposition parties have Chinese heritage
and have participated in political activities since the UNTAC intervention in the early
1990s.
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8.11 The impact of internationalisation
The notion and traditional social construction that business skills and acumen are ‘in the
blood’ or ethnically related is far from the truth. The case studies suggest otherwise.
They are more likely to be environmental and learnt rather than innate. Also, the domain
of the economic sphere in Cambodia is increasingly internationalised and participated in
by citizens of both neighbouring and distant countries. It is an accepted fact that major
international companies, both private and public, from mainland China, Australia,
Japan, Korea and the EU plus members of the ASEAN countries have made major
investments in various areas including infrastructure, mining and forestry, the garment
industry and the tourism sector.
How these investments help to shape or hinder ethnic relations in current and future
Cambodia has yet to be understood. This is another area of research that would certainly
enhance our understanding of Cambodia and her people. Wandering around Phnom
Penh and its market places, on the surface one could easily conclude that most
businesses are owned and run by Khmer-Chen because of their appearance and perhaps
some cultural symbols attached to the businesses. But we can be confident that deep
down in their hearts Cambodia is their birth place and they feel they are Cambodians.
Why do we continue to categorise them? What can they do, and how long would their
families need to have been in Cambodia for them to be considered as Khmer Sot? The
question we all need to answer is, do any of us have any control about which family and
country we are bom in? The answer of course is no - we have no choice at all. As
globalisation increases in impetus the world will increasingly become a melting pot. As
a consequence, race and ethnicity and identity will be more complex, and this will
require greater acceptance, tolerance and respect from all concerned.
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8.12 Overcoming prejudices and myths

Overcoming Prejudices and Myths
Society
will demand

Government policies
to set clear vision, principles
and policy guidelines
Prejudices can then be
addressed through

Parenting
Education
Opinion leaders
Media
using different tools
to overcome the
negative effects of

History and tradition
This will provide opportunities and resources for
individuals to broaden their horizons and life
Figure 8.2: Overcoming prejudices and myths

Overcoming prejudices and myths in Cambodia will not be a one-off effort but will
require sustained effort by individuals and by current and future leaders of Cambodia.
Research study in this area would also help chart future ethnic relations in Cambodia.
Our unique contribution and the differences that each of us brings to this planet are the
spice of life. We should be grateful for these differences, as through these differences
we can all broaden our horizons and thinking. We have no control over our personal
ethnicity.
Constitutionally and legally, individuals are clearly allowed to freely choose whatever
value system they choose and wish to celebrate. One could, however, debate to what
extent the value system should be expressed or celebrated, and after all freedom is not
absolute as many wish to claim. Should the festivals and celebrations be advised or
guided so as to be conducted in a manner that embraces greater sensitivity to the
feelings and aspirations of others that make up Cambodian society but are in a much
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less privileged economic position? This could be one of the policy issues to be
formulated and debated by the government for the harmonious coexistence of its people
However, identity issues and ethnic prejudices about both Khmer-Chen and
Cambodians (or Khmers) still remain, less visible than in the past but requiring constant
monitoring and evaluation to avoid the human tragedies of the past arising from
scapegoating. One cannot be too complacent that prejudices and racial or ethnic rhetoric
have been completely banished in Cambodia. Sustained efforts must be made in order to
educate and maintain social harmony and the peaceful coexistence of people of various
heritages, connections and value systems. Promoting respect for diversity and tolerance
among all must be a ‘must’ not only for Cambodia but around the globe. As we live in a
global village we must tolerate and respect differences, as after all the differences are
the ‘spice of life’. Many people are more mobile than in the past and have various
connections or links through family ties and friends and relatives around the globe, and
these preclude people from having a single fixed identity as has been traditional.
Identity has become more fluid and flexible depending on the circumstances we are in
and with whom we have interacted and associated. In this respect, purity in our
individual make-up is longer the norm. Impurity of make-up, differences, diversities
and change will be inherent in the current and future human experience. Nothing
remains static. Individual differences will continue to be part of human experience and
for this reason prejudices and stereotypes have no place in the present and the future of
humanity and must be challenged at all costs.
This thesis points to the rich variety of Khmer-Chen and their business practices in
Cambodia as regards context, size, market share, activity and so on. The complex and
nuanced picture of Khmer-Chen, their business activities, organisation, culture, norms
and practices continues to change in response to new circumstances and challenges, as it
has in the past, and no doubt will continue to do so.

8.13Personal Growth and discovery
I began my research knowing what I had heard or been told about the ethnic Chinese in
Cambodia concerning their business acumen and their dominance in the economic
activities of the country. The notion that the ethnic Chinese were good at business and
worked harder than Khmer and other ethnic groups was embedded in my mind since my
departure from Cambodia over 40 years ago. I personally held on to the stereotype, the
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traditionally-held view that if one engaged in business in Cambodia then one must be
Chinese, that the Chinese exploited the local Khmers by charging exorbitant amounts of
interest on money borrowed by Khmers, and that therefore the Chinese could not be
trusted.

Furthermore, the level of exploitation was held to be such that if you owed

the Chinese money and you could not repay the mounting debt, you would then become
the slave of the Chinese for life.
I was led to believe that the Chinese are self-oriented or selfish in nature and always
looked after and cared only for their own ethnic group, and are not sensitive to others’
desires and needs. The underlying message was that, wherever you encounter them, the
Chinese never give up their Chineseness. “Once you are Chinese you are always
Chinese.”
Exposure to these stereotypes at an early age certainly distorted what was real and what
was socially constructed, especially when living in an environment where questioning
or challenging adults or authority was not encouraged. Rote learning (repeating after the
teacher) was the only mode of learning practised by many teachers and parents.
Children were not encouraged to question adults and authority. The corollary of this
was that adults and authority knew best; dissension towards adults and authority such as
parents, teachers, monks and the police was discouraged and must be avoided at all
costs. Whatever adults and authority told young people was always the truth.
The traditional sayings about the Chinese combined with the unquestioned authority of
adults in the community had shaped my views before I left Cambodia and I therefore
wanted, in the course of this study, to examine the extent to which my personal views
about the ethnic Chinese in Cambodia, and the generally held views and stereotypes that
shaped them, were a reality in modem Cambodia.
What I learned in this study not only changed my mind about the role of the Chinese in
Cambodia, or more properly the Khmer-Chen. It also changed my world view.

252 To illustrate their distrust of the exploitative nature of the Chinese, and the cheating and stealing
nature of the Vietnamese, Khmers cite the following saying: "Chen min chaul kbourn youn min chaul
puth" - the Chinese never give up their trade practices and the Vietnamese never give up their tricks.
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Figure 8.3: Overcoming personal prejudice

I have learnt and continue to learn. I have moved from being unconsciously prejudiced
to consciously prejudiced, to consciously unprejudiced, and finally I hope to shift to
being unconsciously unprejudiced and totally accepting and, thereby, closer to
Enlightenment.
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Appendices
Appendix A
A brief background to Cambodia and Khmer-Chen
This Appendix provides a background to Cambodia and the context of political and
regime changes that have occurred and that may have influenced how her people view
each other and other minorities differently. It starts with a discussion of Cambodia’s
recent history, governance structures, and the social and cultural context. Cambodia’s
traditional settings: state, society and culture are outlined, highlighting some of the main
drivers that lead her people to view issues and things differently. This is followed by a
review of Cambodia’s political settings in different eras which the writer hopes will
contribute to a greater understanding of its tragic modem history and of present-day
conditions.
Following this is a background to the historical development of the ethnic Chinese in
Cambodia from before independence through the different phases of political regimes
and leaderships, and including the current resurgence of Chinese influence.

It

examines some general assumptions about overseas Chinese, with specific focus on the
historical development of ethnic Chinese in Cambodia.
Cambodia: An Overview
Cambodia is known in Khmer as Kampuchea, officially as The Kingdom of Cambodia,
a constitutional monarchy with a population estimated in July 2014 at 15,458,332, with
a land area of 181,035 sq km. It is located in Southeast Asia, within the lower Mekong
basin and is bordered by Thailand in the west and north, by Laos in the north, by Viet
Nam in the east, and by the Gulf of Thailand in the south (See Figure 1). Phnom Penh is
the capital city.254

253 Skinner, G. W. (1960) asserted that "since the nature of a people's society and culture is historically
shaped, we cannot in what follows entirely ignore history."
254 Unless otherwise specified, all data in this section can be found in the CIA Factbook of Cambodia.
Available at https://www.cia.gov/librarv/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/cb.html.
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Cambodia has an annual population growth rate of 1.63%. The population is relatively
young (65.3% is under the age of 30).

It is an ethnically homogenous society; 90% of

the population are ethnic Khmer and predominantly Buddhist (96.9%). The Vietnamese,
who are concentrated in the floating villages on the Tonle Sap, are the largest minority
(5%), followed by Chinese (1%), and others (4%). The smallest minority are the hill
tribes, which live predominately in north-east Cambodia and consist of several of
groups. They are the least integrated into Khmer society, with their own indigenous
cultural beliefs and practices, including specific land management patterns. The literacy
rate of the total population is 73.9% (male: 82.8%; female: 65.9%).
255 http://www.kh.undp.org/content/cambodia/en/home/countryinfo/
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Cambodia is one of the poorest countries in the world, with an HDI ranking of 138 out
of 187 countries (UNDP, 2013). It is also classified as one of the 50 least developed
countries (UN-OHRLLS 2010), which suffer structural and human capacity constraints
on development (UN-OHRLLS 2006). 80% of the population are rural and are
dependent mainly on agriculture. Rice production is by far the most important
agricultural activity, comprising 90% of agricultural cultivation. It is central to both the
domestic economy and rural life, being crucial for both food security and nutrition.
Cambodia’s achievements in economic development during the past two decades have
resulted in significant reduction in the poverty rate, which stood at 19.8% in 2011
[MOP, Redefining the Poverty Line, April 2013] compared to 50% in 1992. However,
there remain many challenges for Cambodia to address. One of them is the growing
inequality - income disparity, regional disparity between the urban population and the
rural poor, and gender disparity.
Economically, Cambodia has enjoyed strong growth rates during the past decade. The
economy is projected to post a 7.6% growth in 2013. GDP per capita is US$1,036
[MEF's statement on 22 July 2013] compared to approximately US$200 in 1992, putting
Cambodia well on its way to become a lower-middle income country in the near
future.256
Background and Recent History
Most Cambodians consider themselves to be Khmers, descendants of the Angkor
Empire that expanded over much of Southeast Asia and reached its peak between the
10th and 13th centuries. Conflict and war with Thai and Cham (from present-day Viet
Nam) weakened the empire, leading to a long period of decline. The king placed the
country under French protection in 1863, and it became part of French Indochina in
1887. Following World War II Cambodia then gained full independence from France in
1953. In April 1975, after a five-year struggle, communist Khmer Rouge forces
captured Phnom Penh and evacuated all cities and towns. An estimated 1.5 million to
1.7 million Cambodians died from execution, forced hardships, or starvation during the
Khmer Rouge regime under Pol Pot. In December 1978 the Vietnamese invaded and
drove the Khmer Rouge into the countryside, and thus began its 10-year occupation of
Cambodia. The 1991 Paris Peace Accords mandated democratic elections and a

2S6http://www.kh.undp.org/content/dam/cambodia/docs/AR/UNDP%20Cambodia%20Annual%20Repor
t%202012_eng.pdf
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ceasefire, which was not fully respected by the Khmer Rouge. UN-sponsored elections
in 1993 facilitated restoration of some semblance of normalcy under a coalition
government. Factional fighting in 1997 ended the first coalition government, but a
second round of national elections in 1998 led to the formation of another coalition
government and renewed political stability. The remnants of the Khmer Rouge elements
surrendered in early 1999. Some of the surviving Khmer Rouge leaders have been tried,
or were awaiting trial but died, for crimes against humanity by a hybrid UN-Cambodian
tribunal.
Cambodian elections in July 2003 were relatively peaceful, but it took one year of
negotiations between contending political parties before a coalition government was
formed. In October 2004, King Norodom Sihanouk abdicated the throne and his son,
Prince Norodom Sihamoni, was selected to succeed him. Local elections were held in
Cambodia in April 2007, with little of the pre-election violence that had preceded prior
elections. National elections in July 2008 were relatively peaceful, as were commune
council elections in June 2012. In the general election in July 2013, the ruling party of
premier Hun Sen claimed victory, while the opposition alleged widespread
irregularities. Hun Sen was reappointed by parliament in September 2013 for a further
five-year term. From September 2013 to July 2014 there were ongoing mass
demonstrations in Phnom Penh amid a boycott of parliament by the opposition
Cambodia National Rescue Party (CNRP), which alleged fraud in the July elections.257
Cambodia’s tumultuous and violent history from World War II until the end of the 20th
century can be best described in five periods, all of which are characterised by some
kind of conflict. Each period, and a brief explanation of the events during that period,
have been summarised in Table 1 below. Cambodia’s name has undergone a number of
changes, which are also included in the table.
Ayres, David M. (2000, p. 7) states that Cambodia’s pre-revolutionary past is no more a
golden era than its present. In other words, the present is almost a mirror image of the
past. Both the present and the past are characterised by political repression, state-

257 Hun's Cambodian People's Party won 68 seats in the poll, to the CNRP's 55. The CNRP said it was
cheated out of 2.3 million votes. Hun Sen is no stranger to controversy. He seized power from his then
co-prime minister, Prince Ranariddh, in 1997. More recently, some Western countries have said his rule
has become increasingly authoritarian. Born in 1952, Hun Sen joined the Communist Party in the late
1960s and, for a time, was a member of the Khmer Rouge. He has denied accusations that he was once a
top official within the movement, saying he was only an ordinary soldier. During the Pol Pot regime in
the late 1970s he joined anti-Khmer Rouge forces based in Viet Nam. Hun Sen has said he will rule
Cambodia into his seventies. For details see: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-pacific-13006542
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sanctioned violence, factionalism, corruption, and absolute contempt by those with
power for those over whom the power is applied. Furthermore, none of the political
leaders came to power through free and fair electoral contestants and, according to
Peou, S. (2000, p. 39) none truly respected political rights or civil liberties. All ruled by
monopolising political power at the expense of their opponents. However, their political
regimes were not all equally repressive. Despite the different political systems the
regimes adopted, their leaders had one thing in common: they adopted a strategy to pre
empt challenges to their political authority.
Cambodia’s regimes, both prior to and following the colonial French regime, have been
subject to outside intervention or interference and influence by not only its
neighbouring countries but also distant powers such as the USA, China, France and
Russia, with their geo-political interests and spheres of influence. Many Khmer rulers
who rose and fell as they fought with their domestic rivals or enemies sought foreign
help from either Thailand or Viet Nam to defeat their enemies. For instance, near the
close of the 16th century King Chan was deposed and escaped to Ayudhya, Thailand.
He later came back with an army to bring down the usurper. David Chandler (2000, p.
81-82) writes: His restoration under Thai patronage set a precedent that many
Cambodian kings were to follow, as did the fact that he was deposed by forces coming
from the eastern portions of the kingdom. He further adds, From the 1620s onward,
these regions of dissidence could often rely on Vietnamese support. Both neighbours
sought to make Cambodia in their own image by establishing rules for the Khmer kings
to make them stay loyal. According to Chandler, the two neighbouring states shared
similar objectives: they were eager to extend their prestige along their frontiers and to
amplify their self-image as universally accepted kings. By different routes, Chandler
said, the Thai and the Vietnamese often came [to Cambodia] to do the same thing:
taking over certain sruk (districts), making hostages of the ruler and his relations, and
curtailing the independence of the oknha. Their competition over Khmer loyalty often
resulted and exacerbated the latter’s internal rivalries and political infighting. This
suggests the ‘divide and rule’ principle was almost the norm for Cambodia’s powerful
neighbours to exercise influence and control Cambodia and its past rulers and leaders
under the pretext of protection or defending personal, national or strategic interests, and
the powerful protecting the weaker state. This is also evidenced more recently by, for
instance, the financial, political and military support given by China to Sihanouk and
the Khmer Rouge in their struggle again the Lon Nol government, known as the Khmer
Republic and backed by the United States. During Sihanouk’s years in power (1955297

1970), different external powers supported the Prince at different times for different
selfish objectives. The West, especially the USA, and the socialist states both sought to
court the Cambodian leader or lend him support. For a while, Sihanouk’s neutral policy
position allowed him to remain in power and enabled him to eliminate his domestic
enemies. However, when the Prince moved towards the socialist world in the mid1960s, foreign powers began to follow different approaches. Washington disliked his
‘left-leaning’ foreign policy and worked to counteract this by lending support to the
Cambodian elites to get rid of the Prince and endorse Lon Nol, who was amenable to
US strategic interests. On a similar note, the pro-Sihanouk policy of both communist
China and North Viet Nam forged an alliance that supported Sihanouk to get rid of the
US-backed regime (Peou, 2000).
The above are just a few examples showing the contribution of outsiders to the rise or
fall of the Cambodian regimes. Their involvement precipitated power transitions, thus
not only exacerbating violence and conflict but also perpetuating the mind-set of past
practices and rituals that resulted in repressive activities and an unstable power structure
in Cambodia, making compromise more difficult.
Allegiances were shaped by the mood of the elites or leaders of the times and the
preferences of the outsiders. Support swung like a pendulum according to the preferred
internal and external political and economic forces imposed. Failure to discuss some
details of this history and the involvement of outsiders in Cambodian affairs would
enormously reduce the validity of any attempt to explain the causes and stimuli that
generate, influence and shape Cambodians’ perception of others and outsiders.
Governance
Table 1: Historical overview of Cambodia from 1945 to the present day
Period description
War for independence, internal turmoil, civil
war and Vietnam 1945-1975(a)
Cambodia (part of Indochina) ( 1863 1953)

Kingdom of Cambodia (1954-70)
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Period details
With its Indochinese neighbours, Cambodia
engaged in a war of independence from the
French following the end of WWII. After
gaining independence in 1953, Cambodia
enjoyed a brief period of stability before being
drawn into conflict again. From the early
1960s Cambodia was drawn into the Viet Nam
war.
At the same time, a complex interaction of
political factors derived from the fight for
independence and disaffection with
Sihanouk’s government led to civil war,

T h e K h m e r R ep u b lic (1 9 7 0 -7 5 )

fo llo w in g a co m m u n ist-sty le reb ellio n w h ich
re ceiv ed sup p o rt from th e V iet C ong and
C hina. T h e civil w a r an d th e V iet N a m w a r
effectiv ely m erg ed together, w ith attacks from
th e K h m er R o u g e (K R ) re b ellio n led b y P ol
P ot, h eav y b o m b in g b y th e U S A , an d th e use
o f C am b o d ian territo ry b y th e V iet C ong.
D u rin g this tim e C am b o d ia suffered a coup
an d w as co n seq u en tly co n tro lled b y G eneral
L o n N o l from 1970.
C ivil w a r co n tin u ed fo llo w in g th e end o f the
V iet N a m w ar, as th e K h m er R o u g e p u sh ed
w e stw a rd from its stro n g h o ld s in th e east and
n o rth east, o ccu p y in g rural areas, and finally
en terin g P h n o m P en h o n 17 A pril 1975 and
o u stin g th e governm ent.

T h e K h m e r R o u g e R eg im e, y e a r zero
and g en o c id e 1975-1979 (a, b)

O n 17 A p ril 1975, follo w in g an extrem e
co m m u n ist m an ifesto , all 2 m illio n p eo p le
re sid in g in cities w ere fo rcib ly d ep o rted into
th e co u n try sid e to in itiate an agricultural
rev iv al an d re v o lu tio n in spired b y th e success
o f th e A n g k o ria n em pire.
P eo p le w ere classified as eith er ‘new p e o p le ’
(u rb an p o p u latio n , educated people,
ad m in istrato rs, m onks, o p p o sin g m ilitary
fo rces - i.e., an y o n e w h o had o p p o sed or w ere
p erceiv ed to h av e o p p o sed the regim e) and
‘base p e o p le ’ (the rural po p u latio n from w hom
th e in sp iratio n for th e re v o lu tio n w as derived
an d supported).

D e m o c ratic K a m p u c h ea (D K ) (1 9 7 5 79)

T h e K R im p lem en ted o n e o f th e m o st extrem e
co m m u n ist style revolutions: strict com m unal
ex isten ce, erasu re o f history, elim in atio n o f
currency, and d eclarin g 1975 as y ear zero
(sy m b o lically m ark in g a new beg in n in g ). T his
in clu d ed ex ecu tio n o f an y o n e th e regim e
d id n ’t tru st an d /o r perceiv ed as a threat, th at is
m o st ‘n ew p e o p le ’.
D u rin g this p erio d th e K R ex ported rice to
d em o n strate ag ricu ltu ral success (w h ile lettin g
its p eo p le starve) and co n tin u ed k illin g an y o n e
it felt untru stw o rth y , in clu d in g ethnic
m in o rities (prev io u s supporters) and later large
n u m b ers o f m em bers p u rg e d fro m its ow n
ranks. T his led to a m u tin y o f u nits o f som e o f
its forces, w h o later re treated to V iet N am an d
re q u ested assistance.

V ietn am e se o ccu p atio n , o n g o in g civ il w ar,
and out in th e in tern atio n al co ld 1979-1991 (a,
b, c)

In D e cem b er 1978 V ietn am e se forces, jo in e d
b y th e K R m utineers, in v ad ed C am bodia,
su ccessfu lly d riv in g th e K R across th e co u n try
to th e w est. T h is w as to b eco m e th e K h m er
R o u g e stro n g h o ld for th e next tw o decades.
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T h e V ietn am ese took o v er th e ad m in istratio n
o f C am b o d ia in 1979, b y w h ich tim e it had lost
an estim ated 1 . 7 - 2 m illio n peo p le
(ap p ro x im ately o n e-th ird o f its population),
w h ich in clu d ed virtu ally all skilled p eo p le
su ch as doctors, teachers, and pub lic
adm in istrato rs. M ost p u b lic in frastru ctu re h ad
b e e n destroyed.

P eoples R ep u b lic o f K a m p u c h ea
(P R K ) (1 9 7 9 -8 9 )

F rom 1979 until V ie tn a m ’s w ithdraw al in
1989 C am b o d ia w as ru n largely by
V ietn am ese adm in istrato rs an d experts. T h e
K R lead ersh ip and m ilitary forces w ere
d en o u n ced b y this ad m in istratio n , bu t officials
o f th e K R ad m in istrativ e fram ew o rk w ere
su b su m ed into th e new stru ctu re and giv en
am nesty.

S tate o f C am b o d ia (19 8 9 -9 3 )

T h e p erio d w as ch aracterised b y th e reb u ild in g
o f p u b lic institutions and services such as
education, b asic h ealth services an d road
re co n stru ctio n but the p eo p le also suffered
im m ense, o n g o in g hardship: reco v erin g from
m ass internal displacem ent, co ping w ith an
o n g o in g civil w ar b etw e en th e K R an d P R K
forces, o ngoing exp lo itatio n o f the co u n try by
V ietnam , and lack o f an y external intern atio n al
assistance. D u rin g th is tim e C am b o d ia
su ffered from th e p erv ersity o f cold w ar
g eop o litics, w ith th e K R enjo y in g co n tin u ed
su p p o rt b y th e in ternational com m unity
(in clu d in g th e p ro v isio n o f funds and
w eap o n s) and re co g n itio n as th e legitim ate
g o v ern m en t o f C am b o d ia b y th e U N , b ecau se
o f in tern atio n al resistan ce ag ain st any
ex p an sio n ist asp irations o f th e V ietn am ese
(and Soviet U nion). T h e co llap se o f the Soviet
U n io n saw th e w ith d raw al o f V iet N am (now
funds w ere no lon g er av ailable). T h e now
C am b o d ian -ru n g o v ern m en t im plem ented
a n o th er nam e change, as it refo rm ed and
e stab lish ed a new d irectio n for th e country. It
d eclared relig io u s freedom , im p lem en ted free
m ark et p rin cip les, and p erm itted p riv ate land
o w nership.

U N T A C , p ea ce b u ild in g , state b u ild in g and
d em ocracy . T ra n sitio n from m ilita ry to
political w a r 1991-1999 (a, d, e)

T h e start o f the 1990s ag ain saw C am bodia
sw ept up into geo p o litical forces and p o st-co ld
w a r rhetoric o f ‘p ea ce-b u ild in g ’, w ith the
d raftin g an d signing o f th e P aris P eace
A g reem en t in 1991. T his w as intended to end
th e civil w ar (w h ich in clu d ed a ceasefire) and
lay th e fou n d atio n s for dem o cratic elections, a
fu n d am en tal co m p o n en t o f p eace building.
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The United Nations Transitional Authority for
Cambodia (UNTAC) was deployed to organise
and oversee elections and the formation of a
new government, and saw a massive flood of
funds into the country for all manner of
activities at this time.
Cambodia was the poster child for the UN
peacekeeping mandate, and the underlying
hope was that sustained peace could be
achieved via the process of political
negotiations that would be needed to reach a
power-sharing arrangement under the
proportional representation system outlined in
the PPA, requiring a two-thirds majority to
form a new constitution and government.
The 1993 elections were successful (free and
fair) despite the KR boycott and sabotage
attempts, but resulted in an awkward and
unstable coalition between FUNCINPEC, led
by Prince Ranariddh (a royalist party with
roots in the government following
independence) and the Cambodian People’s
Party (CPP), led by Hun Sen who had been
prime minister since 1985 under the
Vietnamese occupation and the transitionary
period.

Kingdom of Cambodia (1993

present)

The coalition was a 50:50 power share, despite
FUNCINPEC actually receiving more votes
(45% compared to CPP’s 38%), and was
achieved via pressure and coercion by CPP to
keep their existing authority and power, and a
desire by Prince Sihanouk (the King) to
maintain the potentially fragile peace. The
drawn-out struggle for power following the
1993 election was due essentially to the fact
that the conventions of the ‘western’
democratic institution installed were
incompatible with traditional Cambodian
politics that revolved around patron-client
networks which, to remain functional, do not
permit power-sharing, let alone power
relinquishment.
In 1997, as the 1998 election drew closer, both
sides were courting the KR to bolster their
position. Hun Sen prevailed by negotiating to
incorporate KR forces into the Royal
Cambodian Air Force (RCAF), achieving
unity. This effectively put to an end the KR
and its resistance. Overt KR presence in
Cambodia ended with the death of Pol Pot in
1998. Conversely Prince Ranariddh sought an
alliance with (other) KR forces by illegally
building up military supplies. The two sides
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eventually fought it out in the streets of Phnom
Penh on June 5 and 6 1997, with the CPP the
victor. Ranariddh went into exile.
Elections were held in 1998, with the results
more digestible for the CPP, who won the
majority, followed by FUNCINPEC,then the
Sam Rainsy Party. This permitted the
formation of a relatively stable second
coalition government (facilitated by a new
FUNCINPEC leader), an expansion of
government, and the creation of the Senate.
Growth, stability and political power
consolidation 2000 - present (f, g, h, i, j)

Kingdom of Cambodia

In 2003 the third democratic elections were
held. The country was once again left in a
governing vacuum, this time for 11 months, as
FUNCINPEC and SRP in loose coalition
attempted to broker political concessions for
themselves from the CPP. FUNCINPEC
eventually broke this partnership to support the
CPP again. Relations quickly soured, with
Prince Rannaridh, who had returned from exile
and who played a part in forming a coalition
with CPP, falling out of favour with both Hun
Sen and later his own party. He was ultimately
replaced as FUNCINPEC leader.
FUNCINPEC’s solidarity as a party was
eroding.
Sam Rainsy and his party suffered their own
difficulties; he and two other senior party
officials were charged with criminal
defamation by Hun Sen and Rannaridh. Sam
Rainsy went into exile for a year, during which
time he was convicted in absentia and sentence
to 18 months in prison. He eventually returned
after negotiating a deal with Hun Sen, under
which additional charges were dropped, a
pardon was sought, and changes to defamation
law were made in exchange for a public
apology from Sam Rainsy in which he stated
that his previous claims were baseless against
the CPP and FUNCINPEC, and SRP support
for a change to the constitution from the twothirds majority rule, to a 50% plus one
requirement to form a government.
Elections in 2008 saw the CPP free to form a
one-party government, freeing them from
negotiations over power. FUNCINPEC’s
strength continued to decline, whereas SRP
continued to gain support and votes, mainly in
urban areas.
2012 October - Former king, Norodom
Sihanouk, dies of a heart attack. He was 89.
2012 November - Government approves the
controversial Lower Sesan 2 hydroelectric dam
project on a tributary of the Mekong.
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2013 February - Tens of thousands of people
turn out in Phnom Penh for the cremation of
the former king, Norodom Sihanouk.
2013 March - Former Khmer Rouge foreign
minister Ieng Sary dies while awaiting trial for
genocide, leaving only Nuon Chea and Khieu
Samphan among prominent Khmer Rouge
figures still alive and under arrest by the UNbacked tribunal.
2013 June - Parliament passes a bill making it
illegal to deny that atrocities were committed
by the Khmer Rouge in the 1970s.
2013 July - Opposition leader Sam Rainsy
returns from exile.
Parliamentary elections. Ruling party of
premier Hun Sen claims victory, opposition
alleges widespread irregularities.
2013 September - Mass protests in Phnom
Penh over contested election results.
Parliament approves new five-year term for
Hun Sen. Opposition boycotted the opening of
parliament and continues to protest over the
disputed election.
The Cambodian People's Party won 68 seats in
the poll, to the CNRP's 55. The Cambodian
National Rescue Party (CNRP) said it was
cheated out of 2.3 million votes. Hun Sen is no
stranger to controversy. He seized power from
his then co-prime minister, Prince Ranariddh,
in 1997. More recently, some Western
countries have said his rule has become
increasingly authoritarian.
Mid-July 2014 - agreement reached between
CPP and CNRP; on 22 July 2014 all 55 CNRP
were sworn in at the General Assembly.
a Kieman (2002) b Chandler (2008) c Gottesman (2003) d Roberts (2002) e Downie (2000)
f McCargo (2005) g Cain (2008) h Mathews (2006) i Mathews (2007) j A chronology of key
events (http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-pacific-13006828): Cambodia profile
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-pacific-13006542

Governance quality
An important concept in contemporary political and social discourse is the concept of
good governance. Generally, governance refers to concepts such as accountability,
participation, predictability and transparency (ADB, 1999). To translate this concept
into measurable and meaningful pointers, Kauffman and colleagues (Kaufmann et al.,
1999) developed six governance indicators:
- Voice and accountability
- Political stability and absence of violence/terrorism
- Regulatory quality
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- Government effectiveness
- Rule of law
- Control of corruption
These indicators are derived from a variety of data sources (currently 35) establishing
ratings for 212 countries in 2009 (Kaufmann et ah, 2009). Each indicator is expressed as
a percentile rank: the higher the value the better the score (e.g., a rank 10% means that
90% of countries have a higher value for that indictor). The governance scores for
Cambodia show Cambodia scores poorly in general and very poorly in some areas. The
most positive or inspiring indicator is political stability. While conceivably reassuring,
some authors suggest the increasing stability experienced in Cambodia is merely a
manifestation of a consolidation of political power by Hun Sen and the CPP (McCargo,
2005), which cannot of itself be considered as a sign of better governance.
Cambodia rated very negative in particular for measures of Rule of Law and Control of
Corruption, each of which scored around the 10th percentile. Corruption is a critical
barrier to development (World Bank, 2000). Cambodia ranks as one of the world’s
worst performers both for Governance Indicators, and on Transparency International’s
Corruption Perception Index (CPI), where it has ranked 130th= (of 158) in 2005, 151 st=
(of 163) in 2006, 162nd= (of 180) in 2007, declining further to 166th of 180 countries in
2008, 158th= (of 180) in 2009, 154th= (of 178) in 2010, 164th= (of 182) in 2011,
157th= (of 176) in 2012, and 160th= (of 177) in 2013.
The CPI rankings for each year are available at:
http://www.transparency.org/cpi2013/results
The consequences of Cambodia’s poor quality governance have been debated and
deliberated at length with regard to the ability to achieve free and fair democratically
elected government (Kim, 2007; McCargo, 2005; Richmond and Franks, 2007; Un,
2006) ; problems in the execution of effective aid (Ear, 2007); and in challenges in the
effective implementation of the deconcentration and decentralisation programme (Blunt
and Turner, 2005; Homg and Craig, 2008; Ojendal and Sedara, 2006; Prum, 2005). The
judiciary and the police are the most affected by corruption, as is public education
(World Bank, 2006). This is reflected in the unfavourable scores for Corruption
Perception Index shown above.
Social Context
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Historie and Contemporary Social Situation
Traditionally, Cambodia’s social and political structure was organised around the King,
who was regarded with a demi-god-like status, and religion, with hereditary or absolute
rule (Chandler 2000). The royal family, affiliated families, and advisers and officials
lived mainly in the capital, while the rest of the population lived as peasant farmers
mainly in rural settings. Buddhism, its associated rituals, and the pagoda were central to
social activities, including non-religious celebrations such as the beginning and end of
the rice harvest (Chandler, 2000).
Social connections were structured along patron-client networks and kinship (Chandler,
2000; Kim, 2007). A complex social hierarchy was evident, representing a web of
relationships that linked the local world of Cambodian villagers with the king. The
social system was not static but changed many times between the initial Khmer-Indian
interactions and the arrival of the French in the mid-19th century. Despite these
changes, the underlying basis of the hierarchy endured (Chandler, 2000). For instance,
the villages were generally centred on a local wat (pagoda). To the outsider, they
appeared ‘loosely structured’ with family and monkhood constituting the only durable
groups. Beyond these groups, unity and solidarity were maintained through a network
of relationships between patrons and clients. People living in the village could be
identified or classified as either neak mean (a person who has or who is rich) or neak
kro (a person who does not have or who is poor) depending on their status relative to
each other. The weaker members of the village (neak kro) sought protection from those
of greater strength and power (neak mean), such as monks, bandits, or petty government
officials. These neak mean were then considered neak kro in relation to officials from
nearby centres who carried more power. According to Ayres, David (2000, p. 10),
village life was a fragile and often harsh existence reliant on the vagaries of the weather
and on minimal protection from the state. With weak physical infrastructure and
communication, people were largely dependent on each other for survival and
consequently the system of hierarchy endured.
Cambodia’s social hierarchy was not unique. It was similar to the hierarchical systems
found in other Asiatic kingdoms such as Thailand, Laos, Burma, the Indonesian
archipelago and the Malay peninsula. At the apex of Cambodia’s hierarchical pyramid
was the king, thought of as the protector of the society. While self-preservation through
continued suppressing of rivals and would-be challengers was often the primary
consideration for Cambodia’s pre-colonial sovereigns, kingship was revered by the
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peasantry, whose ideas about the monarch were grounded in the mythology rather than
experience (Chandler, 2000, p. 106). It is the legacy of the idealised conception of the
monarch inherited from the Angkorean period which bestowed on Cambodia the notion
of a God-King. It was the belief among the peasantry that it was the king who
determined the fertility of the soil and therefore the survival or otherwise of their crops.
The village and the king were linked together by the administrative cadre known as
oknha.
Like the villagers, they were participants in the web of patronage and dependence. The
oknha, reliant on their status and continued royal patronage, were often ordered by the
king to govern a particular srok (district) where, as chaoway srok (governor), they were
endowed with the power and privilege to conscript soldiers and enforce taxation
(Chandler, 2000, pp. 110-113). Underneath the oknha were the people of the srok,
typically a number of villages who were reliant on the continued patronage of the
oknha. Religiously, the Buddhist sangha (community of monks) connected the system
together, legitimising or formalising both the status of the king and the social system of
hierarchy that derived from the monarchy. The relationship between the sangha and the
monarchy was reciprocal in nature; the ideology of Buddhism needed a supportive
political power and the king benefited from a legitimising theology. This theology was
based on two main principles of Buddhist doctrine: first, that human beings are
imperfect and need guidance and protection; and second, that individuals alone are
essentially helpless. The Buddhist concept of political authority proclaimed the
importance of a king to balance these principles and maintain social order. Granted
human imperfection and helplessness, the king, having accumulated great merit in his
former lives (and therefore undeniably entitled to his place on the throne), through his
conduct and actions, was considered as the determinant of the fortunes of his subjects.
Furthermore, belief in the political system was maintained and reinforced by the sangha
through moral and literacy teaching by the monks at the village xvat, (Stuart-Fox, M.,
1985).
With respect to the present study, it is important to bear in mind that there were three
central features of the pre-colonial system. First, the individuals who made up the
Khmer society: the king, his officials, the clergy, and the people of the villages,
participated in the system through their involvement in a web of patronage and
clientship. Survival at the bottom of the hierarchy was depended on securing powerful
patrons, while survival at the top was reliant on establishing and expanding a network of
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clients large enough to neutralise potential rivals. Second, the notion of mutual
obligation did not exist. While those at the top governed, those at the bottom were there
to be ruled. This means that the relationship between those with power and those over
whom power was exercised applied in only one direction. The end result was that power
became an end in itself: those with authority sought to become more powerful while
having no obligation to better the lives of those over whom the authority had been
established. The third feature is the maintenance of the social system through the
teaching of the local monks. The Buddhist notion of the helplessness of the individual
served as a central socialising factor. In this regard, students were guided to become
citizens in a system in which they were trained to refer themselves as knjom (slave) and
to unquestionably accept their subservience to individuals of higher social status.
Today the King no longer actively governs the country; however he and the royal
family are still accorded a reverential position by the vast majority of the population.
Social occasions in village life still revolve around the pagoda, Buddhist rituals and
other celebrations (Ovensen et al., 1996; Pellini, 2004, 2005). Other social connections
continue to be maintained via a strong and robust patron-client system, which revolves
very much around the contemporary political structures (Kim, 2007; Un, 2006).
Cambodia’s social structures both past and present are embedded within a notion of
power being intimately related to divine status (Kim, 2007). The implication of this both
historically and presently is an entrenched social distance between those in power (state
officials) and everyone else (Kim, 2007). Traditional proverbs and discourse describe
this relationship in a very patronising way as being like a parent and child, and indicate
that this is the natural way things are (Chandler, 2000). For instance, in June 1954,
Prince Sihanouk told the French commander in Indochina, General Paul Ely: Those who
favour democracy in Cambodia are either bourgeois or princes... The Cambodian
people are children. They know nothing about politics, and they care less (Chandler,
1991, p. 72).
Power is seen as a commodity to acquire and accumulate, creating an authoritative
rather than democratic model of social relations with little interaction between civilians
and officials (Kim, 2007; McCargo, 2005; Un, 2006). The power of Cambodian society
rests in the person of high officials, not in its offices or institutions, so that power is
personalised and serves the purposes of the leaders rather [than] the public (Kim 2007,
p. 5).
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Impact of War
Cambodia’s social context is still very much defined by the legacy of its recent history.
Cambodia suffered the traumatic loss of nearly one third of its population while the
Khmer Rouge was in power, and ongoing turmoil for almost two decades afterwards.
Despite the relative and growing stability Cambodia has experienced since the
Vietnamese administration and subsequent transition to an independent democratic
country, Cambodia remains traumatised by this period.
Central to this problem is a lack of proper accountability for those who were
responsible. There has been a generalised lack of open discussion about this period in
Cambodia. The current government has adopted a philosophy of forgive and forget,
ordering the Cambodian people in 1998 to bury the past (Chandler, 2008). There is no
proper education about the period, with scant attention being paid to this period in
school textbooks, and no discussion in the state-controlled media (Chandler, 2008).
Some young Khmer do not even believe the genocide occurred. Compounding this
social quiescence is the failure to seek judicial accountability for those involved. Formal
efforts to bring people to justice by the Cambodian authorities have been virtually non
existent, with the exception of the 1979 trial by the Vietnamese regime of the most
prominent Khmer Rouge cadre in absentia (Pol Pot, who died on 15 April 1998, and
Ieng Sary, who died on 14 March 2013 while on trial) (Chandler, 2008; Lamboume,
2008).

O CQ

The Hun Sen Government’s support for the current international tribunal has

been questionable, with long delays blighting its setting up (Chandler, 2008;
Lamboume, 2008).

Neither does it support any expansion of their activities to

investigate other possible suspects. This appears to be consistent with the general policy
of the Cambodian government since the Vietnamese occupation to absolve and absorb
previous Khmer Rouge cadre into the system and back into society. Nonetheless many
reports and documents by NGOs and other agencies working on development in
Cambodia discuss or allude to an often unspoken but palpable ongoing impact of this
period on day to day activities: many communities continue dealing with the fact that

258

It has been suggested that the Vietnamese regime may have been motivated to distance their
communist regime from the Khmer Rouge's extreme version by demonising it as more similar to Hitler's
fascist regime (Chandler, 2008).
259
Some culpability lies with the international community also, as the international community's failure
to acknowledge the legitimacy of the Vietnamese regime (instead recognising the Khmer Rouge as the
legitimate government) precluded any opportunity at that time for Pol Pot and others to be held
accountable (Chambers, 2008; Kiernan, 2002; Lamboume, 2008).
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previous Khmer Rouge cadre are members of their village (Krishnamurthy,1999;
Ovensen et al., 1996; van de Put & Eisenbruch, 2002).
Land Tenure and Security
From a development perspective, secure land tenure is critical (UNDP, 2007a; World
Bank, 2003). It provides the land owner with a sense of security to allow them to
confidently invest in their land and property. Such activities increase productivity,
diversify livelihoods and lead to material improvements (such as installing a latrine), all
of which can contribute to the journey out of poverty.
Land is an issue of central importance in Cambodia. Again, recent history caused
extreme disruption to the system of land tenure, with the legal framework for land
changing as political power changed. Private ownership of land was abolished during
the Khmer Rouge regime. It was then communally owned and managed during the
Vietnamese administration. As autonomous rule returned to Cambodia following the
Vietnamese withdrawal, private ownership was re-established and formalised via a land
titling process (UNDP, 2007a). Unfortunately, weaknesses in the framework and
subsequent law created an opportunity for extensive grabbing of both state and private
(but ‘unoccupied’

) land, exacerbated by the fact that most rural households did not

know how to go about proving their ownership rights (UNDP, 2007b). The new Land
Law (passed in 2001) has done little to improve the situation. The backlog for issuing
land titles is estimated at 6-7 million applications (RGC, 2006).
Cambodia has consequently gone from effectively zero inequity regarding land
ownership (at the beginning of the reform process) to the current situation where the
land ownership is concentrated in the hands of the wealthy (UNDP, 2006b; World
Bank, 2007), and landlessness appears to be increasing (Sophal & Acharya, 2002;
UNDP, 2007a, 2007b; World Bank, 2007). Differential access to the land titling process
between the rich and poor exacerbates this situation (UNDP, 2007b), made worse by the
fact that the poor are vulnerable to distress land sales, eviction (or forced sale), and land
grabbing (UNDP, 2007a). Land speculation and the issuance of economic land
concessions (which themselves may be motivated by speculative interest) have created a
strong and sustained demand for land (UNDP, 2006b, 2007b).

260 There was no discrimination between genuinely vacant or unoccupied property and property that
was 'vacated' by force.
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Land conflict is escalating in Cambodia and the issuing of Economic Land Concessions
(ELCs) is becoming a significant factor (NGO Forum, 2008). Only 20% of the land area
of Cambodia is in private ownership. The balance belongs to the state, classified as
either State Public Property, or State Private Property. State Public Property is land
which has a value to the public or the environment, such as rivers and protected areas.
State Private Property is not deemed to have the same value and is therefore available
for productive use. ELCs can be granted on this land for productive purposes (large
scale agriculture, plantations etc.), which can be tens of thousands of hectares in size.
Unfortunately, there have been ongoing human rights concerns associated with the
granting of ELCs as far back as 1996 (OHCHR, 2007), largely due to the failure of
relevant laws being properly applied or enforced (NGO Forum, 2008; OHCHR, 2007),
with violence or threats to locals disputing the land claim a concerning trend; NGO
Forum, 2008). ELCs directly impact the poor either by subsuming land they have been
cultivating and occupying, or depriving them of access to common-pool resources
(OHCHR, 2007). Land conflict cases also arise because community forestry areas have
been subsumed into ELCs (NGO Forum, 2008).
The above background history of the country, whether its traditions, culture, politics
etc., gives insights into and facilitates greater understanding of the issues facing the
country and their effects on its people, and also enhances understanding of the subject
of this thesis.
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Appendix B
Soft Systems Methodology and Grounded Theory
Soft Systems Methodology
SSM consists of two streams of inquiry (Checkland & Scholes, 1990). These examine
the problem situation in different ways, and are then combined to identify solutions. The
cultural stream of inquiry is focused on developing a rich understanding of the problem
context, and explicitly recognises the role social and political dynamics can play. The
logic stream of inquiry breaks down and expresses the problem situation in (nonmathematical) model form, and provides the basis for problem analysis. The models are
heuristic devices (Tsouvalis & Checkland, 1996) used as valuable discussion tools in
dialogue with managers and other stakeholders to clarify world views and work out
solutions (Bergvall-Karebom, 2002).
The objective and culmination of the different streams of inquiry, and consequent
debate stimulated, is to propose change that is systematically desirable (i.e., the models
suggest the proposed change is logical) and culturally feasible (i.e., the social context
identified in the cultural stream will permit and facilitate the proposed change)
(Checkland & Scholes, 1990). The final step in SSM is action: to make changes, and
includes monitoring as part of this. The overall SSM process is summarised in Figure
2 . 1.
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•
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•

political systems analysis

Relevant
systems

Models

Situation

Difference between
models and real world
Proposed changes
Systematically desirable
Culturally feasible

4

Action to improve the
situation

Figure 2.1: Summary o f the SSM research process (modified from Lane and Oliva

(1998);
Overall, SSM was consistent with the requirements identified as important in selecting a
research approach forthis thesis and was well suited to the characteristics of the research
problem. However, some significant limitations or incompatibilities were identified.
SSM is an action-based research methodology designed to be applied within relatively
well-defined situations (within an organisation), focussing on problem-solving by those
involved. The focus and processes required by SSM were potentially impractical and
unworkable when applied to the much wider context of the study of ethnic Chinese in
Cambodia. In addition, the models developed in SSM are restricted in size (ideally 5-9
bits). One solution would be to construct multiple mini-models to capture parts of the
overall system, however this seemed overly complex. Furthermore, such fragmentation
would appear to be incompatible with the philosophy of systems thinking and analysis.
Fortunately, reviews of the way in which SSM has been used in practice suggested there
was scope to use SSM in a modified format.
Mingers and Taylor (1992), Ledington & Donaldson (1997) and Mingers (2000) have
all completed studies examining the practical application of SSM. Overall, the
application of SSM was reported to be positive and successful, however more often than
not it was found that SSM was being applied in a non-standard manner. In some cases
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this simply meant that only the preliminary steps of SSM were completed to gain an
insight into the situation, rather than pursuing change (Mingers & Taylor, 1992); in
other cases the approach was deconstructed, reconstructed and combined with their
methods (Mingers & Taylor, 1992); (Munro & Mingers, 2002) (van de Water, Schinkel,
& Rozier, 2007). Lane and Oliva (1998) also highlight an irony in SSM, specifically
regarding the adoption of a systems approach, the use of modelling, and the application
of SSM to complex situations. They suggest that the SSM modelling approach is illequipped to capture and communicate information with users when applied in complex
situations without losing its validity. This is because humans have inherent limitations
in their thought processes and memory, resulting in a tendency to simplify (using linear
thinking and ignoring side-effects) and a general inability to foresee consequences and
feedback, which are inherent to complex and dynamic systems (Lane and Oliva 1998).
While systems thinking is specifically applied as a heuristic device in SSM, it would
seem to contradict the desire to see the situation holistically (as systems approaches
inherently do) if the way in which it is applied when modelling can in fact lead to the
opposite. Furthermore, if oversimplification is the outcome during the modelling phase,
this may make the models irrelevant, in contradiction to, or in conflict with the broader
situation and therefore relatively worthless (Lane and Oliva 1998).

Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is an approach that seeks to discover (or generate) theory from data
that has been systematically obtained and analysed. (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) It was
developed by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss in the 1960s during sociological
research they conducted examining dying in hospitals.
The purpose of theory is to provide a tool to help explain and predict (e.g. a behaviour
or phenomenon). By logical extension, if theories fail in this task, more or better
theories need to be developed. When conducting their research, Glaser and Strauss
found they were dissatisfied with both social theory and research approaches available
to them, and objected to the methods and constraints placed on the development of new
theory. For practical reasons, they elected to develop their own approach, which sought
to utilise the richness of qualitative research approaches necessary for developing
meaningful theory, along with the rigour obtained when applying the kind of systematic
approach for data collection and analysis used in quantitative research. As a result of
interest expressed in the method they used, they wrote and published The Discovery o f
Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research (Glaser 1978; Glaser and Strauss

1967), which detailed the approach. Grounded theory differs from other qualitative
methods, in that it focuses on the process of generating theory, rather than a particular
content. (Patton, 2002)
Other methods use their own theoretical frameworks to focus on, understand and
interpret the human experience and social world. For example ethnography and
ethnomethodology focus on culture and everyday life respectively, symbolic
interactionism explores symbolic meaning in behaviour, and phenomenology seeks to
understand the lived experience (Patton, 2002). The implication is that the outcome of
grounded theory yields insights that are grounded in the data itself, rather than being
predetermined (to some degree) by the theoretical frameworks that underpin other
methods, setting a particular orientation and focus.
Overall, grounded theory is a method and approach suitable for situations where
researchers either seek to generate theory for a new area of study, or where an existing
area of research is to be looked at from a different perspective (Stem, 1980). The
suitability of grounded theory to these situations should become clear, but suffice it to
say that the approach is a powerful way to generate theoretical understanding about a
situation which is not forced by pre-existing understanding, knowledge or
interpretation. For these reasons grounded theory was considered to be an ideal
methodological fit with the research objectives and approach taken in this thesis.
Overview and elements of grounded theory
Grounded theory’s specific purpose is to generate theory. To achieve this, rich
qualitative data is collected and analysed over a series of iterations. Each iteration
directs the subsequent iterations, and refines previous ones. The purpose of this iterative
method is to uncover and then elaborate on the concepts that underlie and describe what
is happening. This iterative process is completed once the researcher has reached
saturation: new data can be accounted for within the conceptual framework and no gaps
remain (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The researcher then undertakes a process of relating
and integrating concepts and their relationship to formulate theory (which can either be
expressed descriptively or by presenting a number of theoretical propositions) to deepen
understanding of the issue or situation being studied. The process of conducting
grounded theory is challenging to explain in a linear fashion, however the pictorial
representation shown in Figure 2.2 effectively summarises the procedure.
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Figure 2.2: Pictorial representation o f classic grounded theory process (Fernandez
2004)
In grounded theory all is considered data (Glaser, 1978); (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Data
can include a researcher’s own field notes, documents, interviews, and diaries as well as
quantitative data. Having said this, most grounded theory studies are interview-based,
with analysis conducted on transcriptions of these. This can be supplemented with
interrogation of additional sources such as field notes or institutional documents and
records.
Grounded theory has six main elements: coding, constant comparison, theoretical
sampling, memos, theoretical coding and writing, and the literature. These are outlined
below.
i. Coding
Coding is the process used by the researcher to break down their data in order to label
and conceptualise it. This forms the basis for theory development later. Coding of
textual data involves close scrutiny of the text, line by line and sometimes individual
words or phrases, mentally interrogating and reflecting on these bits considering basic
neutral questions: What is this data a study of?; What does this indicate? (i.e., what
category or property of a category); What does this mean?; What is happening in the
data? (Glaser 1978, p. 57), and then applying an appropriate category label using
theoretical sensitivity as a guide. This category label may be new or one that has been

already applied, to which this piece also fits. More than one label may be applicable, all
of which should be applied.
During coding, categories will be constantly fitted and refitted to the data in ways to
best conceptualise it. Some categories may be grouped together, others may be
identified not as a category in and of themselves, but as a property of a higher category.
Coding is a creative and flexible process, the ultimate objective always being to create a
conceptual framework that fits the data. Categories may have a number of properties
(sub-categories), all of which have dimensions (e.g., near and far are dimensions of
distance). As coding proceeds, it becomes clear that some concepts are more important
than others until a core category is identified. The emergence of a core category is
usually obvious, although caution needs to be exercised if one is identified very early
(Glaser 1978). Once a core category has been identified the researcher will become
more selective in both their sampling and their coding, all the while maintaining a
balance between remaining open to new ideas and concepts and being mindful of the
existing conceptual framework as it stands at any given moment (Glaser 1978).
ii. Constant comparison

Constant comparison is fundamental to the grounded theory method. It is intimately
associated with the process of coding, directing the way in which it is conducted. When
data are being coded, two comparative processes are constantly occurring. Each incident
(piece of data being analysed) is firstly compared to all potentially applicable
categories. It is also compared to other incidents previously coded (which can often be
done by memory). The importance of constant comparison is to keep the research
focused on uncovering and elaborating upon what is happening in the data. The
resultant data interrogation helps the fitting and refitting process which occurs during
analysis and helps generate memos. This process and its influence on the way in which
data are analysed is closely linked to the following element of grounded theory:
theoretical sampling.
Hi. Theoretical sampling

Theoretical sampling describes the sampling protocol followed when doing grounded
theory. When selecting data sources, grounded theory is attempting to first locate and
second elaborate on the core issues or processes that describe the problem of interest.
The combination of a purposeful data collection process and constant comparison when
coding is meant to ensure and enable the researcher to achieve sufficient analytical
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breadth and depth around the core category or process. Emerging data is interrogated in
a way which stimulates further inquiry in directions where questions remain (i.e. it has
not yet been saturated). The focus of theoretical saturation should only be on those
concepts most central to the emerging theory, to ensure relevance and fit of the
conceptual framework, where variations are sufficiently accounted for and relationships
between categories are adequately delineated and understood.
Random sampling would be completely inappropriate in this case, as it can either render
the logic of the social processes incomprehensible, or lead to bias (at the relatively small
sample sizes qualitative research typically involves) (Miles and Huberman 1994). This
cannot achieve the kind of depth and detail necessary to contribute to the validity of
qualitative analysis (Patton 2002).
IV.

Memos

Memos serve as a bank of all insights and thoughts the researcher has during the entire
research process and is the fund of prior thought to which they refer when the time
comes to develop and then write their theory. Memos should be written at any time the
researcher finds themselves pausing, such as when wrestling with how to code a section
of text or musing about a conceptual element, as the process of coding constantly
stimulates ideas (Glaser 1978). Memos can be likened to a brain-dumping exercise.
Memo writing facilitates the coding process by providing a creative outlet and record of
ideas, but also provides a rich source of information when the researcher begins to try
and weave the conceptual threads of their theory back together (Glaser 1978). For this
reason, a researcher must do their own coding (which generates memos) when
following grounded theory (Glaser 1978); (Glaser & Holton, 2004).
v. Theoretical coding and theory writing
Grounded theory concludes when the conceptual pieces identified are woven back
together to form an integrated theory. The bank of memos accumulated and theoretical
codes facilitate this process (Glaser 1978). The conceptual labels developed during the
coding process are called substantive codes; they describe the categories and their
properties, reflecting the problem or issue of interest. Theoretical codes help [sensitise]
the research to the implicit integrative possibilities in the data (Boychuk Duchscher &
Morgan, 2004).They assist in conceptualising the relationships between substantive

codes and are therefore central to the development of a coherent theory (Glaser 1978;
1998).
Theoretical codes can be conceptualised as models which assist in the development of a
relational framework necessary for theory (Glaser 1978). This deepens the
conceptualisation beyond a well fleshed-out presentation of the concepts discovered,
and links them in a way that has explanatory and/or predictive power based upon the
relationships and dynamics between concepts. Theoretical codes may be extant
(contained within existing theoretical models in the literature of any discipline) or
generated by the researchers themselves (Glaser 1978; 1998). Researchers can also refer
to a number of coding families presented by Glaser (1978; 1998) if necessary.
vi. The literature
The grounded theory approach advises that the analyst make little or no reference to the
literature at the outset of a study, in order to ensure conceptualisation is not forced.
However, as the analysis proceeds to a point where a core category has emerged, it is
appropriate for the literature to be consulted. At this time comparisons can be made
between what is being discovered via the grounded theory approach and what has been
said in the literature. It is also an opportunity to improve theoretical sensitivity, refine
the on-going analysis, and in some cases, adopt categories and concepts contained
within the literature. It is worth noting that the literature is not restricted to the
substantive area of interest; what is relevant is determined by what is emerging via the
grounded theory approach (Fernandez, 2004); (Glaser 1998).
Validity, verification and other elements
Because grounded theory’s specific purpose is to generate theory, not verify theory, the
normal rules governing validation and verification (for hypothesis testing and theory
verification) do not apply. Grounded theory has its own canons: fit; relevance; and it
works (Glaser 1978; Glaser and Strauss 1967), which can be achieved if the method is
followed correctly. Work refers to the theory’s explanatory and predictive power. Fit
means that concepts are fitted easily to the data, and relevance is arrived at via the
grounded theory method because it allows the core problems and processes to emerge
(Glaser 1978, p. 5). The emergent theory should also be modifiable (Glaser 1978). This
recognises and reflects the fact that in research, discovery and change are constant
features. By extension, any gaps or misses in a grounded theory do not necessarily mean
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it is wrong, and identification of such gaps are simply opportunities for growth and
elaboration of the theory (Glaser 1978).
In grounded theory, a premium [is placed] on emergent conceptualisation (Glaser and
Strauss 1967, p. 37). This means letting the data speak for themselves and expressing
this at a conceptual level. The intention behind this is to ensure the grounded theory is
in fact grounded in the data, rather than being fitted or forced into categories contained
within the literature or other preconceived (or pet) categories, and is central to ensuring
fit, relevance and it works. Careful scrutiny of the literature at the outset is therefore
unnecessary and actively discouraged to prevent the influence (conscious or
unconscious) of extant concepts on analysis. While the researcher is not expected to
come to their research tabula rasa, they are expected to maintain an objective distance
from the situation, focusing on what is being said in the data.
A researcher’s ability to tune into data, label it, and relate this to concepts is referred to
as theoretical sensitivity (Glaser 1978; Glaser and Strauss 1967). Possession of
sensitivity to these conceptual elements will arise from a variety of sources, including
the researcher’s personal experiences, previous research and past readings of literature
(related and unrelated), and will constantly be developing (Glaser 1978; Glaser and
Strauss 1967). The key is ensuring these do not dominate interpretation, thereby forcing
the analysis (Glaser 1998).
Differences in grounded theory approaches
Grounded theory has sometimes been regarded as a revolution in qualitative research
(Walker & Myrick, 2006), however it has been subject to disagreement and conflict, and
has developed in three separate directions. The two most prominent have been labelled
Glaserian and Straussian grounded theory by Stem (Stem, 1994), highlighting the split
in approach that occurred between the two authors, and are often used by researchers to
indicate their methodological alignment. The third version is associated with Charmaz,
a former student of Glaser and Strauss, who advocates a constructivist approach to
grounded theory (Charmaz 2000, 2005, 2006).
Charmaz’s approach is clearly distinct from that of both Glaser and Strauss. Hers
focuses on a sociological application, with the objective of achieving a more complete
understanding of the subjective experience of a social process or social worlds. This is
achieved via an almost microscopic analysis of meaning, understanding....how people
define their situations and act on them (Charmaz 2005, p. 521), and in keeping with the
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constructivist focus, includes participants as researchers that validate the emerging
theory.
Glaserian grounded theory is fundamentally classical grounded theory, as the approach
advocated in it is unchanged from the original publications (see Glaser 1978; Glaser and
Strauss 1967; Glaser and Holton 2004).
Strauss, in conjunction with his colleague Juliet Corbin, advocated a revised version of
grounded theory (see Corbin and Strauss 2007; Strauss 1987; Strauss and Corbin 1990,
1997) that included a reorganised process, the application of new techniques and tools
to assist analysis (Walker and Myrick 2006) and a focus on validation (Glaser 1992,
2002). Strauss and Corbin’s approach is appealing, as much clearer guidance is
provided to the novice researcher in how to go about applying the method (Kendall,
1999).
The impact of the modifications made by Strauss and Corbin are not immediately clear;
however a collection of reviews emphasise that this is a different and distinct approach
which will yield different results (Boychuk Duchscher and Morgan 2004; (Kelle, 2005);
Kendall 1999; Walker and Myrick 2006). Researchers consequently have a choice, but
it must be an informed one which is consistent with their objectives (Boychuk
Duchscher and Morgan 2004; Kelle 2005; Kendall 1999; Walker and Myrick 2006).
Coding is central to both approaches (Kendall 1999; Walker and Myrick 2006), but
there is no doubt they approach this task from very different perspectives. Data analysis,
especially coding, is both the potency of the method and the substance of the difference
(Walker and Myrick 2006, p. 557). Their introduction of axial coding and the coding
paradigm are central to this. Glaser (1992, 2002; Glaser and Holton 2004) asserts that
the reworking of the approach by Strauss and Corbin (and others) yields different
analytical products that are neither grounded nor theory. He claims that rather than
developing grounded theory, the process and the application of the various tools and
techniques instead give rise to an extremely detailed conceptual description. Glaser does
not dismiss the value of a complete and rigorous description, but he emphasises that this
is not theory and for this reason the label grounded theory to their approach is a
misrepresentation. Detailed description does not adhere to what is central to
conceptualisation, i.e. transcendence - being abstract of time, place and people (Glaser
2002). Conceptualisation is the precursor to and building block of theory and implies
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that the product of an analysis which yields description instead cannot be referred to as
theory.
Furthermore, Glaser (1992) asserts that their process actually forces the data into a
preconceived analytical framework, rather than allowing the concepts and relationships
to emerge (via constant comparison and theoretical sampling, theoretical sensitivity,
memo writing and theoretical sorting and sampling). Emergence is central to achieving
fit, relevance and ‘it works’ of the resultant theory. Glaser consequently questions the
fundamental value of an analytical product which has been forced and therefore Strauss
and Corbin’s approach in its entirety.
In addition to these concerns is the potential for formulaic application of the precise
procedures outlined in Straussian grounded theory, which risks becoming a distraction:
By focusing the researcher’s energies on the search for the perfect approach to find the
data, the true nature of the data may be lost (Boychuk Duchscher and Morgan 2004, p.
611), a sentiment echoed by Kendall (1999).
Finally, Strauss and Corbin’s coding paradigm is heavily focused on action at the
micro-social level, which may not be suitable for researchers wishing to apply grounded
theory at higher macro-social (and systems) levels (Kelle 2005).
The most informative analysis of the pros and cons of Glaserian and Straussian
grounded theory is presented by Kendall (1999), who used classic grounded theory for
her doctoral studies, and Strauss and Corbin’s for separate but related post-doctoral
research. She struggled in the application of Glaser’s approach during her doctoral work
and was relieved to be using Strauss and Corbin’s approach in her subsequent research,
which seemed accessible and useful in helping to organise, describe, and conceptualise
the depth and extent of the processes involved (ibid., p. 750). However she quickly
found herself shifting away from her initial research focus as a result of her drive to
complete the axial coding. It was at this point that she understood the controversy
surrounding axial coding in particular. She found that she had a massive amount of data,
but that did not answer the research question ... I became distracted by working the
model to its natural conclusion and stopped thinking about what the data were telling
me (ibid., p. 752).
Despite this, the axial coding had provided a depth of description around her core
phenomenon rich enough to make useful clinical recommendations. However, to answer
her initial question she had to engage in a complete re-analysis, this time following

classic grounded theory procedures, eventually revealing a social process directly
related to her question that had in fact been there all the time, just obscured: submerged
under mounds of descriptive data (ibid., p. 755). Her overall conclusion was that Strauss
and Corbin’s approach is an excellent way to produce an in-depth understanding and
representation of an issue of interest via conceptual description (conceptual in that
antecedent, concurrent and consequent factors around the core were identified),
however it does not move the research beyond this to theorising.
Classic or Glaserian grounded theory is the most unrestricted and flexible of the three,
as was its original intention. Its application is not restricted to specific disciplines,
context or scale, and its approach is focused on conceptualisation that is transcendent of
the specifics of the research context, permitting theory generation (identification and
elaboration of relationships between concepts), and creating scope for generalisation.

Appendix C
Documentation
1

Sample of letter to potential interviewees

RE: Request for interview for Asian studies/Perception of Ethnic Chinese PhD
thesis
Dear Dr Kao Kim Hour (Example)
I am a current PhD candidate with the Faculty of Asian Studies at the Australian
National University. I am also a Fellow of the Asian Studies Institute of Victoria
University of Wellington, New Zealand.
My thesis is focusing on Khmer perceptions of ethnic minorities such as the Chinese
ethnic group in Cambodia. Ultimately, I hope my thesis will contribute to improving race
relations in Cambodia and that the lessons learnt can be shared with other countries
around the world.
I am seeking to interview a range of senior officials and opinion leaders in Cambodia.
You have been selected because your organisation plays an important role in shaping
the public policy response of the country.
The interview will consist of approximately 30 questions. If you agree, the interview
may be recorded. I estimate the interview will take less than one hour and a half.
I have attached an information sheet which contains additional information on privacy,
ethics and possible thesis publication.
Interviews will be conducted in early March 2010. I recognise you have many demands
on your time but would be very grateful if you could spare me up to one hour and a half
to discuss your thoughts on ethnic minorities and in particular the Chinese ethnic group
and race relations in Cambodia, and public policy implementation designed to enhance
harmonious co-existence for all people in Cambodia. If you are prepared to participate
please advise me by email at farib.sos@apri.ac.nz.
If you have further questions please do not hesitate to contact me on my mobile
+64274 454 727.
Yours sincerely

Farib Sos
PhD Candidate
Australian National University

2

Information sheet regarding the research

PhD Project Title: Ethnic Chinese in Cambodia
PhD Candidate:

FaribSos

Institution:

Faculty of Asian Studies, Australian National University

Outline of the Research:
The research focuses on the Khmer perception of ethnic Chinese in Cambodia. It will examine
the Khmer perception of the ethnic Chinese's attributes as individuals or groups in terms of
their economic, commercial/financial influence and activities, their cultural practices and
rituals, their political participation and influence in the country and any political implications of
these perceptions towards peace and stability of Cambodia.
The proposed research is directly relevant to the shared interests of political elites and
bureaucrats in Cambodia and aims to improve relationships between the indigenous Khmer
and minority groups such as the ethnic Chinese, as key stakeholders for Cambodia.
The research will also examine some public policy implementation in Cambodia and will focus
on key examples of where/how peaceful ethnic relations are conducted and areas of
improvement identified. They will also provide insights into how Cambodian public policies and
responses could be enhanced.
Sources will include interviews with approximately 60-80 current and retired parliamentarians,
senior civil servants and opinion leaders in Cambodia, examination of policy documents and
speeches, and opinion pieces from newspapers. The timeframe for the thesis will be 2010 to
2011 .
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3

Consent form

Agreement for Participation in PhD Research Project
Researcher: Farib Sos, PhD Candidate
Faculty of Asian Studies
Australian National University, Canberra
Australia
Phone: +64 49145240
e-mail: u4390035@anu.edu.au
1.

I , ......................................... (please print) voluntarily consent to take part in this PhD
Research Project. I have read the information sheet for this project and understand its
content. I am satisfied with the information provided, which explains the nature and
purpose of this project. My consent is freely given.

2.

I understand that by agreeing to participate to this research project, I consent to
undertake an interview which should last no more than an hour and a half and in
which I will engage into a structured dialogue with the researcher.

3.

I understand that the information gained from the interview, including my name,
position and title, may be published in a PhD thesis, or in academic journals or/and
books. I understand that I should avoid disclosing information which is of highly
confidential status or which is defamatory of any person.

4.

I understand that the summaries of the interviews, this form and any other relevant
materials will be stored in a locked office. Data entered onto a computer will be kept
in a password protected document, accessible only by the researcher.

5.

I understand that I may withdraw from the research project at any stage, without any
adverse consequences for me. If this situation were to occur, the information I have
provided would not be used by the researcher.

6.

I am aware that, should I have any ethical or legal reservations regarding the use of
information provided in this interview, I can contact the researcher in a first instance
or appeal to the Human Research Ethics Committee of Australian National University.
I have been provided with the contact addresses of both the researcher and the Ethics
Committee.

Signed

Date

Researcher to complete
I ............................................ certify that I have explained the nature and procedures of
the research project t o ............................................. and consider that he/she understands
what is involved.
Signed.........................................

Date........................................
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4

Interview guide

Ethnic Chinese Perception
Interview Guide for Field Work in Cambodia
This is a guide only. The exact nature and direction of each interview will depend on the
interviewee’s responses, but this guide gives an indication of the topics to be covered,
and possible questions that may be directed at the interviewee when discussing these
topics.

Preliminary Information (admin)
•

Explain informed consent process. Provide opportunity for questions (about the
interview itself, or the nature of the questions)

•

Explain recording process

•

Obtain informed consent or terminate

•

Explain the main purpose of the interview

•

Emphasise that they are free to stop and ask for clarification at any time and that
it is important to do so if there is anything they are unsure about.

Interview Proper
Tell me about yourself, your family and upbringing?
General thoughts about what it means to be Cambodian or Khmer and
general perceptions of Khmer versus (Asian) non Khmer
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•

What makes up your identity?

•

What does one need to do or have in order to be Cambodian or considered as
Cambodian?

•

Who would you regard as outsiders and why?

•

How would you make a distinction (discriminate) between Cambodian and
(outsiders) Asian non-Cambodian?

Thinking about your personal experience
Describe who you would consider as (outsiders) Asian non-Cambodians living in
Cambodia.
How do you know that they are not Cambodians?
What would be the critical features or behaviours or special characteristics you would
use to determine whether they are Cambodian or not? (language, religion/belief, custom
etc.)
Where do these (outsiders) Asian non-Cambodian people live and what do they do for a
living?

General perception of these (outsiders) Asian non-Cambodians
•

How do you perceive these (outsiders) Asian non-Cambodians, for example
Thai, Vietnamese, Chinese etc?

•

How well have they fitted in with indigenous Khmer and Cambodia? How
successful are they in integrating or adapting to indigenous ways? (Reasons why
successful or not)

•

Are there factors that limit their ability to fit in? If so, what are they? What can
be done about it?

•

What contributions have they made to Cambodia? (The focus here is to seek the
interviewee’s view of the different contributions, if any, in terms of cultural or
social enhancement, political and economical participation of each group
identified.)

Focus perception for Asian non-Cambodian ethnic groups
•

What are the attributes of (ethnic Chinese) each group? (Probing question: what
are the positive or negative attributes of (the ethnic Chinese) each group?)

•

Where do you get these views from, e.g. media, personal or family experience
etc?

•

What is it that influences your perception of each of (the ethnic Chinese) these
ethnic groups? What are the critical factors?

•

What are the critical factors that shape your views about each of (ethnic
Chinese) these groups?

•

Explain these factors? (positive, negative, etc)

•

In terms of ethnic languages, which ones would you choose to learn or
encourage others to learn? Why? (Would you learn Chinese language? Why?)

•

Which ones of these (outsiders) Asian non-Cambodian groups would you be
more likely to associate or be friends with? Why?

•

Which ones of these (outsiders) Asian non-Cambodian groups are part of
Cambodia and accepted by the majority of Cambodians? Why?

Exploring and focussing on perceptions of the ethnic Chinese
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•

What do you understand by the term ethnic Chinese?

•

How do they differ from Khmer?

•

What are some of their key characteristics?

•

What is your perception of their attributes as individuals and as a group?
(Probing questions based on issues such as their commercial or business
activities, their cultural practices or rituals, their political participation in the
country, their influence and linkage to the powerful elites in Cambodia and
mainland China, their allegiance to Cambodia, their degree or level of
integration/assimilation with the indigenous Khmer, their connections with those
of similar or same heritage, their economic, political and cultural influence in
Cambodia).

•

How does the Government respond to issues such as economic/income or
wealth disparities, cultural or religious differences, different political affiliations
or affinity of ethnic Chinese?

•

How would you characterise the government policy response to the issues with
respect specifically to the ethnic Chinese? In theory? On paper? In practice?

•

Does government policy influence the integration of this group?

•

Which ministries are most influential in shaping ethnic policy? What is the
nature of their influence?

Are there other organisations that exert significant influence? If so, which ones
and in what way?

Finally, is there anything else you would like to say about your perceptions of the
Ethnic Chinese that you haven't already been able to comment on during this interview?
(For example, how does China economic growth and influence affect his or her
perception of ethnic Chinese?)
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Appendix D
The 57 interviewees - some data

Gender
A1 - ■;>

A

■ F e m a le s

I

33%

■ M a le s

67%

Gender and Ethnicity
■ Percentage of Male
Cambodian with Chinese
Heritage

■ Percentage of Female
Cambodian with Chinese
Heritage

■ Percentage of Male Khmer

■ Percentage of Female Khmer

■ 20-30
■ 30-40
■ 4 0 -50
■ 50-60
■ 60-70
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Age and Ethnicity - Cambodian with
Chinese
■ Percentage of Cambodian with
Chinese Heritage b/w 20-30
■ Percentage of Cambodian with
Chinese Heritage b/w 30-40
■ Percentage of Cambodian with
Chinese Heritage b/w 40-50
■ Percentage of Cambodian with
Chinese Heritage b/w 50-60
■ Percentage of Cambodian with
Chinese Heritage b/w 60-70

Age and Ethnicity - Khmer
0%
5%
■ Percentage of Khmer b/w 20-30
■ Percentage of Khmer b/w 30-40

16%

■ Percentage of Khmer b/w 40-50
■ Percentage of Khmer b/w 50-60

9%

■ Percentage of Khmer b/w 60-70

4%

Academic
■ P e rc e n ta g e o f
C a m b o d ia n w ith
C h in e s e H e rita g e w ith

31%

A c a d e m ic
Q u a lific a tio n s
■ P e rc e n ta g e o f K h m e r

69%

w ith A c a d e m ic
Q u a lific a tio n s
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